25 June 2021

Authority Agenda

NOTICE OF AUTHORITY MEETING
Friday 25 June 2021 at 10am
Chamber, Barking Town Hall. IG11 7LU
Public access to the Town Hall is restricted at this current time due to Covid-19
Government guidelines with a maximum number of 18 attendees permitted in the Council
Chamber. Please carry out a Lateral Flow Test up to 48 hours prior to attendance. This
function is available at the Relish Café opposite the Town Hall if required.
Unless exempt, a face mask must be worn at all times whilst moving around the Town Hall
and can only be removed when seated in the Council Chamber. Social distancing should be
maintained at all times and there should be no sharing of any equipment, papers or pens.
Members
Councillor John Howard (Chair / Redbridge), Councillor James Asser (Vice Chair /
Newham), Councillor Dorothy Akwaboah (Barking & Dagenham), Councillor Syed Ghani
(Barking & Dagenham), Councillor Osman Dervish (Havering), Councillor Robert Benham
(Havering), Councillor Nilufa Jahan (Newham) and Councillor Jo Blackman (Redbridge)
Andrew Lappage
Managing Director

17 June 2021

E-mail: andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

AGENDA
For Information

1.

Apologies for absence

For Information

2.

Declaration of Members Interest
In accordance with the Constitution, Members are asked to
declare any personal or prejudicial interest they may have in
any matter which is to be considered at this meeting

For Decision

3.

Membership and Appointment of Chair and Vice Chair for the
Municipal Year 2021/22 and appointment of A-Director

For Decision

4.

Minutes – To agree Part 1 (Public Items) of the minutes of
the Authority’s meeting held on 8 February 2021 and
authorise the Chair to sign the same

For Decision

5.

Internal Audit Annual Report including Annual Opinion for
2020/21 and arrangements for future Internal Audit work

For Decision

6.

Final Financial Outturn Position and Contract Monitoring
Review for the year 2020/21

For Information

7.

Treasury Management Outturn Report 2020/21

For Decision

8.

Annual Governance Statement 2020/21
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For Information

9.

Draft Statement of Accounts 2020/21

For Decision

10.

Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and Supporting Policies
2021/22

For Decision

11.

Risk Management Policy and Strategy 2021/22

For Information

12.

DEFRA Resources and Waste Strategy Consultations
Overview of four consultation responses to DEFRA (EPR,
DRS, Consistency and Waste Prevention)

For Decision

13.

Joint Strategy – Preparations for Future Wastes Management
Arrangements in East London – Update

For Information

14.

East London Waste Prevention Programme

For Information

15.

Forward Plan

For Decision

16.

Any other public items which the Chair decides are urgent.

For Decision

17.

To consider whether it would be appropriate to pass a
resolution to exclude the public and press from the
remainder of the meeting due to the nature of the business
to be transacted.

Confidential Business
The public and press have a legal right to attend/observe Authority meetings, except
where business is confidential or certain other sensitive information is to be discussed.
The items in the private part of the agenda are exempt from publication under
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 (as amended)
as they contain commercially confidential information and the public interest in
maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.

For Decision

18.

Minutes – To agree Part 2 (Restricted Items) of the minutes
of the Authority’s meeting held on 8 February 2021 and
authorise the Chair to sign the same
These Minutes have been restricted to Members and specific
officers only.

For Information

19.

Infrastructure & Projects Authority Health Check
(Confidential)
This report has been restricted to Members and specific
Officers only

For Decision

20.

Fire Improvement Works (Confidential)
This report has been restricted to Members and specific
officers only.
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21.

Contract Efficiencies Proposals (Confidential)
This report has been restricted to Members and specific
officers only.

For Decision

22.

ELWA Limited Update (Confidential)
This report has been restricted to Members and specific
officers only.

For Decision

23.

Any other confidential or exempt items which the Chair
decides are urgent.
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AUTHORITY REPORT: MEMBERSHIP AND APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR AND VICE
CHAIR FOR THE MUNICIPAL YEAR 2021/22, AND
APPOINTMENT OF A-DIRECTOR
1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendations:

2.1

It is recommended that Members:
a) note the composition of ELWA’s membership and the appointments made in
accordance with the Constituent Councils’ internal procedures and ELWA’s
Constitution as set out at paragraph 4.2 of the report;
b) agree the appointments of the ELWA Chair and Vice Chair; and
c) reappoint Mr Beadle as A-Director of ELWA Limited for a further period of one
year, and that authority is delegated to the Managing Director, in consultation
with the Chair, Finance Director and Monitoring Officer, to appoint an Alternate
A-Director of ELWA Limited if necessary.

3.

Purpose

3.1

To note the appointment of Members for the municipal year 2021/22.

3.2

To agree the appointments of Chair and Vice for the year 2021/22.

3.3

To make arrangements for the governance of ELWA Limited.

4.

New Membership

4.1

The Constitution is the corporate governance document by which ELWA operates and
paragraphs 4.1 Part A and 4.2, Part B1, of the Constitution set out the process for
member appointments to ELWA.

4.2

The London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Newham and Redbridge
have each given notice to ELWA of their appointments for the year 2021/22 as
follows:
London
Borough

Previous Representative

Current Representative

Barking &
Dagenham

Councillor Dorothy
Akwaboah
Councillor Syed Ghani

Councillor Dorothy
Akwaboah
Councillor Syed Ghani

Havering

Councillor Robert Benham Councillor Robert Benham
Councillor Osman Dervish Councillor Osman Dervish

21/05/2021

Newham

Councillor James Asser
Councillor Genevieve
Kitchen

02/06/2021

Councillor James Asser
Councillor Nilufa Jahan

Confirmed

03/06/2021
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Councillor Jo Blackman
(succeeded Councillor
Sheila Bain during
2020/21)
Councillor John Howard

Councillor Jo Blackman
Councillor John Howard

08/06/2021

5.

Appointment of Chair and Vice Chair

5.1

The ELWA Constitution is the corporate governance document by which ELWA
operates. Article 1 of Part B of the Constitution sets out the election process for ELWA
Member positions.

5.2

Under the Constitution, appointments to the position of Chair and, Vice-Chair are the
first business to be decided upon at ELWA’s Annual meeting (AGM).

5.3

Appointments to the positions of Chair and Vice-Chair are to be made by the Authority
by resolution passed by a majority of the Members of the Authority present at the
Annual General Meeting, provided at least one Member from each of the three
Constituent Councils votes in favour.

5.4

The Constitution further provides that in making the appointments to the positions
of Chair and Vice Chair, the Authority shall endeavour as best as possible to ensure
that the positions of Chair and Vice Chair are not occupied in any one year by both
Member representatives of the same Constituent Council.

5.5

The positions of Chair and Vice Chair are generally held for one year, until the next
AGM of the Authority.

6.

Member Induction

6.1

The new and recently appointed Members have been given inductions and a tour of
the key waste facilities at Jenkins Lane and Ilford Recycling Centre is organised for
16 July 2021.

7.

Appointment of A-Director to Board of ELWA Ltd

7.1

The Constitution at Section A (paragraph 1.2(ii)) also provides for the appointment
of a person to the post of “A” Shareholder Director (A-Director) of ELWA Limited (the
Contractor). That person must not be disqualified from being a Member of the
Authority. Most meetings of ELWA Limited require the presence of the A-Director, in
order for the meeting to be quorate. The Articles of Association of ELWA Limited
make provision for ELWA to appoint an Alternate (substitute) Director for the ADirector in the event that the A-Director is unable to attend meetings.

7.2

Members delegated authority to appoint an independent A-Director at the AGM in
June 2020, and an Alternate A-Director if necessary. Mr David Beadle was appointed
as A-Director in July 2020 for a period of one year; no Alternate A-Director was
appointed.

7.3

It is recommended that Mr Beadle is reappointed for a further period of one year,
and that authority is delegated to the Managing Director, in consultation with the
Chair, Finance Director and Monitoring Officer, to appoint an Alternate A-Director if
necessary.
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Relevant officer:
Andrew Lappage, Managing Director: e-mail
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk /

9.

Appendices attached:

9.1

None.

10.

Background Papers:

10.1

None.

11.

Legal Considerations:

11.1

S.31 of the Local Government Act 1985 makes provision for a Council to terminate
and replace their nominated members to a joint authority such as ELWA. Under the
Act, a Constituent Council to a joint authority may at any time terminate the
appointment of a person appointed by it to a joint authority and appoint another
member of the council in his/her place. Where a Constituent Council exercises its
powers of replacement it must give notice of the new appointment and of the
termination of the previous appointment to the authority to which those
appointments were made.

11.2

This report confirms the appointments of Members from the Constituent Councils to
ELWA as notified to the Authority, subject where appropriate, to formal confirmation
following formal Constituent Council ratification.

11.3

The nomination by the Authority, of the A-Director to ELWA Ltd, is an established
component of the governance of the company. This is so provided by Article 75(A) of
the company’s Articles of Association.

12.

Financial Considerations:

12.1

None.

13.

Performance Management Considerations:

13.1

None.

14.

Risk Management Considerations:

14.1

Members should be aware of potential conflicts of interests and declare any such
interests when undertaking ELWA business

15.

Equalities considerations:

15.1

ELWA Members are elected by their ward constituents through democratic elections
and appointed to ELWA by their respective Councils in accordance with their
constitutions. Therefore, equality impacts are not considered to arise from the
member appointment process or the matters covered in this report.

16.

Follow-up Reports:

16.1

Annual.
Page 3 of 4
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17.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

17.1

http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/east-london-waste-authority/

18.

Glossary:
Contractor = ELWA Limited
ELWA / Authority = East London Waste Authority
LBBD = London Borough of Barking & Dagenham
LBH = London Borough of Havering
LBN = London Borough of Newham
LBR = London Borough of Redbridge

19.

Discussed by Management Board:

19.1

14 June 2021

20.

Confidential

20.1

Not applicable
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DRAFT AUTHORITY MINUTES – PART 1 PUBLIC ITEMS
Monday 8 February 2021 (9:30 am–11.20 AM)
Present:
Councillor John Howard (Chair / Redbridge), Councillor James Asser (Vice Chair / Newham),
Councillor Dorothy Akwaboah and Councillor Syed Ghani (Barking & Dagenham), Councillor
Osman Dervish and Councillor Robert Benham (Havering), Councillor Genevieve Kitchen
(Newham) and Councillor Jo Blackman (Redbridge).
1.

Apologies for Absence

Barry Francis (LBH)
2.

Declaration of Members’ Interests

There were none declared.
3.

Minutes – To agree Part 1 (Public Items) of the minutes of the Authority’s
meeting held on 30 November 2020 and authorise the Chair to sign the same.

Members confirmed as true and accurate the Part 1(Public Items) of the minutes of the
Authority’s meeting held on 30 November 2020. The Chair was authorised to sign the same.
Members agreed the Minutes.
4.

Minutes – To agree the EGM minutes of the Authority’s meeting held on 15
January 2021 and authorise the Chair to sign the same.

Members agreed the Minutes.
5.

Indicative External Audit Plan 2020/21

The Finance Director (FD) asked Members to consider the external auditor’s indicative Audit
Plan for the period 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021 including the audit of the 2020/21 financial
statements. The plan sets out the audit risks, including going concern. Materiality has been
set at £1.3m and the ‘clearly trivial’ amount, below which the auditors will not report errors,
has been set at £0.069m. The FD continued that the audit fee has not yet been agreed for
2020/21. She confirmed that the proposed timeline for completion of the 2020/21 audit is
July 2021, however the audit completion deadline relies on the London Pension Fund
Authority (LPFA) external audit.
The Finance Director then handed over to Debbie Hanson of Ernst & Young (EY) who outlined
the key audit risks and areas of audit focus. These include going concern, where there is a
slight change of focus for 2020/21. Ms Hanson confirmed that the plan includes an increased
scale fee for 2020/21 which has not yet been agreed with the Authority or Public Sector Audit
Appointments (PSAA).
Members noted the report.
6.

Budgetary Control & Contract Monitoring to 30 November 2020

Members received the report from the Finance Director who highlighted Appendix A which
shows a forecast underspend of £1.858m. The forecast is primarily due to actual tonnages
for the first eight months of the year being cumulatively lower than the profiled budget and
budgeted interest payments on borrowing not taken out. She also highlighted the forecast
underachievement of income from commercial waste due to Covid-19 as detailed in para
Page 1 of 6
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4.10 of the report. The FD also drew members’ attention to Appendix B that shows the
tonnages profile for 2020/21.
The Managing Director highlighted that the projected recycling performance across ELWA is
between 32% and 33% subject to audit of new external suppliers to Renewi. If achieved,
this would be the highest target reached to date. This includes significant improvements at
the MBT facilities and use of further off-takers that provide additional recycling of bulky
waste. He added that the services had been well managed and reliable even with the impact
of Brexit and Covid-19.
Following a question from the Chair, the Managing Director confirmed that during 2020/21
the increased tonnages received by ELWA are likely to be as a result of a change in the
demographics as significantly more people work from home. Commercial waste has dropped
significantly due to closure of businesses and shops during the Covid-19 pandemic. The
combined impact is that Contract Waste managed by ELWA is up slightly on the previous
year. He also pointed out that MBT recycling in September was lower due to the fire at Frog
Island on 9th September 2019 which damaged much of the refinement section where
recycling materials separation normally takes place.
Members noted the report.
7.

Treasury Management Strategy 2021/22 and Prudential Code Indicators
2021/22 to 2023/24

The FD presented the draft report setting out the strategy on investments and borrowing
parameters, prudential indicators and limits on types of investments. The FD highlighted the
borrowing strategy as set out in para 9 which includes the borrowing requirement for the
Fire Improvement Works (FIW) in 2021/22 and a separate provision for £60.000m in future
years, should it be required in relation to the future waste strategy. She reminded Members
that the Government levied an additional 1% on Public Works Loans Board (PWLB) borrowing
in Oct 2019 which was removed in the autumn of 2020. Borrowing rates, investment rates
and return rates continue to be tracked.
Members agreed to the four listed recommendations in the report.
8.

Revenue & Capital Budgets and Levy 2021/22

Members received the Finance Director’s report on the Revenue & Capital Budgets and Levy
2021/22. The report included the final proposed levy for all Constituent Councils (CCs) which
Members were asked to agree. The total proposed levy for 2021/22 was £47.563m, a
decrease of 29.52% from 2020/21. The Finance Director provided an overview of the key
elements of the report, highlighting the release of reserves which has enabled the one-off
reduction in the 2021/22 levy, and also emphasised the impact on the following year’s levy
which is forecast to increase by 51.72%.
The Finance Director highlighted that Section 6 set out the main movements in the budget
and levy between 2020/21 and 2021/22. Her recommendations set out in the reserves
strategy at section 7 were that the Authority should maintain a £3m Revenue Reserve, a
£1m Business Risk Reserve and a £2m Strategy Reserve. The Finance Director also
highlighted the table at para 8.6 which outlined the indicative levy position and reserves
figures for the next five years, including the underlying increase in the levy.
The Chair pointed out para 6.13 referring to discretionary payments and requested these to
be finalised by the end of the year. ACTION
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Cllr Ghani asked how the release of reserves will be paid to the Constituent Councils (CCs).
The Finance Director confirmed that each of the CCs’ levies for the forthcoming financial year
will be reduced compared to the current financial year in accordance with the levy
apportionment methodology at para 8.10 of the report.
[Nicky Fiedler joined the meeting at this point].
Cllr Asser asked for the reasons behind the insurance increase to be confirmed. The
Managing Director confirmed the jump in insurance costs is due to the limited number of
companies willing to cover this type of market. The most important task is to make sure that
the Contract is covered by the insurance each year. The Finance Director confirmed that this
is one of the key variables that are required to be monitored leading up to the Autumn 2021
Medium Term Financial Strategy report.
Members agreed to all recommendations in the report.
9.

Review of the Corporate Risk Register

Members were advised that the Corporate Risk Register has now been amended to include
the risks related to Covid-19 with other risks already listed remaining broadly the same.
Members approved the Corporate Risk Register.
10.

Annual Audit Letter 2019/20

The Finance Director presented the Annual Audit Letter which provides a high-level summary
of the results of the 2019/20 external audit work undertaken at ELWA. The report confirms
that the external auditors, EY (formerly Ernst & Young), issued an unqualified opinion on the
2019/20 financial statements and an unqualified value for money conclusion.
The Finance Director noted that EY has advised that the current scale fee of £14,068 does
not reflect the changes across the audit market relating to work required to be carried out in
relation to Covid-19 and increases in regulation.
The Finance Director handed over to Debbie Hanson of EY who confirmed that the proposed
increase in the audit fees detailed on page 161 of the Authority pack contained two elements:
a proposed increase in the scale fee and a fee in relation to additional work that was carried
out as part of the 2019/20 audit, including work related to Covid-19. She continued that
scale fees across the board, including ELWA, are inadequate and that the regulators, the
FRC, suggest the increase in challenges and the involvement of specialist within their fields
warranted an increase in the fees. The Finance Director shared the view of Members that
this was a very significant increase and stated the proposed increase had not yet been agreed
by PSAA. The final agreed fees will be reported to the Authority in due course.
Members noted the report.
11.

Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan 2021/22

Members received the Managing Director’s report on the Annual Budget and Service Delivery
Plan (ABSDP) 2021/22 noting it aims to exceed the required Integrated Waste Management
Services (IWMS) contract target of 33% recycling of household waste within the next
financial year, 2021/22. The actions relating to the involvement and support of the
Constituent Councils to reach the target were highlighted as part of five key projects planned
for 2021/22. The Head of Waste and Support Services then introduced Simon Lee of Renewi
who joined the meeting and delivered the presentation at Appendix A to the report which
covered year-on-year performance to December 2020 and the future emphasis of Renewi
Page 3 of 6
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and ELWA continuing to work together on a more collaborative basis in order to achieve and
exceed contractual household recycling targets of 33%. The ABSDP aims to achieve 35%
recycling of household waste during 2021/22.
The Chair asked what can be done at the RRCs to increase the range of materials and improve
recycling rates to the level in the ABSDP. Simon Lee advised that as Re-use and Recycling
targets have fallen short during 2020/21, a number of areas is being addressed including a
review of the site layouts, and greater separation of waste by the public. In addition, he
added that any increase in the range of materials sought by the CCs to be collected at the
kerbside will be addressed on the individual merits with the aim to ensure contamination
levels are kept to a minimal level.
The Head of Waste and Support Services (HWSS) added that LBBD and LBN confirmed that
recent trials in the range of kerbside collected materials have been successful and they will
be going forward with the expansion after April 2021. Discussions are ongoing with LBH and
LBR and how any increased range of materials being collected could be effectively managed.
The Chair requested that Members be advised of any future changes to the general materials
that each CC can collect and to include any changes to the levied costs that might arise from
this.
Members agreed to the Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan (ABSDP) 2021/22 and
noted the ABSDP contains actions relating to the involvement and support of the Constituent
Councils to reach the 35% recycling of household waste in 2021/22.
12.

Strategy – Preparations for the Future Wastes Management Arrangements in
East London – Update

The Head of Strategy Development (HSD) updated Members on the development of the Joint
Strategy, including work to agree a final timetable for the production of the document and
its appendices, and the running of a public engagement exercise.
The HSD outlined the Strategy paper including details of the next round of the Government
consultations on the national Resources and Waste Strategy, which were expected in
February or March but may possibly have been put back until May 2021. Further confirmation
on timescales is awaited. The HSD noted that the recommendation in the reporting seeking
delegation of authority to the Managing Director, in consultation with the Chair and ViceChair, to prepare and submit responses from the Authority to the next round of these
consultation would still apply, but a delay of the consultations to May would enable a further
interim report to be brought to the next Authority meeting in June.
The Managing Director also noted that the Infrastructure and Projects Authority (IPA) have
engaged with ELWA as part of preparedness work for the end of PFI contracts. A formal draft
report from the initial meetings is expected in March 2021. Members will be kept informed
including details of the successor arrangements.
Members noted the updates on the Joint Strategy development; and agreed to delegate
authority to the Managing Director, in consultation with the Chair and Vice-Chair, to prepare
and submit responses from the Authority to the next round of Government consultations on
the national Resources and Waste Strategy.
13.

East London Waste Prevention Programme

Members received an update from the Head of Strategy Development (HSD) on the revised
approach of the East London Waste Prevention Programme, which was originally approved
Page 4 of 6
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at the November 2019 Authority Meeting but had then been delayed due to Covid-19. A
revised programme is proposed to be delivered, which takes into account changes to working
arrangements and engagement opportunities brought about by the pandemic. The budget
has been revised from £268K to £175K, with the saving comprising reduced staffing costs
for public engagement and increased collaboration with existing teams within the Constituent
Councils and other partners. The focus of the revised programme is on those materials which
are either most commonly disposed of in East London, or provide the best environmental
outcomes through diversion from treatment/disposal. Details on the planned activities were
outlined in Appendix A of the report.
The Chair asked if the priorities could be confirmed, as food waste is a third of the volume in
LBR. LBN also confirmed that food waste is possibly as high as 50% of unnecessary waste
and would like to see more done in this area.
The HSD confirmed that the reduction of food waste is a high priority, in line with Government
policy, and that Appendix A is not listed in priority order. He also confirmed that collaboration
with authorities outside of the ELWA area is an opportunity being focussed on to achieve
added value, along with making the best use of the Keep Britain Tidy (KBT) resources
allocated to East London under their contract with Renewi.
Members approved the revised 2021-22 Waste Prevention Programme as attached in
Appendix A of the report.
14.

Programme of Meetings 2021/22

Members noted the dates set out in the Programme of Meetings for 2021/22.
15.

Forward Plan

The Managing Director introduced the covering report which sets out the requirements of the
proposed Forward Plan and that, if approved, all future meetings will receive an updated
forward plan as a table listing key decisions required to be reviewed by Members in
chronological order.
The Chair confirmed the Forward Plan is a good addition to the governance framework and
requested for an item to be added on increasing the range of materials that can be recycled.
ACTION
Members agreed to the Forward Plan of key decision required to be reviewed by Members
to be included in a table format brought to Members at each Authority meeting. The Chair
noted his earlier request that Members be advised of any future changes to the general
materials that each CC can collect and to include any changes to the levied costs that might
arise from this. ACTION
16.

Any other public items which the Chair decides are urgent

There were none.
17.

Resolution

Members resolved to consider whether it would be appropriate to pass a resolution to
exclude the public and press from the remainder of the meeting due to the nature of the
business to be transacted.
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Minutes – To agree Part 2 (Restricted Items) of the minutes of the Authority’s
meeting held on 30 November 2020 and authorise the Chair to sign the same.

Members confirmed as true and accurate the Part 2 (Restricted Items) of the minutes of
the Authority’s meeting held on 30 November 2020. The Chair was authorised to sign the
same.
19.

Fire Improvement Works (Confidential)

Members noted the report.
20.

Contract Savings Proposals (Confidential)

Members noted the report.
21.

ELWA Limited Update (Confidential)

Members agreed the recommendation in the report.
22.

Any other confidential or exempt items which the Chair decides are urgent

There were none.
Chair:
Date:
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AUTHORITY REPORT: INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL REPORT INCLUDING ANNUAL
OPINION FOR 2020/21 AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR FUTURE
INTERNAL AUDIT WORK
1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

It is recommended that Members:
a) note the Internal Audit Annual Report, including the Internal Audit opinion for
2021/22;
b) approve the proposed Internal Audit Charter, Strategy, and Internal Audit plan
for 2021-2026 in Appendices A, B and C that are collectively the agreement
between the East London Waste Authority (the Authority) and the London
Borough of Redbridge for the provision of Internal Audit services.

3.

Purpose:

3.1

To advise Members of the Head of Internal Audit’s annual opinion for 2020/21 on the
Authority’s governance, risk management, and internal control arrangements.

3.2

To seek Members’ approval for the collective documents, including the plan of future
Internal Audit reviews, that set out the future Internal Audit services to be provided
to the Authority.

4.

Background:

4.1

Internal Auditing is an independent, objective assurance and advisory / consulting
activity designed to add value and improve an organisation’s operations. It helps an
organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach
to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control and
governance processes. The Internal Audit service is guided by its “proper practices”
set out in the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (the Standards), an international
internal auditing standard developed by the Global Institute of Internal Auditors and
adopted by UK bodies. Reference to the specific requirements of the Standards are
set out throughout this report.

5.

2020/21 Annual Internal Audit Opinion:

5.1

The objective of the Internal Audit service is to provide the Authority’s members and
management with an independent and objective assurance opinion on the robustness
of the systems of internal control, risk management and governance. Opinions are
given for each engagement (i.e. each individual Internal Audit review) and the
Standards at section 2450 require the Head of Audit and Investigations to provide an
annual Internal Audit opinion and an annual report that can be used by the
organisation to inform its governance statement.

5.2

The Standards require the Internal Audit annual opinion includes an assessment of
the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the organisation’s framework of
governance, risk management, and control established to manage the activities of

14
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the Authority toward the achievement of its objectives and in doing so manage risk
and uncertainty within accepted levels.
5.3

The Standards require the annual opinion to include commentary to identify the
following:
a) The overall opinion reached and the basis for the opinion
b) The scope (including any limitations) of the opinion and the period which the
opinion covers
c) How the Internal Audit work in the year provides a sufficient basis for the opinion
including whether and how the opinion is informed by, or relies upon, the work
of other assurance providers (such as internal compliance or quality assurance
functions, regulators, industry accreditation bodies, peer reviews etc.).

5.4

The Standards require the Head of Audit and Investigations’ annual report to
include the following that provide those charged with governance with assurance over
the operation of the Internal Audit service in the year, and therefore the
appropriateness of the annual opinion:
a) Detail of the outcomes of Internal Audit work in the year and other sources of
assurance that support the opinion
b) A comparison of work completed versus that planned
c) Disclosure of and reasons for any limitations of coverage of the Authority’s
arrangements or activities
d) Disclosure of and reasons for any impairments to Internal Audit’s independence
and objectivity
e) A statement on whether the Internal Audit service conforms with its proper
professional practices by conforming with the Public Sector Internal Audit
Standards and maintaining an effective quality and assurance programme and
delivered a suitable quality service (e.g. through reference to performance
against its performance indicators)
f)

Any other issues that the Head of Internal Audit and Investigations judges
relevant to the preparation of the Annual Governance Statement.

5.5

The plan of Internal Audit work in 2020/21 was agreed by the Authority in June 2020.

5.6

The annual opinion is the professional judgement of the Head of Internal Audit and
Investigations based on the outcomes of individual Internal Audit reviews during the
year and other assurance sources. The annual Internal Audit opinion concludes on
the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the organisation’s framework of
governance, risk management and control.

5.7

The annual Internal Audit opinion should be considered as part of producing the
Authority’s Annual Governance Statement.

5.8

The annual Internal Audit opinion for 2020/21 and its basis is set out in section 5 of
this report.
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6.

Internal Audit arrangements and plans for 2021/22 and beyond:

6.1

Standard 1000 of the PSIAS require that the purpose, authority and responsibility of
Internal Audit within each organisation must be formally defined in an Internal Audit
Charter, consistent with the Mission of Internal Audit and the mandatory elements of
the International Professional Practices Framework (the Core Principles for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, the Code of Ethics, the Standards and the
Definition of Internal Auditing).

6.2

The Head of Internal Audit must periodically review the Internal Audit Charter and
present it for approval to the group that in the definition of the Public Sector Internal
Audit Standards represents “senior management” (for the Authority this is the
Management Board) and also the group that represents “the board” who are charged
with governance for the Authority (for the Authority this is the Authority members).

6.3

The Internal Audit Charter is a formal document that defines Internal Audit’s purpose,
authority, and responsibility. The Internal Audit Charter establishes the Internal Audit
activity’s position within the organisation, including the nature of the Head of Audit
and Investigations’ functional reporting relationship with “senior management” and
“the board”; it authorises access to records, personnel and physical properties
relevant to the performance of engagements; and it also defines the scope of Internal
Audit activities. Final approval of the Internal Audit Charter resides with “the board”.

6.4

The Internal Audit service is provided by the London Borough of Redbridge (LBR) who
report directly to the Finance Director, ELWA, who in turn reports on audit matters
to the Authority.

6.5

The Internal Audit Charter importantly demonstrates how the LBR Internal Audit
service operates independently and objectively when working for the Authority. The
Charter demonstrates how Internal Audit is aware of, and demonstrates how any
potential conflicts associated with its work for the Authority and LBR work are
managed. This is therefore an important assurance for “the board” and underpins
Internal Audit’s key professional requirements of independence and objectivity.

6.6

The Internal Audit Charter is reported for the approval “the board” and is attached
at Appendix A.

6.7

Standard 2010 of the PSIAS requires a risk-based Internal Audit plan to be developed
that enables the production of the annual Internal Audit opinion. The plan must
incorporate or be linked to a strategic or high-level statement of how the Internal
Audit service will be delivered and developed in accordance with the Internal Audit
Charter and how it links to the Authority’s objectives and priorities. The Internal
Audit Strategy is attached at Appendix B and the Internal Audit plan is attached at
Appendix C.

7.

Internal Audit Opinion for 2020/21:

7.1

The Head of Internal Audit and Investigation’s annual opinion, based on the outcomes
of Internal Audit work performed in 2020/21 and other appropriate sources of
assurances, is that the Authority’s systems of governance, risk management, and
internal control remain generally sound and provide substantial assurance.
This
opinion is in line with the 2019/20 opinion.
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Generally sound means that the Authority’s governance, risk management, and
internal control arrangements are sufficiently well designed and operating
consistently and effectively to:
•

Identify and manage the significant risks required levels to satisfactorily achieving
the Authority’s objectives

•

Ensure reliable management information

•

Ensure effective and efficient operations

•

Ensure assets are safeguarded

•

Ensure compliance with law, regulation, polices, procedures and contacts.

This opinion is formed based on and limited to:
•

The findings, conclusions, and opinion from Internal Audit reviews in 2020/21 (see
7.6 below)

•

Other third-party expert, independent advice provided to the Authority where
such advice provides assurance that actions have been taken to manage
significant risk and can be relied upon for the purposes of conclusions in individual
Internal Audit reviews and the overall Head of Internal Audit’s annual opinion (see
7.9 below)

•

The absence of identified or advised findings from regulators and inspectors that
could indicate significant weaknesses in the Authority’s governance, risk
management, and internal control arrangements

•

The absence of any referrals of suspected fraud or corruption and therefore no
proven cases.

7.4

The 2020/21 Internal Audit reviews sufficiently completed thus far to form key
conclusions and provisional opinions are set out below. The fieldwork testing phase
for one review regarding Charging for Non-Household Waste is work in progress at
the time of writing this report and a provisional opinion cannot yet be given. The
absence of this individual opinion at this stage does not prevent an overall annual
opinion being provided given the extent of coverage provided by the other reviews.
The work on the review of Charging for Non-Household Waste has been delayed and
will be concluded in the near future.

7.5

The provisional opinions given by the Internal Audit reviews mean that issues
identified, individually or in aggregate, do not currently have a high likelihood of
undermining the overall integrity of core business as usual processes to an extent
that would prevent the satisfactory achievement of established objectives.

7.6

A summary of the outcomes of 2020/21 Internal Audit review in line with the agreed
plan is set out below:
Internal Audit review of: Contract management
Objective

To assess whether there are robust contract monitoring and
management arrangements in place at the Authority to
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Internal Audit review of: Contract management
manage the effective and efficient delivery of the IWMS
contract by Renewi.
This review provided an independent, objective assurance
opinion regarding a key part of the Authority’s fundamental
control processes and contributed to assurance available to
those charged with governance on the following identified
risks:
•
•
•

Key conclusions

C2 – Breakdown of relationship with Contractor and/or
Operator
C8 – The Authority's control systems do not provide timely
detection of fraudulent or corrupt acts
C13 – Failure to deliver specified or agreed improved levels
of contractual performance

Despite disruption owing to the COVID-19 pandemic to
operational sites during the first part of 2020/21, core
monitoring activity such as site inspections and Constituent
Council monitoring returns have continued to be performed
with suitable evidence provided.
Constituent Councils have been using a consistent proforma to
perform their monitoring returns, which has been a previously
identified issue. Testing confirmed these were completed and
provided to ELWA on a timely basis.
A green-level
recommendation has been made to improve the escalation
processes where Constituent Councils do not provide ELWA
with the outcomes of the site inspections.
Contract management meetings and management information
has continued to be provided throughout the year, with Renewi
performing their self-monitoring and reporting accordingly.
This has been reported up to Members on a periodic basis
accordingly.
A change to the turnaround delays process, which results in
performance deductions to the monthly Renewi contract
payment, was made during the year to perform summary
checks on the accuracy and appropriateness of the deductions
to be applied. After the period of change, these checks have
been applied effectively.
The audit concluded ELWA’s processes for agreeing the
monthly invoice were effective and the correct amounts were
paid for the periods checked.
Required weighbridge calibration checks were performed
appropriately to inform the accuracy of weighbridge operations
and to assure the associated tonnage results when used.
ELWA has ensured it received outcomes from Renewi-led duty
of care audits over their third—party processors. The reports
were consistently completed and provided evidence
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Internal Audit review of: Contract management
inspections were effective. This addresses an issue previously
identified in Internal Audit work.
A green level
recommendation was made to further improve the monitoring
and oversight of the duty of care audits.
Final opinion

Substantial assurance

Recommendations Three green-level recommendations

Internal Audit review of: Financial Management
Objective

To assess whether there are robust financial management
arrangements in place at the Authority, specifically in relation
to non-IWMS contract spend.
This review provided an independent, objective assurance
opinion regarding a key part of the Authority’s fundamental
control processes and also contributed to assurance available
to those charged with governance on the following identified
risks:
C8 – The Authority's control systems do not provide timely
detection of fraudulent or corrupt acts
C9 – The Authority has insufficient funds to meet its obligations

Key conclusions

Fieldwork completed and no significant issues have to date
been identified

Provisional
opinion

Substantial assurance

Recommendations TBC number of green-level recommendations

Internal Audit review of: Operational resilience - fire improvement works
and insurance arrangements
Objective

To assess whether the appropriate external expert support was
sought and appropriately used to develop:
•

Credible plans for specifying, procuring, and completing the
required fire improvement works in a suitable timeframe to
satisfy insurers so that they can offer renewed cover; and

•

Appropriate contingency plans should the insurers have
decided to not offer renewed or reduced cover after 23
December 2020 to ensure that services can continue as
needed. C
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This review provided an independent, objective assurance
opinion regarding a key part of the Authority’s risk
management arrangements and also contributed to assurance
available to those charged with governance on the following
identified risks:
•

C12 – ELWA and ELWA Ltd. failure to agree contract
insurance proposals

Key conclusions

Arrangements were effective to ensure the required external
advice was sought, received, reviewed, and reported to
appropriately develop the required plans for the fire safety
improvement works to satisfy insurers.

Provisional
opinion

Substantial assurance

Recommendations Two green-level recommendations (one now completed)
Internal Audit review of: Charging for Non-household waste
Objective

To assess whether there are robust controls and management
arrangements in place at the Authority to receive, review and
process non-household waste information from Constituent
Councils to ensure accurate charging in line with agreed
charging methodologies.
This review provided an independent, objective assurance
opinion regarding a key part of the Authority’s fundamental
control processes and also contributed to assurance available
to those charged with governance on the following identified
risks:
•

C1 - Authority does not maintain effective partnership
working with Constituent Councils.

•

C8 – The Authority's control systems do not provide timely
detection of fraudulent or corrupt acts.

•

C13 - Failure to deliver specified or agreed improved levels
of contractual performance

Key conclusions

Work is in progress

Provisional
opinion

To be determined.

Recommendations Number raised: TBC
Category breakdown: TBC
7.7

In addition to the individual reviews above, an advisory piece of work is currently
ongoing to support management apply the various good practice guides recently
issued by central government around how to most effectively monitor key
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contractors’ financial standing and continuity plan to manage any disruptions to
operations due to contractor financial strain. A number of recommendations are
currently being discussed and agreed. Once agreed, the recommendations will be
followed up by Internal Audit and the progress made in introducing the actions will
be assessed and reported to Management Board and the Authority.
7.8

Recommendations made in the previous year’s reports were found to be implemented
as far as practicable given operational restrictions during the year owing to the impact
on the COVID-19 pandemic. The recommendations followed up were not red-risk
level recommendations.

7.9

The most significant external advice and assurances relied upon to inform individual
Internal Audit review conclusions and the Head of Internal Audit’s annual opinion
were regarding the significant operational and financial issues arising from the 2014
Frog Island fire. Advice regarding financial, general legal, health and safety, and
insurance was provided by expert third parties to enable to Authority to demonstrate
it had credible and appropriate fire improvement works to satisfy the insurers so they
could offer renewed covers.

7.10

There have been no referrals to Internal Audit and or the Counter Fraud Team of
suspected fraud and or corruption relating to the Authority or its staff in 2020/21.

7.11

No other significant or adverse findings or conclusions from relevant regulators have
been identified by, or advised to, Internal Audit that could indicate significant
weaknesses in the Authority’s governance, risk management, and control
arrangements.

8.

Disclosures of any qualifications to the opinion, and disclosure of any
impairments or restriction in scope:

8.1

There are no disclosures of qualifications to the opinion. The Internal Audit team has
operated in a manner that maintains its organisational independence and there have
been no impairments or restrictions in scope or reporting of Internal Audit work. The
Head of Audit and Investigations has obtained sufficient assurance across each of the
three pillars of the opinion (governance, risk management and control) and is
therefore able to issue an opinion.

9.

Statement on conformance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards
and the results of the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme
(QAIP):

9.1

The Head of Audit and Investigations maintains an on-going QAIP designed to ensure
that the team’s work is undertaken in accordance with the Public Sector Internal
Audit Standards.

9.2

As required by the Standards, this consisted of:
•

Ongoing supervision and review of individual audit assignments completed by inhouse staff or contractors working to in-house staff

•

Periodic internal and external assessments of conformance with the Standards

•

Reporting to senior management and the board.
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9.3

The Head of Audit and Investigations has received assurance from external suppliers
used that where they have undertaken work using their own audit approach, this is
also compliant with the Standards.

9.4

QAIP actions in 2020/21 included an internal assessment: The Head of Audit and
Investigations’ internal, self-assessment against the Public Sector Internal Audit
Standards is that the team is well placed to receive a “generally conforms” outcome
(the highest rating of compliance) with the Standards from the External Quality
Assessment that will be completed in June 2021 and reported to the Authority in
October 2021.

9.5

This assessment did however identify key further areas for development as set out
in the table below.
Generally conforms with required standards
Generally conforms with required standards when improvement action taken
Does not conform
PSIAS attribute of
effective internal
auditing
Purpose, authority,
and responsibility

SelfKey further action to be taken
assessment
Develop Audit Charters for all third parties
internal audit services are provided to (i.e.
including ELWA)
- Head of Audit and Investigations,
completed subject to Authority approval

Independence and
objectivity
Proficiency and due
care

Develop as part of annual appraisals of staff
a formal skills matrix that informs a more
strategic training and development strategy
- Head of Audit and Investigations, 30 June
2021

Quality assurance
and improvement

Include nature and outcome of QAIP in
annual report
- Head of Audit and Investigations, 30 June
2021
Summarise all intended actions identified
through
the
internal
and
external
assessment and assemble into Quality
Assurance Improvement Programme with
planned dates for completion.
- Head of Audit and Investigations, 30 June
2021

Managing the
internal audit activity
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Generally conforms with required standards
Generally conforms with required standards when improvement action taken
Does not conform
Nature of internal
audit work
Planning an audit
Performing an audit
Communicating audit
results

Structure audit opinion around governance,
risk management, control
- Head of Audit and Investigations, 30 June
2021, completed through this report
Further work to ensure risk category and
audit review opinions align clearly with the
Authority’s corporate risk management
approach
- Head of Audit and Investigations, 30 June
2021

Monitoring progress
Communicating the
acceptance of risk
9.6

Based on the above outcomes from ongoing and periodic actions in the QAIP,
the Head of Audit and Investigations concludes the Internal Audit team
conforms with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.

9.7

Section 1312 of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) also requires:
•

Internal Audit to have an External Quality Assessment (EQA) every five years
by a qualified, independent assessor from outside the organisation. This has
been arranged

•

the Head of Audit and Investigations to discuss with its home “board” (i.e. LBR’s
Governance and Assurance Committee) the approach to the EQA, and the
suitability of the assessor and whether they have any potential conflict of
interest from conducting the EQA (i.e. to ensure the assessment is objective
and independent). This was discussed at LBR’s Governance and Assurance
Committee meeting in March 2021.

9.8

The EQA has been scheduled and will report in June 2021. The EQA will be an initial
self-assessment (completed by the Head of Audit and Investigations) with the
assessor independently validating the self-assessment. The alternative approach is
for a full external assessment. The Head of Audit and Investigations considers this
a valid approach and most value for money.

9.9

The proposed assessor is Robin Pritchard CPFA, IRM who given their experience in
internal audit, including in local government, and conducting EQAs demonstrates the
required competence of experience in both internal auditing and the external
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There is no known potential conflict of interest arising from

9.10

Through the Finance Director, the Authority can engage if needed with the formal
nominated sponsor of the EQA (as required by the PSIAS) who is LBR’s Operational
Director of Finance (Deputy Section 151 Officer).

9.11

Further details of the EQA process, and the background of the proposed assessor can
be supplied to the Authority on request.

9.12

The headline outcomes relevant to the Internal Audit service provided to the
Authority and any accompanying action plan will be reported to “senior management”
and “the board” when available.

9.13

Progress against the improvement plans resulting from the Quality Assurance and
Improvement Programme will be reported at least annually to senior management
and the board through the Annual Report.

10.

Summary of the performance of the Internal Audit team against its
performance measures and targets:

10.1

The Internal Audit team has performance indicators covering delivery of the audit
plan, measures of timeliness of key aspects of delivering individual Internal Audit
reviews and management’s track record of implementing red risk recommendations.

10.2

The most important target the Internal Audit team has is to deliver sufficient work
by the summer Authority meeting to inform the annual opinion on the framework of
governance, risk management, and control. The team has been able to do this.

10.3

The Internal Audit team’s performance has been reviewed and areas for improvement
have been identified in how to ensure the team can operate more productively whilst
generally working remotely, and the adjustments to working practices that need to
be made as a hybrid remote office and home working approach becomes the norm.

11.

Any other issues relevant to the preparation of the Annual Governance
Statement:

11.1

No other issues have come to the Head of Audit and Investigations’ attention that
need to be included in the Authority’s Annual Governance Statement.

12.

Internal Audit plan for 2021/22 and beyond:

12.1

The rolling Internal Audit five-year plan, including the proposed coverage for 2021/22
is included at Appendix 3 for the Authority’s review and approval.

12.2

The Internal Audit plan is structured around the Authority’s core governance, risk
management and fundamental control arrangements to provide the basis for the
annual opinion. Individual pieces of audit work are scoped around the most
significant risks to achieving the related objectives of the parts of the governance,
risks management, and control processes under review. The Internal Audit plan is
flexible and can adapt to changing circumstances while considering the on-going
strategic implications/risk management issues for the Authority.

12.3

To ensure the most relevant focus of Internal Audit work, the Internal Audit plan
overall and the objective, scope, and focus of individual Internal Audit reviews are
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discussed with the Finance Director (Section 73 Officer), the Managing Director and
other key staff members.
12.4

The planning of each individual Internal Audit review considers the objectives
established by management for the activity being reviewed and the relevant risks
identified in the Authority’s risk register. Planning also considers other factors such
as previous Internal Audit findings, materiality, volume and value of transactions,
complexity and stability of systems, contract compliance and level of irregularities.
This ensures the plan is responsive to the needs of the Authority.

12.5

Follow up work will be carried out in 2021/22 to assess whether recommendations
agreed by management have been implemented in the appropriate time scales.

13.

Performance and Effectiveness of Internal Audit:

13.1

The Internal Audit work performed during the year has been subject to the required
and appropriate ongoing supervision and quality assurance processes. The work has
been performed in accordance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (the
PSIAS).

14.

Conclusions:

14.1

Based upon the Internal Audit work undertaken during 2020/21, and other relevant
sources of assurance, it is concluded that that the Authority’s overall governance,
risk management, and control framework is generally sound and provides substantial
assurance.

15.

Relevant officer:

15.1

Greg Mortimer, Head of Audit and Investigations /
greg.mortimer@redbridge.gov.uk

16.

Appendices attached:

16.1

Appendix A: Internal Audit Charter 2021/22

16.2

Appendix B: Internal Audit Strategy

16.3

Appendix C: Internal Audit Plan for 2021/22 and planned coverage to 2025/26

17.

Background papers:

17.1

Internal Audit Plan 2020/21 including Planned Five Year Internal Audit Coverage
Report & Minute 11 - 29/06/2020

17.3

The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards

18.

Legal considerations:

18.1

The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2015 (Regulation 3), requires that the
Authority must ensure that it has a sound system of internal control which facilitates
the effective exercise of its functions and the achievement of its aims and objectives;
ensures that the financial and operational management of the Authority is effective;
and includes effective arrangements for the management of risk.
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18.2

Furthermore, the Chief Finance Officer has a statutory duty, under Section 151 of the
Local Government Act 1972 and Section 73 of the Local Government Act 1985, to
ensure that there are proper arrangements in place to administer ELWA’s financial
affairs.

18.3

This report sets out how the audit team contribute to the financial affairs and
operational management of the ELWA through their audit and counter fraud activity.

19.

Financial considerations:

19.1

There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. The costs
associated with the delivery of Internal Audit services are met from annual revenue
budgets.

20.

Performance management considerations:

20.1

None.

21.

Risk management considerations:

21.1

The decision to agree the Internal Audit coverage for 2021/22 as outlined in Section
10 will support ELWA’s strategic and operational risk management processes and
thereby the achievement of the Authority’s objectives. Internal Audit brings a
systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk
management, control and governance processes.

22.

Equalities considerations:

22.1

None.

23.

Follow-up reports:

23.1

None.

24.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

24.1

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/

25.

Glossary:
ELWA/the Authority = East London Waste Authority
CIPFA = Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy
Constituent Councils = London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering,
Newham & Redbridge
Control = Any action taken by management and other parties to manage risk and
increase the likelihood that established objectives and goals will be achieved.
Management plans, organises and directs the performance of sufficient actions to
provide reasonable assurance that objectives and goals will be achieved.
Control Environment = The attitude and actions of the board and management
regarding the importance of control within the organisation. The control
environment provides the discipline and structure for the achievement of the
primary objectives of the system of internal control. The control environment
includes the following elements:
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Integrity and ethical values.
Management’s philosophy and operating style.
Organisational structure.
Assignment of authority and responsibility.
Human resource policies and practices.
Competence of personnel.

Control Processes = The policies, procedures (both manual and automated), and
activities that are part of a control framework, designed and operated to ensure
that risks are contained within the level that an organisation is willing to accept. A
series of control actions make up control processes.
Governance = The combination of processes and structures implemented by the
board to inform, direct, manage and monitor the activities of the organisation
toward the achievement of its objectives.
Annual Governance Statement = The mechanism by which an organisation publicly
reports on its governance arrangements each year.
The CIPFA “delivering good governance in local government framework” states the
Annual Governance Statement should report publicly on the extent to which the
Council has complied with its own code of governance, which in turn is consistent
with the good governance principles in CIPFA framework.
The Annual Governance Statement should include how the Council has monitored
and evaluated the effectiveness of governance arrangements in the year, and on
any planned changes in the coming period. The process of preparing the
governance statement should itself add value to the effectiveness of the
governance and internal control framework
LBR = London Borough of Redbridge
PSIAS = Public Sector Internal Audit Standards
Risk management = A process to identify, assess, manage and control potential
events or situations to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of
the organisation’s objectives
26.

Reviewed by Management Board:

26.1

14 June 2021

27.

Confidentiality:

27.1

None.
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2021/22
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N/A – this is a new document

Reviewed by:

Management Board on recommendation of Finance Director (TBC)
14 June 2021

Approved by:

ELWA Authority (TBC)
25 June 2021 Annual General Meeting

Version Number:
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Next Review Date:
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Greg Mortimer

Post Holder:
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1

Purpose:

1.1

This Charter sets out the purpose, authority and responsibility of the Authority’s
Internal Audit function, in accordance with the UK Public Sector Internal Audit
Standards (the Standards) and the CIPFA Local Government Application Note. The
Charter will be reviewed annually and presented to the Board for approval.

2

Internal Audit Service Objective:

2.1

The key objective for Internal Audit is to complete sufficient work in order to enable
it to provide an independent and objective annual opinion on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Authority’s governance processes, risk management and internal
controls established to enable it to achieve its planned outcomes.

2.2

This includes the Authority's working arrangements with partners, contractors and
third parties. In doing this, Internal Audit aims to:
a) deliver a high quality, cost effective service in line with best practice and
professional standards
b) work constructively with management to support new developments and major
change programmes
c) be pragmatic and proportionate with its recommendations, having regard not just
to risk, but also the cost of controls
d) be flexible and responsive to the needs of the organisation in all its work and help
promote an anti-fraud and corruption culture within the organisation.

3

Responsibilities:

3.1

Per the Institute of Internal Auditors Internal Audit is ‘an independent, objective
assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and improve an
organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by
bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve effectiveness of
risk management, control and governance processes

3.2

In the local authority sector, Internal Audit:

3.3

•

provides independent and objective assurance to the Authority, its Members and
the Management Board regarding the design and operation of its risk
management, control and governance processes

•

assists the Finance Director in discharging their responsibilities under the Local
Government Act 1972, relating to the proper administration of the Authority’s
financial affairs

It is management’s responsibility to:
•

establish and maintain appropriate governance arrangements and internal control
systems

•

ensure that resources are properly applied, risks appropriately managed and
outcomes achieved.
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3.4

For the purposes of the Internal Audit Charter, the Public Sector Audit Standards
require clarity over the roles of “senior management” and the “board”. In this
context, “senior management” is taken to be the three statutory officers (Head of
Paid Service / Managing Director, Section 73 Officer / Finance Director, and
Monitoring Officer), and “the board” is the ELWA Authority members (as distinct from
the Management Board, which is an advisory body comprising the Authority’s senior
management and the Director of Environment, or equivalent, of each of the
Constituent Councils). References below use these terms.

3.5

Internal Audit reports to those in the following ways:
a)

functionally to the board to provide those charged with governance over the
Authority with an independent, objective assurance opinion over the Authority’s
framework for governance, risk management and control; and

b)

operationally to senior management over the ongoing planning and delivery of
Internal Audit work.

3.6

Internal Audit discuss and agree the scope of each review with the Finance Director
and Managing Director (as head of paid service role). Outcomes of all work is
reported to the Finance Director and Managing Director unless there is an appropriate
reason to not do so. The need to engage with the Monitoring Officer regarding any
Internal Audit work, or the outcomes from the work done, will be considered where
the work has identified issues with legal implications.

4

Statutory Role:

4.1

Internal Audit is a statutory service in the context of the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014 and its supporting Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015,
which state in Part 2, Internal Control, Section 5, that:

4.2

“A relevant authority must undertake an effective internal audit to evaluate the
effectiveness of its risk management, control and governance processes taking into
account public sector internal auditing standards or guidance.

4.3

Any officer or member of a relevant authority must, if required to do so for the
purposes of the internal audit:
a) make available such documents and records
b) supply such information and explanation as are considered necessary by those
conducting the internal audit.”

4.4

This is reinforced by the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (1000 Purpose,
Authority and Responsibility) which require that Internal Audit be provided with
access to records, personnel and physical properties relevant to the performance of
engagements.

4.5

Internal Audit operates under the Finance Director’s statutory authority to visit any
Authority land or premises should this be required. This statutory framework is
supported by the Authority's Financial Standing Orders.

5

Independence and Objectivity:

5.1

Internal Auditors must conform to the Standards, Code of Ethics as well as those
relating to any professional body they are members of.
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5.2

The Code of Ethics includes the two essential components of the principles that are
relevant to the profession and practices of internal auditing and the Rules of Conduct
that describe behaviour norms expected of internal auditors.

5.3

These are both defined in more detail in the Strategy but the principles and Rules of
Conduct cover Integrity, Objectivity, Confidentiality and Competency.

5.4

The Internal Audit team will operate with due regard to the Nolan principles on
standards for conduct in public office. This is embedded in the teams required
working practices (e.g. in the team’s operational manual that provides the team’s
direction), appraisal, and in the agreements with the organisations for which it
provides services (i.e. in this Charter).

5.5

Internal Audit will remain sufficiently independent of the activities that it audits to
enable auditors to perform their duties in a way that allows them to make impartial
and effective professional judgements and recommendations. Internal auditors have
no operational responsibilities.

5.6

The Head of Audit and Investigations’ has responsibility for the Counter Fraud team
and associated services for the Authority. If any independent assurance over the set
up and operation of counter fraud arrangements is necessary, to maintain
independence any such work will be scoped and performed independently.

5.7

The Head of Audit and Investigations allocates work to staff to so that it maintains
required and appropriate separations between those performing work for the
Authority and those who perform audits of LB Redbridge activity that is related to
waste, or more widely LB Redbridge’s activities as a Constituent Council.

5.8

Information obtained during work for the Authority is not used in any work for LB
Redbridge and vice versa unless specifically agreed by all parties to do so.

5.9

Internal Audit determines its priorities in consultation with 'Those Charged with
Governance'.

5.10

The Head of Audit and Investigations has direct access to and freedom to report in
their own name and without fear of favour to, all officers and Members and
particularly 'Those Charged with Governance' including the Managing Director and
Chair of the Board.

5.11

This independence is further safeguarded by ensuring that the Head of Audit and
Investigation’s annual appraisal / performance review is not inappropriately
influenced by those subject to audit. This can be achieved by asking that both the
Managing Director and the Chair of the Board if necessary to contribute to this
performance review.

5.12

The Head of Audit and Investigations must confirm to the Board, at least annually,
on the organisational independence of the service.

5.13

Internal Audit may also provide advisory and related client service activities, the
nature and scope of which are agreed with the Authority. They are intended to add
value and improve an organisation's risk management, control and governance
processes, examples of which include counselling, advisory reviews, facilitation and
training. In such circumstances, appropriate arrangements will be put in place to
safeguard the independence of Internal Audit.
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5.14

Accountability for the response to the advice and recommendations of Internal Audit
lies with management, who either accept and implement the advice or formally reject
it.

5.15

All Internal Audit staff are required to make an annual declaration of interest to
ensure that auditors’ objectivity is not impaired and that any potential conflicts of
interest are appropriately managed.

5.16

The Internal Audit team may seek to rely on the work of other assurance and
consulting service providers. A consistent approach is adopted for the basis of
reliance and internal audit will consider the competence, objectivity and due
professional care of the assurance and consulting service providers. Due regard will
be given to understanding of the scope, objectives and results of the work provided
by other providers of assurance and consulting services. Where reliance is placed
upon the work of others, internal audit remains responsible for ensuring adequate
support for conclusions and opinions reached by the internal audit activity.

6

Internal Audit Scope:

6.1

The scope of Internal Audit includes the entire control environment and therefore all
the Authority’s operations, resources, services and responsibilities in relation to other
bodies. In order to identify audit coverage, activities are prioritised based on risk,
using a combination of Internal Audit and management risk assessments (including
those set out within Authority's risk registers).

6.2

Consultation also takes place with key stakeholders. The framework used for
evaluating the Authority's governance, risk management and control arrangements
(as required by the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards) is set out in the supporting
Strategy.

6.3

Consulting engagements (should resources allow) may be undertaken, based on their
potential to improve the management of risks, add value and improve the
organisation's operations. Accepted engagements must also be included in the Audit
Plan.

7

Reporting Lines and Relationships:

7.1

Responsibility for ensuring that statutory Internal Audit arrangements are in place
has been delegated to Finance Director. The Finance Director is a member of the
Management Board and therefore provides an appropriately senior officer level of
sponsorship of the Internal Audit Service in the Authority.

7.2

These arrangements form a key element of the Authority’s corporate governance
framework.

7.3

No information or reports concerning audit work undertaken on behalf of the
Authority will be released to anyone not working for the Authority, without its
permission.

8

Internal Audit Standards:

8.1

There is a statutory requirement for Internal Audit to comply with the ‘proper audit
practices’. These ‘proper audit practices’ are in effect the UK Public Sector Internal
Audit Standards as defined by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) in conjunction
with the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA), which are
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based upon the International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF). These
Standards have been adopted by the Authority's Internal Audit Service.
8.2

Therefore, its Mission (as set out in the IPPF) is 'to enhance and protect organisational
value by providing risk-based and objective assurance, advice and insight'. In
delivering this, the service commits to operating in accordance with the IPPF’s core
principles, which requires that it:
a)

demonstrates integrity

b)

demonstrates competence and due professional care

c)

objective and free from undue influence (independent)

d)

aligns with the strategies, objectives and risks of the organisation

e)

is appropriately positioned and adequately resourced

f)

demonstrates quality and continuous improvement

g)

communicates effectively

h)

provides risk-based assurance

i)

is insightful, proactive and future-focused

j)

promotes organisational improvement.

8.3

In accordance with the Standards, Internal Audit is subject to a quality assurance
and improvement regime. This consists of an annual internal assessment (including
self-assessments) of the service against the Standards, on-going performance
monitoring of individual reviews and an external assessment at least every five years
by a suitably qualified, independent assessor. The results of all of this activity are
reported to senior management (i.e. the three statutory officers) and the Authority,
along with details of any instances of non-conformance.

9

Internal Audit Resources:

9.1

It is a requirement that Internal Audit must be appropriately staffed in terms of
numbers, grades, qualification levels and experience, having regard to its objectives
and to professional standards. Internal Auditors need to be properly trained to fulfil
their responsibilities and maintain their professional competence through an
appropriate on-going development programme.

9.2

The Head of Audit and Investigations is responsible for appointing the staff of the
Internal Audit Service and will ensure that appointments are made in order to achieve
the appropriate mix of qualifications, experience and audit skills.

9.3

The Head of Audit and Investigations is responsible for ensuring that the resources
of the Internal Audit Service are sufficient to meet its responsibilities and achieve its
objectives. If a situation arose whereby it was concluded that resources were
insufficient, the Head of Audit and Investigations must report this to the Finance
Director and, if the position is not resolved, to senior management (i.e. the three
statutory officers) and the Authority.
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10

Fraud and Corruption:

10.1

Managing the risk of fraud and corruption is the responsibility of management, not
Internal Audit. Internal Audit will, however, be alert in all its work to risks and
exposures that could allow fraud or corruption to occur.

10.2

The Head of Audit and Investigations manages the Counter Fraud Team and will
ensure that the Internal Audit Service work collaboratively where necessary, to
ensure system or process weaknesses identified during investigations are addressed.

10.3

The Head of Audit and Investigations must also be informed of all suspected or
detected cases of fraud, corruption, bribery or impropriety in order to consider the
adequacy of the relevant controls, and evaluate the implication of fraud and
corruption for the annual opinion on the control environment.
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1.

Introduction:

1.1

The Internal Audit Charter sets out the service objective for Internal Audit, which is
to provide an annual opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Authority’s
framework of governance, risk management and control.

1.2

The Internal Audit Strategy sets out how the service will be delivered and developed
in accordance with the Charter and how ensures audit work is objective, independent,
performed with integrity, due professional care in line with required standards and
practices, and is linked to the Authority’s priorities.

2.

Code of Ethics:

2.1

All internal auditors working for ELWA will comply with the Code of Ethics contained
within the UK Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (the Standards) which are
•

Integrity: internal auditors establish trust and this provides the basis for reliance
on their judgement

•

Objectivity: internal auditors exhibit professional in gathering, evaluating and
communicating information about the activity or process being examined. The
Internal Audit Service is not being unduly influenced by their own interests or by
others in deciding what and how to audit, and forming judgements

•

Confidentiality: Internal auditors respect the value and ownership of
information they receive and do not disclose information (confidentiality) without
appropriate authority unless there is a legal or professional obligation to do so.

•

Competency: Internal auditors apply the knowledge, skills and experience
(competency) needed in the performance of internal auditing services

2.2

Inappropriate disclosure of information or breaches of the Code of Ethics by internal
auditors could be a disciplinary offence. Internal auditors will be required to declare
if they have any interests in the activity to be audited before the audit starts and to
formally declare interests at least annually.

3.

Basis for Annual Audit Opinion:

3.1

The audit opinion is based upon a cumulative assessment of:
•

the design and operation of the key processes operated by the Authority to
manage itself (e.g. governance arrangements)

•

the range of individual opinions arising from risk-based audits of key services and
processes delivered (e.g. risk management and control processes within service
activities and financial and business management systems)

•

an assessment of how robustly recommendations agreed are implemented and
whether this is achieved in a timely manner

•

the outcome of any other relevant work undertaken (whether internally or
externally) where independent assurance is provided about the operation or
performance of a service / system.
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4.

Audit Approach:

4.1

The audit approach is designed to provide the Authority with assurance through the
delivery of the Internal Audit Plan that its framework of (i) governance, (ii) risk
management, and (iii) control are robust enough to ensure its objectives and
priorities will be achieved.

4.2

The approach takes into account, where applicable, the need for the Authority to gain
assurance that any agreement to which it is party, such as contracts or partnerships,
is also operating successfully to achieve this end.

4.3

The approach used for evaluating the governance, risk management, and control
arrangements (as required by the Standards) is set out below:
a) governance arrangements: over a suitable period of time (e.g. a number of audit
plan years), a cumulative assessment will be made of the adequacy of
governance arrangements to:
• promoting appropriate ethics and values within the Authority
• ensuring and adhering to clear and appropriate decision-making processes
• ensuring open and transparent decision making
• ensuring relevant stakeholders are involved in decision making that affects
them
• ensuring effective organisational performance and financial management and
accountability
• communicating risk and control information to appropriate areas of the
Authority
b) risk management: in determining how effective risk management arrangements
are, assessments will be made of whether:
• significant risks that could prevent or impede defined objectives and priorities,
or give rise to uncertainty about the likelihood to achieve objectives and
priorities are identified, appropriately articulated and assessed for likelihood
and impact
• appropriate measures to manage risks are identified and articulated and
assurance received of the measures operation and effectiveness in managing
the associated risk
• relevant risk information is captured and communicated in a timely manner
across the Authority to enable staff, management, and Members to carry out
their responsibilities.
Internal Audit will also evaluate the potential for the occurrence of fraud, corruption,
bribery, theft or financial irregularities and how ELWA manages these risks.
c) control: an evaluation will be made of the adequacy, effectiveness and efficiency
of controls in responding to risks within the Authority's governance, operations
and business (e.g. financial, information) systems.
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5.

Types of Assurance Provided:

5.1

Audit assignments will apply one or a combination of approaches which include
assessing the adequacy of the design of governance, risk management, and internal
control arrangements and whether such are operating consistently and effectively in
practice to achieve required outcomes.

5.2

Internal Audit will make recommendations for improving any services, systems or
processes audited with a view to promoting continuous improvement.

5.3

Any knowledge gained from advisory or consultancy engagements will be
incorporated into the evaluation of the Authority’s framework of governance, risk
management, and control.

6.

Limitations of the Internal Audit Service and its work:

6.1

As an independent, objective assurance provider, Internal Audit’s role is to assess
the arrangements established, followed, and overseen by management and
Members. Internal Audit therefore will not:
•

assume management responsibilities

•

control the risks of the Authority

•

establish and maintain any systems of internal control

•

determine operational policies or procedures

•

necessarily detect fraud, corruption, bribery, theft or financial irregularities as
part of its work, as management is responsible for mitigating these risks.

7.

Risk Assessment:

7.1

A risk based assessment approach will be used to identify activities to be included in
the Internal Audit plan.

7.2

This assessment approach takes into account the risk maturity of the Authority (e.g.
considers the extent that risk registers can form the basis for identification and
scoping of audit work).

7.3

The risk assessment will be based upon professional judgement but be informed by
engagement with senior management, horizon scanning to establish potential new
risks that may materialise during the year and outcomes from other relevant,
independent audits, inspections or work undertaken. An audit risk assessment will be
maintained supporting the development of the Internal Audit Plan.

7.4

In assessing the level of assurance required and therefore the priority attached to
each activity, account will be taken of:
•

risks to achieving priorities

•

risks to fulfilling statutory obligations

•

financial risk (e.g. loss, overspend, lack of value for money)

•

people and property risks (including health and safety)

•

inherent risk of significant error, or lack of required quality, or omission, or fraud.
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8.

Relying on other sources of assurance:

8.1

The Internal Audit Plan and individual audits will seek to identify and use as far as
practicable other existing sources of assurance. These other sources of assurance
could include internal oversight, compliance or quality assurance teams, external
professional advisors, and other independent assessments, such as regulators,
accreditation bodies, peer reviews etc.

9.

Resourcing:

9.1

Work will be allocated to staff with the appropriate skills, experience and competence
to complete it. Work will be rotated to prevent over-familiarity and complacency that
could influence objectivity.

9.2

The need for Internal Audit work of services under the remit of the Head of Audit and
Investigations (i.e. Counter Fraud arrangements) will be periodically considered.
Where such services are not included in the Internal Audit plan, this will specifically
set out when the plan is agreed so those approving the plan are content the service
has not been not selected for coverage inappropriately.

9.3

Where such services are included in the Internal Audit Plan, appropriate safeguards
will be put in place to ensure the work is carried out objectively and free from any
undue influence. For instance, the audit work will be performed and supervised by
externally sourced auditors, Terms of Reference and reporting will be agreed
independently from the Head of Audit and Investigations.

10.

Training and Development:

10.1

Staff development needs will be continually assessed and fed into the service's
training plan to ensure that appropriate skills are available to deliver the Strategy.
Consideration will also be given to the need for staff to meet mandatory continued
professional development requirements.

10.2

Staff will maintain individual training logs that satisfy relevant professional standards.
These will be reviewed by line managers at least every six months as part of the
corporate performance appraisal process.

10.3

Opportunities to purchase tailored training with other organisations will continue to
be explored.

11.

Internal Audit Service Performance Indicators:

11.1

The service will report to senior management and the board on:
•

Delivery of the Internal Audit Plan

•

The extent audit red risk recommendations are implemented by management on
a timely basis.

•

The introduction of further indicators around client satisfaction and quality
assurance will be assessed during the year.

12.

Delivering Audit Assignments:

12.1

An audit manual will be maintained that guides staff in the performance of their
duties. It will be reviewed regularly to reflect changes in working practices and
standards. This will ensure that auditors obtain and record sufficient evidence to
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support their conclusions, professional judgements and recommendations. The
standard of files will be such that an experienced auditor, with no previous connection
with the audit, will be able to ascertain what work was performed, re-perform it if
necessary and support the conclusions reached.
12.2

Audit files will be retained in accordance with ELWA's file retention and disposal policy
and comply with the General Data Protection Regulation requirements.

12.3

Generally, audit files and records are confidential. They will only be shared with the
service being audited and external audit. If wider distribution is required, permission
must first be obtained from the Head of Audit and Investigations.

13.

Reporting lines:

13.1

The Internal Audit Service will work with key officers, senior management and
Members in the following way in terms of who will receive key documents and reports.
Senior
Management
(Statutory
Officers)

Senior staff
(e.g. Head of Waste
and Support Services,
relevant managers as
needed)
Internal Audit
Charter, Internal
Audit Strategy

Authority
meeting

Approve
annually
(June)

Discuss / comment annually
(May, June)

Approve
annually
(June)

Discuss / comment annually

Internal Audit Plan

Discuss potential
coverage

Audit review Terms
of Reference

Discuss draft

Agree final

Audit review reports

Discuss draft

Agree final

Annual Report
including Annual
Opinion

Management
Board

(May, June)

Discuss / comment
(annually)

Note annually
(June)

14.

Status of Internal Audit reports:

14.1

Internal Audit reports contain a disclosure stating they should not be shared with
anyone else without the permission of the Head Audit and Investigations.

14.2

Audit reports will give an assurance opinion (in line with defined gradings and criteria
for such gradings) on the risk and controls in the area under review and set out the
issues arising, detail the action management is going to take to address them,
identify who is accountable for each action and note appropriate delivery dates.

14.3

Those weaknesses giving rise to significant risks that are not agreed will be brought
to the attention of senior management and if necessary the Authority.

15.

Head of Audit Annual Report and Opinion:

15.1

The Head of Internal Audit and Investigation’s Annual Report will include:
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•

an annual opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Authority's risk
management, control and governance arrangements

•

summary of audit work completed and other sources of assurance identified and
used in forming the annual opinion

•

a statement of conformance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards and
the results of the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme

•

a comparison of actual work completed compared to what was planned as well
as performance against its targets

•

any issues relevant to the preparation of the Annual Governance Statement

•

progress in dealing with issues arising from any external performance
assessment.

16.

Working with External Audit:

16.1

Internal Audit will maintain an appropriate working relationship with the Authority’s
external auditors, sharing documentation and reports as required to support the audit
of the Statement of Accounts and any other work undertaken.

17.

Working with Partners:

17.1

Internal Audit will continue to explore opportunities to work effectively with internal
audit services of partner organisations where this is beneficial. It will continue to
look to make best use of joint audit resources as well as provide opportunities to
share learning and good practice.

18.

Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme:

18.1

The service will maintain a quality assurance and improvement programme that
covers all aspects of internal audit activity

18.2

This will include ongoing supervision and review of individual assignments, regular
monitoring of service delivery via agreed performance targets, an annual selfassessment of compliance with the Standards and a periodic assessment of
compliance with the CIPFA statement on the Role of the Head of Internal Audit in
Local Government.

18.3

The use of stakeholder, client satisfaction feedback surveys will be considered and
introduced in 2021/22 where practicable.

18.4

The Internal Audit Service is required to have an external assessment of its
compliance with the Standards, at least every five years by a qualified, independent
assessor from outside the organisation.

18.5

This assessment is ongoing at the time of writing and will report later in the summer
of 2021.

18.6

The Head of Audit and Investigations will per the Public Sector Standards section
1312 provide detail to, and agree with, its “boards” (i.e. LB Redbridge’s Governance
and Assurance Committee and the Authority) the:
•

form of external assessment (e.g. full external assessment or self-assessment
with independent validation
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•

qualification and independence of the external assessor including any potential
conflict of interest risks

•

person who will act as the internal sponsor for this process.

18.7

The results of the quality assurance programme will be reported to the Authority in
the Head of Audit and Investigations’ Annual Report.

18.8

Progress made against any improvement plans will be reported to senior
management and the Authority.
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INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN FOR 2021/22 AND PLANNED COVERAGE TO 2025/26
Coverage
priority /
indicative
frequency

Five year Internal Audit plan
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

10

-

-

10

-

-

-

10

-

10

25

25

25

15

25

-

-

-

10

-

Audits contributing to Internal Audit opinion on governance
Audits in this area will focus on the assessment of design and or consistency of
compliance with the following:
•

Constitution’s corporate governance arrangements and decision
making processes

•

Contract / Procurement Rules

•

Financial Regulations

•

Counter Fraud arrangements

Medium
3 yearly
coverage

Audits contributing to Internal Audit opinion on risk management
Audits in this area will focus on the assessment of design of and or operating
effectiveness of the following:
•

Risk management processes

•

Business Continuity and Emergency Planning

•

Ensuring site health and safety

Medium
3 yearly
coverage

Audits contributing to Internal Audit opinion on fundamental control processes
Contract management and monitoring
Audits in this area will focus on assessment of the design and or operating
effectiveness of the arrangements for the following over the five year period:
• Monitoring and enforcing compliance with the IWMS (and nonIWMS) contract

High

• Managing the contract financial position and making payments to
the contractor

Annual
coverage

• Measuring and managing the performance of the contractor
• Ensuring accuracy of weighbridge controls
Financial management

Medium
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Coverage
priority /
indicative
frequency

Audits in this area will focus on the assessment of the design and or operating
effectiveness of the arrangements for the monitoring of non-IWMS
contract costs
Asset management

Five year Internal Audit plan
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

4 yearly
coverage

Audits in this area will focus on the assessment of the design and or operating
effectiveness of the arrangements for managing the Authority’s assets,
including landfill sites, and other material plant, machinery, or equipment.

Low
5 yearly
coverage

-

10

-

-

-

Reporting / Administration / Follow Up / Other

Annual

5

5

5

5

5

40

40

40

40

40

Total days for annual plan
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AUTHORITY REPORT: FINAL FINANCIAL OUTTURN POSITION AND CONTRACT
MONITORING REVIEW FOR THE YEAR 2020/21
1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

To agree the outturn 2020/21 as set out in this report and delegate any changes as
a result of the financial year end and external audit to the Finance Director (S73
Officer).

3.

Purpose:

3.1

This budgetary control report compares ELWA’s actual expenditure for the year ended
31 March 2021 with the original revenue budget approved in February 2020. It is
based on information supplied by Renewi UK Services Limited (the Operator), officers
of the four Constituent Councils and the Authority’s own information.

3.2

Budgetary control reports are presented for monitoring and control purposes.

3.3

This report also provides the Integrated Waste Management Services (IWMS)
Contract performance to support the financial information for the year 2020/21.

4.

Background:

Revenue Budget
4.1

ELWA’s financial outturn for 2020/21 was a balanced position. £2.392m, comprising
of net underspends on expenditure and a net under-achievement of income has been
transferred to the Strategy Reserve. Appendix A provides a breakdown of the annual
budget of £71.284m, the actual net expenditure on services of £68.892m and the
variance from budget of £2.392m.

4.2

The balance on the Strategy Reserve as at 31 March 2021 will reduce by £18.528m
that will be drawn down to enable a one-off reduction in the levy in 2021/22, as
approved by Members in February 2021.

4.3

The principal activity driver on ELWA’s budget is the volume of waste delivered from
the Constituent Councils. Based on these council returns and officer analysis of
historic waste patterns, potential population growth and economic factors, the
2020/21 budget and levy setting process assumed 463,000 tonnes. The actual
tonnage for the year was 460,991 tonnes, which was almost to budget, just 0.43%
below budget. Waste tonnages vary due to a number of factors such as householder
consumption and recycling behaviour, and changes by companies in packaging their
goods. In 2020/21, waste tonnages fluctuated significantly during the year due to
several COVID-19 lockdown disruptions.

4.4

In 2020/21 the Authority had to repay historic excess profits totalling £0.447m
incorrectly paid to the Authority by the Contractor during 2015/16 and 2016/17. The
Authority also reimbursed the Operator for limited additional costs incurred as a
result of COVID-19. These factors contributed to an overspend of £0.288m on the
IWMS contract payments.
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4.5

Insurance in the waste market in recent years has seen premiums increase. The
contract insurance premium for the calendar year has increased to £2.443m, of which
one quarter is chargeable in 2020/21, resulting in an overspend compared with
budget of £0.076m.

4.6

The current diversion agreement incentivises the Operator to divert from landfill as
much waste as possible and thus passes the risk of diversion performance onto the
Operator. Consequently, diversion performance no longer affects the cost of the
contract to ELWA with cost pressures determined by tonnage levels. The rate of
diversion for 2020/21 was 99.97% against a contract target of 67.00%; this is the
highest annual diversion performance to date. Excluding unexpected events such as
possible lasting effects of COVID-19, this level of diversion should be expected
through 2021/22.

4.7

There were underspends on non-operator employee and support services costs of
£0.181m, premises costs of £0.091m and supplies and services of £0.129m and a
slight overspend on third-party payments of £0.017m resulting in a total underspend
of £0.384m for non-contract costs.

4.8

The revenue budget for the year made provision for capital financing costs on a
capital programme of £60.400m in relation to the Authority’s post 2027 waste
strategy and other potential capital works. As reported in the Treasury Management
Annual Report elsewhere on the agenda, no borrowing was taken out in 2020/21,
which resulted in an underspend on capital financing (revenue cost of borrowing) of
£2.161m.

4.9

Interest receivable has over achieved by £0.141m mainly due to higher than forecast
levels of cash balances.

4.10

Commercial waste income was £2.681m, which was £0.344m less than budgeted as
the collection of commercial waste did not meet the expected target set before the
pandemic. The overall under recovery was mainly due to COVID-19 lockdowns
affecting activity.

4.11

Other income is £0.026 lower than budgeted which relates to under recovery of
royalty income.

4.12

ELWA has not needed to utilise the contingency budget of £0.500m during the
financial year, having contained most costs within budget.

4.13

The final underspend for the year of £2.116m has increased since the November
forecast of £1.858m reported to the February Authority meeting. An increase in the
forecast IWMS contract cost has been offset by recognition of a full year’s worth of
borrowing costs not being required in the year, release of the contingency budget
and an improvement in the income from commercial waste.

5.

Reserves:

5.1

ELWA maintain several reserves to meet specific purposes as follows:

5.2

Revenue Reserve – This reserve is set aside to ensure that ELWA can operate as a
going concern and meet any unplanned or unavoidable costs. The current reserves
strategy is to maintain this balance at £3.000m.
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5.3

Strategy Reserve – Members previously agreed the policy of holding a Strategy
Reserve to cover the costs arising from the development and planning for post 2027
waste disposal arrangements, and the 2020/21 budget included a planned
contribution in 2020/21 of £0.671m. The underspend for 2020/21 of £2.116m has
been added to the Strategy Reserve and drawdowns totalling £0.200m to fund
strategy development and waste prevention costs have been made, resulting in a
total balance of £20.852m as at 31 March 2021. Provision has been made in the
medium term financial strategy to fund future strategy development costs from
within the annual budgets therefore £18.528m of the balance on the Strategy
Reserve as at 31 March 2021 will be drawn down to enable a one-off reduction in the
2021/22 levy.

5.4

Business Risk Reserve – This was set up to provide coverage for risks such as those
included on ELWA’s risk register. No additional contribution was made to the
Business Risk Reserve in 2020/21 and the current balance remains at £3.000m.
£2.000m of the Business Risk Reserve will be released in 2021/22 to contribute
towards the one-off reduction in the levy.

5.5

Capital Reserve – The main purpose of the Capital Reserve is for potential future
costs for protection of the public at the Aveley and/or Wennington landfill sites to
enable expenditure to be financed without the need to borrow or use capital receipts.

5.6

The table below shows the final reserves position for 2020/21 and forecasts for the
next five years.
2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

2023/24
£m

2024/25
£m

2025/26
£m

Opening balance

18.265

20.852

2.324

2.324

2.324

2.324

Less Strategy spend

(0.200)

-

-

-

-

-

- MTFS

0.671

(18.528)

-

-

-

-

- Underspend

2.116

-

-

-

-

-

20.852

2.324

2.324

2.324

2.324

2.324

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

-

(2.000)

-

-

-

-

3.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

-

-

-

-

-

-

Strategy Reserve

In year movement:

Closing balance
Revenue Reserve
Opening balance
In year movement
Closing balance
Business Risk
Reserve
Opening balance
In year movement
- MTFS
Closing balance
Capital Reserve
Opening balance
In year movement
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2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

2023/24
£m

2024/25
£m

2025/26
£m

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

Closing balance

6.

Prudential Indicators:

6.1

The Authority sets Prudential Indicators covering borrowing, lending and capital
expenditure limits. These are monitored by the Finance Director on a monthly basis
and the Authority remains within the limits set by the Prudential Indicators.

7.

Contract Monitoring:

Contract Tonnage
7.1

The 2020/21 year-end tonnage was 460,991t, 13,860t more than 2019/20.

7.2

This represents a 3.1% tonnage increase year on year, the largest increase recorded
during the IWMS contract period. This can be attributed to the COVID-19 pandemic
which resulted in the majority of people spending more time at home, generating
waste that would otherwise have been disposed of in the workplace or otherwise
outside of the home.

7.3

For most of the year, the typical pattern of waste arisings was followed but, generally
speaking, at a higher level. However, with the Reuse and Recycling Centres closed
during April the overall tonnage was appreciably lower whereas at the end of the year
March saw its highest tonnage since 2010. It is likely that with limited options for
leaving home but the prospect of lockdown easing in the near future, residents were
taking the opportunity to visit the Reuse and Recycling Centres more regularly than
they normally would at this time.

Contract Waste Tonnage - 2020/21

Actual

ELWA Budgeted Tonnes

60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000

40,358

42,946

44,736
37,172

41,581

38,782

37,614

36,837

35,221

32,218

40,560

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

32,966

10,000
0

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

The table below shows total tonnage broken down by the number of working days
during each month, which shows a clear increase in March from last year.
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Contract Waste Tonnage per working day - 2020/21
Actual

2019/20

3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
2,124

1,000

1,952

1,648

1,945

1,859

1,871

1,763

1,791

1,754

1,761

1,611

1,763

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

500
0

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Contract Performance
7.4

Recycling for the year at 32% showed an improvement against 2019/20 (26.1%)
despite the pandemic having a negative effect on individual councils’ performances.
The key changes were continued improvements made to the efficiency of the
Mechanical Biological Treatment facilities which allowed for more recycling to be
captured from residual waste, and new recycling captured downstream from Renewi
facilities shown below as ‘Additional.’ This is recycling generated both through further
separation of bulky waste and additional capture of recyclates from black bag waste,
both at waste facilities Renewi delivers on to. During 2020/21 this additional
performance was shown separately as it was subject to confirmation that it was
sufficiently reliable to count by ELWA officers, which has now been done following
site visits. In 2021/22, this performance will be shown as included in the main rate.

Household Recycling 2020/21
40.00%
35.00%

3.33%

30.00%
25.00%
20.00%

1.25%

4.50%

5.48%

4.13%

2.71%

2.12%

0.54%

15.00%
10.00%

4.21%

29.50%

31.80%

30.60%

28.70%

26.90%

21.50%

29.90%

29.00%

26.10%

3.27%

23.90%

3.15%

25.60%

3.52%

26.80%

3.20%

28.80%

5.00%
0.00%

Household Recycling

Additional
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As noted, MBT recycling performance has continued to improve as shown in the graph
below. This is despite a fire in part of the Frog Island facility in September which
notably depressed recycling in that month and to some extent later. Improvements
to the sorting equipment across both sites more than made up for this shortfall.

Combined MBT recycling 2020/21

20.0%

15.0%

3.3%

3.3%

3.3%

2.8%

3.1%

10.0%

3.3%

2.0%

2.2%
3.6%

2.8%

2.6%

2.7%

1.4%

1.7%

15.0%
2.7%
2.7%

2.2%
2.8%

1.6%
8.6%

9.7%

10.0% 10.0%

9.3%

8.9%

10.4%

9.7%

2.1%

8.1%

8.3%

Jan

Feb

5.4%
0.0%

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Fines

7.6

Sep
Metal

Oct

Nov

Dec

Glass & Stone

2.6%

2.2%

2.2%

5.0%

20.0%

1.4%

2.4%

10.0%

1.9%

7.4%

Mar

8.8%

YTD

5.0%

0.0%

19/20 Total

All four councils suffered in terms of their performance as COVID-19 influenced
increased tonnages, weighted towards residual waste, supressed their recycling. The
drop off here was outweighed by improvements elsewhere. Havering’s drop was
most pronounced, which is logical as that borough experienced the most significant
increase in residual waste.
Constituent Council Household Waste Recycling

7.7

LBBD

LBH

LBN

LBR

2020/21

27.8%

36.0%

20.9%

25.5%

2019/20

26.1%

40.1%

21.1%

26.6%

Landfill diversion again reached its highest annual performance with all but asbestos,
which requires specialist treatment, being kept away from landfill throughout the
year.
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Contract target

Recycling & Diversion - 2020/21

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

99.95% 100.00% 99.98%

99.96%

99.93%

99.97%

99.99%

99.96%

99.99%

99.98%

99.97%

99.98%

99.97%

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Full Yr

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Apr

May

Jun

Contract Monitoring
7.8

All sites have continued to operate to specification with scheduled maintenance
activities carried out through the year. The fire at the Frog Island MBT noted above
was the most significant event of the year, although it was more notable for the
damage it caused to equipment than the scale of the fire itself which was contained
to one area of one building. The opportunity was taken to revitalise the RRC sites
while they were closed in the first part of the year, with ongoing efforts made to
improve their appearance and efficiency.

7.9

The Fire Improvement Works project has progressed on schedule with a preferred
bidder selected to carry out the works at Jenkins Lane and the detailed design stage
now underway. Construction is planned to start in August 2021, testing and
commissioning will be carried out in January 2022 and project completion is due in
February 2022. While the works are ongoing, and particularly visible to residents
using the Jenkins Lane facility, a communications programme aimed at both
explaining the benefits of the new equipment and discouraging negative behaviours
that have led to industry fires (with a focus on not placing batteries in black bags)
will be carried out. The insurers have requested that similar fire improvement works
are carried out at Frog Island too as a condition of future PDBI insurance.

Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan (ABSDP) 2020/21
7.10

The ABSDP performance for 2020/21 had mixed success, with two projects showing
strong results, one partly achieved and two falling below expectations. Four of the
projects will continue into the 2021/22 ABSDP, with the redirection of Barking &
Dagenham’s residual waste to the better performing Frog Island MBT facility
(achieved) being replaced with a drive to lower contamination rates in the Dry Mixed
Recycling.

7.11

The other successful project in 2020/21 was the improvement of recycling capture
from the MBTs, as noted in paragraph 7.5. This will continue, as will the push to
segregate more bulky waste delivered by the boroughs which has shown some
progress. More work is needed on the recycling performance of the RRCs and the
project to segregate black bags from Street Cleansing waste which have fallen short
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of targets. Ongoing discussions are being held between ELWA, Constituent Council
and Renewi officers to address this.
Impact of COVID-19
7.12

Undoubtedly the pandemic negatively affected recycling and reuse performance
through the temporary reduction of services and the ongoing increase in tonnages.
Although the easing of lockdown and a slow return to more normal living and working
behaviours should see the effect diminish, it is likely to be a factor throughout
2021/22 and beyond to some extent.

Brexit
7.13

At the time of reporting, there have been no notable disruptions to Renewi’s
operations relating to Brexit. Through the year Renewi has rationalised its export
practices to ensure it has a range of routes to Energy from Waste facilities both
domestically and in Europe. Although there has been some mild delay in some
instances when crossing borders due to new checks on loads and paperwork being
imposed, the Renewi and its supply chain have been well prepared such that the
operational impact of Brexit has been minimal; this is expected to remain the case.

Communications
7.14

Keep Britain Tidy (KBT) has provided an amended programme of activities as its
normal outreach approach became unworkable during the lockdowns. ELWA and the
Constituent Councils continue to work with KBT to deliver the best possible outreach
offerings, which was strengthened in October with the appointment of ELWA’s Waste
Prevention Manager who is taking a leading role in that effort. With restrictions
easing, a return to more normal, albeit adjusted, activity should be possible.

8.

Conclusion:

8.1

Tonnage trends, non-household income and insurance costs remain the primary
drivers on delivering resources within budget. A forecast underspend of £1.858m
was reported to the February 2021 Authority meeting based on actuals to 30
November 2020. The forecast position has improved slightly by year end, as outlined
earlier in this report.

8.2

The improved financial position for the Authority since setting the budget and levy
for 2020/21 enables the Strategy Reserve to be increased to £20.852m. £18.528m
will be released from the Strategy Reserve in 2021/22, along with £2.000m of the
Business Risk Reserve, to enable a one-off reduction in the 2021/22 levy as agreed
by Members in February 2021. Levels of reserves will be reviewed as part of the
2022/23 medium term financial planning and levy setting processes.

8.3

The Authority remains confident in future years that there is a clear strategy in
continuing to deliver its vision to provide an effective and efficient waste management
service that is environmentally acceptable and delivers services that local people
value.

9.

Relevant officers:

9.1

Maria G. Christofi, Finance Director: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk and
Andrew Lappage, Managing Director:andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
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10.

Appendices attached:

10.1

Appendix A: Budget Monitoring Statement to 31 March 2021.

10.2

Appendix B: ELWA Tonnage profile 2020/21.

11.

Background papers:

11.1

10 February 2020 - Revenue & Capital Estimates and Levy 2020/21 Report & Minute
No.7 (29 June 2020).

12.

Legal considerations:

12.1

This report is brought to Members in accordance with the Authority’s requirements
in relation to the review and reporting of financial and non-financial performance
(Section D2, ELWA Constitution, paragraphs 17 and 18), detailing actual and forecast
performance against targets. There are no additional implications other than those
detailed in the report.

13.

Financial considerations:

13.1

As outlined in the main body of the report.

14.

Performance management considerations:

14.1

The financial position and projections should reflect service performance trends.

15.

Risk management considerations:

15.1

ELWA has regularly reviewed strategic and operational risks throughout the year,
assessing and adjusting for financial implications as they arise. The current agreed
financial strategy is to continue to maintain a Revenue Reserve of £3.000m and a
Business Risk Reserve of £1.000m.

16.

Equalities considerations:

16.1

None.

17.

Follow-up reports:

17.1

None.

18.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

18.1

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/

19.

Glossary:
ELWA / the Authority = East London Waste Authority
Constituent Councils = London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Newham
& Redbridge
IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Services Contract
PDBI = Prorperty Damage and Business Interruption insurance
RRC = Reuse and Recycling Centre
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The Operator = Renewi UK Services Limited (formerly Shanks Waste Management
Ltd)
20.

Reviewed by Management Board

20.1

14 June 2021.

21.

Confidentiality:

21.1

Not Applicable.
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BUDGET MONITORING STATEMENT TO 31 MARCH 2021

EXPENDITURE

Original
Budget
2020/21

Outturn
to
31/03/21

Outturn
Variance to
31/03/21

£m

£m

£m

Employee and Support
Services

0.792

0.611

(0.181)

Premises Related
Expenditure

0.232

0.141

(0.091)

65.214

65.502

0.288

Contract Insurance

1.976

2.052

0.076

Supplies - Other

0.570

0.441

(0.129)

Payments to Constituent
Councils

3.122

3.139

0.017

Capital Financing Costs

2.332

0.171

(2.161)

74.238

72.057

(2.181)

Commercial Waste Charges

(3.025)

(2.681)

0.344

Interest Receivable

(0.060)

(0.141)

(0.081)

Other Income

(0.369)

(0.343)

0.026

(3.454)

(3.165)

0.289

0.500

-

(0.500)

NET EXPENDITURE ON
SERVICES

71.284

68.892

(2,392)

PFI Grant Receivable

(3.991)

(3.991)

-

(67.488)

(67.488)

-

0.195

2.587

2.392

-

-

-

Supplies and Services
IWMS Contract Payments

TOTAL GROSS
EXPENDITURE
INCOME

TOTAL INCOME
Contingency

Levy Receivable
Net Contribution to
Reserves
NET OUTTURN
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ELWA TONNAGE PROFILE 2020/21
Budget

Actual

April

34,795

32,966

(1,829)

May

38,150

40,358

2,208

June

47,032

42,946

(4,086)

July

46,455

44,736

(1,719)

August

40,854

37,172

(3,682)

September

37,888

41,581

3,693

October

39,457

38,782

(675)

November

37,091

37,614

523

December

34,897

36,837

1,940

January

39,206

35,221

(3,985)

February

31,935

32,218

283

March

35,240

40,560

5,320

Total

463,000

460,991

(2,009)
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AUTHORITY REPORT: TREASURY MANAGEMENT ANNUAL REPORT 2020/21
1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendations:

2.1

To note this report.

3.

Introduction:

3.1

The Treasury Management Strategy including Borrowing and Investment Strategies
is approved by Members on an annual basis. The 2020/21 Strategy was agreed in
February 2020 and this report details the outturn against the background of this
Strategy.

3.2

Under ELWA’s Constitution, the Finance Director is responsible for all of the
Authority’s banking, borrowing and investment activities. The Treasury Management
function is carried out by the London Borough of Redbridge on behalf of East London
Waste Authority (ELWA).

3.3

The Authority’s activities are regulated by statutory requirements, ELWA’s
Constitution, and a professional code of practice, the Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Code of Practice on Treasury Management. The
Authority has adopted this Code as part of its Financial Rules. The Code recommends
that Authorities produce an annual report on Treasury Management after the yearend, which includes Treasury Management indicators.

3.4

The Code was updated during 2017 and this report complies with the requirements
of the version currently in force. Any future amendments to the Code will be
addressed as part of the mid-year Treasury Management Strategy review.

3.5

This report presents to Members the Treasury Outturn for 2020/21 and covers all
borrowing and investment activities undertaken during the last financial year.

4.

Outturn Portfolio Position:

Economic Background and Interest Rates
4.1

The financial year 2020/21 will be remembered in history as being the year of the
pandemic. The first national UK lockdown in late March 2020 caused an economic
downturn that exceeded the one caused by the financial crisis of 2008/09. Both the
Government and the Bank of England took rapid action in March 2020 at the height
of the crisis to provide support to financial markets to ensure their proper functioning,
to support the economy and to protect jobs. Subsequent lockdowns were not as
damaging and the implementation of a fast programme of vaccination has been
instrumental in speeding economic recovery and the reopening of the economy. In
addition, the household saving rate has been exceptionally high since the first
lockdown in March 2020 and it is therefore expected that the UK economy could
recover its pre-pandemic level of economic activity during Quarter 1 of 2022.
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4.2

In March 2020, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) cut the Bank Rate from 0.75%
to 0.25% and then to 0.10% and embarked on a programme of quantitative easing
totalling £895bn by November 2020. The Bank Rate remains unchanged at 0.10%.
Average inflation targeting was the major change adopted by the Bank of England in
terms of implementing its inflation target of 2%. Indications are that the MPC is
unlikely to raise the Bank Rate until they can clearly see that the level of inflation is
going to be persistently above target without action to raise the Bank Rate.
Consequently, this would mean that no increase is expected before March 2024, and
possibly for as long as five years.

4.3

The repeated rounds of support to businesses and workers has come at huge cost to
the Government’s budget deficit. The Budget in March 2021 increased fiscal support
to the economy and employment during 2021 and 2022 followed by substantial tax
rises in the following three years to help to pay the cost of the pandemic. This will
help further to strengthen the economic recovery from the pandemic and to return
the Government’s finances to a balanced budget on a current expenditure and income
basis in 2025/26.

4.4

The final Brexit agreement on 24 December 2020 eliminated a significant downside
risk for the UK economy. The initial agreement only covered trade; in the services
sector, temporary equivalence has been granted in both directions between the UK
and EU, which now needs to be formalised on a permanent basis.

4.5

The 1% increase in the margin over gilt yields in October 2019 was partially reversed
in March 2020. Following consultation with local authorities, the standard and
certainty margins were reduced by 1% but with no access to borrowing from the
PWLB for any local authority which had purchase of assets for purely income
generation in its three year capital programme. There is likely to be only a gentle
rise in gilt yields and PWLB rates over the next three years.

Investments
4.6

The Authority is required to produce an Annual Investment Strategy that sets out the
Authority’s policies for managing its investments. This was approved by Members as
part of the Treasury Management Strategy at the Authority meeting in February
2020.

4.7

The main objective of the investment strategy is to ensure the security of investments
the Authority makes and also to maintain the liquidity of its investments in order to
meet known liabilities. To meet this requirement, the Authority has approved
creditworthiness criteria which must be strictly adhered to when making investment
decisions.

4.8

The Authority followed a prudent investment strategy with an operational lending list
comprising financial institutions considered highly rated or which were part owned by
the Government. All investment activity was carried out in accordance with the
approved creditworthiness criteria within the Treasury Management Strategy.
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The summary position for the Authority in terms of investments at 31 March 2021 is
as follows:
31/03/21 31/03/20
£m
£m
Long Term

4.10

-

-

Short Term

30.456

26.576

Total

30.456

26.576

There were no long-term loans and the amounts invested were within the limits set
on interest rate exposure for variable rates as per Appendix A.

External Borrowing
4.11

Total borrowing at 31 March 2021 was £0.800m consisting of Public Work Loans
Board (PWLB) loans on a fixed rate basis. This falls within the set limits for external
debt and interest rate exposure for fixed rates as per Appendix A.

4.12

The external borrowing position is summarised below:
31/03/21
£m

Average
Rate

31/03/20
£m

Average
Rate

0.800

10.50%

1.250

10.02%

Public Works Loans Board
4.13

These loans were taken out many years ago when interest rates were much higher
than they are today. Early repayment/rescheduling are considered annually as part
of the development of the Treasury Management Strategy but given the PWLB
redemption rates, the cost of early repayment would be prohibitive.

5.

External Borrowing Requirements:

5.1

In February 2020 the Authority was advised of a potential need to finance £60.400m
of capital expenditure in 2020/21 in respect of the post 2027 strategy and any
possible capital works identified as a result of the ongoing review of landfill sites.

5.2

The Authority is able to access the PWLB’s Certainty Rate Discount which provides a
20 basis point discount on standard PWLB rates for new borrowing. The certainty rate
was made available from 1 November 2012 and is currently renewable annually.

5.3

No additional borrowing was taken out in 2020/21.

6.

Reserves Available to Fund Capital Expenditure:

6.1

There is currently a balance of £0.100m on the Revenue Contribution to Capital
Outlay Reserve (RCCO).

7.

Capital Expenditure 2020/21:

7.1

Capital expenditure of £0.330m was incurred in 2020/21 in relation to the preliminary
costs of the fire improvement works at Jenkins Lane. The majority of the costs will
be incurred in 2021/22. The capital expenditure in 2020/21 was funded from internal
borrowing.
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8.

Prudential Indicators:

8.1

The Authority is required by regulation to give due regard to the requirements of the
CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities, and set Prudential
Indicators for Treasury Management prior to the start of the financial year. Prudential
Indicators cover borrowing, lending and capital expenditure levels and these are
monitored on a monthly basis by the Finance Director.

8.2

The Prudential Indicators for 2020/21 were agreed in February 2020 as part of the
Treasury Management Strategy.

8.3

Members are reminded that in the accounting treatment of the ELWA PFI scheme
there is a need for PFI assets and liabilities to be shown on the balance sheet and
included in the Prudential Indicators. “Other long-term liabilities” at Appendix A
shows that the PFI finance lease balance of £44.499m is within its external debt limit.

8.4

Appendix A shows the performance against the indicators.

8.5

All transactions have been carried out within the Prudential Indicator Limits.

9.

Conclusion:

9.1

The Authority managed its treasury management arrangements in accordance with
its strategy, kept within its prudent indicators and all investment was carried out in
accordance with the approved creditworthiness criteria.

10.

Relevant Officer:
Maria G. Christofi, Finance Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

11.

Appendices attached:

11.1

Appendix A: Treasury Management Prudential Indicators - 2020/21 Outturn

12.

Background Papers:

12.1

10/02/20

Treasury Management Strategy 2020/21 and Prudential Code Indicators
2020/21 to 2022/23 & Minute 6 (29 June 2020).

12.2

30/11/20

Treasury Management Mid-Year Strategy Review 2020/21 & Minute 5 (8
February 2021).

12.3

29/06/20

Final Financial Outturn Position and Contract Monitoring Review for the
year 2020/21.

13.

Legal Considerations:

13.1

There is a legal requirement on the Authority to monitor its budget during the
financial year and its expenditure and income against the budget calculations. The
Authority sets out its treasury strategy for borrowing and an Annual Investment
Strategy which sets out the Authority’s policies for managing its investments and for
giving priority to the security and liquidity of those investments. The Authority is
legally obliged to ‘have regard to’ the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury
Management and the CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities
when carrying out its functions. Furthermore, the Prudential Code emphasises that
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authorities can set their own prudential indictors beyond that specified in the Code
where it will assist their own management processes.
14.

Financial Considerations:

14.1

As outlined in this report.

15.

Performance Management Considerations:

15.1

None.

16.

Risk Management Considerations:

16.1

The main objective of the investment strategy is the security of investments.

17.

Equalities considerations:

17.1

None.

18.

Follow-up Reports:

18.1

Half yearly monitoring in 2021/22.

19.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

19.1

http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/east-london-waste-authority/

20.

Glossary:
CIPFA = Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy
ELWA = East London Waste Authority
PFI = Private Finance Initiative
PWLB = Public Works Loans Board

21.

Reviewed by Management Board:

21.1

14 June 2021.

22.

Confidentiality:

22.1

Not applicable.
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TREASURY MANAGEMENT PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS - 2020/21 OUTTURN
Limit
2020/21
£m

Authorised Limit for External Debt

Actual
2020/21
£m

Borrowing

75.300

0.800

Other Long Term Liabilities

53.000

48.639

128.300

49.439

TOTAL

Limit
2020/21
£m

Operational Boundary for External Debt

Actual
2020/21
£m

Borrowing

73.300

0.800

Other Long Term Liabilities

53.000

48.639

126.300

49.439

TOTAL

ELWA has adopted the CIPFA code of Practice in Treasury Management in the Public
Services as part of its Financial Rules.
Upper Limits on Interest Rate Exposure (based on net
principal outstanding)
Fixed Rate - Borrowing
Variable Rate - Investments

Limit
2020/21
£m

Actual
2020/21
£m

75.300

0.800

(35.000)

(30.456)

Projected borrowing at fixed rates maturing in each period as percentage of total
projected borrowing at fixed rates
2020/21
Upper
Limit
%

2020/21
Lower
Limit
%

2020/21
Actual
%

Under 12 months (o/s interest)

37

-

3

12 months and within 2 years

45

-

-

2 years and within 5 years

60

-

-

5 years and within 10 years

80

-

67

10 and within 20 years

100

-

30

20 years and within 35 years

100

-

-

35 years to 50 years

100

-

-

Upper Limit for Total Principal sums invested for more
than 364 days
Total

Limit
2020/21
£m
2.000

62

Actual
2020/21
£m
-
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AUTHORITY REPORT: ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2020/21
1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to:
a)

approve the Annual Governance Statement 2020/21; and

b)

note that the Annual Governance Statement will form part of the approval of
the Statement of Accounts for 2020/21.

3.

Purpose

3.1

This report sets out the draft Annual Governance Statement for 2020/21 as required
by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 in accordance with the CIPFA / Solace
joint publication ‘Delivering Good Governance in Local Government’ (2016).

4.

Background

4.1

The East Waste London Authority (ELWA) is required to prepare an Annual
Governance Statement and have it approved by the Authority. The statement must
be signed by the ELWA Managing Director and Authority Chair prior to the signing of
the accounts.

4.2

The statement covers both the Authority’s governance arrangements and internal
control issues. This statement should enable stakeholders to have substantial
assurance that decisions are properly made and public money is being properly spent
on citizens’ behalf.

4.3

The statement sets out the systems and processes, culture and values by which the
Authority and its activities are directed, governed and controlled, and through which
it accounts to and engages with the community. An effective governance framework
enables the Authority to monitor the achievement of its strategic objectives and to
consider whether those objectives have led to the delivery of appropriate and costeffective services.

5.

Annual Governance Statement 2020/21

5.1

The Annual Governance Statement is attached at Appendix A and was signed off on
17 June 2021. Governance arrangements and internal controls have been in place
throughout 2020/21 in accordance with the Authority’s governance framework and
in accordance with the CIPFA / Solace joint publication ‘Delivering Good Governance
in Local Government’ (2016).

5.2

Although there are no matters of concern identified within the statement to bring to
Members’ attention in this report, any Internal Audit recommendations will need to
be implemented in 2021/22.
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6.

Conclusion

6.1

ELWA’s Annual Governance Statement has been prepared and signed off in
accordance with regulations. There are no matters of concern identified in relation to
governance arrangements and internal control issues.

7.

Relevant officer:
Maria G. Christofi, Finance Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

8.

Appendices attached:

8.1

Appendix A: Annual Governance Statement 2020/21

9.

Background papers:

9.1

25/06/2021 – Final Financial Outturn Position and Contract Monitoring Review for the
year 2020/21

10.

Legal considerations:

10.1

The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 (the ‘2014 Act’) requires that the
Authority as a relevant body must have its accounts audited. The procedure is set
out in the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 (the ‘Regulations). Regulation 9 sets
out a timetable and requires certification by the Authority’s responsible finance officer
of the statement and then consideration by a committee to consider the statement
and approve by resolution. This report is prepared in compliance with that obligation.
Furthermore, specified relevant local authorities 1 are required under Regulation 6(1)
(b) to prepare an Annual Governance Statement (‘AGS’).

10.2

Governance is defined by CIPFA / SOLACE 2 as:
The arrangements put in place to ensure that the intended outcomes for stakeholders
are defined and achieved.
and
To deliver good governance in the public sector, both governing bodies and
individuals working for public sector entities must try to achieve their entities
objectives while acting in the public interest at all times. Acting in the public interest
implies primary consideration of the benefits for society, which should result in
positive outcomes for service users and other stakeholders.

10.3

The Regulations require the AGS be approved by a resolution of the Authority.
Following approval the Authority must publish the Statement of Accounts, the AGS
as approved and a narrative statement on the Authority’s financial performance, and
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of its resources over the financial
year.

11.

Financial considerations:

11.1

None.

1
2

See Section 2 and Schedule 2 of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015
CIPFA SOLACE Delivering Good Governance in Local Government Framework 2016 Edition
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12.

Performance management considerations:

12.1

None.

13.

Risk management considerations:

13.1

None.

14.

Equalities considerations:

14.1

None.

15.

Follow-up reports:

15.1

None.

16.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

16.1

http://www.recycleforyourcommunity.com/waste_authority/default.aspx

17.

Reviewed by Management Board

17.1

14 June 2021.

18.

Confidentiality:

18.1

Not Applicable.
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ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT
1.

Introduction:

1.1

Each year the East London Waste Authority (Authority) is required by regulation to
produce a statement that details the framework for making decisions and controlling
the resources of the Authority. The statement covers the Authority’s governance
arrangements as well as internal control issues. This statement should enable
stakeholders to have substantial assurance that decisions are properly made and
public money is being properly spent on citizens’ behalf. The statement below
complies with the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015.

2.

Scope of Responsibility:

2.1

The Authority is responsible for ensuring that its business is conducted in accordance
with the law and proper standards and that public money is safeguarded, properly
accounted for and used economically, efficiently and effectively. The Authority also
has a duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to make arrangements to secure
continuous improvement in the way in which its functions are exercised, having
regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

2.2

In discharging these obligations, the Authority is required by Regulation 5 of the
Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 to put in place proper arrangements for the
governance of its affairs, and facilitating the effective exercise of its functions, which
includes arrangements for the management of risk and evaluating the effectiveness
of the Authority’s overall governance and risk management arrangements, by taking
into account public sector auditing standards.

3.

The Purpose of the Governance Framework:

3.1

The Governance Framework comprises the systems and processes, culture and
values, by which the Authority and its activities are directed, governed and controlled,
and through which it accounts to and engages with the community. An effective
governance framework enables the Authority to monitor the achievement of its
strategic objectives and to consider whether those objectives have led to the delivery
of appropriate and cost-effective services.

3.2

The system of internal control is a significant and ongoing part of the governance
framework and is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot eliminate
all risks connected with failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives, but effective
internal systems of control can provide substantial, albeit not absolute, assurance of
the effectiveness of the Authority’s policies, aims and objectives. The system of
internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the
risks to the achievement of the Authority’s policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate
the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised,
and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.

3.3

The Authority’s governance framework is established through its systems, processes,
cultures and values. Its systems and controls are regularly reviewed to reflect
changing needs.

4.

Vision and Purpose:

4.1

The Authority is responsible for the disposal of waste collected by the London
Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering, Newham and Redbridge. The
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boroughs have a combined population of over 1.1 million people living in over
400,000 households, and each is responsible for the collection of household waste in
their areas for disposal by the Authority in total over 460,000 tonnes per annum.
4.2

The Authority’s Strategy as reviewed in 2006 1 sets out its vision “To provide an
effective and efficient waste management service that is environmentally acceptable
and delivers services that local people value”. It sets out how the Authority, together
with the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering, Newham and
Redbridge, intend to manage municipal solid waste by means of a Vision, Objectives
and Targets.

4.3

The Authority is working with Constituent Councils to develop a new ‘Joint Strategy
for East London’s Resources and Waste’ to plan for the delivery of services,
infrastructure and communication and engagement at the end of the existing
Integrated Waste Management Services (IWMS) contract. This Joint Strategy, which
is due to be consulted upon in the summer/autumn of 2021 prior to formal adoption
in early 2022, sets out the aims and aspirations of the five Partner Authorities, and
will provide the basis on which to develop further plans and strategies for the delivery
of future collection and treatment services, including a procurement plan for ELWA
for new arrangements to replace the IWMS contract in late 2027.

4.4

The Authority is also continuing to engage in and monitor the development of
proposals and initiatives under the national Resources and Waste Strategy and the
London Environment Strategy. The Authority has launched a regional waste
prevention programme for a two-year trial (2021-23), designed to draw together
individual borough activities, add capacity to existing projects and enable new
schemes and initiatives to be launched.

4.5

The IWMS Contract, which runs from 2002 to 2027, has a number of requirements
designed to implement the original Strategy:
a) The Overall Service Delivery Plan (OSDP) of ELWA Limited is a Plan that covers
the 25 years of the Contract. This is a schedule to the Contract and is essentially
the operational and technical proposal by the Operator (Renewi UK Services
Limited) to meet the Authority’s requirements.
b) The Five-Year Service Delivery Plan (FYSDP) follows a similar format to the OSDP
but provides a greater level of detail. The first FYSDP is also a schedule to the
Contract. The FYSDP was reviewed in 2020, however with a number of strategic
issues remaining uncertain, including a significant number of consultations from
Defra that will impact on long-term waste management decisions within ELWA,
the FYSDP was agreed to cover a two-year period. This will now be formally
reviewed in 2022 to provide a five-year framework to the end of the 25-year PFI
Contract.
c) The Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan (ABSDP) follows a similar format to
the other SDPs but provides an even greater level of detail, particularly in respect
of financial matters. The ABSDP is considered prior to the commencement of the
relevant financial year to which it relates. This ensures that the levy report in
February takes the ABSDP into account and can fully reflect the likely expenditure
commitments arising from the Contract. The ABSDP process also affords an
opportunity for the Constituent Councils to provide input into the proposed plans

1

See: http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/minutes/east_london_waste_authority_strategy.pdf
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to take account of any planned service changes or requirements in the coming
financial year. Performance against the 2020/21 ABSDP was good but did not
reach the 33% recycling of household waste as anticipated. This was in large
part due to the significant impact of COVID-19 on service delivery.
4.6

In some cases, the Authority can apply various penalties under its IWMS contract if
these Plans, once approved, are not adhered to and met.
In exceptional
circumstances, the Authority could terminate the Contract.

4.7

It is recognised that the Authority cannot achieve its vision alone. It needs to work
in partnership with its four Constituent Councils, contractors and sub-contractors,
other agencies and the community to make this happen.

5.

Performance Management and Reporting:

5.1

The performance management framework demonstrates how effective the actions
being taken are and assists in monitoring progress in the way in which the Authority’s
strategies are translated into action plans. It also helps to identify if any risks are
materialising when indicators do not show the level of progression anticipated.

5.2

The performance management framework is therefore instrumental in identifying and
mapping continuous improvement of services across the Authority.

5.3

The fundamentals of contractual performance management are embedded in the way
the Authority operates. There is:
a) A corporately defined process that ensures that plans are linked to strategic aims
and that performance statements and other published information are accurate
and reliable;
b) Mechanisms whereby performance is discussed and reported throughout all levels
of the organisation and those of its partners, in particular to Members and Officers
in Authority meetings, Management Board, Operational Management Team and
Contract Monitoring Group. Such performance reporting includes not only regular
financial monitoring and contract monitoring but also progress on the contract
review and achievement of efficiencies.

6.

Authority Constitution:

6.1

The Constitution sets out the governance and decision-making arrangements of the
Authority, including the roles and responsibilities of Members and Officers. It
provides details of how decisions are made and who can make them. It also contains
the rules for managing our finances and resources effectively.

6.2

A comprehensive update of the Constitution was undertaken in 2018/19 and
presented to the Authority meeting in February 2019; no changes have been
necessary during 2020/21. The Constitution includes a clear reference to the scheme
of delegation, which outlines who is authorised to make particular decisions and the
remit of those decisions. In addition, clear rules regarding contractual and tendering
matters and dealings with land are outlined within the Constitution. Alongside these
are financial rules relating to income and expenditure and financial authority limits.

7.

Codes of Conduct:

7.1

The Constitution (Part E) deals with the Codes of Conduct for Members and
Employees. The Authority is not required to adopt a statutory Code of Conduct for
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its Members as it is not a ‘relevant authority’ as defined by the by the Localism Act
2011. Therefore, the Authority’s Members are bound by their respective Council
Codes when acting in their official capacity for the Authority. Copies of each
Constituent Council’s Members’ Code of Conduct are available on the respective
Councils’ websites.
8.

Risk Management:

8.1

The Authority has embedded risk management processes throughout its structure.
The Corporate Risk Register which deals with both strategic and operational risks is
agreed and reviewed by the Management Board and Authority Members on a regular
basis.

8.2

Financial, operational and legal risks are embedded within individual reports that are
presented at Authority meetings.

8.3

Risk identification and management processes are also in place for projects,
partnerships and contracts.

9.

Compliance with Policies, Laws and Regulations:

9.1

The Constitution sets out the legal framework for making decisions and publishing
them. The Authority has the following statutory officers: Head of Paid Service –
Managing Director; Finance Director – Section 73 officer (Local Government Act
1985); and Monitoring Officer – Legal Adviser, each of whom has the power to refer
matters to the Authority where a breach of regulation is possible or suspected. These
officers form part of the Management Board. None of these officers have been
required to use these powers during the year.

9.2

The statutory officers also provide professional advice on all key decision-making
reports to ensure all relevant legal, financial, risk management, procedural and
equality implications are addressed.

10.

Counter Fraud including Whistle-blowing:

10.1

The Authority has an agreed Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and a
Whistleblowing procedure embedded in the Constitution. Two key components that
support the Strategy are:
a) Whistleblowing arrangements that are available to the general public, employees
and contractors.
Our Constituent Councils have their own whistleblowing
procedures.
b) The provision of anti-fraud guidance, including a Fraud Response Plan, to instil a
culture and awareness that fraud will not be tolerated.

10.2

The Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and Whistleblowing Policy have been
reviewed and updated in 2020/21 and presented to the Authority for approval in June
2021. Additional policies have been developed for 2021/22 to support the Anti-Fraud
and Corruption Strategy.
These cover arrangements to further enhance
arrangements for anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering, and pursuing
sanction and prosecution in the event of proven fraud or corruption.
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11.

Complaints Process:

11.1

The Authority has a recognised complaints process and aims to comply and conform
to the complaints procedures operating in each of the four Constituent Councils.

11.2

Members also receive enquiries and complaints via their surgeries, walkabouts or by
correspondence. The Authority’s Officers support Members in addressing these
queries to ensure that the public receive an appropriate answer.

11.3

Members of the public may also complain to the Local Government Ombudsman if a
corporate complaint has not been satisfactorily resolved and maladministration could
arise. The Authority has had no previous history of any such complaints.

11.4

Complaints are reviewed so that the organisation can identify if there are any trends
and issues and, if necessary, put in place changes and improvements to prevent
complaints reoccurring.

12.

Training and Development:

12.1

Members receive briefings to keep them up to date with changes and to supplement
training received via their Constituent Councils. This is supplemented by formal and
informal information about the Authority through briefings, workshops and
conferences where necessary.

12.2

Training and development of staff continues via professional associations, committee
reports, conferences, seminars, courses run by Constituent Councils, on-line tuition
and bespoke courses and liaison with the appropriate central government
department. These are related to the demands of new legislation and operational
practices.

13.

Communication and Engagement:

13.1

The Authority has a responsibility to communicate how to access basic services and
information. The Authority’s primary communication methods are comprehensive
reporting, its website and briefings for Constituent Councils. In addition, the
Authority employs the IWMS contractor to provide a waste education programme for
local schools.

14.

Partnerships:

14.1

The most significant partnerships for the Authority are with its four Constituent
Councils and through the IWMS Contract with Renewi UK Services Limited as both
Operator and shareholder of ELWA Limited (the Contractor) alongside JLEN
Environmental Assets Group Limited.

14.2

There are sound governance arrangements in place for partnerships. These are
implemented via regular formal meetings with Renewi UK Services Limited and
include those with ELWA Limited. There are also regular formal meetings with the
Constituent Councils including those at the Management Board, Operational
Management Team and Contract Monitoring Group.

15.

Review of Effectiveness:

15.1

The Authority has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, a review of the
effectiveness of its governance framework including the system of internal control,
albeit that this is undertaken as an ongoing process. The Managing Director has the
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responsibility for the maintenance and development of the internal control
environment. The framework for this is in the Constitution and support is provided
by the regular review processes carried out by Internal Audit, External Audit and
other review agencies.
15.2

The five yearly and annual processes, conducted within a formal framework provided
by the IWMS Contract, enforce a disciplined review of objectives and effectiveness.
Actions required are set out in the Annual Governance Statement Action Plan
2020/21. Overall, the governance arrangements are regarded as fit for purpose in
accordance with the Authority’s governance framework.

16.

Role of the Finance Director (Section 73 Officer):

16.1

The Chief Finance Officer (CFO) fulfils the statutory requirements of the Local
Government Act 1985 and is the organisation’s senior executive charged with leading
and directing financial strategy and administration and assisting the Head of Paid
Service to discharge their corporate responsibilities. This is a pivotal role, both for
external stakeholders and within the Management Board. At the Authority, this role
is held by the Finance Director. The Authority fully complies with the governance
requirements and principles as set out in the CIPFA Statement on the Role of the
Chief Financial Officer in Local Government (2016).

17.

Internal Audit:

17.1

An effective Internal Audit function is a core part of the Authority’s arrangements to
ensure the proper conduct of its financial affairs. Internal Audit priorities are risk
based and agreed with the Finance Director (Section 73 Officer), following
consultation with the Management Board and External Audit as part of the annual
planning process.

17.2

The Head of Audit and Investigations for the London Borough of Redbridge is
authorised to complete a programme of audit reviews within the Authority. To assist
in the accomplishment of this programme, the Financial Rules of the Authority give
authority for internal auditors to have full, free and unrestricted access to all
Authority assets, records, documents, correspondence and personnel for the
purposes of that audit. Recommendations arising from the work of both internal and
external auditors are discussed and agreed with management, including acceptable
timescales for their implementation. The Head of Audit and Investigations for the
London Borough of Redbridge reports on the outcomes of the annual programme of
audit work to Members and management.

17.3

Based upon the audit work undertaken during 2020/21 and other appropriate sources
of assurances, the Head of Internal Audit and Investigations has reached the opinion
that the Authority’s systems of governance, risk management and internal control
remain generally sound and provide substantial assurance. This means that the
governance, risk management and internal control arrangements are sufficiently well
designed and operating consistently and effectively to:
•

identify and manage the significant risks to required levels so as to satisfactorily
achieve the Authority’s objectives

•

ensure reliable management information

•

ensure effective and efficient operations
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•

ensure assets are safeguarded

•

ensure compliance with law, regulation, polices, procedures and contacts.

17.4

There was no reported fraud or irregularity during the year.

17.5

Any Internal audit recommendations made in 2020/21 will need to be implemented
during the following financial year.

18.

External Audit:

18.1

The Authority’s External Auditor is Ernst & Young (EY). EY has an annual audit plan
in place that is risk based and focuses on undertaking areas of work that enables
them to fulfil their duties in providing an opinion on the Authority’s financial
statements and whether or not ELWA has sound arrangements in place to deliver
value for money. This value for money conclusion is based on the overall evaluation
criterion, that “in all significant respects, the audited body had proper arrangements
to ensure it took properly informed decisions and deployed resources to achieve
planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people”.
“Proper
arrangements” comprise the Authority’s arrangements to take informed decisions,
deploy resources sustainably and work with partners and other third parties.

19.

Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic:

19.1

The Authority has had regard to the financial and operational risks arising as a result
of the COVID-19 pandemic. During March 2020 the Authority instigated procedures,
in conjunction with the IWMS contractor and Constituent Councils, to ensure
continuity of operations where possible. However, the Constituent Councils had to
suspend the collections of some types of waste, changing the volume and profile of
wastes received by ELWA. Also, in line with government guidance and legislation,
the four reuse and recycling centres were closed to the public on 24 March and
reopened on 11 May, following consultation with the four Constituent Councils and
the Metropolitan Police, and in line with new government guidance. Appropriate
social distancing and other control measures were put in place by ELWA, and the
Constituent Councils put in place traffic management arrangements around the RRCs,
and worked with ELWA on communications to residents.

19.2

The IWMS Operator was able to continue to receive all wastes collected by the
Constituent Councils whilst managing its own temporary losses of personnel due to
the pandemic and those of its subcontractors (hauliers and offtakers); its previous
work to reduce exports because of Brexit risks assisted in this regard.

19.3

The Authority will work with the Contractor and the Operator in accordance with the
Contract and relevant government guidance on the financial impacts of COVID-19 on
services. The Authority has not incurred any direct costs as a result of COVID-19,
although it did reimburse the Operator for some limited additional costs incurred.
The Authority will remain alert to the risks and will keep the potential impacts under
close review.

19.4

In 2020/21, the Authority used the flexibilities allowed by the Local Authorities and
Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local Authority and Police and
Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales) Regulations 2020 to hold Authority
meetings remotely.
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20.

Governance and internal control issues requiring improvement and outcome
of 2020/21 action plan:

20.1

There were two key areas for development identified in the 2019/20 Annual
Governance Statement. Progress against these areas is detailed below.

Contract Management
20.2

The reduction in the number of inspections of key sites undertaken by Constituent
Councils was highlighted as a significant governance issue in the 2018/19 and
2019/20 Annual Governance Statements.
In 2020/21, despite disruption to
operational sites during the first part of the year as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, core monitoring activity such as site inspections and Constituent Council
monitoring returns have been performed and evidenced, with Constituent Councils
using a consistent proforma to perform their monitoring returns.
Although
monitoring returns were not provided to ELWA every month, there are compensating
controls in place, namely the ELWA-led inspections of the sites which occur
frequently. Recommendations have been made in respect of the escalation process
back to Constituent Councils.

Management of Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) Systems
20.3

The ANPR system, which records attendance at sites, is in place and working however
an updated protocol setting out the response that will be taken when frequent users
are identified is being developed and will be presented for approval during 2021/22.

21.

Significant Governance Issues:

21.1

There are no significant governance issues to report however, as reported above, any
Internal Audit recommendations made as a result of audit work undertaken in
2020/21 will need to be implemented during the following financial year. Internal
Audit recommendations have been captured in action plans and their implementation
will be monitored during 2021/22.

Signed

Date: 17 June 2021
Andrew Lappage (Managing Director)

Signed

Date: 17 June 2021
Cllr. John Howard (Chair)
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AUTHORITY REPORT:
1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to:

DRAFT STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2020/21

a) note the Statement of Accounts for the financial year 2020/21; and
b) note that the date of the 2020/21 external audit has been advised by EY to be
moved to November 2021.

3.

Purpose

3.1

The Statement of Accounts presents the financial position of the Authority for
2020/21. The Authority’s Members are required to approve the audited Statement of
Accounts and consider the external auditors’ Audit Results Report.

4.

Background

4.1

The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2015 place a requirement on the
Authority for the Statement of Accounts together with any certificate or opinion to be
approved by the Authority’s Members and published by 31 July. For the financial
year 2020/21, The Accounts and Audit (Amendment) Regulations 2021 have
extended the target date for approval and publication of the accounts to 30
September 2021. Where an audit of accounts has not been concluded before the
date specified in the regulations, these require that ‘an authority must publish as
soon as reasonably practicable on or after that date a notice stating that it has not
been able to publish the statement of accounts and its reasons for this.’

4.2

The 2020/21 financial statements are prepared in accordance with the Code of
Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21 (the Code)
issued by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA).

4.3

It is the responsibility of the ‘responsible financial officer’ to sign and date the
Statement of Accounts, and certify that it presents a true and fair view of the financial
position of the Authority at the end of the financial year. Members are also required
to formally approve the audited financial statements.

4.4

Under International Standard on Auditing (ISA 260), the auditors are required to
communicate to ‘those charged with governance’, being the Authority’s members,
any misstatements and omissions in the accounts (other than those that are clearly
trivial) that have been adjusted and those that have been advised to officers but not
adjusted for. The Audit Results Report, when available, will summarise the main
audit findings and recommendations arising from the 2020/21 audit and will report
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on work undertaken relating to the use of resources, internal controls and risk of
fraud.
5.

Current Position: 2020/21 Accounts

5.1

The draft Statement of Accounts has been signed off by the Director of Finance and
the Annual Governance Statement has been signed off by the Managing Director and
the Chair of ELWA and are attached at Appendix A. Members are asked to note the
draft Statement of Accounts at the meeting but will not be asked to approve the
accounts until the audit has been completed and the external auditors have reported
the outcome of their audit work in the Audit Results Report.

5.2

The external auditors, Ernst and Young (EY), have advised that, due to resourcing
issues, they are currently unable to deliver to the audit timetable that was presented
to the ELWA Authority at the February 2021 meeting. EY have recently advised that
the audit of the 2020/21 accounts will commence in November. This date has not
yet been agreed and ELWA Finance Officers will continue to liaise with EY to prioritise
this audit so that it may be concluded before the statutory deadline of 30 September
2021.

5.3

The financial position as outlined in the Statement of Accounts is the same as the
Final Financial Outturn Position and Contract Monitoring Review for the year 2020/21
presented elsewhere on the agenda.

5.4

The Public Sector Audit Appointments (PSAA) published scale fee for the audit work
in respect of the Code of Practice for 2020/21 is £14,068. EY advised in their
Indicative Audit Plan 2020/21, reported to the Authority in February 2021, of a
proposed increase in the scale fee of £31,569 to a total fee of £45,637 and that this
proposed increase is based on a range of factors which will result in additional work.
The Authority have not agreed to this proposed increase in the scale fee and PSAA
are currently considering EY’s proposal. The audit fee will be met from the revenue
budget set aside for this purpose; any variation to fees will need to be contained
within the approved budgets.

6.

Conclusion

6.1

ELWA’s draft Statement of Accounts is complete and is presented for noting. The
start date for the external audit has now been advised by EY as November 2021.
This date has not yet been agreed and ELWA Finance Officers will continue to liaise
with EY to prioritise this audit so that it may be concluded before the statutory
deadline of 30 September 2021. The expected date when the audited accounts will
be presented for approval will be advised to Members at the next Authority Meeting.

7.

Relevant officer:
Maria G. Christofi, Finance Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

8.

Appendices attached:

8.1

Appendix A: Draft Statement of Accounts 2020/21
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9.

Background papers:

9.1

25/06/21 – Final Financial Outturn Position and Contract Monitoring Review for the
year 2020/21

10.

Legal considerations:

10.1

The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 (the ‘2014 Act’) requires that the
Authority as a relevant body must have its accounts audited. The procedure is set
out in the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 (the ‘Regulations). Regulation 9 sets
out a timetable and requires certification by the Authority’s responsible finance officer
of the statement and then consideration by a committee to consider the statement
and approve by resolution. This report is prepared in compliance with that obligation.

10.2

Following approval, the Authority must publish no later than 30 September 2021 the
statement of accounts, the Annual Governance Statement as approved and a
narrative statement by the Authority on its financial performance, and economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of its resources over the financial year.

10.3

The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 require that, where an authority is not able
to publish its audited statement of accounts by the date set out in the regulations, it
is required to publish a notice to that effect.

11.

Financial considerations:

11.1

The Statement of Accounts sets out the Authority’s financial position as at 31 March
2021 and its income and expenditure for the year then ended.

12.

Performance management considerations:

12.1

The Statement of Accounts demonstrates how the Authority has managed its financial
performance during 2020/21.

13.

Risk management considerations:

13.1

None.

14.

Equalities considerations:

14.1

None.

15.

Follow-up reports:

15.1

None.

16.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

16.1

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/meetings/

17.

Reviewed by Management Board

17.1

14 June 2021.
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18.

Confidentiality:

18.1

Not applicable.
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NARRATIVE REPORT
Preface
The narrative report is a statement of an authority’s financial performance and demonstration of value
for money of the use of its resources over the previous financial year. All public authorities in England
are required by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 to provide a narrative report with the
Statement of Accounts (Accounts).
This publication presents the Authority’s Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2021. Its purpose is
to give clear and concise information about the financial affairs of the Authority to both Members of
the Authority and the public.
Any enquiries about the Accounts or requests for further financial information should be addressed to
the Finance Department, Lynton House, 255-259 High Road, Ilford, IG1 1NN or
ELWA.finance@redbridge.gov.uk.
Key Financial Statements
The Statement of Accounts for 2020/21 sets out the Authority’s income and expenditure for the
financial year ended 31 March 2021 along with a number of supplementary statements and disclosure
notes. The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with CIPFA’S Code of Practice on
Local Authority Accounting in the UK and International Financial Reporting Standards. The key financial
statements and disclosure notes contained in the Statement of Accounts for 2020/21 are as follow:
a)

The Movement in Reserves Statement (MiRS) – This Statement sets out the movement on the
different reserves held by the Authority. It analyses the increase or decrease in the net worth
of the Authority as a result of incurring expenses, gathering income and from movements in
the fair value of its assets. It also analyses the movement between reserves in accordance
with statutory provisions.

b)

The Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement (CIES) – This Statement shows the
accounting cost in the year of providing services in accordance with generally accepted
accounting practices, rather than the amount to be funded from the levy. The Authority raises
a levy to cover expenditure in accordance with statutory requirements; this may be different
from the accounting cost. The levy position is shown in both the Expenditure and Funding
Analysis and the Movement in Reserves Statement.

c)

The Expenditure and Funding Analysis – This statement shows how annual expenditure is used
and funded from resources in the Authority’s Budgetary Control Report and reconciles it with
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, which shows those resources
consumed or earned in accordance with generally accepted accounting practices.

d)

The Balance Sheet – This records the Authority’s year-end financial position. It shows the
Authority’s reserves, and its long and short-term assets and liabilities.

e)

The Cash Flow Statement – This summarises the flows of cash that have taken place into and
out of the Authority’s bank accounts over the financial year. It shows cash flow movement as
a result of the Authority’s operations, investing activities and financing decisions.

f)

Notes to the Financial Statements – The notes provide more detail about the items contained
in the key financial statements, the Authority’s Accounting Policies and other information to aid
the understanding of the financial statements.
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Organisational Overview and External Environment
The East London Waste Authority (ELWA, also referred to as the Authority) was created by regulations
made under the Local Government Act 1985. From 1 April 1986, ELWA assumed responsibility for the
disposal of waste arising in the area covered by the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham,
Havering, Newham and Redbridge. The boroughs have a combined population of 1.1 million people
living in over 400,000 households, and each is responsible for the collection of household waste in
their areas for disposal by the Authority of over 460,000 tonnes.
The Authority’s current joint strategy has the vision ‘To provide an effective and efficient
waste management service that is environmentally acceptable and delivers services that local
people value’, and can be found on the ELWA website at http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/elwasstrategy/. To prepare for the end of the existing Integrated Waste Management Services (IWMS)
Contract in 2027, the Authority is working with the Constituent Councils to develop a new East
London Joint Resources and Waste Strategy that will identify how waste and resources will be
managed in the future. This Joint Strategy, which is due to be consulted upon in the summer/
autumn of 2021 prior to formal adoption in early 2022, sets out the aims and aspirations of the
five Partner Authorities, and will provide the basis on which to develop further plans and
strategies for the delivery of future collection and treatment services, including a procurement
plan for ELWA for new arrangements to replace the IWMS contract in late 2027.
The Authority is also continuing to engage in and monitor the development of proposals and initiatives
under the national resources and waste strategy and the London Environment Strategy. The Authority
has launched a regional waste prevention programme for a two-year trial (2021-23), designed to draw
together individual borough activities, add capacity to existing projects and enable new schemes and
initiatives to be launched.
The Statement of Accounts sets out the Authority’s financial position for the year to 31 March 2021.
Further information on the nature and purposes of the Authority’s expenditure is contained in the
annual Revenue and Capital Budgets and the Budgetary Control monitoring reports which can be
accessed on the ELWA website, http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/meetings/
Governance
The Annual Governance Statement accompanying the Statement of Accounts (Appendix A) covers the
Authority’s governance arrangements as well as internal control issues. The Managing Director has
responsibility for the maintenance and development of the internal control environment. The
framework for this is in the Constitution and support is provided by the regular review processes
carried out by Internal Audit, External Audit and other review agencies.
Performance
The principal activity driver on the ELWA’s budget is the level of waste tonnage delivered from the
four London Boroughs (Constituent Councils). Based on these council returns and officer analysis of
historic waste patterns, potential population growth and economic activity, the 2020/21 budget and
levy setting process assumed 463,000 tonnes. The actual tonnage for the year was 460,991. Waste
tonnages vary due to a number of factors such as householder recycling behaviour and changes by
companies in packaging their goods as well as the matters above in predicting forecasts and trends.
This year, the total tonnage was only slightly lower than initially forecast, although there were
significant fluctuations in the monthly profile of waste due to several COVID-19 lockdown disruptions.
The contract cost reported also includes historic excess profits totalling £0.447m incorrectly paid to
the Authority by the Contractor during 2015/16 and 2016/17 which the Authority had to repay in
2020/21. The Authority also reimbursed the Operator for limited additional costs incurred as a result
of COVID-19. These factors contributed to an overspend of £0.288m on the IWMS contract payments.
COVID-19 also impacted on the Authority’s income from commercial waste which was £0.344m less
than budgeted as lockdowns impacted on the amount of commercial waste collected.
Recycling performance was also impacted negatively by COVID-19, particularly in April and May when
services were disrupted, however despite this, recycling for the year was 32% which was an
improvement compared with 2019/20 performance (28.4%). This was largely due to recycling being
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generated both through further separation of bulky waste and additional capture of recyclates from
black bag waste.
The current diversion agreement incentivises the operator to divert from landfill as much waste as
possible and thus passes the risk of diversion performance onto the Operator. Consequently, diversion
performance no longer affects the cost of the contract to ELWA with cost pressures determined by
tonnage levels. The rate of diversion for 2020/21 was 99.97% against a contract target of 67.00%.
This was the highest annual diversion performance to date. Excluding unexpected events such as
possible lasting effects of COVID-19, this level of diversion should be expected to continue through
2021/22.
Income and Expenditure Account
The Authority set a balanced budget for 2020/21 in accordance with government legislation. The
budget included a further contribution of £0.671m to the Strategy Reserve and maintenance of the
Revenue Reserve at £3.000m. The improved financial performance of the Authority has been outlined
in the previous section.
Authority Revenue Outturn

Budget

Actual

to 31 March 2021

£000

£000

Net expenditure on services

71,284

68,893

PFI grant

(3,991)

(3,991)

(67,488)

(67,488)

(195)

(2.588)

Levy raised
Net revenue outturn before accountancy adjustments and
contribution from reserves
Net contribution to reserves

195
-

Net Revenue balance

2,588
-

As a result of the accounting adjustments that are required to be made under International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), the underspend for the year as shown in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement is a surplus of £2.569m. The table on page 6 provides a reconciliation between
this net surplus figure and the final surplus of £2.587m, before contributions to reserves, as shown
above. Further detailed analysis can be found in the Expenditure and Funding Analysis on pages 1516 and Note 18.
Reserves Strategy
The Authority maintains reserves to meet specific purposes. This is a vital part of its financial
management arrangements that cushion the impact of uneven cash flows, avoid unnecessary
temporary borrowing and minimise the impact of unexpected events or emergencies, including its
approach to covering the costs arising out of the future development and planning for post 2027 waste
disposal arrangements.
The Authority has agreed to set aside a minimum level of normal operational revenue balances based
on an analysis of risk and its longer-term strategy. Both reserve balances and risks are regularly
reviewed as part of the budget and levy setting process and Medium Term Financial Strategy.
Further details can be found in the 2020/21 Levy report (10 February 2020) and the 2021/22 Levy
Report (8 February 2021). Both reports are available at:
http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/meetings
The table below shows the final reserves balances as at 31 March 2021 and the anticipated levels for
the next five financial years.
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Balance
as at 31
March
2021

Forecast
Balance
as at 31
March
2022

Forecast
Balance
as at 31
March
2023

Forecast
Balance
as at 31
March
2024

Forecast
Balance
as at 31
March
2025

Forecast
Balance
as at 31
March
2026

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

Strategy Reserve

20.853

2.324

2.324

2.324

2.324

2.324

Revenue Reserve

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

Business Risk Reserve

3.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

Capital Reserve

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

A net contribution of £2.588m was made to the Strategy Reserve in 2020/21, comprising a planned
contribution of £0.671m, and an additional contribution of £2.116m from the underspend for the year,
offset by £0.199m of expenditure relating to the future waste strategy and waste prevention activity
funded from the reserve. No further contributions to the Strategy Reserve are planned; future costs
arising out of the development and planning for the post 2027 waste disposal arrangements and the
time limited waste prevention programme are included in future years’ revenue budgets.
Reconciliation of the Accounting Adjustments required under IFRS
Actual

Actual

£000

£000
(2,588)

Balance before accountancy adjustments
Accountancy adjustments

354

Balance of net expenditure to be financed by reserves

(2,234)

PFI contract accountancy adjustments (see Note 25):
Service Charge

(2,828)

Lifecycle Asset Addition

(2,193)

Contingent Rent

(5,668)

Depreciation and Impairment of PFI assets

6,124

Interest Payable on Finance Leases

4,230

Surplus for the year after PFI adjustments

(335)
(2,569)

Movement between Revenue Reserve and Other Reserves
Transfer from Capital Adjustment Account

98

Accumulated Absences Account

(22)

Transfer to Pensions Reserve

(94)

Strategy Reserve Transfer

2,587

2,569

Net Effect on Revenue Reserve

-

Revenue Reserve Brought Forward

(3,000)

Revenue Reserve Carried Forward

(3,000)

The adjustments arising from IFRS compliant accounting treatment have had no impact on overall net
expenditure and movements on reserves.
Capital Programme/Borrowing Facilities
Since the introduction of the Prudential Code in 2004, the Authority can set its own capital spending
limit as long as it is affordable, sustainable and prudent. The Local Government and Housing Act 1989
specifies that all new capital receipts generated from the sale of non-housing land, buildings and other
assets are available to finance capital expenditure.
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ELWA can borrow for any purpose for which it is legally entitled to incur expenditure. Loans can be
raised for new capital requirements, to replace maturing debt and also to meet short-term revenue
cash flow deficits. No additional borrowing was required during 2020/21.
ELWA Operations
ELWA transferred its principal operations and contracts to Renewi UK Services Ltd as part of the 25year Integrated Waste Management Strategy (IWMS) Contract, partly backed by PFI funding, in
December 2002. Since then ELWA’s direct operational responsibilities have been in relation to its
closed landfill sites. The Authority is responsible for three sites.
Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS)
The Authority is legally obliged to offer guaranteed pension benefits to its employees. The statutory
pension fund provider for the Authority is the London Pensions Fund Authority (LPFA). The LPFA Fund
is maintained at a level to eventually meet the Authority’s long-term liabilities for pension benefits,
with the Authority’s contributions fixed accordingly.
The results of the 2019 triennial actuarial valuation were used as part of the calculations for these
accounts.
As at 31 March 2021 the Authority’s estimated liability for retirement benefits exceeded the value of
assets by £2.004m (31 March 2020: £1.579m) when valued in accordance with the accounting
standards. The increase in the liability was due to the increase in the present value of the fund’s
obligation being greater than the increase in the fair value of the scheme’s assets.
Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic
During March 2020 the Authority instigated procedures, in conjunction with the IWMS contractor
Constituent Councils, to ensure continuity of operations. In line with government guidance
legislation, the four reuse and recycling centres were closed to the public on 24 March 2020
reopened on 11 May 2020, following consultation with the four Constituent Councils and
Metropolitan Police, and in line with new government guidance.

and
and
and
the

The Authority agreed to a claim by the Operator for limited additional costs incurred in 2020/21 as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. There were no other direct material costs as a result of the
pandemic and no future costs are anticipated.
The Authority is funded by a levy on the four Constituent Councils and the agreements in place with
the Constituent Councils stipulate payment of the levy. However, the financial impact of COVID-19 on
Constituent Councils could impose constraints on future levy increases which in turn limits the
Authority’s capacity to increase the levy to fund its commitments.
Future Outlook, Risks and Opportunities
The Authority remains confident in future years that there is a clear strategy in continuing to deliver
its vision to provide an effective and efficient waste management service that is environmentally
acceptable and delivers services that local people value.
The current five-year Medium Term Financial Strategy to 2025/26 considers the major influences and
activity drivers outlined earlier in this report and regularly reviews the risks the Authority faces which
it manages through maintaining an adequate and prudent level of reserves. The Authority’s 2020/21
financial position has enabled an increase in the planned contribution to the Strategy Reserve,
resulting in a balance as at 31 March 2021 of £20.853m. However, in February 2021 the Authority
resolved to make a contribution from earmarked reserves in 2021/22 of £20.528m to enable a oneoff reduction in the 2021/22 levy. No further contributions to the Strategy Reserve are planned; future
costs arising out of the development and planning for the post 2027 waste disposal arrangements and
the time limited waste prevention programme are included in future years’ revenue budgets.
The average annual percentage change in the levy in 2021/22 and 2022/23 ranges from a reduction
of 29.52% in 2021/22 to an increase of 51.72% in 2022/23, both significant movements from the
previous year being due to the one-off release of reserves in 2021/22. Increases over the remaining
medium-term planning period range from 2.84% to 4.73%
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The Authority will continue to work with the Operator to find further ways to substantially reduce costs
and with the Constituent Councils to reduce tonnages. Over the past few years, despite growth in
housing and population, waste disposal tonnages have not increased but remained broadly static.
Conclusion
The Statement of Accounts provides a detailed and comprehensive picture of the Authority's
performance for 2020/21, as required by statute.
I would like to thank the ELWA staff, Finance staff and the relevant staff and colleagues in the four
Constituent Councils who have helped to prepare this document.
A thorough understanding of the Authority’s financial position is essential in the light of the financial
challenges that it faces. I hope that Members of the Authority, residents of the Constituent Councils
and other readers find this document useful.

Maria G Christofi, BA (Hons), FCCA, CPFA
Finance Director
17 June 2021
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
1.
1.1

The Authority’s Responsibilities
The Authority is required to:
a)

make arrangements for the proper administration of its financial affairs and to ensure
that one of its officers has the responsibility for the administration of those affairs. In
this Authority, that officer is the Finance Director.

b)

manage its affairs to secure economic, efficient and effective use of resources and
safeguard its assets.

c)

approve the Statement of Accounts.

2.

The Finance Director’s Responsibilities

2.1

The Finance Director is responsible for the preparation of the Authority’s Statement of
Accounts in accordance with proper practices as set out in the CIPFA Code of Practice on
Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom (‘the Code’).

2.2

In preparing this Statement of Accounts, the Finance Director has:

2.3

3.

a)

selected suitable accounting policies and then applied them consistently;

b)

made judgements and estimates that were reasonable and prudent;

c)

complied with the Code.

The Finance Director has also:
a)

kept proper accounting records which were up to date;

b)

taken reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

Statement of the Finance Director
I certify that the Statement of Accounts presents a true and fair view of the Authority’s financial
position as at 31 March 2021 and of its income and expenditure for the year then ended.

Maria G Christofi, BA (Hons), FCCA, CPFA
Finance Director
17 June 2021

Approval of Accounts
The Statement of Accounts was approved by East London Waste Authority.

Cllr. John Howard
Chair
XX XXX 2021
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LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK FOR THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE
MEMBERS OF EAST LONDON WASTE AUTHORITY
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COMPREHENSIVE INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
This statement shows the accounting cost in the year of providing services in accordance with
generally accepted accounting practices, rather than the amount to be funded from the levy. The
Authority raises a levy to cover expenditure in accordance with statutory requirements; this may be
different from the accounting cost. The levy position is shown in both the Expenditure and Funding
Analysis and the Movement in Reserves Statement.

2019/20

2020/21

Gross
Expenditure

Gross
Income

Net
Expenditure
/Income

Gross
Expenditure

Gross
Income

Net
Expenditure
/Income

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

1,761

-

1,761

46,282

-

46,282

671

-

671

145

-

145

Supplies and Services

2,492

-

2,492

49,165

-

49,165

Employee Costs

686

-

686

Premises Related Expenditure

Service Charges (Note 25)

141

-

141

6,471

-

6,471

3,139

-

3,139

4,704

-

4,704

Depreciation and Impairment of Fixed
Assets (Note 8)

3,092

-

3,092

Third Party Payments & Support
Services

-

3,202

(3,202)

Commercial Waste Charges

-

2,681

(2,681)

-

3,991

(3,991)

PFI and other Grants (Note 21)

-

3,991

(3,991)

-

446

(446)

Other Income

-

363

(363)

56,655

7,639

49,016

62,094

7,035

12,247

229

12,018

10,059

141

9,918

-

67,488

(67,488)

Income from Levy

-

67,488

(67,488)

-

295

(295)

PFI Deferred Income released (Note 25)

-

295

(295)

456

-

456

Programmed PFI Lifecycle excess (Note
25)

234

-

234

69,358

75,651

72,387

74,959

(2,572)

(6,293)

(1,720)

24

24

Cost of Services

Financing and Investment Income and
Expenditure (Note 7)

Surplus on Provision of Services

Deficit / (surplus) on revaluation of
Property, Plant and Equipment assets
(Note 8)
Actuarial (gains)/losses on pension
assets/liabilities (Note 26)

(1,696)

Other Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure

(7,989)

Total Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure

55,059

(101)

333

333
232
(2,340)
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EXPENDITURE AND FUNDING ANALYSIS
The Expenditure and Funding Analysis shows how annual expenditure is used and funded from
resources (government grant and the levy) by the Authority in comparison with those resources
consumed or earned by the Authority in accordance with generally accepted accounting practices. It
also shows how this expenditure is allocated for decision making purposes. Income and expenditure
accounted for under generally accepted accounting practices is presented more fully in the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

2019/20
Net
Expenditure
chargeable
to the
Revenue
Reserve

Adjustments
between the
funding and
accounting
basis

£000

£000

2020/21
Net Expenditure
in the
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure
Statement
£000
Supplies and Services
(including Contingency
Expenditure)

195

1,566

1,761

63,981

(17,699)

46,282

613

58

671

145

-

145

-

4,704

4,704

Depreciation and
Impairment of Fixed
Assets (Note 8)

3,092

-

3,092

Third Party Payments &
Support Services

(3,202)

-

(3,202)

(3,991)

-

(3,991)

(446)

-

(446)

60,387

(11,371)

49,016

Net
Expenditure
chargeable
to the
Revenue
Reserve

Adjustments
between the
funding and
accounting
basis

£000

£000

Net Expenditure
in the
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure
Statement
£000

440

2,052

2,492

67,574

(18,409)

49,165

Employee Costs

611

75

686

Transport & Premises
Related Expenditure

141

-

141

-

6,471

6,471

3,139

-

3,139

Commercial Waste
Charges

(2,681)

-

(2,681)

PFI and other Grants
(Note 21)

(3,991)

-

(3,991)

(363)

-

(363)

64,870

(9,811)

55,059

171

(171)

-

(141)

141

-

-

9,918

9,918

(67,488)

-

(67,488)

PFI Deferred Income
released (Note 25)

-

(295)

(295)

Contractor / Service
Charge (Note 25)

Other Income
Cost of Services

174

(174)

-

Capital Financing Costs

(229)

229

-

Bank Interest Receivable

-

12,018

12,018

(67,488)

-

(67,488)

-

(295)

(295)

-

456

456

Programmed PFI Lifecycle
excess (Note 25)

-

234

234

(7,156)

863

(6,293)

Surplus on Provision of
Services

(2,588)

16

(2,572)

Financing and Investment
Income and Expenditure
(Note 7)
Income from Levy

2019/20

2020/21
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Net
Expenditure
chargeable
to the
Revenue
Reserve

Adjustments
between the
funding and
accounting
basis

£000

£000

Net Expenditure
in the
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure
Statement
£000

(7,156)

863

(6,293)

Surplus on Provision of
Services

(7,156)

863

(6,293)

Net Expenditure
chargeable to Reserves

(17,209)
(7,156)
(24,365)

Opening Usable
Reserve Balance
Plus Surplus on Revenue
Reserve in Year
Usable Reserve
Balance C/Fwd

Net
Expenditure
chargeable
to the
Revenue
Reserve

Adjustments
between the
funding and
accounting
basis

£000

£000

Net Expenditure
in the
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure
Statement
£000

(2,588)

16

(2,572)

(2,588)

16

(2,572)

(24,365)
(2,588)
(26,953)
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MOVEMENT IN RESERVES STATEMENT
2020/21 Movement

Balance at 31
March 2020

Revenue Reserve Balance

Strategy Reserve

Business Risk Reserve

Capital Reserve (Revenue
Contributions)

Total Usable Reserves

Capital Adjustment Account

Revaluation Reserve

Pension Reserve

Accumulated Absences Account

Unusable Reserves

Total Authority Reserves

This statement shows the movement in the year on the different reserves held by the Authority,
analysed into ‘usable reserves’ (i.e. those that can be applied to fund expenditure or reduce the levy)
and ‘other reserves’.

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(3,000) (18,265)

(3,000) (100) (24,365)

(4,865)

(30,388)

1,579

3

(33,671)

(58,036)

Movement in
Reserves during
2020/21
Total
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure
Adjustment between
accounting basis
and funding basis
under regulations
(Note 5)
(Increase)/
Decrease in
2020/21
Balance at 31
March 2021

(2,572)

-

-

-

(2,572)

-

(101)

333

-

232

(2,339)

2,572

(2,588)

-

-

(16)

(1,019)

921

92

22

16

-

-

(2,588)

-

-

(2,588)

(1,019)

820

425

22

248

(2,339)

(3,000) (100) (26,953)

(5,884)

(29,568)

2,004

25

(33,423)

(60,376)

(3,000) (20,853)
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Balance at 31
March 2019

Revenue Reserve Balance

Strategy Reserve

Capital Reserve (Revenue
Contributions)

Capital Receipts Reserve

Total Usable Reserves

Capital Adjustment Account

Revaluation Reserve

Pension Reserve

Accumulated Absences Account

Unusable Reserves

Total Authority Reserves

2019/20 Movement

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(3,000) (11,109)

(3,000)

(100) (17,209)

(2,748)

(29,777)

1,458

5

(31,062)

(48,271)

Movement in
Reserves during
2019/20
Total
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure
Adjustment between
accounting basis and
funding basis under
regulations (Note 5)
(Increase)/
Decrease in
2019/20
Balance at 31
March 2020

(6,293)

-

-

-

(6,293)

(1,776)

(1,720)

24

-

(3,472)

(9,765)

6,293

(7,156)

-

-

(863)

(341)

1,109

97

(2)

863

-

-

(7,156)

-

-

(7,156)

(2,117)

(611)

121

(2)

(2,609)

(9,765)

(3,000) (18,265)

(3,000)

(100) (24,365)

(4,865)

(30,388)

1,579

3

(33,671)

(58,036)
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BALANCE SHEET
The Balance Sheet shows the value as at 31 March 2021 of the assets and liabilities recognised by the
Authority. The net assets of the Authority (assets less liabilities) are matched by the reserves held by
the Authority. Reserves are reported in two categories. The first category of reserves are usable
reserves, i.e. those reserves that the Authority may use to provide services, subject to the need to
maintain a prudent level of reserves and any statutory limitations on their use (for example the Capital
Reserve that may only be used to fund capital and repay debt). The second category of reserves is
those that the Authority is not able to use to provide services. This category of reserves includes
reserves that hold unrealised gains and losses (for example the Revaluation Reserve), where amounts
would only become available to provide services if the assets are sold, and reserves that hold timing
differences shown in the Movement in Reserves Statement line ‘Adjustments between accounting basis
and funding basis under regulations’.

Notes
8

Property, Plant & Equipment
Non-current Assets

31 March
2021
£000

31 March
2020
£000

83,104

86,951

83,104

86,951

Short Term Investments

28

30,456

26,576

Short term Debtors

10

5,359

5,580

Cash and Cash Equivalents

11

1,292

34

37,107

32,190

Current Assets
Short Term Borrowing

28

(26)

(476)

Short Term Creditors

12

(10,370)

(7,288)

(10,396)

(7,764)

Current Liabilities
Long Term Borrowing

28

(800)

(800)

PFI Finance Lease Liability

25

(44,499)

(48,531)

Pension Liability

26

(2,004)

(1,579)

PFI Deferred Income

25

(2,136)

(2,431)

(49,439)

(53,341)

60,376

58,036

13/MIRS

(26,953)

(24,365)

14

(33,423)

(33,671)

(60,376)

(58,036)

Long Term Liabilities
Net Assets
Usable Reserves
Unusable Reserves
Total Reserves

Maria G Christofi, BA (Hons), FCCA, CPFA
Finance Director
17 June 2021

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
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The Cash Flow Statement shows the changes in cash and cash equivalents of the Authority during the
reporting period. The Statement shows how the Authority generates and uses cash and cash
equivalents by classifying cash flows as operating, investing and financing activities. The amount of
net cash flows arising from operating activities is a key indicator of the extent to which the operations
of the Authority are funded by way of levy and grant income or from the recipients of services provided
by the Authority. Investing activities represent the extent to which cash outflows have been made for
resources which are intended to contribute to the Authority’s future service delivery. Cash flows arising
from financing activities are useful in predicting claims on future cash flows by providers of capital
(i.e. borrowing) to the Authority.

2020/21
£000

2019/20
£000

Surplus on the provision of services

2,570

6,293

Adjustments to net surplus on the provision of services for non-cash movements

9,573

4,750

Net cash flows from Operating Activities (Note 15)

12,143

11,043

Investing Activities (Note 16)

(6,403)

(6,826)

Financing Activities (Note 17)

(4,482)

(4,192)

1,258

25

34

9

1,292

34

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the reporting period
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period (Note 11)
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
1.

General Principles

The Statement of Accounts summarises the Authority’s transactions for the 2020/21 financial year
and its financial position as at 31 March 2021. The Authority is required to prepare an annual
Statement of Accounts by the Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2015, which those
Regulations require to be prepared in accordance with proper accounting practices. These practices
primarily comprise the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21
supported by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The accounting convention adopted
in the Statement of Accounts is principally historical cost, modified by the revaluation of certain
categories of non-current assets and financial instruments.
2.

Going Concern

The concept of a going concern assumes that an authority’s functions and services will continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future. The provisions in the Code of Practice on Local
Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21 (the Code) in respect of going concern reporting
requirements reflect the economic and statutory environment in which local authorities operate. These
provisions confirm that, as authorities cannot be created or dissolved without statutory prescription,
they must prepare their financial statements on a going concern basis of accounting.
East London Waste Authority carries out functions essential to the local community and is funded by
a levy on the four Constituent Councils in accordance with The Joint Waste Disposal Authorities
(Levies) (England) Regulations 2006. The agreements in place with the Constituent Councils stipulate
payment of the levy and, consequently, it would not be appropriate for the Authority’s financial
statements to be provided on anything other than a going concern basis. The 2020/21 accounts which
are drawn up under the Code therefore assume that the Authority’s services will continue to operate
for the foreseeable future.
In response to the restrictions put in place within the United Kingdom as a result of COVID-19 the
Authority, in conjunction with the IWMS contractor and Constituent Councils, instigated temporary
operational changes which had some financial implications for the contractor. Claims were received
during 2020/21 for losses incurred by the contractor and the Authority agreed to reimburse certain of
these costs; the value of the claims was not material to the Authority.
In the event that further expenditure is incurred in 2021/22, the Authority has a contingency of
£0.500m available within its approved budget in addition to a General Reserve and other earmarked
reserves.

General Reserve
Business Risk Reserve

Strategy Reserve
Capital Reserve

Balance
31 March
2021
£m
3.000
3.000

20.853
0.100
26.953

Purpose

The Revenue Reserve is the general reserve held by
the Authority to enable it to manage risk and cope
with unforeseen events.
The Business Risk Reserve was created to cover any
risks such as those set out in the annual budget and
levy setting reports whilst maintaining the Revenue
Reserve balance at £3.000m.
The Strategy Reserve was originally established to
cover costs arising from the need to put in place post
2027 waste disposal arrangements.
General capital reserve

The Authority has been in a surplus position for each of the past three financial years and has had no
cause to call on its reserves.
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As at 31 March 2021, ELWA held £1.292m as cash and cash equivalents, £30.456m as short-term
investments and had total long term and short term borrowing of £0.826m. The Authority’s cash flow
projections demonstrate a positive cash and cash equivalents balance ranging from £34.000m to
£45.000m between June 2021 and November 2022.
As set out above, the Authority holds reserves of £26.953m at 31 March 2021 which are cash-backed
by short term investments of £30.456m. Of these investments, £1.950m is in overnight money market
funds and £28.500m is in investments maturing within a year. Having reassessed the likely costs of
the waste disposal arrangements following the end of the PFI contract in 2027 and its approach to
funding these costs, the Authority in February 2021 agreed a one-off release of reserves totalling
£20.528m to enable a reduction in the levy on Constituent Councils in 2021/22. Constituent Councils
are aware that, should the expenditure on these future arrangements in any year exceed the
budgetary provision available, the Authority will need to draw on its remaining reserves which will
need to be replenished to be maintained in the following year
Total reserves are forecast to be £6.424m as at 31 March 2022 and are not expected to vary over the
going concern period. These reserves can be drawn down at short notice over the going concern
period to support the cash position if needed. The cashflow projections demonstrate that the Authority
has no liquidity problems for the next 12 months and no requirement to resort to any borrowing for
cash management purposes.
The Authority has not yet seen any other direct impacts nor incurred any direct material costs as a
result of COVID-19.
The Authority reviews its finances regularly throughout the year, but particularly when it sets the
budget and levy each February so that, if there are any unforeseen pressures, the Authority can adjust
its future position (revenue and/or reserves) through the levy each time.
East London Waste Authority is in a strong and stable financial position with healthy levels of reserves.
It sets a prudent budget and will continue to work with the operator to find further ways to
substantially reduce costs and with the Constituent Councils to reduce tonnages. Throughout the
period to 31 March 2022, the revenue reserve is not forecast to drop below £3.000m, which is the
minimum required level as assessed by the Section 73 Officer.
The Authority remains satisfied, therefore, that it continues to be a going concern for 12 months from
the date of the audit report and that it is appropriate that its financial statements are prepared on
that basis.
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Accruals of Income and Expenditure

The accounts have been prepared on the normal accruals basis whereby activity is accounted for in
the year that it takes place, not when cash payments are made or received. Debtors and creditors are
included in the Balance Sheet in respect of goods supplied and services rendered but not yet paid for
at 31 March 2021.
When debts may not be settled, the balance of the debtor is written down and a charge made to
revenue for the income that might not be recovered.
4.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash is represented by cash in hand and deposits with financial institutions repayable without penalty
on notice of not more than 24 hours.
Cash equivalents are highly liquid investments that having originally been invested for no longer than
three months are repayable on demand or readily convertible to known amounts of cash with
insignificant risk of change in value. In the Cash Flow Statement, cash and cash equivalents are shown
net of bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand and form an integral part of the Authority’s cash
management.
5.

Prior Period Adjustments, Changes in Accounting Policies and Estimates and Errors

Prior period adjustments may arise as a result of a change in accounting policies or to correct a
material error.
Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for prospectively, i.e. in the current and future years
affected by the change and do not give rise to a prior period adjustment.
Changes in accounting policies are only made when required by proper accounting practices or the
change provides more reliable or relevant information about the effect of transactions, other events
and conditions on the Authority’s financial position or financial performance.
Where a change is made, it is applied retrospectively (unless stated otherwise) by adjusting opening
balances and comparative amounts for the prior period as if the new policy had always been applied.
Material errors discovered in prior period figures are corrected retrospectively by amending opening
balances and comparative amounts for the prior period.
6.

Charges to Revenue for Non-current Assets

The Authority’s accounts are charged with the following amounts to record the cost of holding noncurrent assets during the year:
a)

depreciation attributable to the assets used by the service;

b)

revaluation and impairment losses on assets used by the service where there are no
accumulated gains in the Revaluation Reserve against which the losses can be written off;

c)

amortisation of intangible assets attributable to the service.

The Authority is not required to raise a levy to fund depreciation, revaluation and impairment losses
or amortisation. However, it is required to make an annual contribution from revenue towards the
reduction in its overall borrowing requirement. This is equal to an amount calculated on a prudent
basis determined by the Authority in accordance with statutory guidance.
Depreciation, revaluation and impairment losses and amortisation are therefore replaced by a
contribution in the Revenue Reserve called the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP), by way of an
adjusting transaction with the Capital Adjustment Account in the Movement in Reserves Statement.
7.

Employee Benefits

Benefits Payable during Employment
Short-term employee benefits are those due to be settled within 12 months of the year-end. They
include benefits such as wages and salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave, bonuses and nonmonetary benefits for current employees and are recognised as an expense for services in the year in
which employees render service to the Authority. An accrual is made for the cost of holiday
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entitlements (or any form of leave, e.g. time off in lieu) earned by employees but not taken before
the year-end which employees can carry forward into the next financial year. The accrual is made at
the wage and salary rates applicable in the following accounting year, being the period in which the
employee takes the benefit. The accrual is charged to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of
Services, but then reversed out through the Movement in Reserves Statement so that holiday benefits
are charged to revenue in the financial year in which the holiday absence occurs.
Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by the Authority to terminate an
officer’s employment before the normal retirement date or an officer’s decision to accept voluntary
redundancy. The benefits are charged on an accruals basis to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement when the Authority is demonstrably committed to the termination of the
employment of an officer or group of officers and can no longer withdraw the offer or when the
Authority recognises costs for restructuring.
Where termination benefits involve the enhancement of pensions, statutory provisions require the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement to be charged with the amount payable by the
Authority to the Pension Fund or pensioner in the year, not the amount calculated according to the
relevant accounting standards. In the Movement in Reserves Statement, appropriations are required
to and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the notional debits and credits for pension enhancement
termination benefits and replace them with debits for the cash paid to the Pension Fund and pensioners
and any such amounts payable but unpaid at the year-end.
8.

Pension Provision

As part of the terms and conditions of employment of its officers, the Authority makes contributions
towards the cost of post-employment benefits. Although these benefits will not actually be payable
until employees retire, the Authority has a commitment to make the payments that need to be
disclosed at the time that employees earn their future entitlement.
The Authority participates in the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) administered by the
London Pensions Fund Authority (LPFA). This is a funded defined benefit scheme.
Employees' and employers’ contributions are paid into the LGPS. Employers’ contribution rates are
advised by the LPFA Fund's Actuary, Barnett Waddingham LLP, with the intention of balancing the
pension liabilities with investment assets over time. Additional pension liabilities resulting from early
retirements are met by the Authority's Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement and not
by the Pension Fund. The Authority is required to account for pension costs in accordance with IAS 19
and to recognise in the accounts accrued benefits payments at the time that the employees earn their
future benefit entitlements.
This has the following effect on the results of the current and prior period:
a)

The overall amount to be met from the levy has remained unchanged, but the costs disclosed
for services after the replacement of actual employer’s contributions with current service costs
are £0.053m higher (£0.060m higher in 2019/20).

b)

Pension costs have increased to £0.039m.

c)

The liability in the Balance Sheet has increased and is now £2.004m (£1.579m in 2019/20).

d)

An actuarial loss of £0.024m (£0.024m loss in 2019/20) is recorded in the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement and reflected in the Balance Sheet liability. Actuarial gains
and losses arise from changes to assumptions and the differences between expected and actual
returns. Further details are shown in Note 26.

9.

Discretionary Benefits

The Authority also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement benefits in the
event of early retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member of
staff are accrued in the year of the decision to make the award and accounted for using the same
policies as are applied to the Local Government Pension Scheme.
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Financial Instruments

Financial instruments represent transactions, with a contract, which result in a financial asset for one
entity and a financial liability for another. Financial instruments cover both financial liabilities and
assets.
Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised in the Balance Sheet when the Authority becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured at fair value and are carried
at their amortised cost. Annual charges to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line
in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement for interest payable are based on the
carrying amount of the liability, multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument. The
effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments over the life
of the instrument to the amount at which it was originally recognised.
For most of the borrowings that the Authority has, this means that the amount presented in the
Balance Sheet is the outstanding principal repayable (plus accrued interest) and interest charged to
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement is the amount payable for the year according
to the loan agreement.
Where premiums and discounts have been charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement, regulations allow the impact on the Revenue Reserve balance to be spread over future
years. The Authority has a policy of spreading the gain or loss over the term that was remaining on
the loan against which the premium was payable or discount receivable when it was repaid. The
reconciliation of amounts charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement to the
net charge required against the Revenue Reserve balance is managed by a transfer to or from the
Financial Instruments Adjustment Account in the Movement in Reserves Statement.
Financial Assets
Financial assets are classified based on a classification and measurement approach that reflects the
business model for holding the financial assets and their cashflow characteristics. There are two main
classes of financial assets measured at:
a)

amortised cost.

b)

fair value through profit or loss (FVPL).

The authority’s business model is to hold investments to collect contractual cash flows. Financial
assets are therefore classified as amortised cost, except for those whose contractual payments are
not solely payment of principal and interest (i.e. where the cash flows do not take the form of a basic
debt instrument).
Financial Assets Measured at Amortised Cost
Financial assets measured at amortised cost are recognised in the Balance Sheet when the Authority
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured at
fair value. They are subsequently measured at their amortised cost. Annual credits to the Financing
and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement (CIES) for interest receivable are based on the carrying amount of the asset multiplied by
the effective rate of interest for the instrument. For most of the financial assets held by the authority,
this means that the amount presented in the Balance Sheet is the outstanding principal receivable
(plus accrued interest) and interest credited to the CIES is the amount receivable for the year in the
loan agreement.
Any gains and losses that arise on the derecognition of an asset are credited or debited to the Financing
and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CIES.
The Authority currently holds no investments longer than one year.
Expected Credit Loss Model
The Authority recognises expected credit losses on all of its financial assets held at amortised cost,
either on a 12 month or lifetime basis. The Code requires that all local authorities shall not recognise
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a loss allowance for expected credit losses on a financial asset where the other party is central
government or a local authority for which relevant statutory provisions prevent default.
The expected credit loss model also applies to lease receivables and contract assets and trade
receivables (debtors) held by the Authority. The Authority adopts the simplified approach to
impairment, in accordance with the Code, and measures the loss allowance at an amount equal to
lifetime expected credit losses.
Impairment losses are calculated to reflect the expectation that the future cash flows might not take
place because the borrower could default on their obligations. Credit risk plays a crucial part in
assessing losses. Where risk has increased substantially since an instrument was initially recognised,
losses are assessed on a lifetime basis. Where risk has not increased substantially or remains low,
losses are assessed on the basis of 12 month expected losses.
Financial assets are amalgamated into the following groups to assess risk and associated loss
allowances, also using a simplified approach contained in regulations for the latter category.
a)

Group 1 – Investments in line with treasury management policy including counterparties that
have external credit ratings of B or better. Loss allowances will be assessed based on default
risk;

b)

Group 2 – Other assets, expected loss is based on provision matrix or default risk.

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
Financial assets that are measured at FVPL are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the Authority
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured and
carried at fair value. Fair value gains and losses are recognised as they arrive in the Surplus or Deficit
on the Provision of Services.
The fair value measurements of the financial assets are based on the following techniques:
a)

instruments with quoted market prices – the market price

b)

other instruments with fixed and determinable payments – discounted cash flow analysis.

The inputs to the measurement techniques are categorised in accordance with the following three
levels:
a)

Level 1 inputs – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets that the
Authority can access at the measurement date.

b)

Level 2 inputs – inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for
the asset, either directly or indirectly.

c)

Level 3 inputs – unobservable inputs for the asset.

Any gains and losses that arise on the derecognition of the asset are credited or debited to the
Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
11.

Government Grants and Contributions

Whether paid on account, by instalments or in arrears, Government grants and third party
contributions and donations are recognised as due to the Authority when there is reasonable assurance
that:
a)

The Authority will comply with the conditions attached to the payments, and

b)

The grants or contributions will be received.

Amounts recognised as due to the Authority are not credited to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement until conditions attached to the grant or contribution have been satisfied.
Conditions are stipulations that specify that the future economic benefits or service potential embodied
in the asset in the form of the grant or contribution are required to be consumed by the recipient as
specified, or future economic benefits or service potential must be returned to the transferor.
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Monies advanced as grants and contributions for which conditions have not been satisfied are carried
in the Balance Sheet as creditors. When conditions are satisfied, the grant or contribution is credited
to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
12.

Interests in Companies and Other Entities

The Authority annually reviews the extent to which other entities (in which the Authority has a material
interest) need to be consolidated into Group Accounts. In consolidating the accounts, all transactions
and balances between the Authority and the subsidiary would be eliminated in full.
In accordance with IAS 24 local authorities are required to prepare a full set of group Statement of
Accounts where they have material interests in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures. This also
includes consideration of interests in other statutory bodies. The Authority does have a financial
relationship with some bodies and this is explained in Note 22 to the Accounts.
13.

Leases

Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks
and rewards incidental to ownership of the property, plant or equipment from the lessor to the lessee.
All other leases are classified as operating leases. Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the
land and buildings elements are considered separately for classification. Arrangements that do not
have the legal status of a lease but convey a right to use an asset in return for payment are accounted
for under this policy where fulfilment of the arrangement is dependent on the use of specific assets.
The Authority as Lessee
Finance Leases
Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases is recognised on the Balance Sheet at the
commencement of the lease at its fair value measured at the lease’s inception (or the present value
of the minimum lease payments, if lower). The asset recognised is matched by a liability for the
obligation to pay the lessor. Initial direct costs to the Authority are added to the carrying amount of
the asset. Premiums paid on entry into a lease are applied to writing down the lease liability.
Contingent rents are charged as expenses in the periods in which they are incurred.
Lease payments are apportioned between:
a)

A charge for the acquisition of the interest in the Property, Plant or Equipment – applied to
write down the lease liability, and

b)

A finance charge (debited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement).

Property, Plant and Equipment recognised under finance leases is accounted for using the policies
applied generally to such assets, subject to depreciation being charged over the lease term if this is
shorter than the asset’s estimated useful life (where ownership of the asset does not transfer to the
Authority at the end of the lease period).
A prudent annual contribution is made from revenue funds towards the deemed capital investment in
accordance with statutory requirements. Depreciation and revaluation and impairment losses are
therefore substituted by a revenue contribution in the Revenue Reserve Balance, by way of an
adjusting transaction with the Capital Adjustment Account in the Movement in Reserves Statement
for the difference between the two.
Operating Leases
Rentals paid under operating leases are charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement as an expense of the services benefitting from use of the leased property, plant or
equipment. Charges are made on a straight-line basis over the life of the lease, unless another
systematic basis is more representative of the benefits received by the Authority.
The Authority as Lessor
Finance Leases
Where the Authority grants a finance lease over a property or an item of plant or equipment, the
relevant asset is written out of the Balance Sheet as a disposal. At the commencement of the lease,
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the carrying amount of the asset in the Balance Sheet (whether Property, Plant and Equipment or
Assets Held for Sale) is written off to Net Operating Expenditure in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement as part of the gain or loss on disposal. A gain, representing the Authority’s net
investment in the lease, is credited to the same line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement also as part of the gain or loss on disposal (i.e. netted off against the carrying value of the
asset at the time of disposal), matched by a lease (long-term debtor) asset in the Balance Sheet.
Lease rentals receivable are apportioned between:
a)

A charge for the acquisition of the interest in the property – applied to write down the lease
debtor (together with any premiums received), and

b)

Finance income (credited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement).

The gain credited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement on disposal is not
permitted by statute to increase the Revenue Reserve balance and is required to be treated as a
capital receipt. Where a premium has been received, this is posted out of the Revenue Reserve balance
to the Capital Receipts Reserve in the Movement in Reserves Statement. Where the amount due in
relation to the lease asset is to be settled by the payment of rentals in future financial years, this is
posted out of the Revenue Reserve balance to the Deferred Capital Receipts Reserve in the Movement
in Reserves Statement. When the future rentals are received, the element for the capital receipt for
the disposal of the asset is used to write down the lease debtor. At this point, the deferred capital
receipts are transferred to the Capital Receipts Reserve.
The written-off value of disposals is not a charge against the levy, as the cost of non-current assets
is fully provided for under separate arrangements for capital financing. Amounts are therefore
appropriated to the Capital Adjustment Account from the Revenue resence in the Movement in
Reserves Statement.
Operating Leases
Where the Authority grants an operating lease over a property or an item of plant or equipment, the
asset is retained in the Balance Sheet. Rental income is credited to Other Operating Expenditure in
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. Credits are made on a straight-line basis over
the life of the lease, even if this does not match the pattern of payments (e.g. there is a premium
paid at the commencement of the lease). Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging the
lease are added to the carrying amount of the relevant asset and charged as an expense over the
lease term on the same basis as rental income.
14.

Property, Plant and Equipment

Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the production or supply of goods or
services, for rental to others, or for administrative purposes and that are expected to be used during
more than one financial year are classified as Property, Plant and Equipment.
Recognition
Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of Property, Plant and Equipment is
capitalised on an accruals basis, provided that it is probable that the future economic benefits or
service potential associated with the item will flow to the Authority and the cost of the item can be
measured reliably. Expenditure that maintains but does not add to an asset’s potential to deliver future
economic benefits or service potential (ie repairs and maintenance) is charged as an expense when it
is incurred to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
Under the adaptation to International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) 12, a PFI
asset should initially be recorded as both an asset and liability at the present value of the minimum
lease payments, which is equal to the cost of the assets constructed in a PFI scheme.
Measurement
The last full revaluation of the PFI Scheme fixed assets was on 31 March 2021 by Wilks Head & Eve
LLP, Chartered Surveyors, who are independent external RICS registered valuers. The valuation was
prepared in accordance with the Red Book UK Appendix 5, Valuation of Local Authority Assets. Due to
the specialised nature of the asset, the revaluation was carried out using both the Depreciated
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Replacement Cost and Existing Use Value methodologies in order to determine the fair value. Fixed
assets are classified into the groupings required by the 2020/21 Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting and are included in the Balance Sheet at fair value.
Non-current assets are revalued sufficiently regularly to ensure that their carrying value is not
materially different from fair value but as a minimum are revalued every five years.
Properties regarded by the Authority as non-operational have been valued on the basis of surplus
assets – which is fair value estimated at highest and best use from a market participant’s perspective
i.e. open market value.
Any surpluses arising from movements in the general level of prices will be credited to the Revaluation
Reserve. Any deficit will be debited to the Revaluation Reserve where a credit balance exists for that
specific asset, otherwise the debit will be reflected in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
The Revaluation Reserve contains revaluation gains recognised since 1 April 2007 only, the date of its
formal implementation. Gains arising before that date have been consolidated into the Capital
Adjustment Account.
Impairment
Assets are assessed at each financial year-end as to whether there is any indication that an asset may
be impaired. Where indications exist and any possible differences are estimated to be material, the
recoverable amount of the asset is estimated and, where this is less than the carrying amount of the
asset, an impairment loss is recognised for the shortfall. Where impairment losses are identified, they
are accounted for as follows:
a)

Where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the
carrying amount of the asset is written down against that balance (up to the amount of the
accumulated gains)

b)

Where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an insufficient balance, the carrying
amount of the asset is written down against the relevant service line(s) in the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement.

c)

Where an impairment loss is reversed subsequently, the reversal is credited to the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, up to the amount of the original loss,
adjusted for depreciation that would have been charged if the loss had not been recognised.

15.

Depreciation

Depreciation is provided for on all Property, Plant and Equipment assets by the systematic allocation
of their depreciable amounts over their useful lives. An exception is made for assets without a
determinable finite useful life (i.e. freehold land and certain community assets) and assets that are
not yet available for use (i.e. assets under construction).
Operational assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the useful life of the asset as estimated
by the valuer.
Where an item of Property, Plant and Equipment has major components whose cost is significant in
relation to the total cost of the item, the components are depreciated separately.
Revaluation gains are also depreciated, with an amount equal to the difference between current
depreciation charged on assets and the depreciation that would have been chargeable based on their
historical cost being transferred each year from the Revaluation Reserve to the Capital Adjustment
Account.
16.

Component Accounting

The Code requires that each part of an item of Property, Plant and Equipment with a cost that is
significant in relation to the total asset cost is depreciated separately. A significant part of an item of
Property, Plant and Equipment may have a useful life and a depreciation method that are the same
as the useful life and the depreciation method of another significant part of that same item. Such parts
may be grouped in determining the depreciation charge.
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The following asset classes will not be considered for componentisation:
a)

Equipment – as considered immaterial;

b)

Infrastructure;

c)

Asset classes that are not depreciated – such as land, investment property, surplus assets,
community assets and assets held for sale.

The principal asset that the Authority holds on its balance sheet relates to its PFI asset. This can be
broken down into six individual sites.
For component depreciation the Authority will only consider sites:
a)

with a cost or fair value above 3.5% of the total PFI asset;

b)

and then will only separate components with a cost or fair value of more than 20% of the
individual asset;

The six sites that make up the PFI are:
a)

Jenkins Lane Bio Mrf, Mrf and RRC Site (Beckton)

b)

Frog Island Bio Mrf and Mrf (Rainham)

c)

Frizlands Lane RRC Site (Dagenham)

d)

Gerpins Lane RRC Site (Havering)

e)

Chigwell Road RRC Site (Woodford)

f)

Ilford Recycling Centre (Ilford)

17.

Private Finance Initiative (PFI) and Similar Contracts

PFI and similar contracts are agreements to receive services, where the responsibility for making
available the Property, Plant and Equipment needed to provide the services passes to the PFI
contractor. As the Authority is deemed to control the services that are provided under its PFI schemes,
and as ownership of the Property, Plant and Equipment will pass to the Authority at the end of the
contracts for no additional charge, the Authority carries the assets used under the contracts on its
Balance Sheet as part of Property, Plant and Equipment.
In December 2002, the Authority entered into a PFI contract.
In accordance with IFRIC 12, all PFI arrangements have been reflected on the Authority’s balance
sheet. The financial liability has been recognised in accordance with the finance lease principles under
International Accounting Standard (IAS) 17.
The non-current assets associated with the contract have been recognised in the Authority’s Balance
Sheet at fair value, and the assets will be revalued and depreciated in line with the Authority’s policies
for accounting for Property, Plant and Equipment.
The annual amounts payable to the PFI operator are analysed into five elements:
a)

The fair value of services received during the year, which is charged to the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement.

b)

An interest charge of 5.99% reflecting the implicit rate of interest on the finance lease on the
outstanding balance sheet liability, which is charged to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement.

c)

Contingent rent, which relates to any increase in the amount to be paid for property arising
during the contract. This is debited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure
line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

d)

The payment towards the liability, which writes down the liability towards the PFI operator in
the Balance Sheet (calculated using the same principles as for a finance lease).
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e)

Lifecycle replacement costs. When appropriate, a proportion of the amounts payable is posted
to the Balance Sheet as a prepayment and then recognised as additions to Property, Plant and
Equipment when the relevant works are eventually carried out.

18.

Reserves

The Authority sets aside specific amounts as reserves for future purposes or to cover contingencies.
Reserves are created by appropriating amounts out of the Revenue Reserve Balance in the Movement
in Reserves Statement. When expenditure to be financed from a reserve is incurred, it is charged to
the appropriate category in that year to score against the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services
in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. The reserve is then transferred back into
the Revenue Reserve balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement so that there is no net charge
against the levy for the expenditure.
The Revenue Reserve is the statutory fund into which all the receipts of an Authority are required to
be paid and from which all liabilities of the Authority are to be met, except to the extent that statutory
rules might provide otherwise.
The Strategy Reserve has been set up to meet the costs arising out of the post 2027 waste disposal
arrangements. It is used for revenue costs including feasibility works relating to site options and
appraisals, pre planning work and elements of the planning approval process e.g. procurement of
design, build and operate contract.
The Business Risk Reserve has been set up to cover potential business risk.
A Capital Reserve (revenue contribution) exists primarily to enable expenditure to be financed without
the need to borrow or use capital receipts.
The Capital Receipts Reserve holds the proceeds from the disposal of land or other assets, which are
restricted by statute from being used other than to fund new capital expenditure or to be set aside to
finance historical capital expenditure. The balance on the reserve shows the resources that have yet
to be applied for these purposes at the year-end.
The Pensions Reserve has been set up as part of the requirement to comply with IAS 19, Accounting
for Pension Costs. It represents the actuarially calculated deficit between the value of all pension
liabilities and the assets held by the London Pensions Fund Authority (LPFA) as at 31 March 2021.
The deficit also includes the difference between the cost of statutorily required payments to the LPFA
and the IAS 19 accounting cost charged to the Net Cost of Services in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement. Further information relating to the Net Pension Liability is shown in Note 26
to the Accounts.
The Capital Adjustment Account is a non-cash backed reserve, which represents amounts set aside
from revenue resources and capital receipts to finance expenditure on fixed assets and also for the
repayment of external loans and certain other capital financing transactions.
From 1 April 2007, the Authority is required to record unrealised revaluation gains and losses arising
from holding fixed assets in a designated Revaluation Reserve. The reserve is matched by fixed assets
within the Balance Sheet and therefore not available to finance expenditure.
The Accumulated Absences Account reflects untaken leave balances outstanding as at 31 March 2021.
19.

Value Added Tax

All expenditure and income figures in the accounts are stated exclusive of Value Added Tax.
20.

Fair Value Measurement

The Authority measures some of its non-financial assets such as surplus assets and some of its
financial instruments such as equity at fair value at each reporting date. Fair value is the price that
would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants at the measurement date. The fair value measurement assumes that the
transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place either:
a)

in the principal market for the asset or liability, or
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in the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.

The Authority measures the fair value of an asset or liability using the assumptions that market
participants would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in
their economic best interest.
When measuring the fair value of a non-financial asset, the Authority takes into account a market
participant’s ability to generate economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by
selling it to another market participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use.
The Authority uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which
sufficient data is available, maximising the use of relevant observable inputs and minimising the use
of unobservable inputs.
Inputs to the valuation techniques in respect of assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured
or disclosed in the Authority’s financial statements are categorised within the fair value hierarchy, as
follows:
c)

Level 1 – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the
Authority can access at the measurement date

d)

Level 2 – inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the
asset or liability, either directly or indirectly

e)

Level 3 – unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

21.

Financial Relationship between the Authority and Constituent Councils

Many of the Authority’s day to day administrative and support functions during the year were run on
an agency basis utilising resources from the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering,
Newham and Redbridge.
22.

Provisions and Contingent Liabilities

Provisions
Provisions are made where an event has taken place that gives the Authority a legal or constructive
obligation that probably requires settlement by a transfer of economic benefits or service potential,
and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. For instance, the Authority may
be involved in a court case that could eventually result in the making of a settlement or the payment
of compensation.
Provisions are charged as an expense to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement in
the year that the Authority becomes aware of the obligation, and are measured at the best estimate
at the Balance Sheet date of the expenditure required to settle the obligation, taking into account
relevant risks and uncertainties.
When payments are eventually made, they are charged to the provision carried in the Balance Sheet.
Estimated settlements are reviewed at the end of each financial year. Where it becomes less than
probable that a transfer of economic benefits will now be required (or a lower settlement than
anticipated is made), the provision is reversed and credited back to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement.
Where some or all of the payment required to settle a provision is expected to be recovered from
another party (e.g. from an insurance claim), this is only recognised as income if it is virtually certain
that reimbursement will be received if the Authority settles the obligation.
Contingent Liabilities
A contingent liability arises where an event has taken place that gives the Authority a possible
obligation whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future
events not wholly within the control of the Authority. Contingent liabilities also arise in circumstances
where a provision would otherwise be made but either it is not probable that an outflow of resources
will be required or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured reliably.
Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to the accounts.
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NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
1.

Adoption of Accounting Standards that have been issued but not yet been Adopted

Under the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21 (the Code)
the Authority is required to disclose information relating to the expected impact of an accounting
changes that will be required by a new accounting standard that has been issued but not yet adopted
by the Code.
This applies to the adoption of the following new or amended standards within the 2021/22 Code:
a)

Definition of a Business: Amendments to IFRS 3 Business Combinations

b)

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform: Amendments to IFRS9, IAS 39 and IFRS7

c)

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform - Phase2: Amendments to IFRS9, IAS39, IFRS7, IFRS4 and
IFRS 16.

These accounting policy changes come into effect from 1 April 2021 and are not expected to have a
material impact on the Authority’s financial statements.
2.

Critical Judgements in applying Accounting Policies

In applying the accounting policies set out in the Statement of Accounting Policies section of the
Statement of Accounts, the Authority has had to make certain judgments about complex transactions
or those involving uncertainty about future events. The only critical judgement made in the Statement
of Accounts is as follows:
There is a high degree of uncertainty about future levels of Government funding for local government.
The Authority is funded by a levy on the four Constituent Councils. The agreements in place with the
Constituent Councils stipulate payment of the levy. However, the Constituent Councils are subject to
pressures that will impose constraints on future levy increases. This in turn limits the Authority’s
capacity to increase the levy to fund its commitments.
3.

Assumptions made about the future and other major sources of estimation
uncertainty

The Statement of Accounts contains estimated figures that are based on assumptions made by the
Authority about the future or that are otherwise uncertain. Estimates are made taking into account
historical experience, current trends and other relevant factors. However, because balances cannot
be determined with certainty, actual results could be materially different from the assumptions and
estimates.
The items in the Authority’s Balance Sheet at 31 March 2021 for which there is significant risk of
material adjustment in the forthcoming financial year are as follows:
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Uncertainties

Effect if actual results differ from
assumptions

Private
Finance
Initiative

The PFI contract costs are based on
estimation over a period of 25 years.
The assumptions made at the beginning
of the contract will be subject to
unknown future change.

The write down of the PFI liability in the
balance sheet is based upon a capital
model calculated at the start of the
contract and is not affected by annual
fluctuation. Therefore, any increase or
decrease in the actual cost of the service
for each year will impact on the
comprehensive income and expenditure
account and revenue reserve.

Pensions

Estimation of the net liability to pay
pensions depends on a number of
complex judgements relating to the
discount rate used, the rate at which
salaries are projected to increase,
changes in retirement ages, mortality
rates and expected returns on pension
fund assets. A consulting actuary is
engaged to provide the Authority with
expert advice about the assumptions to
be applied.

The effects on the present value of the
pension total obligation can be
measured. For instance, a 0.1% decrease
in the discount rate assumption would
result in the total obligation increasing by
£0.083m.

Assets are depreciated over useful lives
that are dependent on assumptions
about the level of repairs and
maintenance that will be incurred in
relation to individual assets.

If the useful life of assets is reduced,
depreciation increases and the carrying
amount of the assets falls. For example,
based upon current depreciation a one
year’s reduction in useful life would result
in an increased depreciation of £0.525m
per year.

Property,
Plant and
Equipment

4.

However, the assumptions interact in
complex ways. The Authority’s actuary
uses their experience to make the
necessary adjustments accordingly.

Events after the Balance Sheet date

The Statement of Accounts was authorised for issue by the Finance Director on 17 June 2021. Events
taking place after this date are not reflected in the Statement of Accounts or notes. Where events
taking place before this date provide information about conditions existing at 31 March 2021, the
figures in the Statement of Accounts and notes have been adjusted in all material respects to reflect
the impact of this information.
There are no events after the balance sheet date that require an adjustment to be made to the
Statement of Accounts or are expected to have a material impact on the Authority’s financial position.
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Adjustment between the accounting basis and funding basis under regulations

This note details the adjustments that are made to the total comprehensive income and expenditure
recognised by the Authority in the year in accordance with proper accounting practice in order to
calculate the resources that are specified by statutory provisions as being available to the Authority
to meet future capital and revenue expenditure.
For descriptions of the reserves refer to accounting policy 18 on pages 31-32.
2020/21

Adjustments to Revenue Resources:

Revenue
Reserve
Balance

Strategy
Reserve

Movement in
Unusable
Reserves

£000

£000

£000

Amounts by which income and expenditure included in the Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure Statement are different from revenue for the year calculated in
accordance with statutory requirements:
Pensions costs transferred to (or from) the Pensions Reserve (see note 26)

(92)

-

Holiday pay - transferred to the Accumulated Absences Account

(25)

-

25

(117)

-

117

49

-

(49)

(6,471)

-

6,471

6,225

-

(6,225)

295

-

(295)

98

-

(98)

2,588

(2,588)

-

3

-

(3)

Total adjustments between Reserves

2,590

(2,588)

(3)

Total Adjustments as shown in Movement in Reserves Statement

2,572

(2,588)

16

Total adjustments to Revenue Resources

92

Adjustments between Revenue and Capital Resources:
Statutory provision for the repayment of debt (transfer from the Capital Adjustment Account)
Reversal of charges for depreciation and impairment of PFI non-current assets
(transfer to/from the Capital Adjustment Account)
Statutory provision for the financing of PFI capital investment
(transfer to/from the Capital Adjustment Account)
Reversal of PFI deferred income credit (transfer to/from Capital Adjustment Account)
Total adjustments between Revenue and Capital Resources
Other adjustments between Reserves:
Contribution to Strategy Reserve
Reversal of previous year’s accumulated absence
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2019/20
Revenue
Reserve
Balance

Strategy
Reserve

Movement in
Unusable
Reserves

£000

£000

£000

Adjustments to Revenue Resources:
Amounts by which income and expenditure included in the Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure Statement are different from revenue for the year calculated in
accordance with statutory requirements:
Pensions costs transferred to (or from) the Pensions Reserve (see note 26)

(97)

-

(3)

-

3

(100)

-

100

51

-

(51)

(4,704)

-

4,704

5,366

-

(5,366)

(1,776)

-

1,776

295

-

(295)

(768)

-

768

7,156

(7,156)

-

5

-

(5)

Total adjustments between Reserves

7,161

(7,156)

(5)

Total Adjustments as shown in Movement in Reserves Statement

6,293

(7,156)

863

Holiday pay - transferred to the Accumulated Absences Account
Total adjustments to Revenue Resources

97

Adjustments between Revenue and Capital Resources:
Statutory provision for the repayment of debt (transfer from the Capital Adjustment Account)
Reversal of charges for depreciation and impairment of PFI non-current assets
(transfer to/from the Capital Adjustment Account)
Statutory provision for the financing of PFI capital investment
(transfer to/from the Capital Adjustment Account)
Prior year adjustments to PFI unitary charge
Reversal of PFI deferred income credit (transfer to/from Capital Adjustment Account)
Total adjustments between Revenue and Capital Resources
Other adjustments between Reserves:
Contribution to Strategy Reserve
Reversal of previous year’s accumulated absence

6.

Movements in Earmarked Reserves

This note sets out the amounts set aside from the Revenue Reserve balances in earmarked reserves
to provide financing for future expenditure plans and the amounts posted back from earmarked
reserves to meet Revenue Reserve expenditure in 2019/20.

Balance at 1
April 2019
£000

Transfers in
2019/20
£000

Balance at 31
March 2020
£000

Transfers in
2020/21
£000

Balance at 31
March 2021
£000

Revenue Reserve:
Strategy Reserve
Business Risk Reserve
Capital Reserve (RCCO)
Total

(11.109)

(7,156)

(18,265)

(2,588)

(20,853)

(3,000)

-

(3,000)

-

(3,000)

(100)

-

(100)

-

(100)

(14,209)

(7,156)

(21,365)

(2,588)

(23,953)
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Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure
2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

Interest payable and similar charges

4,352

Net pensions interest cost
Contingent Rent
Interest receivable and similar income
Total

8.

5,748

39

37

5,668

6,462

(141)

(229)

9,918

12,018

Property, Plant and Equipment

Movement of Balances in 2020/21
Total
Property,
Plant and
Equipment

PFI Assets
included in
Property,
Plant and
Equipment

£000

£000

Cost or Valuation
At 1 April 2020
Additions – lifecycle costs
Assets under construction
Revaluation decreases recognised in the Revaluation Reserve
Revaluation decrease recognised in the Surplus on the Provision of Services
At 31 March 2021

87,820

86,999

2,193
330

2,193
-

(5,776)

(5,776)

(345)

(345)

84,222

83,071

Accumulated Depreciation and Impairment
At 1 April 2020
Depreciation charge
Depreciation and impairment reversal written out to the Revaluation Reserve upon revaluation
Impairment reversals recognised in the Surplus on the Provision of Services

869

860

6,127

6,124

(5,877)

(5,877)

(1)

(1)

1,118

1,106

At 31 March 2020

86,951

86,139

At 31 March 2021

83,104

81,965

At 31 March 2021
Net Book Value
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Comparative Movements in 2019/20
Total
Property,
Plant and
Equipment

PFI Assets
included in
Property,
Plant and
Equipment

£000

£000

Cost or Valuation
At 1 April 2019

89,381

Additions – lifecycle costs
Revaluation increases / (decreases) recognised in the Revaluation Reserve
Revaluation increases recognised in the Surplus on the Provision of Services
At 31 March 2020

88,560

1,174

1,174

(3,473)

(3,473)

738

738

87,820

86,999

Accumulated Depreciation and Impairment
At 1 April 2019

620

613

6,315

6,313

(5,193)

(5,193)

(873)

(873)

869

860

At 31 March 2019

88,761

87,947

At 31 March 2020

86,951

86,139

Depreciation charge
Depreciation and impairment reversal written out to the Revaluation Reserve upon revaluation
Impairment reversals recognised in the Surplus on the Provision of Services
At 31 March 2020
Net Book Value

Additions and Revaluations
Additions relate to PFI lifecycle costs and PFI assets leased for no additional cost for the duration of
the contract (See Note 25).
Equipment required to be measured at fair value is revalued sufficiently regularly and at least every
five years. All valuations are carried out by qualified external valuers. In estimating fair value, regard
has been had to the nature of the asset and its use, location and size.
The PFI asset was revalued in 2020/21 as at 31 March 2021. Due to the specialised nature of the
asset, the revaluation was carried out using both the Depreciated Replacement Cost and Existing Use
Value methodologies in order to determine the fair value.
Depreciation
Depreciation has been calculated on a straight-line basis based on a remaining useful life.
From 1 April 2015, the Authority’s assets are assessed as per the Authority’s component accounting
policy (see page 30).
Non-operational Property, Plant and Equipment (Surplus Assets)
The Authority does not have material surplus assets.
In 2016/17, the Authority purchased a flare for the Aveley Landfill site for £0.052m.
The total fair value of the landfill sites as at 31 March 2021 is £0.770m. The next valuation is due in
2022.
Capital commitments
As at 31 March 2021 the Authority was in the process of entering into a contract for capital works at
Jenkins Lane for the enhancement or construction of property, plant and equipment. The total cost is
expected to be within the budget allocated and the project is expected to be completed in 2021/22
9.

Investments

The Authority previously owned 100% of the share capital of ELWA Limited, its Local Authority Waste
Disposal Company (LAWDC). On 23 December 2002, as part of the IWMS/PFI Contract, the Authority
transferred all of its equity shareholding to Shanks Waste Management Limited through their holding
company ELWA Holdings Limited.
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Following the transfer, the Authority owns 19 Class ‘A’ non-equity, voting shares in ELWA Limited with
a nominal value of £0.01p each. ELWA Limited commenced trading on 24 December 2002 and its
principal activity is the operation of waste disposal services for ELWA. The net assets of ELWA Limited
as at 31 March 2020 were £17.415m (31 March 2019: £16.736m). The profit after taxation for the
year ended 31 March 2020 was £1.322m (2018/19: £1.363m). The 2020/21 accounts will be available
in July 2021.
During 2010/11, Shanks Waste Management Limited sold 80% of its equity shareholding in ELWA
Holdings Limited to the John Laing Group.
On 28 February 2017 Shanks Group plc merged with Van Gansewinkel Groep BV to form Renewi plc.
Copies of the Statement of Accounts of ELWA Limited can be obtained from Renewi plc, Dunedin
House, Auckland Park, Mount Farm, Milton Keynes MK1 1BU.
In the opinion of the Directors, the investment in ELWA Limited is not of material interest for the
purposes of Group Accounts as defined in the Code and therefore, there is no requirement to produce
Group Accounts.
Cash investments are managed by the London Borough of Redbridge and held in cash deposits on
behalf of the Authority in accordance with the Authority’s Treasury Management Strategy. Note 29
shows further details.
10.

Short Term Debtors
31 March
2021
£000

31 March
2020
£000

Trade Receivables
Other local authorities

1,400

1,380

2,606

1,482

Central government bodies

1,353

2,718

Total

5,359

5,580

Prepayments
Other entities and individuals
Other Receivable Amounts

11.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The balance of Cash and Cash Equivalents is made up of the following elements:
31 March
2021
£000

31 March
2020
£000

Short term deposits

1,292

34

Total Cash and Cash Equivalents

1,292

34
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Short Term Creditors
31 March
2021
£000

31 March
2020
£000

Trade Payables
Other local authorities

(3,105)

(1,536)

Other entities and individuals

(7,120)

(5,710)

Other Payables
Central government bodies
Other entities and individuals
Total

13.

(1)

(2)

(144)

(40)

(10,370)

(7,288)

Usable Reserves

Movements in the Authority’s usable reserves are detailed in the Movement in Reserves Statement,
with further analysis in notes 5 and 6.
14.

Unusable Reserves
2020/21
£000

Revaluation Reserve
Capital Adjustment Account
Pensions Reserve
Accumulated Absences Account
Total Unusable Reserves

2019/20
£000

(29,568)

(30,388)

(5,884)

(4,865)

2,004

1,579

25

3

(33,423)

(33,671)

Revaluation Reserve
The Revaluation Reserve contains the gains made by the Authority arising from increases in the value
of its Property, Plant and Equipment. The balance is reduced when assets with accumulated gains are:
•

Revalued downwards or impaired and the gains are lost;

•

Used in the provision of services and the gains are consumed through depreciation, or

•

Disposed of and the gains are realised.

The Reserve was created in 2009/10 and contains revaluation gains accumulated since 1 April 2007.
Accumulated gains arising before that date are consolidated into the balance on the Capital Adjustment
Account.

2020/21
Balance at 1 April
Upward revaluation of non-current assets not posted to the Provision of Services
Downward revaluation of assets and impairment losses not charged to the surplus / deficit on the Provision of
Services
Difference between fair value depreciation and historical cost depreciation written off to Capital Adjustment
Account
Balance at 31 March

2019/20

£000

£000

(30,388)

(29,777)

(101)

(1,720)

-

-

921

1,109

(29,568)

(30,388)

Capital Adjustment Account
The Capital Adjustment Account absorbs the timing difference arising from the different arrangements
for accounting for the consumption of non-current assets and for financing the acquisitions,
construction or additions to those assets under statutory provisions. The account is debited with the
cost of acquisition, construction or subsequent costs as depreciation, impairment losses and
amortisations are charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement (with reconciling
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postings from the Revaluation Reserve to convert fair value figures to a historical cost basis). The
account is credited with the amounts set aside by the Authority as finance for the costs of acquisition,
construction and subsequent costs. In the early years of the PFI, the capital element of the Unitary
Charge, which dictates the MRP charge, was less than the depreciation on the assets. This will even
out over the life of the PFI.

Balance at 1 April
Reversal of charges for depreciation and impairment of non-current assets
Statutory provision for the financing of PFI capital investment
Statutory provision for the repayment of debt
Adjustment to statutory provision for the financing of PFI capital investment
Difference between fair value depreciation and historical cost depreciation written out of the
Revaluation Reserve
PFI Leased Asset deferred credit released to Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
Balance at 31 March

2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

(4,865)

(2,748)

6,471

4,704

(6,225)

(5,366)

(49)

(51)

-

-

(921)

(1,109)

(295)

(295)

(5,884)

(4,865)

Pensions Reserve
The Pensions Reserve absorbs the timing differences arising from the different arrangements for
accounting for post-employment benefits and for funding benefits in accordance with statutory
provisions. The Authority accounts for post-employment benefits in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement as the benefits are earned by employees accruing years of service, updating
the liabilities recognised to reflect inflation, changing assumptions and investment returns on any
resources set aside to meet the costs. However, statutory arrangements require benefits earned to
be financed as the Authority makes employer’s contributions to the pension fund or eventually pays
any pensions for which it is directly responsible. The debit balance on the Pensions Reserve therefore
shows a substantial shortfall in the benefits earned by past and current employees and the resources
the Authority has set aside to meet them. The statutory arrangements will ensure that funding will
have been set aside by the time the benefits come to be paid.

Balance at 1 April
Actuarial losses / (gains) on pension assets and liabilities
Employer’s pension contributions and direct payments payable in the year
Balance at 31 March

2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

1,579

1,458

333

24

92

97

2,004

1,579
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Accumulated Absences Account
The Accumulated Absences Account absorbs the differences that would otherwise arise in the Revenue
Reserve Balance from accruing for compensated absence earned but not taken in the year, e.g. annual
leave entitlement carried forward at 31 March. Statutory arrangements require that the impact on the
Revenue Reserve Balance is neutralised by transfers to or from the Account.
2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

Balance at 1 April

3

5

Settlement or cancellation of previous year accrual

(3)

(5)

Amounts accrued at the end of the current year by which officer remuneration charged to the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement on an accruals basis is different from remuneration chargeable in the year in
accordance with statutory requirements

25

3

Balance at 31 March

25

3

15.

Cash Flow Statement – Operating Activities

The cash flows for operating activities include the following items:
2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

Interest Received

141

229

Interest Paid

(4,352)

(5,748)

Net Interest

(4,211)

(5,519)

Cash Flow for Operating Activities:

Net Surplus on the Provision of Services

2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

2,572

6,293

Depreciation and impairment

6,470

4,704

Increase/(decrease) in creditors and provisions

3,082

1,633

222

(3,165)

Adjustments to net surplus or deficit on the provision of services for the following non-cash
movements

Increase/(decrease)in debtors and payments in advance
Actuarial adjustments on pension assets/liabilities
Prior year adjustments to PFI unitary charge
Other non-cash adjustments
Net cash flows from operating activities

16.

92

97

-

1,776

(295)

(295)

9,571

4,750

12,143

11,043

Cash Flow Statement – Investing Activities
2020/21
£000

2019/20
£000

Purchase of Property, Plant and Equipment

(2,523)

(1,174)

Net movement in short-term investments

(3,880)

(5,652)

Net cash flows from investing activities

(6,403)

(6,826)
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Cash Flow Statement – Financing Activities
2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

Cash payments for the reduction of the outstanding liabilities relating to the finance leases on balance sheet PFI
contracts
Repayment of long term borrowing

(4,032)
(450)

(4,192)
-

Net cash flows from financing activities

(4,482)

(4,192)

18.

Note to the Expenditure and Funding Analysis

This note provides a reconciliation of the main adjustments to Net Expenditure Chargeable to the
Revenue Reserve Balance to arrive at the amounts in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
The relevant transfers between reserves are explained in the Movement in Reserves Statement.

2020/21
Adjustments Between Funding and Accounting Basis
Adjustments from Revenue Reserve to arrive at the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
amounts

Adjustments
for Capital
Purposes

Net change for the
Pensions
Adjustments

Other
Adjustments

Total
Adjustments

£000

£000

£000

£000

Supplies and Services including Contingency Expenditure

-

-

2,052

2,052

(16,357)

-

(2,052)

(18,409)

-

75

-

75

6,471

-

-

6,471

(9,886)

75

-

(9811)

(171)

-

-

(171)

-

-

141

141

10,020

39

(141)

9,918

(295)

-

-

(295)

234

-

-

234

Deficit on Provision of Services

(98)

114

-

16

Difference between Usable Reserve Surplus or Deficit
and Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of
Services

(98)

114

-

16

Contractor Service Charge
Employee Costs
Depreciation and Impairment of Fixed Assets
Cost of Services
Capital Financing Costs
Bank Interest Receivable
Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure
PFI Deferred Income Released
Programmed Lifecycle Excess
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2019/20
Adjustments Between Funding and Accounting Basis
Adjustments from Revenue Reserve to arrive at the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
amounts

Adjustments
for Capital
Purposes

Net change for
the Pensions
Adjustments

Other
Adjustments

Total
Adjustments

£000

£000

£000

£000

Supplies and Services including Contingency Expenditure

-

-

1,566

1,566

(16,133)

-

(1,566)

(17,699)

-

58

-

58

4,704

-

-

4,704

(11,429)

58

-

(11,371)

(174)

-

-

(174)

-

-

229

229

12,210

37

(229)

12,018

PFI Deferred Income released

(295)

-

-

(295)

Programmed Lifecycle Excess

456

Deficit on Provision of Services

768

95

-

863

Difference between Usable Reserve Surplus or Deficit
and Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services

768

95

-

863

Contractor Service Charge
Employee Costs
Depreciation and Impairment of Fixed Assets
Cost of Services
Capital Financing Costs
Bank Interest Receivable
Financing and investment income and Expenditure

456

Adjustments for Capital Purposes
This column includes PFI adjustments for contingent rent, interest, capital and lifecycle costs (see note
25) as well as depreciation and impairment, and for:
a)

Capital disposals with a transfer of income on disposal of assets and the amounts written off
for those assets.

b)

Financing and investment income and expenditure – the statutory charges for capital financing
i.e. Minimum Revenue Provision and other revenue contributions are deducted from other
income and expenditure as these are not chargeable under generally accepted accounting
practices.

c)

Capital receipts used to fund capital expenditure and deferred income released relating to the
use of PFI contractor leased assets.

Net Change for the Pensions Adjustments
Net change for the removal of pension contributions and the addition of IAS 19 Employee Benefits
pension related expenditure and income:
d)

For services – this represents the removal of the employer pension contributions made by the
Authority as allowed by statute and the replacement with current service costs and past service
costs.

e)

For financing and investment income and expenditure – the net interest on the defined benefit
liability is charged to the CIES.

Other Adjustments
Other adjustments represent amounts debited/credited to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement and amounts payable/receivable to be recognised under statute:
f)

Accumulated absences adjustments.

g)

Timing differences in funding.
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h)

Internal movements of non PFI grant to grant income and contractor insurance to supplies and
services.

i)

For financing and investment income and expenditure – internal movement relating to bank
interest receivable.

19.

Officers’ Remuneration

The remuneration paid to the Authority’s senior employees is as follows:
2020/21
Remuneration

£
Managing Director

117,300

Pension
Contribution

Total

£

£

15,132

132,432

2019/20
Remuneration

Pension

Total

Contribution
¤

£

Managing Director

117,300

£

£

16,187

133,487

The Authority does not directly employ the Finance Director, who is employed by the London Borough
of Redbridge. During 2020/21 the Finance Director received an honorarium of £10,275 (2019/20:
£10,000) for services provided.
In addition to the employee’s and employer’s pension contributions deducted in regard to each
pensionable ELWA employee, the London Pensions Fund Authority (LPFA) levies a further charge on
the Authority based on their valuation of the pension fund. This additional charge of £39,120 for
2020/21 (2019/20: £37,589) cannot be attributed to any particular officer and is declared here for
reasons of transparency.
The number of employees excluding senior officers whose remuneration, excluding employer’s pension
contributions, was £50,000 or more was:
2020/21
Number of
employees

Remuneration Band

2019/20
Number of
employees

£55,000 - £59,999

-

-

£60,000 - £64,999

1

1

£70,000 - £74,999

2

1

3

2

In 2020/21 there were no compulsory redundancies and no other departures (2019/20: one departure
at a total cost of £13,728).
20.

External Audit Costs

The Authority has incurred the following costs in relation to the audit of the Statement of Accounts
provided by the Authority’s external auditors:

Fees payable to EY with regard to external audit services carried out by the appointed auditor for the year *

2020/21
£000

2019/20
£000

46

14
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Additional fees payable to EY in respect of external audit services carried out by the appointed auditor for the
previous financial year *

44

14

Total

90

28

* The proposed fee for 2020/21 and the proposed additional fees for 2019/20 have not yet been
agreed.
21.

Grant Income

The Authority credited the following grants to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement:
2020/21
£000

2019/20
£000

PFI/Waste Infrastructure Capital Grant (WICG)

3,991

3,991

Total

3,991

3,991

For PFI/WICG grant details refer to notes 22 and 25.
22.

Related Party Transactions

Since 1 April 1986, ELWA has assumed the statutory responsibility for the disposal of waste arising in
the area covered by the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering, Newham and
Redbridge and has an interest in ELWA Limited. The Members of the Authority have official
appointments within their respective Constituent Councils.
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs award the PFI Grant which is also known as
the Waste Infrastructure Capital Grant. Further details are in Note 25.
The Code requires the disclosure of interests between the Authority and its related parties which are
not disclosed elsewhere in the Statement of Accounts.
The material expenditure and income transactions with these related parties are as follows:
2020/21

2019/20

Expenditure
£000

Income
£000

Expenditure
£000

Income
£000

Barking & Dagenham

831

(13,310)

810

(13,366)

Havering

973

(16,611)

963

(17,523)

Newham

877

(21,053)

866

(20,915)

468
67,555

(19,213)
(304)

464
64,926

(18,886)
(407)

Redbridge
ELWA Limited

Income received from the Constituent Councils relates mainly to the levy raised and charges for
commercial waste disposal. Expenditure is for tonne mileage costs, recycling initiatives, rent payable
for property leases and service level agreements for administrative and financial services provided.
Further details can be found in the Authority’s budget monitoring report which forms part of the
agenda at the Authority’s statutory meetings.
Members of the Authority and Chief Officers
The following Members and Officers have made declarations of their interests in the following
organisations, which arise from official Authority Appointments.
Membership of Other Organisations
Councillor Dorothy Akwaboah:

Director of ELWA Limited (resigned June 2020)
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Leases

Authority as Lessee
Operating Leases
The Authority has acquired its civic amenity and recycling sites by entering into operating leases with
the four Constituent Councils. Each lease is to the year 2032 with rent reviews taking place every five
years. The last rent review was during 2018/19 with effect from 1 January 2018. Based upon current
figures, the minimum lease payments due in future years are:
2020/21
£000
Up to one year

358

2019/20
£000
358

Two to five years

1,430

1,430

Six years to end of lease

2,503

2,860

4,291

4,648

The expenditure charged to the Third Party Payments line in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement during the year in relation to these leases was £0.357m (2019/20: £0.357m).
Authority as Lessor
Operating Leases
The Authority leases out land and property under operating leases for community service and
economic development purposes.
Subleases
The civic amenity and recycling sites have subsequently been sublet to ELWA Ltd as part of the PFI
contract at nil value.
Other leases
Other leases totalled £0.039m for 2020/21 (2019/20: £0.038m).
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Capital Expenditure and Capital Financing

Capital expenditure additions of £2.193m relate to PFI Lifecycle costs as referred to in note 25. This
was financed by revenue through the unitary payment.
The total amount of capital expenditure incurred in the year is shown in the table below (including the
value of assets acquired under finance leases and PFI contracts), together with the resources that
have been used to finance it.
Where capital expenditure is to be financed in future years by charges to revenue as assets are used
by the Authority, the expenditure results in an increase in the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR),
a measure of the capital expenditure incurred historically by the Authority that has yet to be financed.

Opening Capital Financing Requirement

2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

51,647

56,184

2,523

1,174

Capital Investment:
Property, Plant and Equipment
Sources of Finance:
Direct Revenue Contributions

(2,193)

(1,174)

Minimum Revenue Provision/the Statutory Repayment of Loans Fund Advances

(4,376)

(4,537)

Closing Capital Financing Requirement

47,601

51,647

Explanation of movements in year:
2,523

1,174

Decrease in underlying need for borrowing

Assets acquired under PFI Contract

(6,569)

(5,711)

Decrease in Capital Financing Requirement

(4,046)

(4,537)

25.

Private Finance Initiatives and Similar Contracts

The IWMS/PFI Contract, which commenced on 24 December 2002, is for 25 years. ELWA Limited is
implementing a capital investment programme of more than £100m in new waste management
facilities over the life of the contract. The design, building, alteration, financing and operation of the
waste management facilities required for provision of the IWMS, together with any associated risks,
will be the responsibility of ELWA Limited.
The assets used to provide the service are recognised on the Authority’s Balance Sheet. Movements
in their value over the year are detailed in the analysis of the movement on the Property, Plant and
Equipment balance in Note 8.
The Government provides PFI grant funding based upon a Notional Credit Approval of £47m,
equivalent to approximately £85m over 25 years. In 2010/11 the Government changed the annual
PFI grant funding from a declining balance basis to an annuity basis with a final payment to be made
in 2026/27. This did not affect the overall total grant in cash terms which has remained the same.
The Code requires that PFI schemes are accounted for in a manner that is consistent with the
adaptation of IFRIC 12 ‘Service Concession Arrangements’ contained in the Government’s Financial
Reporting Manual (FreM). The contract complies with these criteria, and the relevant accounting
guidance has been applied as outlined in the Authority’s Accounting Policies, detailed on page 31.
Future Contractual Obligations
The Authority makes an agreed payment each year which is increased each year by inflation and can
be reduced if the contractor fails to meet availability and performance standards in any year but which
is otherwise fixed. Payments remaining to be made under the PFI contract at 31 March 2021
(excluding any estimation of inflation and availability / performance deductions) are as follows:
Payment
for
Services

Reimbursement
of Capital
Expenditure

Interest

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

Payable in 2021/22

16,706

4,238

3,870

24,814

Payable within 2 to 5 years

66,822

24,020

10,993

101,835
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Payable within 6 to 10 years
Total

33,410

16,239

1,877

51,526

116,938

44,497

16,740

178,175

Although the payments made to the contractor are described as unitary payments, they have been
calculated to compensate the contractor for the fair value of the services they provide, the capital
expenditure incurred and interest payable whilst the capital expenditure remains to be reimbursed.
The liability outstanding to pay the liability to the contractor for capital expenditure incurred is as
follows.
PFI Finance Liability
2020/21

2019/20

£000

£000

Balance outstanding at start of the year

48,531

52,723

Payments during the year

(4,032)

(4,192)

Balance outstanding at year end

44,499

48,531

Unitary Charge
In accordance with accounting requirements for PFI schemes, the Unitary Charge payment to the
contractor has to reflect all the charges relating to the PFI contract for that year. The accounting
standard requires that the service, interest, capital, lifecycle and contingent rent elements of the
Unitary Charge are separated as shown in the table below, with the service, interest, rent and lifecycle
elements being charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
2020/21
£000

2019/20
£000

Payments to Renewi

65,522

62,414

Capital Repayment

(4,032)

(4,192)

Prior year adjustments to PFI unitary charge
Interest Payable

-

1,776

(4,230)

(5,626)

Programmed Lifecycle Costs

(2,427)

(1,628)

Contingent Rent

(5,668)

(6,462)

Service Charges

49,165

46,282

The 2020/21 programmed lifecycle cost of £2.427m has been charged to the Unitary Payment. The
actual lifecycle cost incurred by the PFI contractor totalled £2.193m. The excess between programmed
and actual lifecycle costs has been charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
During 2016/17 the contractor provided assets to the value of £2.700m for no additional cost for the
duration of the contract. These leased assets with a contra liability have been added to the Balance
Sheet. As their benefit is consumed, the related deferred income is released to the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure account.
PFI Deferred Income
2020/21
£000

2019/20
£000

Balance B/fwd

2,431

2,726

Deferred income released to Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement

(295)

(295)

2,136

2,431

Balance C/fwd

26.

Defined Benefit Pension Schemes

Participation in Pension Schemes
As part of the terms and conditions of employment of its officers, the Authority makes contributions
towards the cost of post-employment benefits. Although these benefits will not actually be payable
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until employees retire, the Authority has a commitment to make the payments (for those benefits)
and to disclose them at the time that employees earn their future entitlement.
Transactions Relating to Post-Employment Benefits
The Authority recognises the cost of retirement benefits in the reported cost of services when they
are earned by employees, rather than when the benefits are eventually paid as pensions. However,
the charge that is required to be made against the levy is based on the cash payable in the year, so
the real cost of post-employment/retirement benefits is reversed out of the Revenue Reserve via the
Movement in Reserves Statement.
The following transactions have been made in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
and the Revenue Reserve balance via the movement in Reserves Statement during the year:
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2020/21
£000

2019/20
£000

137

154

13

-

36

33

Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
Cost of Services, Employee and Support Services:
Current Service Cost
Past Service Costs
Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure:
Net Interest Expense
Administration Expenses
Total Post Employment Benefit charged to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services

3

4

189

191

(381)

127

Other Post Employment Benefit charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
Re-measurement of the net defined benefit liability comprising:
Return on plan assets
Other actuarial losses on assets

-

95

Change in financial assumptions

822

(302)

Change in demographic assumptions

(43)

59

Experience loss on defined benefit obligation

(65)

45

Total Re-measurements

333

24

Total Post Employment Benefit charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement

522

215

(333)

(24)

(92)

(97)

97

94

Movement in Reserve Statement
Reversal of net charges made to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services for post-employment
benefits in accordance with the Code
Actual amount charged against the Revenue Reserve Balance for pensions in the year
Employer’s contributions payable to scheme

The underlying assets and liabilities attributable to the Authority with the London Pensions Fund
Authority (LPFA) as at 31 March 2021 are as follows:
Reconciliation of present value of the scheme liabilities (defined benefit obligation):
Funded Liabilities
Local Government Pension
Scheme
2020/21
£000
Opening balance at 1 April
Current service cost

2019/20
£000

4,053

4,289

137

154

Past service costs

13

-

Interest cost

94

99

Contributions by scheme participants

40

36

(43)

59

Actuarial losses / (gains) from changes in financial assumptions

820

(302)

Experience (gain) / loss on defined benefit obligation

(65)

45

Benefits paid net of transfers in

(152)

(327)

Closing balance at 31 March

4,897

4,053

Actuarial (gains) / losses from changes in demographic assumptions
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Reconciliation of the movements in the fair value of scheme (plan) assets:
Funded Assets
Local Government Pension
Scheme
2020/21
£000
Opening fair value of scheme assets

2019/20
£000

2,474

Interest income
Return on plan assets less interest
Other actuarial losses

2,831

58

66

379

(127)

-

(95)
(4)

Administration expenses

(3)

Employer contributions

97

94

Contributions by scheme participants

40

36

Benefits paid plus unfunded net of transfers in
Closing fair value of scheme assets

(152)

(327)

2,893

2,474

The expected return on scheme assets is determined by considering the expected returns available
on the assets underlying the current investment policy. Expected yields on fixed interest investments
are based on gross redemption yields as at the Balance Sheet date.
The LPFA Fund’s assets consist of the following categories at fair value, by proportion of the total
assets held:
Assets

2020/21
%

2020/21
£000

2019/20
%

2019/20
£000

Equities

54

1,572

54

1,339

Target Return Portfolio

24

681

25

603

Infrastructure

8

245

7

173

Property

9

263

9

226

Cash

5

132

5

131

100

2,893

100

2,472

Total

Expected returns on equity investments reflect long-term real rates of return experienced in the
respective markets.
The total return on the fund assets for the year to 31 March 2021 is £0.439m (2019/20: £(0.061m).
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The asset share as at 31 January 2021 is as follows:
Employer Asset Share – Bid Value

31 January 2021
% Quoted

% Unquoted

Equities
Segregated

Unsegregated:

Real Estate

0.9

-

Consumer, Discretionary

4.2

-

Consumer, Staples

6.2

-

Energy

0.2

-

Financials

5.0

-

Health Care

3.3

Industrials

5.1

-

Information Technology

9.2

-

Materials

1.3

-

Communication services

2.6

-

Utilities

0.9

-

Trade Cash/Pending

1.9

-

Synthetic Equity (Futures)

1.2

-

-

8.5

Private Equity
Fixed Income

4.2

-

11.1

-

Credit

-

8.1

Infrastructure

-

8.3

Real Estate

-

9.1

Cash

1.4

-

LDI

6.3

-

-

1.0

65.0%

35.0%

Total Return

Cash

Investment/Hedge Funds and unit trusts

Currency Hedge (Forward Contracts)
Total

Pension Assets and Liabilities Recognised in the Balance Sheet
The amount in the Balance Sheet arising from the Authority’s obligation in respect of its defined benefit
plans is as follows:
Funded Liabilities
Local Government Pension
Scheme
31 March
2021
£000
Present value of the defined benefit obligation
Fair value of plan assets
Net liability arising from defined benefit obligation

31 March
2020
£000

4,897

4,053

(2,893)

(2,474)

2,004

1,579

The liabilities show the underlying commitments that the Authority has in the long run to pay postemployment (retirement) benefits. The net pension liability of £2.004m (2019/20: £1.579m) has a
substantial impact on the net worth of the Authority as recorded in the Balance Sheet. However,
statutory arrangements for funding the deficit mean that there is no material direct impact on the
financial position of the Authority. The deficit in respect of LPFA Fund liabilities will be made good by
increased contributions to the LPFA Fund over the remaining working life of the employees (i.e. before
payments fall due), as assessed by the scheme actuary.
The projected employer contributions for the year to 31 March 2022 are £0.099m.
Basis for Estimating Assets and Liabilities
Liabilities have been assessed on an actuarial basis using the projected unit method, an estimate of
the pensions that will be payable in future years dependent on assumptions about mortality rates,
salary levels, etc. Liabilities have been assessed by Barnett Waddingham LLP, an independent firm of
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actuaries, who use a roll forward approach, based on the results of the last full valuation of the LPFA
Fund as at 31 March 2019, adjusting for known membership and scheme changes where applicable.
The principal assumptions used by the LPFA actuary have been:
2020/21

2019/20

Weighted by
liability *

Weighted by
liability

Mortality assumptions
Longevity at 65 for current pensioners:
Men

22.6

21.1

Women

24.6

24.5

Men

23.6

22.9

Women

26.1

26.1

Longevity at 65 for future pensioners:

2020/21

2019/20

Financial Assumptions:
Rate of Inflation CPI

2.85%

1.90%

Rate of increase in salaries

3.85%

2.90%

Rate of increase in pensions

2.85%

1.90%

Rate for discounting scheme liabilities

1.95%

2.35%

* After Continuous Mortality Investigations model update

The estimation of the defined benefit obligations is sensitive to the actuarial assumptions set out in
the previous table.
The sensitivity analysis in the following table has been determined based on reasonably possible
changes of the assumptions occurring at the end of the reporting period and assumes for each change
that the assumption analysed changes while all the other assumptions remain constant. For example,
the sensitivity analysis impact figure for longevity is based solely on the assumption of life expectancy
increasing or decreasing for men and women. In practice this is unlikely to occur as a change in one
assumption may affect the other assumptions due to their being interrelated. The estimations in the
sensitivity analysis have followed the accounting policies for the scheme, i.e. on an actuarial basis
using the projected unit credit method. The methods and types of assumptions used in preparing the
sensitivity analysis below did not change from those used in the previous period.
Sensitivity Analysis
Impact on the Defined Benefit
Obligation in the Scheme – based
on £4.897m (2020/21)
Increase in
Assumption by
0.1%

Decrease in
Assumption by
0.1%

£000

£000

Adjustment to:
- discount rate

4,816

4,980

- long term salary increase

4,898

4,896

- pension increases and deferred revaluation

4,978

4,817

- life expectancy assumptions (increase of decrease by one year)

5,157

4,650

27.

Contingent Liabilities

As at 31 March 2021 the Authority had two contingent liabilities:
Fly Tipping Clearance
There is an ongoing possibility that the Authority will have to remove and dispose of waste which was
illegally fly tipped at one of the Authority’s closed landfill sites.
It is difficult to determine the final cost of dealing with the waste. The Authority has no information
on the land levels before the fly-tipping, therefore it is difficult to estimate how much waste there is.
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Remedying the illegal waste activity would include surveys, equipment and manpower as well as
landfill tax and clean-up/environment costs. Removal of the waste and disposal to landfill is seen as
a last resort. If the waste has to be removed then other options will be explored to utilise this material
elsewhere as the majority of the material is inert. Depending on the action taken the cost could be
anything between £0.010m (to tidy the site) and in excess of £1.000m if 100% of the material is
disposed of to landfill.
Fire Prevention Improvements
Insurance in the waste market in recent years has seen the insurance premiums increase. The fire at
the Authority’s Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT) facility at Frog Island in 2014 and fires at other
waste facilities elsewhere in the country have increased the perceived level of risk. The Authority is
in the process of commissioning fire improvement works at the Jenkins Lane facility, as required by
the projects’ insurers, but notes that the insurers have also required in April 2021 that similar works
should be commissioned at the Frog Island facility. Bearing in mind that some improvements were
made to fire management equipment and systems after the 2014 fire at Frog Island, the Authority is
working with relevant parties to agree the level of need for a range of changes to reduce fire risks
here, and it remains open as to whether (and if so, to what extent) the Authority will have to contribute
towards the costs of any such changes that may be required.
28.

Financial Instruments

The following categories of financial instruments are carried in the Balance Sheet.
Financial Assets

Current
Investments

Amortised cost

Financial Liabilities

31 March
2021

31 March
2020

31 March
2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

30,456

26,576

-

-

30,456

-

-

4,609

5,580

4,609

30,456

26,576

4,609

5,580

35,065

Non-Current

Current

Borrowings

Borrowings

Creditors

31 March
2021

31 March
2020

31 March
2021

31 March
2020

31 March
2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Amortised cost
Other financial liabilities
Total financial liabilities

(800)

Total

31 March
2020

Other financial assets
Total financial assets

Debtors

31 March
2021

(800)

(26)

(476)

Total

31 March
2020

31 March
2021

£000

-

£000

-

(826)

-

-

-

-

(10,373)

(7,288)

(10,373)

(800)

(800)

(26)

(476)

(10,373)

(7,288)

(11,199)

IFRS 9 introduced fundamental changes to the classification of financial assets. For the Authority,
those items previously identified as Loans and Receivables from 1 April 2018 now fall within the
Amortised Cost Business Model.
The Code of Practice states that disclosures of fair value are not required when the carrying amount
is a reasonable approximation of fair value, for example, for financial instruments such as short-term
trade receivables and payables.
Due to the simplified long term and short-term nature of the Authority’s financial assets and liabilities,
the reclassification and re-measurements required by IFRS 9 has had no impact on the accounts.
The impact of Financial Instruments on the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement is as
follows:
Income, Expense, Gains and Losses
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2020/21

2019/20

Surplus or
Deficit on the
Provision of
Services

Other
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure

Surplus or
Deficit on the
Provision of
Services

Other
Comprehensive
Income and
Expenditure

£000

£000

£000

£000

Financial Assets measured at amortised cost
Interest revenue (note 7)

(141)

-

(229)

-

(141)

-

(229)

-

Interest expense (note 7)

4,352

-

5,748

-

Contingent rent (note 7)

5,668

-

6,462

-

39

-

37

-

10,059

-

12,247

-

Total Income
Financial Liabilities measured at amortised
cost

Pension interest and expected return on pension
assets (note 7)
Total Expense
Total

9,918

12,018

The Fair Values of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities that are not measured at Fair Value (but
for which Fair Value Disclosures are required)
Except for those financial assets carried at fair value, all other financial liabilities and financial assets
held by the Authority are carried in the Balance Sheet at amortised cost.
Their fair value can be assessed by calculating the present value of the cash flows that take place over
the remaining life of the instruments, using the following assumptions:
a)

For loans from the PWLB payable, PWLB premature repayment rates have been applied to
provide the fair value under PWLB debt redemption procedures. An additional note to the
tables sets out the alternative fair value measurement applying the borrowing rates,
highlighting the impact of the alternative valuation;

b)

For loans receivable prevailing benchmark market rates have been used to provide the fair
value;

c)

No early repayment or impairment is recognised;

d)

Where an instrument has a maturity of less than 12 months or is a trade or other receivable
the fair value is taken to be the carrying amount or the billed amount;

e)

The fair value of trade and other receivables is taken to be the invoiced or billed amount.

The fair values calculated are as follows:
31 March 2021

31 March 2020

Carrying
amount

Fair Value

Carrying
amount

Fair Value

£000

£000

£000

£000

Financial Liabilities
Long Term PFI Liabilities
Long Term Public Works Loan Board
Short Term Public Works Loan Board
Short Term Creditors (note 12)

44,499

44,499

48,531

48,531

800

1,473

800

1,627

26

26

476

488

10,372

10,372

7,288

7,288

Financial Assets
Short Term Debtors (note 10)

4,609

4,609

5,580

5,580

Short Term Cash Investments

30,456

30,456

26,576

26,576

The fair value of Public Works loan Board (PWLB) loans as at 31 March 2021 is £1.499m. (31 March
2020: £2.115m). This is calculated using the premature repayment rate published by the PWLB on 31
March 2020, using level 2 inputs and making the following assumptions:
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a)

Estimated ranges of interest rates at 31 March 2021 are 0.81% to 1.96% for loans from the
PWLB.

b)

No early repayment or impairment is recognised.

c)

Where an instrument will mature in the next 12 months, the carrying amount is assumed to
approximate to fair value.

The fair value of the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) loans is greater than the carrying amount
because the Authority’s portfolio of loans includes a number of fixed rate loans where the interest rate
payable is higher than the rates available for similar loans in the current market at the balance sheet
date. This shows a notional future loss (based on economic conditions at 31 March 2021) arising from
a commitment to pay interest to lenders above current market rates.
The Authority has pledged no collateral in respect of repayment of any loan to another entity.
The carrying value of financial instruments reported on the Balance Sheet includes interest on loans
and investments.
Short-term debtors and creditors are carried at cost as this is a fair approximation of their value. The
valuation of PFI and finance lease liabilities have been based on level 2 inputs using a discounted
cashflow analysis, with the most significant inputs being the discount rate.
Transfers between Levels of the Fair Value Hierarchy
There have been no transfers between input levels during the year.
Changes in the Valuation Technique
There has been no change in the valuation technique used during the year for the financial
instruments.
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Fair value hierarchy for financial assets and financial liabilities that are not measured at fair value:
Other significant observable inputs

Other significant observable inputs

(Level 2)
31 March 2021

(Level 2)
31 March 2020

£000

£000

44,499

48,531

800

800

Recurring fair value measurements

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities held at amortised cost:
Long Term PFI Liabilities
Long Term Public Works Loan Board
Short Term Public Works Loan Board
Short Term Creditors (note 12)
Total

26

476

10,370

7,288

55,695

57,095

Financial assets
Financial assets held at amortised cost:
Short Term Debtors (note 10)

5,359

5,580

Short Term Cash Investments

30,456

26,576

35,815

32,156

Total

As at 31 March 2021 the Authority had not entered into any financial guarantees.
29.

Nature and Extent of Risks arising from Financial Instruments

Overall Procedures for Managing Risk
The Authority’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks:
a)

Credit risk – the possibility that other parties might fail to pay amounts due to the Authority.

b)

Liquidity Risk – the possibility that the Authority might not have funds available to meet its
commitments to make payments.

c)

Market risk – the possibility that financial loss might arise for the Authority as a result of
changes in such measures as interest rates and stock market movements.

The Authority’s overall risk management programme focuses on the unpredictability of financial
markets and seeks to minimise potential adverse effects on the resources available to fund its services.
Risk management is carried out by the London Borough of Redbridge’s central treasury team, under
policies approved by the Authority in the annual Treasury Management Strategy. The Authority
provides written principles for overall risk management as well as written policies covering specific
areas such as interest rate risk, credit risk and the investment of surplus cash.
Credit Risk
Credit risk arises from deposits with banks and financial institutions, as well as credit exposures to
the Authority’s customers.
This risk is minimised through the Annual Investment Strategy, which is available on the Authority’s
website.
Credit Risk Management Practices
The Authority’s credit risk management practices are set out in the Annual Investment Strategy. The
Authority maintains written principles for overall risk management, as well as written policies covering
specific areas such as interest rate risk, credit risk, and the investment of surplus cash through
Treasury Management Practices (TMP’s). The TMP’s are a requirement of the Code of Practice and are
reviewed periodically.
The procedures for risk management are set out through a legal framework set out in the Local
Government Act 2003 and the associated regulations. These require the Authority to comply with the
CIPFA Prudential Code, the CIPFA Treasury Management in the Public Services Code of Practice and
Investment Guidance issued through the Act. Overall these procedures require the Authority to
manage risk in the following ways:
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a)

by formally adopting and following the requirements of the Code of Practice;

b)

by approving annually in advance Prudential Indicators for the following three years limiting:
a)

the Authority’s overall borrowing;

b)

maximum and minimum exposure to fixed and variable interest rates;

c)

maximum and minimum debt repayment profile;

d)

maximum annual exposure to investments maturing beyond one year.

The Investment Strategy for the forthcoming year sets out criteria for both investing and selecting
investment counterparties in compliance with government guidance. The Strategy’s objective is to
prioritise the security and liquidity of the Authority’s investments over the investment yield.
Performance is reported bi-annually to the Authority. The Annual Investment Strategy for 2020/21
was approved by the Authority Members on 10 February 2020 and is available to view on the
Authority’s website – item 6 at: https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/10.02.20-AuthorityAgenda-Pack-Public-Final.pdf

Credit risk arising from deposits with Banks and Financial Institutions
Deposits are not made with banks and financial institutions unless they are rated independently and
meet the Authority’s credit criteria, which are restricted to the upper end of the independent credit
rating criteria. In addition, investment values are set taking into account the institutions’ credit rating
and the duration of lending. The Authority has also set limits as to the maximum percentage of the
investment portfolio that can be placed with any one class of institution and this is monitored on a
daily basis. All transactions in relation to deposits were in line with the Authority’s approved credit
ratings.
The Annual Investment Strategy requires the Authority to maintain a counterparty list that follows the
criteria set out in the Treasury Management Practices. Creditworthiness is assessed by the use of
credit ratings provided by Fitch, Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s to assess an institution’s long and
short-term financial strength along with its individual and support ratings. Other information provided
by brokers, advisers and financial and economic reports is also collated and assessed and then used
to produce a matrix to monitor each individual institution against the Authority’s criteria.
Any counterparty whose ratings fall to the extent that they no longer meet the credit criteria are
immediately removed from the lending list. Only highly rated counterparties may be included on the
lending list such as:
a)

UK Part Nationalised Banks.

b)

Building Societies with assets in excess of £3.000bn.

c)

AAA rated Money Market Funds.

d)

The UK Government (Debt Management Office and Gilts).

e)

Other Local Authorities.

f)

Enhanced Cash Funds.

g)

Non-UK Government and Supranational Institutions.

Customers for goods and services are assessed, taking into account their financial position, past
experience and other factors, with individual credit limits being set in accordance with internal ratings
in accordance with parameters set by the Authority.
The Authority’s maximum exposure to credit risk in relation to its investments in banks and building
societies of £30.450m cannot be assessed generally as the risk of any institution failing to make
interest payments or repay the principal sum will be specific to each individual institution. Recent
experience has shown that it is rare for such entities to be unable to meet their commitments. A risk
of irrecoverability applies to all of the Authority’s deposits, but there was no evidence at 31 March
2021 that this was likely to crystallise.
In addition, the diversification of investments also provides additional security. The maximum
percentages of the investment portfolio, which may be invested in each class of assets, are detailed:
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Asset Class Percentages
Type of Asset

% of Total Investment as set
by 2020/21 Treasury
Management Strategy

%

%
UK Government

% of Total Investment as at
31 March 2021

100

-

Local Authorities

85

35

UK Banks – Specified

80

20

Money Market Funds

40

6

Enhanced Cash Funds/Money Market Funds (VNAV)

15

-

Building Societies – Specified

45

11

Total Unspecified Investments

50

12

Non-UK Banks – Specified (subject to group limit)

40

16

Non-UK Government and Supranational Bonds (subject to group
limit)

30

-

Total Group Non-UK Investments

40

-

Corporate Bonds

15

-

The asset class percentages are well within the upper limits prescribed in the Authority’s Treasury
Management Strategy for 2020/21.
The boundary is set at £2.000m for long-term investments as specified in the Authority’s Treasury
Management Strategy. The Authority currently has no investments for longer than one year.
No breaches of the Authority’s counter-party criteria occurred during the reporting period and the
Authority does not expect any losses from non-performance by any of its counterparties in relation to
deposits.
Amounts Arising from Expected Credit Losses
Using the expected credit loss model the calculated loss allowance for investments at amortised cost
is negligible therefore having no impact on the carrying value of investments.
Credit risk arising from Authority’s exposure from other debtors
There is no impairment allowance for doubtful debt as 31 March 2021 (£nil provision at 31 March
2020), as all outstanding debtors are expected to pay.
No credit limits were exceeded during the reporting period and the Authority does not expect any
losses from non-performance by any of its counterparties in relation to deposits.
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Invoiced payments for services are either required in advance or due at the time the service is
provided. As at 31 March 2021, £0.614m (31 March 2020: £0.579m) is due to the Authority from its
trade debtors, which are mainly other local authorities, the total being past its due date. The past
due but not impaired amount can be analysed by age as follows:
2020/21
£000

Invoiced Payments for Services

2019/20
£000

Three months or less

614

579

Total

614

579

Liquidity Risk
The Authority manages its liquidity position through the risk management procedures above (the
setting and approval of Prudential Indicators and the approval of the treasury and investment strategy
reports). It has a comprehensive cash flow management system that seeks to ensure that cash is
available as needed. If unexpected movements happen, the Authority has ready access to borrowings
from the money markets and the Public Works Loans Board. There is no significant risk that it will be
unable to raise finance to meet its commitments under financial instruments. Instead, the risk is that
the Authority will be bound to replenish a significant proportion of its borrowings at a time of
unfavourable interest rates. The Authority sets limits on the proportion of its fixed rate borrowing
during specified periods. The strategy is to ensure that no more than 37% of loans are due to mature
within any one year through a combination of careful planning of new loans taken out and (where it
is economic to do so) making early repayments.
As at 31 March 2021, all of the Authority’s outstanding loans were with the PWLB.
Refinancing and Maturity Risk
The maturity analysis for borrowing is as follows:
Renewal Period

Market Loans
Outstanding
as at
31 March
2021
£000

Limit of
Projected
Fixed Rate
Borrowing for
Each Period
%

% of Total
Borrowing as
at 31 March
2021
%

% of Total
Borrowing as
at 31 March
2020
%

26

3

3

3

-

-

-

-

Less than one year
Between one and two years
Between two and five years

-

-

-

-

Between five and ten years

550

67

67

67

More than 10 Years

250

30

30

30

Total

826

100

100

100

All trade and other payables are due to be paid in less than one year.
Market Risk
The Authority is exposed to risk in terms of its exposure to interest rate movements on its borrowings
and investments. Movements in interest rates have a complex impact on the Authority. For instance,
a rise in interest rates would have the following effects:
a)

Borrowings at fixed rates – the fair value of the liabilities will fall.

b)

Investments at fixed rates – the fair value of the assets will fall.

c)

Borrowing at variable rates – the interest expense charged to the Surplus and Deficit on the
Provision of Services will rise.

d)

Investments at variable rates – the interest income credited to the Surplus and Deficit on the
Provision of Services will rise.
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Borrowings are not carried at fair value, so nominal gains and losses on fixed rate borrowings would
not impact on the Surplus and Deficit on the Provision of Services or Other Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure. However, changes in interest payable and receivable on variable rate borrowings
and investments will be posted to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services and affect the
Revenue Reserve Balance.
The Authority has the following strategies to manage interest rate risk:
a)

Setting a maximum for the Authority’s borrowings at variable rates. For 2020/21 all the
Authority’s borrowings were at fixed rates.

b)

Prudent borrowing and repayments arrangements, by limiting the net annual repayment of
debt to the outstanding debt.

The Authority, through the London Borough of Redbridge Treasury Management team, has an active
strategy for assessing interest rate exposure that feeds into the setting of the annual budget and
which is used to monitor performance throughout the year. This allows any adverse changes to be
responded to and accommodated quickly.
According to this assessment strategy, at 31 March 2021, if discount rates had been 1% higher with
all other variables held constant, the financial effect would be:
£000
Decrease in fair value of long term fixed rate investments assets – No impact on Other Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure
Decrease in fair value of fixed rate borrowings liabilities – No impact on Other Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure

673

As at 31 March 2021 the Authority holds no variable interest rate investments or borrowings as they
are all at fixed rates. Therefore, there is no predicted impact for this on the Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure Statement.
The impact of a 1% fall in discount rates would be as above but with the movements being reversed.
These assumptions are based on the same methodology as used in the Note 28 – Fair Values of
Financial Assets and Liabilities.
Price Risk
The Authority, excluding its Pension Fund, does not invest in equity shares and therefore is not
exposed to losses arising from movement in the price of shares.
Foreign Exchange Risk
The Authority, excluding its Pension Fund, has no financial assets or liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies and therefore has no exposure to loss arising from movements in exchange rates.
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Glossary
Actuary
An independent consultant who advises on the financial position of the Pension Fund.
Actuarial Valuation
The Actuary reviews the assets and liabilities of the Pension Fund and reports to the Authority on the
fund’s financial position and recommended employers’ contribution rates.
Accruals
The amounts by which receipts or payments are increased in order to record the full income and
expenditure incurred in an accounting period.
Amortisation
The writing off of a charge or loan balance over a period of time. A measure of the costs of economic
benefits derived from intangible assets that are consumed during the period.
Balance Sheet
A statement of all the assets, liabilities and other balances of the Authority at the end of an accounting
period.
Budget
A forecast of future expenditure plans for the Authority. Detailed revenue budgets are prepared each
year and it is on the basis of these figures that the Levy is set. Budgets are revised towards the yearend to take account of inflation, changes in patterns of services, and other factors.
Capital Expenditure
Expenditure on the acquisition of non-current or intangible assets, or expenditure that adds to the
value of an existing asset.
Capital Adjustment Account
Represents amounts set aside from revenue resources or capital receipts to finance expenditure on
assets or for the repayment of external loans and certain other capital financing transactions.
Capital Receipt
Income received from the sale of a capital asset such as land or buildings.
Carrying Value (Book Value)
For Financial Instruments, this value is the amount to be recognised on the Balance Sheet. Financial
Assets and Liabilities need to be recognised in the Balance Sheet at fair value or at amortised cost.
Cash
Comprises cash in hand and available-on-demand deposits.
Cash Equivalents
Are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and
which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
Cashflow
A statement that shows the changes in cash and cash equivalents during the financial year.
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
A Statement showing the net cost of the Authority’s services during the year. It demonstrates how
costs have been financed from general Government Grants and Income from Local Taxpayers.
Contingent Liability
A possible obligation arising from a past event whose existence will be confirmed by the occurrence
of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the Authority, or a present
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obligation arising from past events where it is not probable that there will be an associated cost or the
amount of the obligation cannot be accurately measured.
Credit Ratings for Investments
A scoring system used by credit rating agencies such as Fitch, Moodys and Standard and Poors to
indicate the credit-worthiness and other factors of Governments, Banks, Building Societies, and other
financial Institutions.
Creditors
Amount of money owed by the Authority for goods and services received but not paid for as at 31
March.
Debtors
Amount of money owed to the Authority by individuals and organisations for goods and services
provided but where income was not received as at 31 March.
Defined Benefit Scheme
A pension scheme where the benefits payable on retirement are determined by predetermined formula
and not dependent on market returns.
Depreciation
A measure of the cost of the economic benefits of the tangible fixed asset consumed during the year
which is charged to the revenue account.
Depreciation Replacement Cost
The current cost of replacing or recreating an asset with its modern equivalent asset less deduction
for all physical deterioration and all relevant obsolesce and optimisation.
Earmarked Reserves
Amounts set aside for a specific purpose to meet future commitments or potential liabilities, for which
it is not appropriate to establish provisions.
Fair Value
The amount that an asset can be exchanged or a liability settled between knowledgeable and willing
parties in an arm’s length transaction.
Finance Lease
A finance lease is where a finance company owns an asset and leases it to the Lessor in exchange for
rentals. The Lessor will remain a large part, or all of the cost of the assets in rentals. At the end of the
lease, the Lessee has the option to acquire ownership of the asset by paying, the last rental, or a final
purchase price. This is a lease that substantially transfers the risks and rewards of a fixed asset to the
lessee. With a Finance Lease, the present value of the lease payments would equate to the fair value
of the leased asset.
Financial Instruments Adjustment Account (FIAA)
Provides a balancing mechanism between the different rates at which gains and losses are recognised
under the Code and are required by Statute to be met from the General Fund.
Financing activities
Are activities that result in changes in the size and composition of the principal, received from or
repaid to external providers of finance.
Historic Cost
The actual cost of an asset in terms of past consideration as opposed to its current value.
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IAS 19
A complex accounting standard based on the principle that an organisation should account for
retirement benefits when it is committed to do so even though the benefits will not be paid for years
in the future.
Impairment
A reduction in the valuation of an asset caused by consumption of economic benefits or by a general
fall in prices.
Infrastructure Assets
Assets that have an indeterminate life and, although valuable, do not have a readily realisable value
e.g. roads.
Intangible Assets
Non-financial assets that do not have physical substance but are identifiable and controlled by the
Authority, for example purchased software licences.
Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP)
The amount that has to be charged to revenue to provide for the redemption of debt.
Net Book Value
The amount at which assets are included in the Balance Sheet after depreciation has been provided
for.
Net Realisable Value
The open market value of the asset less the expenses to be incurred in realising the asset.
Non-Current Assets
Assets that yield benefits to the Authority and the services it provides for a period of more than one
year.
Operating Lease
This is a lease other than a finance lease. An operating lease contract allows the use of an asset, but
does not convey rights similar to ownership of the asset. The lessee pays rentals to the lease company
and, the asset is returned at the end of the lease period.
Operational Assets
Assets held, occupied, used or consumed by the Authority in the direct delivery of its service.
Outturn
The actual level of expenditure and income for the year.
Post Balance Sheet Events
Those events that relate to the accounting year, both favourable and unfavourable, which occur
between the Balance Sheet date and the date on which the Statement of Accounts is signed by the
Chief Financial Services Officer.
Private Finance Initiative
A Central Government initiative whereby contracts are let to private sector suppliers for both services
and capital investment in return for a unitary payment, which may be reduced if performance targets
are not met.
Projected Unit Method
Actuarial valuation method whose key feature is to assess future service cost; the Actuary calculates
the employer’s contribution rate, which will meet the cost of benefits accruing in the year after the
valuation date. This method is considered appropriate for a Pension Fund open to new members.
Provisions
Amounts set aside for liabilities and losses, which are certain or very likely to occur but where the
exact amount or timing of the payment are uncertain.
Public Works Loans Board (PWLB)
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Central Government Agency, which funds much of Local Government borrowing.
Public Works Loans Board (PWLB)
Central Government Agency, which funds much of local government borrowing.
Reserves
Amounts set aside that do not fall within the definition of a provision, to fund items of anticipated
expenditure. These include general reserves or balances, which every Authority must maintain as a
matter of prudence.
Revaluation Reserve
Represents the increase in value of the Authority’s land and building assets from 1 April 2007.
Revenue Expenditure
The day-to-day expenditure of the Authority, e.g. pay, goods and services and capital financing
charges.
Revenue Reserve
ELWA’s main Revenue Account from which is met the cost of providing most of the Authority’s services.
Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services
The total of income less expenses, excluding the components of Other Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure.
Support Services
Activities of a professional, technical and administrative nature which are not local authority services
in their own right, but support main frontline services.
Total Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Comprises all components of Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services and of Other
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ACCOUNTS
AGS

Annual Governance Statement

CFR

Capital Financing Requirement

CIES

Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement

CIPFA

Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy

ELWA

East London Waste Authority

IAS

International Accounting Standards

IFRIC

International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

IWMS

Integrated Waste Management Strategy

LGPS

Local Government Pension Scheme

LPFA

London Pensions Fund Authority

MIRS

Movement in Reserves Statement

MRP

Minimum Revenue Provision

PFI

Private Finance Initiative

PWLB

Public Works Loans Board
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ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT
Introduction
Each year the East London Waste Authority (Authority) is required by regulation to produce a
statement that details the framework for making decisions and controlling the resources of the
Authority. The statement covers the Authority’s governance arrangements as well as internal control
issues. This statement should enable stakeholders to have substantial assurance that decisions are
properly made and public money is being properly spent on citizens’ behalf. The statement below
complies with the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015.
Scope of Responsibility
The Authority is responsible for ensuring that its business is conducted in accordance with the law and
proper standards and that public money is safeguarded, properly accounted for and used economically,
efficiently and effectively. The Authority also has a duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to
make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its functions are exercised,
having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
In discharging these obligations, the Authority is required by Regulation 5 of the Accounts and Audit
Regulations 2015 to put in place proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs, and facilitating
the effective exercise of its functions, which includes arrangements for the management of risk and
evaluating the effectiveness of the Authority’s overall governance and risk management
arrangements, by taking into account public sector auditing standards.
The Purpose of the Governance Framework
The Governance Framework comprises the systems and processes, culture and values, by which the
Authority and its activities are directed, governed and controlled, and through which it accounts to
and engages with the community. An effective governance framework enables the Authority to monitor
the achievement of its strategic objectives and to consider whether those objectives have led to the
delivery of appropriate and cost-effective services.
The system of internal control is a significant and ongoing part of the governance framework and is
designed to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot eliminate all risks connected with failure to
achieve policies, aims and objectives, but effective internal systems of control can provide substantial,
albeit not absolute, assurance of the effectiveness of the Authority’s policies, aims and objectives. The
system of internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the risks
to the achievement of the Authority’s policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those
risks being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them efficiently, effectively
and economically.
The Authority’s governance framework is established through its systems, processes, cultures and
values. Its systems and controls are regularly reviewed to reflect changing needs.
Vision and Purpose
The Authority is responsible for the disposal of waste collected by the London Boroughs of Barking
and Dagenham, Havering, Newham and Redbridge. The boroughs have a combined population of over
1.1 million people living in over 400,000 households, and each is responsible for the collection of
household waste in their areas for disposal by the Authority in total over 460,000 tonnes per annum.
The Authority’s Strategy as reviewed in 20061 sets out its vision “To provide an effective and efficient
waste management service that is environmentally acceptable and delivers services that local people
value”. It sets out how the Authority, together with the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham,
Havering, Newham and Redbridge, intend to manage municipal solid waste by means of a Vision,
Objectives and Targets.
The Authority is working with Constituent Councils to develop a new ‘Joint Strategy for East London’s
Resources and Waste’ to plan for the delivery of services, infrastructure and communication and
1

See: http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/minutes/east_london_waste_authority_strategy.pdf
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engagement at the end of the existing Integrated Waste Management Services (IWMS) contract. This
Joint Strategy, which is due to be consulted upon in the summer/autumn of 2021 prior to formal
adoption in early 2022, sets out the aims and aspirations of the five Partner Authorities, and will
provide the basis on which to develop further plans and strategies for the delivery of future collection
and treatment services, including a procurement plan for ELWA for new arrangements to replace the
IWMS contract in late 2027.
The Authority is also continuing to engage in and monitor the development of proposals and initiatives
under the national Resources and Waste Strategy and the London Environment Strategy. The
Authority has launched a regional waste prevention programme for a two-year trial (2021-23),
designed to draw together individual borough activities, add capacity to existing projects and enable
new schemes and initiatives to be launched.
The IWMS Contract, which runs from 2002 to 2027, has a number of requirements designed to
implement the original Strategy:
a)

The Overall Service Delivery Plan (OSDP) of ELWA Limited is a Plan that covers the 25 years of
the Contract. This is a schedule to the Contract and is essentially the operational and technical
proposal by the Operator (Renewi UK Services Limited) to meet the Authority’s requirements.

b)

The Five-Year Service Delivery Plan (FYSDP) follows a similar format to the OSDP but provides a
greater level of detail. The first FYSDP is also a schedule to the Contract. The FYSDP was reviewed
in 2020, however with a number of strategic issues remaining uncertain, including a significant
number of consultations from Defra that will impact on long-term waste management decisions
within ELWA, the FYSDP was agreed to cover a two-year period. This will now be formally reviewed
in 2022 to provide a five-year framework to the end of the 25-year PFI Contract.

c)

The Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan (ABSDP) follows a similar format to the other SDPs
but provides an even greater level of detail, particularly in respect of financial matters. The ABSDP
is considered prior to the commencement of the relevant financial year to which it relates. This
ensures that the levy report in February takes the ABSDP into account and can fully reflect the
likely expenditure commitments arising from the Contract. The ABSDP process also affords an
opportunity for the Constituent Councils to provide input into the proposed plans to take account
of any planned service changes or requirements in the coming financial year. Performance against
the 2020/21 ABSDP was good but did not reach the 33% recycling of household waste as
anticipated. This was in large part due to the significant impact of COVID-19 on service delivery.

In some cases, the Authority can apply various penalties under its IWMS contract if these Plans, once
approved, are not adhered to and met. In exceptional circumstances, the Authority could terminate
the Contract.
It is recognised that the Authority cannot achieve its vision alone. It needs to work in partnership
with its four Constituent Councils, contractors and sub-contractors, other agencies and the community
to make this happen.
Performance Management and Reporting
The performance management framework demonstrates how effective the actions being taken are
and assists in monitoring progress in the way in which the Authority’s strategies are translated into
action plans. It also helps to identify if any risks are materialising when indicators do not show the
level of progression anticipated.
The performance management framework is therefore instrumental in identifying and mapping
continuous improvement of services across the Authority.
The fundamentals of contractual performance management are embedded in the way the Authority
operates. There is:
a)

A corporately defined process that ensures that plans are linked to strategic aims and that
performance statements and other published information are accurate and reliable;
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Mechanisms whereby performance is discussed and reported throughout all levels of the
organisation and those of its partners, in particular to Members and Officers in Authority meetings,
Management Board, Operational Management Team and Contract Monitoring Group. Such
performance reporting includes not only regular financial monitoring and contract monitoring but
also progress on the contract review and achievement of efficiencies.

Authority Constitution
The Constitution sets out the governance and decision-making arrangements of the Authority,
including the roles and responsibilities of Members and Officers. It provides details of how decisions
are made and who can make them. It also contains the rules for managing our finances and resources
effectively.
A comprehensive update of the Constitution was undertaken in 2018/19 and presented to the
Authority meeting in February 2019; no changes have been necessary during 2020/21. The
Constitution includes a clear reference to the scheme of delegation, which outlines who is authorised
to make particular decisions and the remit of those decisions. In addition, clear rules regarding
contractual and tendering matters and dealings with land are outlined within the Constitution.
Alongside these are financial rules relating to income and expenditure and financial authority limits.
Codes of Conduct
The Constitution (Part E) deals with the Codes of Conduct for Members and Employees. The Authority
is not required to adopt a statutory Code of Conduct for its Members as it is not a ‘relevant authority’
as defined by the by the Localism Act 2011. Therefore, the Authority’s Members are bound by their
respective Council Codes when acting in their official capacity for the Authority. Copies of each
Constituent Council’s Members’ Code of Conduct are available on the respective Councils’ websites.
Risk Management
The Authority has embedded risk management processes throughout its structure. The Corporate
Risk Register which deals with both strategic and operational risks is agreed and reviewed by the
Management Board and Authority Members on a regular basis.
Financial, operational and legal risks are embedded within individual reports that are presented at
Authority meetings.
Risk identification and management processes are also in place for projects, partnerships and
contracts.
Compliance with Policies, Laws and Regulations
The Constitution sets out the legal framework for making decisions and publishing them. The Authority
has the following statutory officers: Head of Paid Service – Managing Director; Finance Director –
Section 73 officer (Local Government Act 1985); and Monitoring Officer – Legal Adviser, each of whom
has the power to refer matters to the Authority where a breach of regulation is possible or suspected.
These officers form part of the Management Board. None of these officers have been required to use
these powers during the year.
The statutory officers also provide professional advice on all key decision-making reports to ensure all
relevant legal, financial, risk management, procedural and equality implications are addressed.
Counter Fraud including Whistle-blowing
The Authority has an agreed Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and a Whistleblowing procedure
embedded in the Constitution. Two key components that support the Strategy are:
a)

Whistleblowing arrangements that are available to the general public, employees and contractors.
Our Constituent Councils have their own whistleblowing procedures.

b)

The provision of anti-fraud guidance, including a Fraud Response Plan, to instil a culture and
awareness that fraud will not be tolerated.
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The Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and Whistleblowing Policy have been reviewed and updated
in 2020/21 and presented to the Authority for approval in June 2021. Additional policies have been
developed for 2021/22 to support the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy. These cover arrangements
to further enhance arrangements for anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering, and pursuing
sanction and prosecution in the event of proven fraud or corruption.
Complaints Process
The Authority has a recognised complaints process and aims to comply and conform to the complaints
procedures operating in each of the four Constituent Councils.
Members also receive enquiries and complaints via their surgeries, walkabouts or by correspondence.
The Authority’s Officers support Members in addressing these queries to ensure that the public receive
an appropriate answer.
Members of the public may also complain to the Local Government Ombudsman if a corporate
complaint has not been satisfactorily resolved and maladministration could arise. The Authority has
had no previous history of any such complaints.
Complaints are reviewed so that the organisation can identify if there are any trends and issues and,
if necessary, put in place changes and improvements to prevent complaints reoccurring.
Training and Development
Members receive briefings to keep them up to date with changes and to supplement training received
via their Constituent Councils. This is supplemented by formal and informal information about the
Authority through briefings, workshops and conferences where necessary.
Training and development of staff continues via professional associations, committee reports,
conferences, seminars, courses run by Constituent Councils, on-line tuition and bespoke courses and
liaison with the appropriate central government department. These are related to the demands of new
legislation and operational practices.
Communication and Engagement
The Authority has a responsibility to communicate how to access basic services and information. The
Authority’s primary communication methods are comprehensive reporting, its website and briefings
for Constituent Councils. In addition, the Authority employs the IWMS contractor to provide a waste
education programme for local schools.
Partnerships
The most significant partnerships for the Authority are with its four Constituent Councils and through
the IWMS Contract with Renewi UK Services Limited as both Operator and shareholder of ELWA Limited
(the Contractor) alongside JLEN Environmental Assets Group Limited.
There are sound governance arrangements in place for partnerships. These are implemented via
regular formal meetings with Renewi UK Services Limited and include those with ELWA Limited. There
are also regular formal meetings with the Constituent Councils including those at the Management
Board, Operational Management Team and Contract Monitoring Group.
Review of Effectiveness
The Authority has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, a review of the effectiveness of its
governance framework including the system of internal control, albeit that this is undertaken as an
ongoing process. The Managing Director has the responsibility for the maintenance and development
of the internal control environment. The framework for this is in the Constitution and support is
provided by the regular review processes carried out by Internal Audit, External Audit and other review
agencies.
The five yearly and annual processes, conducted within a formal framework provided by the IWMS
Contract, enforce a disciplined review of objectives and effectiveness. Actions required are set out in
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the Annual Governance Statement Action Plan 2020/21. Overall, the governance arrangements are
regarded as fit for purpose in accordance with the Authority’s governance framework.
Role of the Finance Director
The Chief Finance Officer (CFO) fulfils the statutory requirements of the Local Government Act 1985
and is the organisation’s senior executive charged with leading and directing financial strategy and
administration and assisting the Head of Paid Service to discharge their corporate responsibilities. This
is a pivotal role, both for external stakeholders and within the Management Board. At the Authority,
this role is held by the Finance Director. The Authority fully complies with the governance
requirements and principles as set out in the CIPFA Statement on the Role of the Chief Financial Officer
in Local Government (2016).
Internal Audit
An effective Internal Audit function is a core part of the Authority’s arrangements to ensure the proper
conduct of its financial affairs. Internal Audit priorities are risk based and agreed with the Finance
Director (Section 73 Officer), following consultation with the Management Board and External Audit
as part of the annual planning process.
The Head of Audit and Investigations for the London Borough of Redbridge is authorised to complete
a programme of audit reviews within the Authority. To assist in the accomplishment of this
programme, the Financial Rules of the Authority give authority for internal auditors to have full, free
and unrestricted access to all Authority assets, records, documents, correspondence and personnel
for the purposes of that audit. Recommendations arising from the work of both internal and external
auditors are discussed and agreed with management, including acceptable timescales for their
implementation. The Head of Audit and Investigations for the London Borough of Redbridge reports
on the outcomes of the annual programme of audit work to Members and management.
Based upon the audit work undertaken during 2020/21 and other appropriate sources of assurances,
the Head of Internal Audit and Investigations has reached the opinion that the Authority’s systems of
governance, risk management and internal control remain generally sound and provide substantial
assurance. This means that the governance, risk management and internal control arrangements are
sufficiently well designed and operating consistently and effectively to:
•

identify and manage the significant risks to required levels so as to satisfactorily achieve the
Authority’s objectives

•

ensure reliable management information

•

ensure effective and efficient operations

•

ensure assets are safeguarded

•

ensure compliance with law, regulation, polices, procedures and contacts.

There was no reported fraud or irregularity during the year.
Any Internal audit recommendations made in 2020/21 will need to be implemented during the
following financial year.
External Audit
The Authority’s External Auditor is Ernst & Young (EY). EY has an annual audit plan in place that is
risk based and focuses on undertaking areas of work that enables them to fulfil their duties in providing
an opinion on the Authority’s financial statements and whether or not ELWA has sound arrangements
in place to deliver value for money. This value for money conclusion is based on the overall evaluation
criterion, that “in all significant respects, the audited body had proper arrangements to ensure it took
properly informed decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for
taxpayers and local people”. “Proper arrangements” comprise the Authority’s arrangements to take
informed decisions, deploy resources sustainably and work with partners and other third parties.
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Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic:
The Authority has had regard to the financial and operational risks arising as a result of the COVID19 pandemic. During March 2020 the Authority instigated procedures, in conjunction with the IWMS
contractor and Constituent Councils, to ensure continuity of operations where possible. However, the
Constituent Councils had to suspend the collections of some types of waste, changing the volume and
profile of wastes received by ELWA. Also, in line with government guidance and legislation, the four
reuse and recycling centres were closed to the public on 24 March and reopened on 11 May, following
consultation with the four Constituent Councils and the Metropolitan Police, and in line with new
government guidance. Appropriate social distancing and other control measures were put in place by
ELWA, and the Constituent Councils put in place traffic management arrangements around the RRCs,
and worked with ELWA on communications to residents.
The IWMS Operator was able to continue to receive all wastes collected by the Constituent Councils
whilst managing its own temporary losses of personnel due to the pandemic and those of its
subcontractors (hauliers and offtakers); its previous work to reduce exports because of Brexit risks
assisted in this regard.
The Authority will work with the Contractor and the Operator in accordance with the Contract and
relevant government guidance on the financial impacts of COVID-19 on services. The Authority has
not incurred any direct costs as a result of COVID-19, although it did reimburse the Operator for some
limited additional costs incurred. The Authority will remain alert to the risks and will keep the potential
impacts under close review.
In 2020/21, the Authority used the flexibilities allowed by the Local Authorities and Police and Crime
Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and
Wales) Regulations 2020 to hold Authority meetings remotely.
Governance and internal control issues requiring improvement and outcome of 2020/21
action plan:
There were two key areas for development identified in the 2019/20 Annual Governance Statement.
Progress against these areas is detailed below.
Contract Management
The reduction in the number of inspections of key sites undertaken by Constituent Councils was
highlighted as a significant governance issue in the 2018/19 and 2019/20 Annual Governance
Statements. In 2020/21, despite disruption to operational sites during the first part of the year as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, core monitoring activity such as site inspections and Constituent
Council monitoring returns have been performed and evidenced, with Constituent Councils using a
consistent proforma to perform their monitoring returns. Although monitoring returns were not
provided to ELWA every month, there are compensating controls in place, namely the ELWA-led
inspections of the sites which occur frequently. Recommendations have been made in respect of the
escalation process back to Constituent Councils.
Management of Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) Systems
The ANPR system, which records attendance at sites, is in place and working however an updated
protocol setting out the response that will be taken when frequent users are identified is being
developed and will be presented for approval during 2021/22.
Significant Governance Issues:
There are no significant governance issues to report however, as reported above, any Internal Audit
recommendations made as a result of audit work undertaken in 2020/21 will need to be implemented
during the following financial year. Internal Audit recommendations have been captured in action
plans and their implementation will be monitored during 2021/22.
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EAST LONDON WASTE AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021
Signed:

……………………………………………………………
Andrew Lappage (Managing Director)

Date: 17 June 2021

……………………………………………………………
Cllr. John Howard (Chair)

Date: 17 June 2021
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Authority Agenda Item 10
ANTI-FRAUD AND CORRUPTION STRATEGY AND
SUPPORTING POLICIES

1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

It is recommended that Members:
a) Approve the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and supporting policies.

3.

Purpose:

3.1

To advise Members of the proposed:
a) Updated Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy;
b) Updated Whistleblowing Policy; and
c) New policies setting out arrangements for Anti-Bribery and Corruption, AntiMoney Laundering, and Sanction and Prosecution.

3.2

To seek Members’ approval for the above collective documents so that the Authority
has a comprehensive and integrated approach to preventing and, also where
necessary, responding to instances of fraud and or corruption.

4.

Background:

4.1

The Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy (AF&CS) and supporting policies are an
integral part of the Authority’s overall governance framework. They are designed to
encourage prevention and promote detection of both fraud and corruption against
the Authority.

4.2

A robust AF&CS and supporting policies are needed given the known scale 1 of
potential fraud against local authorities and therefore the need to ensure high
standards of conduct and strong systems of internal control.
Any loss or
inappropriate diversion of resources through fraud and other irregularity is a drain
on scarce resources which, in turn, reduces the amounts available for service
delivery.

4.3

The AF&CS and supporting policies need to give those working for and with the
Authority have a clear understanding of the Authority’s ’s standards and expectations
through effective training, communication and monitoring.

4.4

The purpose of the AF&CS and supporting policies to minimise the residual risk and
impact of fraud by promoting standards and procedures that:
a) Instil a culture of anti-fraud awareness across the Authority driven by a top-down
approach;

The CIPFA Fraud and Corruption Tracker estimate that c70,000 to 80,000 fraud events are detected and or
prevented annually across all local authorities with a potential value of over £250m.
1
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b) Set consistent expected standards of conduct and probity;
c) Assign clear roles and responsibilities for Members and staff;
d) Maintain robust procedures for preventing fraud and enabling reporting of
concerns around fraud;
e) Perform a range of proactive detective processes based on clear and wellinformed assessments of what potential fraud and corruptions risks may exist
and their potential impact;
f)

Investigate effectively any reported concerns or possible fraud identified;

g) Take the strongest possible actions against perpetrators of fraud; and
h) Identify reporting mechanisms to warn of potential high-risk threats and to show
the outcome of anti-fraud work.
4.5

It is good practice to regularly review the AF&CS and associated anti-fraud policies
to ensure that they:
a) Continue to reflect the Authority’s commitment to and specific procedures used
to tackle fraud;
b) Remain effective by reflecting best practice and newly emerging risks and issues.

4.6

The AF&CS has been reviewed by the LBR Counter Fraud Manager against relevant
good practice namely the:
a) CIPFA Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption that sets
out the high-level principles that define the governance and operational
arrangements necessary for an effective counter fraud response; and
b) CIFAS Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally good practice guidance.

5.

Relevant officer:
Greg Mortimer, Head of Internal Audit and Investigations /
greg.mortimer@redbridge.gov.uk
Emma Vick, Counter Fraud Manager / emma.vick@redbridge.gov.uk
Maria Christofi, Finance Director / maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

6.

Appendices attached:

6.1

Appendix A: Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy 2021/22

6.2

Appendix B: Whistleblowing Policy 2021/22

6.3

Appendix C: Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy 2021/22

6.4

Appendix D: Anti-Money Laundering Policy 2021/22

6.5

Appendix E: Prosecution and Sanction Policy 2021/22
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7.

Background papers:

7.1

CIPFA Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption

7.2

CIFAS Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally good practice guidance

8.

Legal considerations:

8.1

The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2015 (Regulation 3), requires that the
Authority must ensure that it has a sound system of internal control which facilitates
the effective exercise of its functions and the achievement of its aims and objectives;
ensures that the financial and operational management of the Authority is effective;
and includes effective arrangements for the management of risk.

8.2

Furthermore, the Chief Finance Officer has a statutory duty, under Section 73 of the
Local Government Act 1985, to ensure that there are proper arrangements in place
to administer ELWA’s financial affairs.

8.3

This report sets out the suite of anti-fraud and corruption arrangements and practices
to counter fraud, money laundering, bribery and the proceeds of crime. In
formulating the policies, it addresses the issue of corruption and bribery. Corruption
is the abuse of entrusted power for private gain. The Bribery Act 2010 defines bribery
as “the inducement for an action which is illegal, unethical or a breach of trust.
Inducements can take the form of gifts, loans, fees, rewards or other advantages
whether monetary or otherwise” Eradication of the risk of fraud and corruption
contribute to effective financial and operational management of the Authority.

9.

Financial considerations:

9.1

There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. The costs
associated with the development, implementation and delivery of the Authority’s
Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy are met from annual revenue budgets.

10.

Performance management considerations:

10.1

None.

11.

Risk management considerations:

11.1

The decision to agree the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and supporting policies
will contribute to the ongoing mitigation and management of the inherent risk of
fraud and corruption against the Authority.

12.

Equalities considerations:

12.1

None.

13.

Follow-up reports:

13.1

None

14.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

14.1

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/

15.

Glossary:
ELWA/the Authority = East London Waste Authority
Page 3 of 4
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CIFAS = Credit Industry Fraud Avoidance Service
CIPFA = Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy
LBR = London Borough of Redbridge
16.

Reviewed by Management Board:

16.1

14 June 2021

17.

Confidentiality:

17.1

None.
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1.

Statement of Intent

1.1

The East London Waste Authority (ELWA) is committed to the proper accountability
of the public money it controls and condemns fraud and corruption in public life. It
requires holders of public office and its employees to comply with all relevant codes,
particularly relating to governance and standards of conduct.

1.2

ELWA will take the strongest possible action against offenders who commit fraudulent
activity both relating to the organisation and services provided to the public. To this
end, ELWA will seek prosecution wherever appropriate

1.3

In carrying out its functions and responsibilities, ELWA will promote a culture of
openness and fairness. It expects that elected members and employees at all levels
will adopt the highest standards of propriety and accountability through probity,
internal control and honest administration.

1.4

ELWA also expects the same level of commitment from all outside individuals and
organisations, including partners and contractors and claimants ensuring that they
act towards ELWA with honesty and integrity.

1.5

ELWA will consider the areas of highest risk, the solutions available and the relative
levels of investment needed when determining what proactive or detective actions
are required to prevent fraud.

1.6

It is a key principle of the CIPFA Code of Practice for managing the risk of fraud and
corruption that ELWA’s governing body (i.e. the ELWA Members at an Authority
Meeting) acknowledges the threats of fraud and corruption and the harm they can
cause to the organisation, its aims, and objectives and to its service users. The
development, approval, and publication of this strategy contributes to implementing
that principle.

1.7

ELWA has designated the Finance Director as having overall responsibility for the
implementation and operation of appropriate counter fraud arrangements and
resources.

2.

Objectives of the Strategy

2.1

The objectives of the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy are:

•

To ensure that public funds are solely used to meet ELWA’s overall strategic
objectives and are not lost to acts of fraud and corruption;

•

To reduce the risk of losses from all types of fraud and corruption in all ELWA
services and activities to an absolute minimum;

•

To maintain and continually improve an anti-fraud zero tolerance culture
amongst Members and staff, creating a strong deterrent effect and an
environment which supports work against fraud;

•

To prevent fraud and corruption by designing and re-designing policies and
systems which mitigate the risk and impact of fraud;

•

To maximise the likelihood that fraud and corruption is detected,
investigated and where found, the full range of integrated action is taken
including seeking to apply sanctions and recover losses; and
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To promote anti-fraud practices and arrangements with our contractors,
partners and the wider community.

2.2

This is achieved by adopting the approach as recommended within the CIPFA Code of
Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption (October 2014).

3.

General responsibilities
arrangements

3.1

ELWA expects all individuals and organisations associated with it to be honest and
fair in their dealings with ELWA and its service users. Members and managers are
expected to lead by example in this respect, observing the Principles of Public Life as
laid down by the Nolan Committee:

•

Selflessness

•

Integrity

•

Objectivity

•

Accountability

•

Openness

•

Honesty

•

Leadership

in

respect

of

anti-fraud

and

corruption

Members’ Responsibilities
3.2

As elected representatives, all ELWA Members have a duty to act in the public interest
and to do whatever they can to ensure that ELWA uses its resources in accordance
with statute. This is achieved through Members operating within the Constitution,
which includes the Member Code of Conduct and Financial Rules.

Employees’ Responsibilities
3.3

Employees have a critical role to play in the prevention of fraud and corruption
throughout their daily undertakings and in their general conduct. All employees
should be aware of and understand the Officer Code of Conduct and Financial
Standing Orders relevant to their position. Failure to adhere to these regulations may
result in disciplinary action.

3.4

Employees who suspect a fraud or irregularity have a duty to report their concerns to
their manager or Director, or in accordance with ELWA’s Whistleblowing Policy.

Managers’ Responsibilities
3.5

It is part of each manager’s responsibility to consider the risk and impact of fraud and
corruption and to design and implement suitable safeguards and internal control to
mitigate against these risks.

3.6

Where managers have reason to suspect fraud or corruption in their service area or
have received a concern from an employee or a member of the public, they should:

•

Report the matter immediately to the Finance Director and the London Borough
of Redbridge’s Head of Audit and Investigations who manages Internal Audit
and Counter Fraud services for ELWA in the following ways
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▪ Writing to the Head of Audit & Investigations, Redbridge Town Hall,
128-142 High Road, Ilford, ID1 1DD (Write 'Private and Confidential' on
your envelope)

▪ By phoning the Whistleblowing line on 0800 633 5267. You can leave a
confidential voice-mail message 24 hour a day.

▪ By sending an e-mail to: whistleblow@redbridge.gov.uk

3.7

•

Not attempt to undertake a formal investigation as this may damage any
Internal Audit/Counter Fraud or criminal enquiry; and

•

Share as much known information as possible with Internal Audit/Counter Fraud
to inform their enquiries.

ELWA’s directors are responsible for promoting and implementing the Anti Fraud &
Corruption Strategy (AF&CS).

Counter Fraud Team’s Responsibilities
3.8

In line with the key principle of the CIPFA Code of Practice, and recognising the need
for robust counter fraud arrangements, ELWA uses the established dedicated Counter
Fraud Team at London Borough of Redbridge to:

•

Provide capability to investigate and pursue cases of fraud and or corruption,
including seeking financial redress

•

Support managers where needed in minimising fraud-related risk through
advice and guidance as managers are ultimately responsible for ensuring
effective controls are in place to prevent and minimise fraud.

4.

Authority and Access

4.1

The Constitution gives the Finance Director or their representative access to all
documents and records of ELWA and they shall be afforded all facilities and cooperation by Members, Chief Officers and staff to provide whatever information and
explanation is deemed necessary to pursue investigations of suspected cases of fraud
or corruption.

5.

Creating and maintaining a strong anti-fraud and corruption environment

5.1

All Members and senior officers are required to support and build an anti-fraud and
corruption environment within the organisation, including a culture of openness and
transparency. ELWA is committed to maintaining the highest standards of conduct
and accountability as reflected within its Code of Corporate Governance.

5.2

ELWA will support the work to counter fraud and corruption by regularly reviewing
the level of reosurces dedicated to anti-fraud and corruption activity and assessing
whether such resources are proportionate to the level of fraud and corruption risk
identified

5.3

ELWA will promote an anti-fraud culture through various means so that all those who
work for and with ELWA understand that fraud and corruption in any form is not
acceptable. It will do this through:

•

Robust policies which set out rules, responsibilities and boundaries.
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•

Providing continued training and guidance on anti-fraud and corruption matters.

•

Seeking assurances over the level compliance with relevant local policies, codes
of conduct and governance and professional standards, and the effectiveness of
the internal control environment.

•

Ensuring that there are proper and effective channels for people to raise
concerns in confidence and that all concerns are investigated via our
Whistleblowing Policy and other related procedures.

•

Taking the strongest actions against those committing fraud and learning any
lessons when fraud does occur.

•

Seeking publicity for successful fraud, whether ELWA-specific or relevant LBR
prosecutions and/or anti-fraud and corruption campaigns.

5.4

ELWA recognises that in order to deliver its overall aims and objectives as well as
prevent fraud and corruption it is essential to have proper and effective recruitment
of staff. ELWA will therefore undertake pre-employment screening for staff, including
agency or any other non-permanent staff engaged.

5.5

Staff, including those are not directly and permanently employed will be required to
disclose

•

Any potential conflict of interest which would be taken into account in
accordance with relevant policies and procedures

•

Any gifts or hospitality offered to or by Authority staff including those not
directly and permanently employed

5.6

ELWA will ensure that staff working on its behalf to delivery counter fraud services
have an accredited qualification and continuous professional development to ensure
that they have the right competencies and skills to identify and investigate fraud.
Those staff will also maintain a personal development plan to ensure any skill gaps
are identified and that they are up-to-date with new developments and legislation.

5.7

Whenever possible ELWA works in partnership with other local authorities and
agencies to combat fraud and corruption. ELWA fully supports and works with a wide
range of other organisations, including the police, to share information and
intelligence to both provide advance alerts of potential risks and to investigate cases
through the partnership agreement with London Borough of Redbridge who
undertake this role on behalf of ELWA, as they arise. Partnership arrangements will
be supported by Framework Agreements, Memoranda of Understanding or Service
Level Agreements, which are focused on the practicalities of common work.

5.8

Protocols are in place to facilitate the use of data and intelligence analysis techniques
such as the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) data matching exercise and participation
in data hubs which match data with other local authorities and credit rating agencies.

6.

Taking action to tackle fraud and corruption

6.1

Taking both proactive and reactive action to tackle fraud and corruption is key
principle of the CIPFA Code of Practice. To demonstrate the action taken, an annual
report will be provided to the Management Board and Authority Members on the
outcomes of the range of proactive and reactive counter fraud work done. This will
be reported in the Annual Internal Audit report.
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Prevention and Detection
6.2

ELWA will aim to prevent fraud and corruption through raising awareness of the
commitment to a zero tolerance towards fraud and corruption. Part of this includes
the arrangements to report fraud and corruption, through an effective Whistleblowing
policy.

6.3

ELWA’s overall control framework includes systems and procedures to prevent and
detect fraud, such as separation of duties, management reviews and other specific
procedures, for example, vetting staff at recruitment and procedures for declaring
interests and offers of gifts and hospitality.

6.4

As part of its methods to detect fraud, ELWA will conduct specific exercises on known
areas of high risk. This includes active involvement in data matching exercises such
as the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) conducted by the Cabinet Office.

6.5

Independent assurance over the design and effecitiveness of the anti-fraud and
corruption internal control framework will be obtained through the ongoing
programme of Internal Audit reviews. Each Internal Audit review considers the
significance of potential risk to the ELWA activity under review from fraud and or
corruption to determine the required testing.

6.6

Where a fraud has occurred, management must make any necessary changes to
systems and procedures to ensure that similar frauds will not recur. Any lessons
learnt will be disseminated to all relevant sections where controls are absent or bypassed.

Deterrence, Sanction and Redress
6.7

ELWA seeks to deter would-be fraudsters by sending out the strongest possible
message that fraud will not be tolerated and in all cases where fraud and/or
corruption is proven every attempt will be made to take criminal, civil, and
disciplinary action for staff and Members and professional body action as appropriate.
Any service area pursuing sanctions within the courts will do so in accordance with
ELWA’s Sanction and Prosecution policy. This ensures that every effort will be made
to recover losses and costs in a consistant manner. Where possible, action will also
be taken under the Proceeds of Crime Act and ELWA through its arrangements with
LBR has access to the use of an accredited Financial Investigator to facilitate this
action. ELWA will publicise cases of successful actions as a warning to others, where
appropriate.

Investigation
6.8

ELWA will ensure that all stakeholders are aware of their responsibility to report
suspected cases of fraud or corruption promptly to the appropriate person for
investigation. Where a member of staff is required to provide evidence, they must
comply fully with the requirements of the investigation or may be subject to
disciplinary proceedings.

6.9

The investigation of any allegation of fraud and corruption received will be through
the agreed procedures of the AF&CS, and Disciplinary Procedures. ELWA must also
adhere to the provisions of relevant legislation including the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act and Money Laundering. ELWA and London Borough of
Redbridge will ensure that investigations are only undertaken by authorised
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individuals who have the relevant level of authority and are trained counter fraud
professionals.
7.

Monitoring and Reporting Success

7.1

ELWA will ensure that its approach to managing the risk of fraud is kept up-to-date
with developments in best practice and regulatory requirements. The Anti-Fraud and
Corruption Strategy will therefore be periodically reviewed and updated as necessary.

7.2

Success will be measured by focusing on the real outcomes achieved from the key
actions outlined in this Strategy. The outcomes to be measured will include the
following:

•

Awareness level

•

Fraud investigations (reporting on both on-going and successful cases)

•

Financial losses recovered (cash) and other notional recovery or future receipt
of income that would otherwise not be received

•

Risks addressed

•

Lessons learnt

7.3

The overall effectiveness of anti-fraud work is regularly reported to and monitored
by Senior Management, in particular the Managing Director, Finance Director, and
Members via reports to Authority meetings

8.

Tackling Fraud – Framework Documents

8.1

ELWA has developed a series of supporting polices which underpin the AF&CS and
govern how ELWA deals with all aspects of fraud prevention, detection and
investigation. See the separate appendices accompanying this report. Compliance
with these is a key component of the internal control environment, creating a strong
platform from which to combat the risk of fraud and corruption

8.2

These policies are aligned to the AF&CS and serve to improve ELWA’s resilience to
fraud and corruption. Those documents and protocols are:

8.3

•

Whistleblowing Policy

•

Anti-Money Laundering Policy

•

Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy

•

Sanction and Prosecution Policy

In addition to internally developed guidelines, there is considerable legislation of
direct relevance, including, but not limited to:

•

Theft Acts (1968, 1978)

•

Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984

•

Computer Misuse Act 1990

•

Theft (Amendment) Act 1996

•

Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
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•

Fraud Act 2006

•

Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2016

•

Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing & Transfer of Funds Regulations 2017

•

Bribery Act 2010

•

Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013

•

Data Protection Act 2018
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1.

Statement of Intent

1.1

The East London Waste Authority (ELWA) is committed to achieving the highest
possible standards of service, including openness, honesty and accountability. In line
with that commitment we encourage employees with concerns about any aspect of
the ELWA's work to come forward and voice those concerns. It is intended that the
Whistleblowing Policy enables individuals to raise concerns in a confidential manner
and it is recognised that certain cases will have to proceed on a confidential basis.
This Policy document makes it clear that individuals can do something without fear
of reprisals.

1.2

This Whistleblowing Policy is intended to encourage and enable individuals to raise
serious concerns within ELWA rather than ignoring a problem or reporting the matter
outside of the Authority.

1.3

For clarity, other than those referenced below as they do not fall under the umbrella
term of staff, people making referrals of suspected fraud and or corruption cannot be
treated as whistleblowers. The Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy sets out the
means for people other than staff to report suspected fraud and or corruption.

2.

Aim and Scope of the Policy

2.1

The policy aims to:

•

Encourage individuals to feel confident about raising a concern in confidence

•

Encourage individuals to question practice and act upon any concern

•

Provide clear channels for raising concerns

•

Ensure individuals receive a response to concerns raised and are clear about how
to pursue matters if not satisfied

•

Provide reassurance that individuals will be protected from possible reprisals or
victimisation when raising a concern in the public interest where they reasonably
believe something is wrong.

2.2

Under ELWA’s Anti-Fraud & Corruption Strategy, individuals have a duty to raise with
their manager any concerns they may have. However, if they feel they are unable to
do so, they should use the alternative contact provided within the Whistleblowing
Policy. Line managers should be aware of when issues fall under the scope of the
Whistleblowing Policy and follow the Whistleblowing procedures.

2.3

The Whistleblowing Policy applies to:

•

All staff employed by ELWA (including those designated as casual, temporary,
agency, authorised volunteers or work experience)

•

Staff from the Constituent Councils discharging responsibilities on behalf of ELWA

•

Contractors working for ELWA, including ELWA Ltd and Renewi (for example,
agency staff, builders, drivers, service providers and their sub-contractors)

•

Constituent Council staff.
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2.4

To ensure your concern is treated as whistleblowing, you must identify yourself, and
the policy is in place to encourage this. We will consider anonymous allegations but
it is less likely that we will conduct an investigation and achieve a successful outcome.

2.5

Concerns which would be appropriate to report include the following issues, where
they affect or are relevant to ELWA:

•

Health and safety risks, either to the public or other employees

•

Any unlawful act (e.g. theft)

•

The unauthorised use of public funds (e.g. expenditure for improper purpose)

•

A breach of the Employee Code of Conduct

•

Maladministration (e.g. not adhering to procedures, negligence)

•

Failing to safeguard personal and/or sensitive information (data protection)

•

Damage to the environment (e.g. pollution)

•

Fraud and corruption (e.g. to give or receive any gift/reward as a bribe)

•

Abuse of power

•

Poor value for money

•

Other unethical conduct

•

Any deliberate concealment of information tending to show any of the above.

3.

Issues not covered by the policy

3.1

Issues and complaints from employees in respect of their employment are not within
the scope of this Policy and are covered by alternative ELWA policies and procedures,
e.g. Grievance. These must be dealt with by contacting the relevant manager within
their service in the first instance.

3.2

Customers’ complaints about our services. These complaints are dealt with through
our Corporate Complaints Procedure. In the first instance please either email
enquiries@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk, or write to Support Services Manager, East
London Waste Authority, Harvey House, St Edward’s Court, London Road, Romford,
RM7 9QD; in both cases please clearly mark your correspondences as a complaint.

3.3

Allegations against Councillors. Such allegations should be sent in writing to: The
Monitoring Officer, East London Waste Authority, c/o London Borough of Barking and
Dagenham, Legal Department, Town Hall, Barking, IG11 7LU. Please write "Private
and Confidential" on your envelope.

3.4

Also, you cannot use this policy to raise issues that have already been settled through
other procedures, for example, matters previously resolved under the Authority’s
Disciplinary Rules procedures.

4.

Protecting the Whistleblower

4.1

The Policy has been written in line with the Public Interest Disclosure Act (PIDA)
1998, which protects whistleblowers from reprisals as long as they meet the rules set
out in the Act. The main features are:
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• Staff / employees / workers have the right not to be victimised or dismissed as a
result of a disclosure which is protected by the Act

• Protection provided by the Act is not subject to any qualifying period of
employment

• Where a whistleblower is victimised as a result of their whistleblowing, they can

bring a claim at an employment tribunal for compensation. Awards are based on
losses suffered and are unlimited

• A disclosure will not qualify for protection unless it is made in the public interest
and tend to show one or more number of issues listed above

• The term "workers" relates to employees, including trainees and apprentices and

extends to workers not directly employed by ELWA (i.e. contractors, agency
workers and casual workers).

4.2

If, however, individuals raise malicious unfounded concerns, attempt to make
mischief or personal gain, this will also be taken seriously and may lead to disciplinary
action in accordance with ELWA's Disciplinary Policy and Procedures.

5.

Anonymity and Confidentiality

5.1

All concerns raised will be treated in confidence and every effort will be made not to
reveal the identity of the whistleblower if they so wish, unless a disclosure is required
by law.

5.2

The best way to raise a concern is to do so openly. Individuals are encouraged to
provide their details when raising a concern. Openness makes it easier for the ELWA
to investigate the matter and obtain further information.

5.3

Concerns expressed anonymously are much less powerful but they may be
considered at the discretion of ELWA. In exercising this discretion, the factors to be
taken into account would include:

• The seriousness of the issue raised
• The credibility of the concern
• The likelihood of confirming the allegation from other sources.
6.

How to raise a whistleblowing issue

6.1

You should first raise your concern with your immediate supervisor or manager but
this will however depend on the seriousness and sensitivity of the matter, and who
is suspected of the wrongdoing. If the concern is to do with your line manager, you
should case raise the matter with the Managing Director or in their absence the
Finance Director.

6.2

Concerns that involve financial malpractice should always be raised with the Counter
Fraud Team based at the London Borough of Redbridge. If you prefer you can contact
the Counter Fraud Team direct in any of the following ways:
a)

By writing to the Counter Fraud Team at:

• Head of Audit & Investigations, Redbridge Town Hall, 128-142 High Road,
Ilford, ID1 1DD (Write 'Private and Confidential' on your envelope)
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• By phoning the Whistleblowing line on 0800 633 5267. You can leave a
confidential voice-mail message 24 hour a day

• By sending an e-mail to: whistleblow@redbridge.gov.uk.
6.3

Concerns may be raised verbally or in writing. Contact can be made in confidence on
0800 633 5267 or e-mail whistleblow@redbridge.gov.uk.

6.4

Individuals may also seek guidance on whistleblowing from their Union, or
Professional Body.
Additional information can also be obtained from the
whistleblowing charity Protect, formally Public Concern at Work and the Advisory,
Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS) Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration
Service (ACAS).

6.5

Once a whistleblower has reported the matter, it will be assigned to an appropriate
officer to investigate, in order to demonstrate whether there are sufficient grounds
for concern. In some cases, the whistleblower may be asked to provide evidence as
a witness. If a whistleblower declines to be a witness, it may not be possible to pursue
an investigation if it is not possible to gain sufficient evidence from other sources.

7.

What ELWA will do

7.1

All whistle blows will be reported to the London Borough of Redbridge’s Head of Audit
and Investigations, so that they are recorded on a central record.

7.2

Any action taken following the whistle blow will depend upon the nature of the
concern raised. It may:

• Be investigated internally by managers, Internal Audit or Human Resources
• Be investigated by ELWA's external auditor
• Be referred to the Police
• Form the subject of an independent enquiry
• In the case of extremism or radicalisation be referred to Prevent or Channel for
support.

7.3

It may be possible to resolve some concerns by agreed action without the need to
carry out an investigation. If urgent action is required this will take place before any
investigation is conducted.

7.4

Concerns of a potentially criminal or unlawful nature will be dealt with in line with the
required investigatory processes to support a potential criminal prosecution. Other
matters will be considered individually and investigated appropriately.

7.5

Once a concern is raised through the whistleblowing processes, initial enquiries will
be made to determine whether the concerns relate to the scope of this policy or
whether it needs to be referred to other processes to deal with issues (such as the
complaints processes).

7.6

If the whistleblower provides contact details, they will receive an acknowledgement
within 10 working days and an outcome letter/email at the end of the investigation
to state one of three outcomes:

• Management action to be taken (maintaining confidentiality)
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• Not able to pursue (e.g. insufficient evidence/information)
• No further action required.
7.7

The whistleblower should report to the relevant officer if he/she or they believe that
they are suffering a detriment for having raised a concern.

7.8

The outcome of each case will be dealt with depending on the findings of the
investigation:

• Prosecution/ disciplinary action - Action should be taken in line with the

ELWA's Anti-Fraud & Corruption Strategy, which has been approved by the
Authority and which states "we will take the strongest possible action against
offenders in deterring against any fraudulent activity within the organisation and
services provided to the public, and to this end we will seek prosecution wherever
appropriate"

• Management action / monitoring - where there is no evidence of any
wrongdoing, but weaknesses or loopholes have been identified. In these cases,
management are required to make improvements to ensure that further instances
do not occur

• Not possible to pursue - these cases usually occur where there is inadequate

evidence or as a result of inadequate information from the Whistleblower, possibly
where the individual wishes to remain anonymous and it is not possible to discuss
the matter further to gather more facts

• No further action required - the investigation provides sufficient evidence to
show that the concern or allegation is unfounded.

7.9

The officer investigating the matter will need to maintain adequate and appropriate
contact with the whistleblower. It is likely that the whistleblower, if not anonymous,
will be interviewed to ensure that the disclosure is fully understood.

7.10

Where any meeting is arranged, the whistleblower has the right to be accompanied
by a Trade Union or Professional Association Representative or a current employee
of ELWA who is completely independent of the allegation and the section to which it
relates.

7.11

ELWA will do what it can to minimise any difficulties the whistleblower may have as
a result of raising a concern. For instance, HR can provide guidance for whistleblowers
when giving evidence in criminal proceedings. Guidance and support is also available
from the whistleblower's Trade Union.

7.12

The whistleblower needs to be assured that the matter has been properly addressed.
Thus, subject to legal constraints, information about the outcomes of any
investigations will be provided at an appropriate time.

8.

How matters can be taken further

8.1

If the whistleblower is not satisfied with the outcome of an investigation, they should
contact the Head of Audit and Investigations, explaining why this is the case. The
matter may be investigated further if the whistleblower can identify evidence that
was not previously available or was overlooked at the time. However, the Head of
Audit and Investigations’ decision will be final.
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This procedure is intended to provide employees with an avenue within the ELWA to
raise concerns. ELWA would prefer that a serious concern is raised responsibly rather
than not at all. If the employee does not feel comfortable reporting their concern to
the specified officers in ELWA or has done so but does not feel satisfied with the
outcome, there is the option of approaching a Member or external organisation (see
suggested listed below)

• Local Councillor (if employee is a resident of one of the four Constituent Councils).

This information can be found on the website of each of the four Constituent
Councils

•

Authority Chair (if employee resides outside of the four Constituent Councils). This
information can be found at https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/elwa-members/

•

Member
of
Parliament.
This
information
https://members.parliament.uk/members/commons

can

be

found

here:

• ELWA’s external auditor
• Regulatory Authorities, depending on the nature of the concern. For example;
Health & Safety Executive, Environment Agency etc.

• A relevant ‘prescribed body’. A full list of such bodies is available at;
Whistleblowing: list of prescribed people and bodies - GOV.UK

• The Police.
9.

Corporate recording and monitoring

9.1

All outcomes from investigations will be maintained in a central record so that ELWA
can identify potentially serious problems and trends which need to be addressed.
Data relating to the outcomes of completed response to whistleblows will be reported
to senior management and Authority Members as appropriate.

9.2

Information relating to the initial report and subsequent information is always treated
in strictest confidence.

9.3

The Comptroller and Auditor General, National Audit Office is a prescribed person to
whom employees can make disclosures relating to ‘the proper conduct of public
business, value for money, fraud and corruption in relation to the provision of
centrally funded public service’. The contact number is 020 7798 7999 or email
enquiries@nao.gsi.gov.uk

9.4

A concern raised first outside of the Whistleblowing reporting arrangements will only
be protected under this policy and count as a qualifying disclosure under the
legislation if the following apply:

• The report is in the public interest (if the employee honestly and reasonably
believes the information and any allegation contained in it to be substantially true)

• The allegation has not been made for personal gain
• The employee has credible reason to believe that they would be victimised or that
there would be a cover-up or that the matter is exceptionally serious.
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• Make an immediate note of their concerns
• Note all relevant details, such as what was said in telephone or other
conversations, the date, time and names of parties involved

• Note any documentary evidence that may exist to support their concerns but do
not interfere with this evidence

• Report concerns to their line manager or to those listed above in paragraph 6.1
• Deal with the matter quickly. Any delay could allow the problem to continue and
escalate and for evidence to disappear

• Think about risks and possible outcomes before taking action
• Follow the guidance provided and contact the appropriate officer.
10.2

Whistleblowers should not:

• Do nothing and let their concerns go unreported
• Be afraid of raising concerns
• Approach and accuse individuals directly
• Try and investigate the matter themselves
• Convey their suspicions to anyone except those of the proper authority as set out
in the ELWA policy

• Use the whistleblowing procedure to pursue a personal grievance.
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

The Bribery Act 2010 (‘the Bribery Act’) aims to promote anti-bribery practices
amongst businesses. It applies to both the private and public sectors and so applies
to the Authority. An organisation will commit a criminal offence under the Bribery Act
if it fails to prevent bribery that is intended to obtain or retain business or an
advantage in the conduct of business for the organisation. An individual can also be
guilty of an offence under the Bribery Act.

1.2.

There are four key offences under the Act
•

Section 1 – Bribing another person

•

Section 2 – Taking a bribe

•

Section 6 – Bribing a foreign public official

•

Section 7 – Failing to prevent bribery.

1.3.

Before the Bribery Act came into force organisations were only likely to be guilty of
a bribery offence if senior management were involved. The Bribery Act applies to all
staff in the organisation and now an organisation may be guilty of bribery if only the
individual offender knew of the bribery.

1.4.

An organisation will have a defence to the corporate offence if it can demonstrate
that it had adequate procedures in place to prevent bribery by or of persons
associated with the organisation.

1.5.

An individual guilty of an offence under sections 1,2 or 6 is liable:
•

On conviction in a Magistrates court to imprisonment for a maximum term of 12
months, or to a fine not exceeding £5,000 or both

•

On conviction in a crown court to imprisonment for a maximum term of ten years
or to an unlimited fine or both

1.6.

Organisations are liable for these fines and if guilty of an offence under section7 are
liable to an unlimited fine.

2.

Definition of Bribery

2.1.

Bribery is an inducement or reward offered, promised or provided to gain personal,
commercial, regulatory or contractual advantage.

3.

Objective of the Policy

3.1.

The objective of the policy is to provide a coherent and consistent approach to
ensuring compliance with the Bribery Act. It will enable all employees and any person
who performs services for and on behalf of London Borough of Redbridge (including
contractors, subcontractors, volunteers, consultants and elected members) to
understand their responsibilities and allow them to take the necessary action:

3.2.

The policy forms part of the ELWA’s Anti-Fraud and Corruption strategic suite of
policies.
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4.

Scope of the Policy

4.1.

The policy applies to all of ELWA’s activities including its work with strategic partners,
third parties, suppliers, schools and others. In the case of partnership working, ELWA
will seek to promote the adoption of this policy by its partners, including ELWA Ltd
and Renewi and any other subcontractors

4.2.

The policy applies equally to all staff i.e. officers, regardless of grade or whether
permanently employed, as well as temporary agency staff, contractors, agents, all
elected Members, volunteers and consultants.

5.

Approval of the Policy

5.1.

The Finance Director recommends this policy reported to the Authority members for
formal adoption.

5.2.

The Finance Director is responsible for implementation of the policy, thereby ensuring
that there is Management Board-level ownership.

6.

Anti-Bribery Policy

6.1.

ELWA is committed to countering bribery and corruption in all forms and will not
tolerate it in any of its activities. In particular ELWA does not and will not, pay bribes
or offer improper inducement to anyone for any purpose. Equally, ELWA does not
and will not accept any bribes or improper inducements or engage indirectly in or
otherwise encourage bribery.

6.2.

All staff and those working or performing any service on or on behalf of ELWA will
neither accept nor give bribes.

6.3.

It is unacceptable to:
•

Give, promise to give, or offer payment, gifts or hospitality with the expectation
or hope that a business advantage will be received, or to reward a business
advantage already given

•

Give, promise to give, or offer payment, gifts or hospitality to a government
official, agent or representative to “facilitate” or expedite a routine procedure

•

Accept payment from a third party that is offered with the expectation that it will
obtain business advantage for them, whether known or suspected

•

Accept a gift or hospitality from a third party if it is offered or provided with an
expectation that a business advantage will be provided by ELWA in return,
whether known or suspected

•

Retaliate against or threaten a person who has refused to commit a bribery
offence or who has raised concerns under this policy

•

Engage in activity in breach of this policy.

7.

Gifts and Hospitality

7.1.

This policy does not change the requirements of any existing related policies
regarding gifts and hospitality.
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8.

Responsibilities of staff and others:

8.1.

Prevention, detection, and reporting of bribery and other forms of corruption are the
responsibility of all those working for ELWA or under its control. All staff including
third parties working or performing any service on or behalf of ELWA are to avoid
activity that breaches this policy, and must:
•

Ensure that they read, understand and comply with the policy

•

Raise concerns as soon as possible if they suspect that this policy has been
breached.

•

Act honestly with integrity at all times to safeguard ELWA’s resources for which
they are responsible

•

Comply with the law (both in spirit and in the letter).

8.2.

Allegations against staff will be investigated objectively and impartially. Staff against
whom allegations are made and investigated will be referred to the relevant employee
assistance services.

9.

Reporting Procedure

9.1.

Where you become concerned about an activity that you suspect involves bribery you
should share your concerns with the London Borough of Redbridge’s Head of Audit
and Investigations who manages Internal Audit and Counter Fraud services on behalf
of ELWA.
Greg Mortimer Head of Audit and Investigations
London Borough of Redbridge
Town Hall, Floor 2, Room 52
Greg.Mortimer@redbridge.gov.uk

10.

Sanctions

10.1.

Staff who breach this policy will face disciplinary action, which could result in
dismissal for misconduct or gross misconduct.

10.2.

Under the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 contracting authorities shall exclude a
supplier from participation in a procurement where they have established that
supplier has been convicted of certain offences, including bribery.

11.

Monitoring and Review

11.1.

The Finance Director will be responsible for reviewing this Policy to ensure that it
remains compliant with good practice and the needs of ELWA.

12.

Related Policies and Rules

12.1.

The Anti-Bribery and Corruption policy should be considered alongside the following
policies which collectively set out ELWA’s approach to reducing bribery risks:
•

Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy

•

Whistleblowing Policy

•

Anti-Money Laundering Policy
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•

Prosecution and Sanction Policy

•

Employees’ Code of Conduct for employees

•

ELWA Members’ Code of Conduct

•

Contract Rules

•

Finance rules

•

Employment Rules

•

Conferences, Visits and Hospitality Rules

•

Land Acquisitions and Disposal Rules

•

Gifts and Hospitality Guidance
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1.

This Statement sets ELWA’s policy in relation to Anti-Money Laundering in
support of its wider Anti-Fraud and Corruption arrangements

1.1

ELWA takes its responsibilities to protect the public purse very seriously and is fully
committed to the highest ethical standards, in order to ensure the proper use and
protection of public funds and assets. ELWA has an ongoing commitment to continue
to improve its resilience to fraud, corruption (including bribery and money
laundering) and other forms of financial irregularity.

1.2

ELWA advocates strict adherence to its anti-fraud framework and associated policies.
Whilst individual circumstances of each case will be carefully considered, ELWA has
a zero-tolerance approach to fraud and corruption (including bribery and money
laundering) in all of its forms. ELWA will not tolerate fraud or corruption by its
members, employees, suppliers, contractors, partners or service users and will take
all necessary steps to investigate all allegations of fraud or corruption and pursue
sanctions available in each case, including removal from office, disciplinary action,
dismissal, civil action for recovery and/or referral to the Police and/or other agencies.
ELWA's general belief and expectation is that those associated with it (employees,
members, school governors, service users, contractors and voluntary bodies) will act
with honesty and integrity.

1.3

This Anti-Money Laundering Policy is supplementary to ELWA’s wider Anti-Fraud and
Corruption Strategy (the Strategy), which sets out what actions ELWA proposes to
take over the medium-term future to continue to develop its resilience to fraud and
corruption. The Strategy sets out the key responsibilities with regard to wider fraud
prevention, what to do if fraud is suspected and the action that will be taken by
management and the action that will be taken by management and the action that
will be taken by management and the action that will be taken by management.

1.4

Please see section 3 for further detail on the scope of this policy.

2.

Introduction

2.1

Although local authority bodies are not directly covered by the requirements of the
Money Laundering Regulations 2017, guidance from CIPFA indicates that they should
comply with the underlying spirit of the legislation and regulations.

2.2

ELWA is committed to the highest possible standards of conduct and has, therefore,
put in place appropriate and proportionate anti-money laundering safeguards and
reporting arrangements.

3.

Scope of the Policy

3.1

This policy applies to all employees, whether permanent or temporary, and Members
of ELWA. It aims to maintain the high standards of conduct which currently exist
within ELWA by preventing criminal activity through money laundering. The Policy
sets out the procedures which must be followed (for example the reporting of
suspicions of money laundering activity) to enable ELWA to comply with its legal
obligations.

3.2

Its aim is to enable employees and Members to respond to a concern they have in
the course of their dealings for ELWA. Individuals who have a concern relating to a
matter outside work should contact the Police.
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3.3

Failure by a member of staff to comply with the procedures set out in this Policy may
lead to disciplinary action being taken against them. Any disciplinary action will be
dealt with in accordance with ELWA's Employee Rules.

4.

Definition of Money Laundering

4.1

Money laundering describes offences involving the integration of the proceeds of
crime, or terrorist funds, into the mainstream economy. Such offences are defined
under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) as the following ‘prohibited acts’:
a)

Concealing, disguising, converting, transferring or removing criminal property
from the UK;

b)

Becoming involved in an arrangement which an individual knows or suspects
facilitates the acquisition, retention, use or control of criminal property by or on
behalf of another person;

c)

Acquiring, using or possessing criminal property;

d)

Doing something that might prejudice an investigation e.g. falsifying a
document;

4.2

These are the primary money laundering offences and thus prohibited acts under the
legislation. There are also two secondary offences: failure to disclose any of the
primary offences and tipping off. Tipping off is where someone informs a person or
people who are, or are suspected of being involved in money laundering, in such a
way as to reduce the likelihood of their being investigated or prejudicing an
investigation.

4.3

Money laundering is the process of channelling ‘bad’ money into ‘good’ money in
order to hide the fact the money originated from criminal activity. Money laundering
often occurs in three steps: first, cash is introduced into the financial system by some
means ("placement"), the second involves a financial transaction in order to
camouflage the illegal source ("layering"), and the final step entails acquiring wealth
generated from the transactions of the illicit funds ("integration"). An example is
where illicit cash is used (placed) to pay for a service (including possibly also creating
a large overpayment), and then within a very short period of time a refund is
requested (layering). A refund is made to the individual thus ‘integrating’ the source
of the money.

4.4

Provided ELWA does not undertake activities regulated under the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000, the offences of failure to disclose and tipping off do not apply.
However, ELWA and its employees and Members remain subject to the remainder of
the offences and the provisions of the Terrorism Act 2000.

4.5

The Terrorism Act 2000 made it an offence of money laundering to become concerned
in an arrangement relating to the retention or control of property likely to be used
for the purposes of terrorism, or resulting from acts of terrorism.

4.6

Although the term ‘money laundering’ is generally used to describe the activities of
organised crime, for most people it will involve a suspicion that someone they know,
or know of, is benefiting financially from dishonest activities.

4.7

Potentially very heavy penalties (unlimited fines and imprisonment up to fourteen
years) can be handed down to those who are convicted of one of the offences above.
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5.

Requirements of the Money Laundering Legislation

5.1

The main requirements of the legislation are:
a) To appoint a Money Laundering Reporting Officer (“MLRO”) to receive disclosures
from employees of money laundering activity (their own or anyone else’s);
b) Maintain client identification procedures in certain circumstances;
c) Implement a procedure to enable the reporting of suspicions of money
laundering; and
d) Maintain record keeping procedures.

5.2

Not all of ELWA’s business is “relevant” for the purposes of the legislation. However,
the safest way to ensure compliance with the law is to apply it to all areas of work
undertaken by ELWA; therefore, all staff are required to comply with the reporting
procedure set out in section 7 below.

6.

The Money Laundering Reporting Officer (MLRO)

6.1

ELWA has designated the Finance Director as the MLRO, and they can be contacted
on 020 8708 3588 or e-mail maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk
Alternative contacts in the absence of the above are:
Greg Mortimer
Head of Audit and Investigations
02087085412
greg.mortimer@redbridge.gov.uk
Emma Vick
Counter Fraud Manager
02087085255
emma.vick@redbridge.gov.uk

7.

Client Identification Procedures

7.1

The aim of the client identification procedures is to establish that the
individual/organisation involved in a transaction is genuine and the source of the
funds involved is legitimate.

7.2

With the introduction of electronic payments within most areas of ELWA, the risks of
Money Laundering are minimal, however should you have any doubts about any
transaction/activity, refer to the MLRO / Section 73 Officer to ascertain if client
identification procedures need to be followed.

7.3

Where client identification is necessary in the case of an individual the person should
be required to produce evidence of their identity in the form of two of the following
original documents where possible (copy documents are not acceptable):
a) A current passport
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b) A current full driving licence
c) A birth certificate
d) A marriage certificate
7.4

If only one document is available (e.g. birth certificate) then additional proof should
be obtained or enquiry made (see paragraphs below). Where foreign documents are
offered a translation should be obtained from a reputable source to confirm their
validity.

7.5

The person should also be requested to provide proof of their current address in the
form of at least two items from the following list:
a) A bank or building society statement less than 3 months old
b) A credit card statement less than three months old
c) Current mortgage (statement) or insurance (policy document) details
d) A utility bill (Council tax, electricity, gas, water, heating oil, landline telephone
but not a mobile phone bill) less than 12 months old

7.6

Check the name and address to a robust source (e.g. Council Tax records, Electoral
Register, Credit Reference Agency e.g. Experian).

7.7

Where client identification is required for a Company the procedure is similar to a
suspicion involving a person. The following information should be obtained:
a) The Company’s full name and registration number
b) Details of the registered office address
c) Any separate trading address relevant to the transaction concerned

7.8

A company search should be carried out to verify the details given and check the
location of any relevant trading address.

7.9

In this case and also where instructions are received from a new or less well-known
client, consideration should be given to obtaining additional evidence, such as the
identity of key individuals in the organisation, from whom proof should be obtained
as outlined above, or about the organisation itself.

7.10

All such identification procedures must be evidenced by the officer undertaking the
client identification procedure clearly stipulating the documents checked, any
verifications done, conclusions from the checks, date, name and signature of the
officer undertaking the checks. Copies of the personal documents are not necessarily
required to be obtained.

7.11

If satisfactory evidence is not obtained at the outset of a matter, then the transaction
must not be progressed and a disclosure report, must be submitted to the Money
Laundering Reporting Officer.

7.12

All personal data collected must be kept in compliance with the Data Protection Policy

7.13

It is not possible to give a definitive list of ways in which to identify money laundering
or how to decide whether to make a report to the MLRO. The following are types of
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risk factors which may, either alone or cumulatively, suggest possible money
laundering activity:
a) Payment of a substantial sum in cash (over £,5000)
b) Payment of lower cash sums where cash is not the normal means of payment,
c) Cash paid exceeds the amount necessary to settle a transaction and a noncash
return of the excess is requested,
d) A new customer or use of new/shell companies,
e) A secretive customer, e.g. refuses to provide requested information without a
reasonable explanation,
f) Concerns about the honesty, integrity, identity or location of a customer,
g) Illogical third-party transaction such as unnecessary routing or receipt of funds
from third parties or through third party accounts,
h) Involvement of an unconnected third party without logical reason or explanation,
i) Overpayments by a customer or payments of deposits subsequently requested
back,
j) Absence of an obvious legitimate source of funds,
k) Movement of funds overseas, particularly to a higher risk country or tax haven,
l) Unusual transactions or ways of conducting business, without reasonable
explanation,
m) A transaction without obvious legitimate purpose or which appears uneconomic,
inefficient or irrational,
n) The cancellation or reversal of an earlier transaction,
o) Requests for release of customer account details other than in the normal course
of business,
p) Transactions at substantially above or below fair market values,
q) Poor business records or internal accounting controls,
r) A previous transaction for the same customer which has been, or should have
been, reported to the MLRO,
s) Lack of ‘traceability’ of persons involved,
t) Individuals and companies that are insolvent,
u) Where an individual or organisation seeks to make more than one cash payment
within a 12-month period and the total of these payments aggregate to more
than £10,000.
Where regular smaller cash payments are identified directly from or on behalf of the
same individual or organisation this should also warrant further enquiry. To that
extent regular payments of £1,000 and over should be subject to scrutiny.
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8.

Reporting Procedure for Suspicions of Money Laundering to the MLRO

8.1

No payment to ELWA should automatically be accepted in cash (including notes, coins
or traveller’s cheques in any currency) if it exceeds £5,000. This does not, however,
mean that cash transactions below this value will be valid and legal and should not
arise any suspicion. Professional scepticism should remain at all times. Staff who
collect cash payments are asked to provide the details of any cash transaction over
£5,000 to the MLRO so that precautionary checks can be performed.

8.2

Any potentially suspicious activity leading to the artificial creation of credit balances
for the purpose of affecting a refund should be also reported to the MLRO for their
consideration.

8.3

Where you know or suspect that money laundering activity is taking/has taken place,
or become concerned that your involvement in a matter may amount to a prohibited
act under the Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA), you must disclose this as soon as
practicable to the MLRO. The disclosure should be within “hours” of the information
coming to your attention, not weeks or months later. Should you not do so, then you
may be liable to prosecution.

8.4

Your disclosure should be made to the MLRO using the disclosure report as attached
within Appendix A of this document. The report must include as much detail as
possible including
a) Full details of the people involved
b) Full details of the nature of their/your involvement
c) The types of money laundering activity involved
d) The dates of such activities
e) Whether the transactions have happened, are on-going or are imminent
f) Where they took place
g) How they were undertaken
h) The (likely) amount of money/assets involved
i) Why, exactly, you are suspicious.

8.5

Along with any other available information to enable the MLRO to make a sound
judgment as to whether there are reasonable grounds for knowledge or suspicion of
money laundering and to facilitate reporting to the National Crime Agency (NCA),
where appropriate. You should also enclose copies of any relevant supporting
documentation.

8.6

If you are concerned that your involvement in the transaction would amount to a
prohibited act under sections 327 – 329 of the Act (POCA), then your report must
include all relevant details, as you will need consent from the National Crime Agency
(NCA), via the MLRO, to take any further part in the transaction - this is the case
even if the client gives instructions for the matter to proceed before such consent is
given. You should therefore make it clear in the report if such consent is required and
clarify whether there are any deadlines for giving such consent e.g. a completion
date or court deadline.
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8.7

You must follow any subsequent directions from the MLRO or deputy and must not
make any further enquiries into the matter. Additionally, you must not take any
further steps in the transaction without authorisation from the MLRO or deputy.

8.8

You must not disclose or otherwise indicate your suspicions to the person(s)
suspected of money laundering. In addition, you must not discuss the matter with
others or note on a file that a report has been made to the MLRO in case this results
in the suspect becoming aware of the suspicion.

9.

Consideration of the disclosure by the Money Laundering Reporting Officer

9.1

Upon receipt of a disclosure report, the MLRO must note the date of receipt on the
relevant section of the report and acknowledge receipt of it. The MLRO should also
advise you of the timescale within which you will receive a respond to the report.

9.2

The MLRO will consider the report and any other available internal information he/she
thinks relevant, for example:
a) reviewing other transaction patterns and volumes
b) the length of any business relationship involved
c) the number of any one-off transactions and linked one-off transactions
d) any identification evidence held

9.3

The MLRO will undertake such other reasonable inquiries he/she thinks appropriate
in order to ensure that all available information is taken into account in deciding
whether a report to the NCA is required (such enquiries being made in such a way as
to avoid any appearance of tipping off those involved). The MLRO may also need to
discuss the report with you.

9.4

Once the MLRO has evaluated the disclosure report and any other relevant
information, timely determination must be made as to whether:
a) there is actual or suspected money laundering taking place; or
b) there are reasonable grounds to know or suspect that is the case; and
c) Whether he/she needs to seek consent from the NCA for a particular transaction
to proceed.

9.5

The MLRO or alternative contacts must, if they so determine, promptly report the
matter to the NCA using the online Suspicious Activity Reports:
https://www.ukciu.gov.uk/(hnt04k2xpggowt45nscntq45)/saronline.aspx

9.6

Where the MLRO suspects money laundering but has a reasonable excuse for
nondisclosure, (for example, if he/she is a lawyer and wishes to claim legal
professional privilege for not disclosing the information), then he/she must note in
the report accordingly; he/she can then immediately give consent for any ongoing or
imminent transactions to proceed.

9.7

In cases where legal professional privilege may apply, the MLRO must decide whether
there is a reasonable excuse for not reporting the matter to the NCA.

9.8

Where consent is required from the NCA for a transaction to proceed, then the
transaction(s) in question must not be undertaken or completed until the NCA has
Page 8 of 10
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specifically given consent, or there is deemed consent through the expiration of the
relevant time limits without objection from the NCA.
9.9

All disclosure reports referred to the MLRO and reports they make to the NCA must
be retained by them in a confidential file kept for that purpose, for a minimum of five
years.

9.10

The MLRO commits a criminal offence if he/she knows or suspects, or has reasonable
grounds to do so, through a disclosure being received, that another person is engaged
in money laundering and does not disclose this as soon as practicable to the NCA.

10.

Document retention

10.1

Where relevant business has been carried out then the client identification records
and details of the relevant transaction(s) for that client must be retained for at least
five years after the end of the business relationship. Examples of the documents are:
a) Documents relating to the financial transaction
b) Customer identity checks records
c) Risk assessments
d) Management policies and procedures

11.

Training

11.1

In support of this policy, ELWA will make all staff aware of the requirements and
obligations placed on ELWA and on themselves as individuals by the anti-money
laundering legislation through fraud awareness training.

12.

Risk Management and Internal Control

12.1

The risk to ELWA of contravening the anti-money laundering legislation will be
assessed on a periodic basis and the adequacy and effectiveness the Anti-Money
Laundering Policy will be reviewed in light of such assessments.

13.

Further Information

13.1

Further information can be obtained from the MLRO and the following sources:
National Crime Agency (NCA) – http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/
CIPFA - http://www.cipfa.org/services/counter-fraudcentre/resourcebank/ccab?crdm=0
CCAB - Anti-Money Laundering Guidance for Accountants
http://www.ccab.org.uk/PDFs/CCAB%20guidance%202008-8-26.pdf (direct link)
The Institute of Chartered Accountants technical release
https://www.icaew.com/en/technical/legal-and-regulatory/moneylaundering/background-and-representations/ccab-money-laundering-guidance
The Law Society - Anti-Money Laundering Guidance and Advice https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/advice/practice-notes/aml/
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14.

Policy Review

14.1

The Finance Director (Section 73 Officer) will ensure the continuous review and
amendment of this policy document, to ensure that it remains compliant with good
practice national public sector standards, primarily CIPFA’s Code of Practice on
Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption and the CIFAS Local Government Fraud
Strategy – Fighting Fraud & Corruption Locally, and meets the needs of ELWA.
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1.

Policy Statement

1.1

ELWA will use the full range of sanctions available to it, including criminal
prosecution, civil recovery, internal disciplinary and referral to professional bodies in
order to deter fraud, corruption, bribery and associated offences.

1.2

ELWA will utilise its commissioned legal services through LB Barking and Dagenham
or agent solicitors to conduct prosecutions, as well as the Crown Prosecution Service,
where appropriate.

1.3

ELWA will refer matters to other law enforcement agencies or regulators where
appropriate and support those agencies in bringing proceedings.

1.4

This policy only relates to investigations undertaken by the London Borough of
Redbridge’s Counter Fraud Team working on behalf of ELWA and complies fully with
ELWAs existing ‘Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy’.

2.

Introduction

2.1

ELWA’s Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy sets out our aims and objectives with
regard to both deterring and tackling fraud and associated offences. The Anti-Fraud
and Corruption Strategy states that ELWA will seek the appropriate sanctions against
any individual or organisation that defraud, or seek to defraud, it. The use of
sanctions will be governed by this policy and the principles of this policy shall apply
equally to any fraud against ELWA or against funds for which ELWA has responsibility.

2.2

The objectives of this policy are:
• To ensure that ELWA can apply a full range of sanctions in a just and consistent
manner
• To ensure that sanctions are applied in an effective, proportionate and costeffective manner
• To ensure that the sanction decision making process is stringent, robust,
transparent and properly considers the public interest
• To make it clear that ELWA will not tolerate fraud and will take appropriate action
to punish those who to seek to defraud public funds.

2.3

This policy is designed to provide a framework to ensure the most appropriate
resolution to a case is reached. The sanction decision will have regard at all times to
the objectives of the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy, the individual
circumstances of the persons concerned, and the overall impact of the punishment
to both the individual and the community.

2.4

A range of sanctions are available to ELWA in relation to identified fraud and
corruption. These include disciplinary action, civil proceedings, criminal proceedings
and civil/financial penalties. Where appropriate, ELWA may take more than one form
of action. For example, where staff commit fraud or corruption, disciplinary,
prosecution and civil recovery action may all be appropriate.

2.5

One sanction available to ELWA is criminal prosecution. We recognise that this is a
serious step to take and the decision to refer cases for prosecution will not be taken
lightly. The ultimate decision on prosecution will be taken by the prosecuting body.
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In some cases, this will be London Borough of Barking and Dagenham of ELWA,
through one of its prosecuting lawyers, in others the Crown Prosecution Service.
2.6

Other than where the Crown Prosecution Service is the most appropriate prosecuting
authority, London Borough of Redbridge and ELWA will utilise its commissioned legal
services through the London Borough of Barking and Dagenham or approved high
street solicitors to undertake criminal prosecutions.

2.7

The decision to refer cases suitable for prosecution to legal services will be taken by
the London Borough of Redbridge’s Counter Fraud Manager and Head of Audit and
Investigations. In cases of Employee and Contractor fraud the ELWA Directors will
be notified. In cases involving Members, ELWA’s Monitoring Officer will be consulted
before any appropriate actions are taken forward. The decision to recommend the
issue of civil proceedings including disciplinary matters will lay with the appropriate
ELWA Director.

2.8

The London Borough of Redbridge’s Counter Fraud Team working on behalf of ELWA
may refer cases to the police for investigation who may then refer matters to the
Crown Prosecution Service or other prosecutor. This may occur in cases where the
fraud is complex and/or of a very serious nature or linked to safeguarding issues.

2.9

This policy outlines various penalties/sanctions or criminal proceedings that may be
considered by ELWA, as permitted by legislation, where offending contrary to any of
the following has occurred, although this list is not exclusive.
• Theft Acts 1968/ 1978
• Criminal Attempts Act 1981
• Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1987 (FCA)
• Computer Misuse Use Act 1990
• Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA)
• Fraud Act 2006
• The Bribery Act 2010

3.

The decision to prosecute

3.1

The London Borough of Redbridge’s Counter Fraud Team and ELWA will apply the
Director for Public Prosecutors’ Guidance on Charging to ensure that decisions to
charge criminal offences and other prosecution decisions are fair and consistent and
fully comply with the Police And Criminal Evidence Act (PACE 1984), the PACE Codes
of Practice and the Code for Crown Prosecutors.

3.2

When considering a case for prosecution London Borough of Redbridge’s Counter
Fraud Team and ELWA will apply the most recent edition of the Code for Crown
Prosecutors and ensure that all cases accepted for prosecution meet the Full Code
Test; namely, that there is sufficient evidence to have a realistic prospect of a
conviction and that it is in the public interest to prosecute.

3.3

The two stages of the Full code test will be considered as follows:
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The Evidential Stage
3.4

Prosecutors must be satisfied that there is sufficient evidence to provide a realistic
prospect of conviction against each suspect on each charge. They must consider what
the defence case may be, and how it is likely to affect the prospects of conviction. A
case which does not pass the evidential stage must not proceed, no matter how
serious or sensitive it may be.

3.5

If the case passes the evidential stage it will then be considered under the Public
Interest Stage.

Public interest test
3.6

A prosecution will usually take place unless:
•

The prosecutor is sure that there are public interest factors tending against
prosecution which outweigh those tending in favour

•

The prosecutor is satisfied that the public interest may be properly served, in the
first instance, by offering the offender the opportunity to have the matter dealt
with by an out of court disposal.

3.7

The more serious the offence, or the offender’s record of criminal behaviour, the
more likely it is that a prosecution will be required to meet the public interest.

3.8

Aggravating and mitigating factors will be taken into consideration when deciding on
the appropriate sanction as set out in the Code for Crown Prosecutors.

4.

Members / Staff

4.1

In all cases of:
a) fraud, and / or
b) theft, and / or
c) financial misconduct, and / or
d) serious and intentional breach of financial regulations, and /or
e) corruption.

4.2

Committed by employees of ELWA we will seek disciplinary action. For Members this
will be reported to ELWA’s Monitoring Officer and potentially the Standards Board.
This will be as well as considering prosecution or any other financial or civil redress.

4.3

Where a financial loss has been identified we will always seek to recover this loss
either through the civil or criminal process. In addition, where staff are members of
professional bodies or are subject to national codes of conduct we will refer cases to
the relevant professional body.

4.4

Where appropriate under this policy we will refer cases to the relevant prosecuting
authority for criminal prosecution.
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5.

Other Fraud including Contractors and Agency Staff

5.1

In cases where ELWA suffers a financial loss, or risk of loss, we will always seek
recovery of that loss. Where an outside organisation is involved in the fraud, ELWA
will also make referrals to the relevant regulator as and when appropriate.

5.2

ELWA will also consider criminal prosecution. The factors that will affect our decision
to prosecute will be based on the evidential and the public interest test. This will
include cases of both actual fraud and cases of attempted fraud.

6.

Proceeds of Crime

6.1

ELWA will consider the use of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 and the Criminal Justice
Act 1988 to obtain Confiscation/Restraint Orders to include Compensation Orders as
well as recovery of the full criminal benefit figure where possible.

6.2

ELWA may use an accredited Financial Investigator (such as the Counter Fraud
Manager at the London Borough of Redbridge, accessed through ELWA agreement
for Internal Audit and Counter Fraud Services) or those attached to other law
enforcement agencies in order to conduct investigation, obtain orders and present
evidence.

7.

Recording Penalties Sanctions and Prosecutions

7.1

For an effective regime of sanctions to be successful it is a requirement that accurate
records of all convictions, penalties and cautions are maintained. This will enable the
correct decisions to be made taking full account of the defendant’s background.
Therefore, it is important that a record of each is maintained.

7.2

All sanctions must be recorded by the London Borough of Redbridge’s Counter Fraud
Team on behalf of ELWA, and copies of all documents used to consider and issue the
sanction should be retained, in accordance with the relevant retention policies.

7.3

In the case of prosecution, all cases that result in successful convictions will be
reported to the Metropolitan Police for recording on the Police National Computer
(PNC) central databases.

7.4

In any case where the ‘evidential’ and ‘public interest’ tests for prosecution are met
in full consideration will be given to recording the details of that case on either the
National Fraud Database or Internal Fraud Database hosted by the Credit Industry
Fraud Avoidance Service (CIFAS) regardless of whether the matter is subsequently
referred for prosecution or not.

8.

Publicity

8.1

It is ELWA’s intention to positively promote this policy as well as the outcome of any
prosecutions, which will deter others from fraudulent activity.

9.

Reporting and Review

9.1

Summary information on active cases and action taken will be reported to ELWA
senior management. An annual report will be produced for the Managing Director,
Finance Director, Monitoring Officer, and ELWA Authority members of all cases where
sanctions or prosecutions have resulted from investigations conducted by the Counter
Fraud Team.
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9.2

This policy will be reviewed annually, or when changes in legislation require it, by
London Brough of Redbridge’s Counter Fraud Manager and Head of Audit and
Investigations. Any minor or consequential changes will be made with the agreement
of Finance Director, in consultation with the Chair.

10.

Further reading and guidance that supports this policy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy
Anti-Bribery and Anti Money Laundering policies
Staff/Members – Codes of Conduct
Whistleblowing Policy
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RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY AND STRATEGY
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1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

To approve the Risk Management Policy and Strategy attached as Appendix A.

3.

Purpose:

3.1

To inform Members of the development of the Authority’s Risk Management Policy
and Strategy 2021/22 and seek approval of the same.

4.

Background:

4.1

Risk Management is an integral part of corporate governance which provides a
framework and process that enables the ELWA to manage uncertainty in a
systematic, effective, consistent and efficient way. This report contains the 2021/22
Risk Management Policy and Strategy and is attached as Appendix A for approval.
This Risk Management Policy and Strategy has been developed in consultation with
the Finance Director and follows the template used by London Borough of Redbridge.

4.2

The Policy and Strategy are considered appropriate for the current Risk Management
Framework embedded within the Authority and it is suggested the Risk Management
Policy and Strategy is reviewed and presented for approval annually.

4.3

The Policy and Strategy is a document which integrates the main three elements of
the risk management framework: Risk Management Policy Statement, Risk
Management Strategy and Risk Management Methodology. Additional guidance
documents will be created as appropriate in consultation with the Finance Director to
support the policy.

4.4

The Risk Management Policy and Strategy provides the framework for the Risk
Register that is reviewed and agreed annually by the Authority.

5.

2021/22 Risk Management Strategy and Policy:

5.1

The Risk Management Policy and Strategy aligns the Risk Register to an Authority
Strategy that will be reviewed regularly in line with best practice standards as set out
by the former Office of Governance Commerce (OGC).

5.2

The Strategy is deemed adequate for the Risk Management Framework and assists
and supports the Authority’s strategic and operational activities. Risk management
will continue to be embedded throughout the Authority and its operations, with
guidance and support through the Finance Director and the Finance team supporting
ELWA.
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Relevant officers:
Neil Greenhalgh, Head of Waste & Support Services / e-mail:
neil.greenhalgh@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
Andrew Lappage, Managing Director / e-mail:
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

7.

Appendices attached:

7.1

Appendix A: Draft Risk Management Policy and Strategy

8.

Background papers:

8.1

None.

9.

Legal considerations:

9.1

This report introduces the proposed Risk Management Policy and Strategy. The use
of an actively managed risk identification and mitigation scheme is an essential
element of the sound governance of a public authority. This is because in the
execution of the core activities of a waste disposal authority there needs to be
vigilance for predictable risks plus new and emerging risks to its operations.
Furthermore at time of writing, the Covid 19 pandemic continues to present a
challenging additional consideration to all public services so as to ensure that the
practices of the Authority are compliant and we work to reduce the risk to users, the
Constituent Councils our teams and our partners. It is confirmed that the key legal
risks associated with the several contracts and agreements identified in the risk
register have been identified and managed by the respective agreements’ terms and
conditions. The performance of these agreements is kept constantly under review.

10.

Financial considerations:

10.1

Risk management activity is an integral part of everyday service delivery and
accordingly is funded from within existing resources. Dependent on the specific risks
identified, there may be significant associated financial implications; this is reflected
in the risk ratings and mitigations put in place.

11.

Performance management considerations:

11.1

Nothing specific to this report.

12.

Risk management considerations:

12.1

As outlined in the report

13.

Equalities considerations:

13.1

Nothing specific to this report.
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14.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

14.1

http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/east-london-waste-authority

15.

Glossary:
Constituent Councils = London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Newham
& Redbridge
ELWA/the Authority = East London Waste Authority

16.

Reviewed by Management Board

16.1

14 June 2021

17.

Confidentiality:

17.1

No
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

The direction of ELWA is set out in the Authority’s current Strategy, which states the
organisation’s vision and objectives. These were agreed and adopted in 2006 and are
set out below:
•

Our vision is: “To provide an effective and efficient waste management service that
is environmentally acceptable and delivers services that local people value”

•

Our objectives are to:
(i)

Provide reliable and achievable services in terms of managing and disposing
of the waste

(ii)

Provide services that are environmentally and economically sustainable in
terms of:
a) encouraging waste minimisation initiatives
b) seeking to maximise waste recycling and composting opportunities
potentially supported by energy recovery
c) Meeting national recycling and recovery targets whilst recognising
regional waste strategies
d) complying with legislation on waste management
e) contributing to local economic development.

(iii)

Help promote the most cost effective delivery of services

(iv)

Ensure that the services shall be sufficiently diverse and flexible and not
dependent upon a single method of waste treatment

(v)

Reduce biodegradable waste landfilled in order to meet the requirements of
the Waste and Emissions Trading Act

1.2.

The Authority is working with the Constituent Councils on the development of a new
Joint Strategy for East London’s Resources and Waste which will put in place a new set
of aims and objectives in due course.

1.3.

ELWA has used the existing vision and objectives to form a Work Plan that clearly sets
out the annual priorities and tasks for the Authority, reflecting a clear plan for
improving the way it works as an organistion. Specific to this Risk Management
Strategy and Policy are the following Work Plan objectives:
•

Provide effective and efficient operational waste facilities for the Constituent
Councils

•

Manage the provision of suitable Reuse & Recycling Centres – managing the
relationship with the public

•

Manage ELWA contracts effectively – managing the relationship with Renewi

•

Plan for future service delivery

•

Effectively and efficiently manage the Authority’s finances

•

Ensure good Governance for the Authority
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•

Manage and minimise risks within the Authority

•

Deliver a high quality service for the public

•

Manage the Authority’s assets and resources to ensure an effective and efficient
operation

•

Respond to consultations, stakeholder engagement etc

1.4.

Risk Management is embedded within the Authority’s aims and is a process to manage
the threats and improve the chances of meeting our objectives.

1.5.

Risk Management is an integral part of corporate governance and provides a framework
and process that enables ELWA to manage uncertainty in a systematic effective,
consistent and efficient way. It supports informed decision making and thereby enables
opportunities to be exploited or action to be taken to mitigate or manage risks to an
acceptable level.

1.6.

ELWA’s Risk Management Framework encompasses this Policy and Strategy together
with the Corporate Risk Register and includes the systems and processes used to
assess, monitor and manage risks effectively.

1.7.

Other benefits of risk management include:
•

Greater management focus on risks that really matter (i.e. those with a higher
likelihood of happening and which have a more significant impact)

•

Reduction in management time firefighting after a negative event has occurred

•

Greater likelihood of achieving objectives and in some areas improving
performance

•

Increased likelihood of change initiatives being achieved

•

More informed decision making

•

Delivering both internal and external confidence in ELWA’s ability to work
constructively with risk

•

Reduced fraud and waste

•

Effective and efficient allocation of resources

•

Encouraging innovation whilst being risk aware

1.8.

ELWA’s aim is to create a risk aware culture, and the Authority will continue to adopt
best practice in the identification, evaluation and control of risks in order to contain
risks to a level which the Authority is prepared to accept.

1.9.

Risk Management affects everyone, from employees to those who have dealings with
ELWA including contractors, service providers and partners. Risk Management is part
of our daily routine to ensure ELWA, its services, employees etc. are protected from
potential harm and achieve our objectives.

1.10. This document is designed to assist and act as a reference for all employees at all
levels. Employees should refer to this document, from induction, to project planning
and in general every day activities
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2.

RISK POLICY STATEMENT

2.1.

ELWA recognises and embraces its responsibilities to manage risks effectively; risk
management is an integral part of ELWA’s’s corporate governance arrangements.

2.2.

The Authority has an Assurance Framework which includes the Risk Management Policy
and Strategy to minimise uncertainty to achieve ELWA’s priorities. This enhances the
value of services provided to the community and our Constituent Councils.

2.3.

The Authority cannot avoid all risks and must take a managed approach to risks in
order to achieve its goals. It encourages a risk aware culture and the policy enables
decision making through a structured, systematic and comprehensive assessment of
risks.

2.4.

The Authority’s tolerance and appetite to risk is not static and cannot be wholly defined
in quantum terms because it will vary depending on the circumstances in any given
time.

2.5.

The Authority is particularly concerned about risks that might negatively impact health
& safety, the wellbeing for our employees and the safeguarding the communities we
serve.

2.6.

As for all local government, ELWA is faced with financial pressures. The annual levy
setting process reflects the Constituent Council financial drivers and reduction in
funding, the need to make savings and continue to deliver good quality services to
meet statutory obligations and residents priorities. ELWA will continue to be innovative
and will consider all potential business and service options, but recognises the majority
of its expenditure arises from contracts with automatic price indexation.

Signature .........................................................
Managing Director
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3.

RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

3.1.

ELWA has adopted the following definition of Risk:
‘Risk is an uncertain event or set of events that, should it occur, will have an effect on
the achievement of ELWA’s objectives’

3.2.

ELWA is a single purpose authority that provides high value services to the four
Constituent Councils and members of the public and the business community through
the Reuse and Recycling Centres (RRCs). We are continuously striving to improve the
efficiency of the services we offer through our Integrated Waste Management Services
Contract. The long-term strategy for delivering these services is complex and
financially challenging with many stakeholders. This Risk Management Strategy has
been created to ensure risks are proactively managed throughout ELWA.

3.3.

By adhering to this Strategy, ELWA will be better placed to meet all its objectives in an
efficient, effective and timely manner.

3.4.

The Risk Management Framework is led by the Risk Policy that contains a risk policy
statement. This is the statement of intent to show how the Authority will approach
risk, and this document is supported by the Risk Management Strategy, which details
activities and responsibilities required for managing risks. The Risk Management
Framework directs all staff on how to fulfil their risk management duties in order to
achieve the risk management objectives.

3.5.

Risk registers record present and emerging risks facing ELWA and detail who is
responsible for managing them. The registers are created at many levels with the
Strategic Risk Register leading on all corporate risks, supported by an Operational Risk
Register.

3.6.

ELWA’s objectives in relation to risk management are to:

3.7.

•

Ensure risk management is seen as an integral element of ELWA’s culture to make
better informed decisions to achieve corporate priorities

•

Anticipate and respond to emerging risk, internal and external influences and a
changing operating environment

•

Provide assurances in accordance with the Assurance Framework

•

Minimise the costs arising from risks

•

Maximise opportunities and be innovative

•

Ensure risk management standards are in line with best practice and the former
Office of Governance Commerce (OGC)

In order to achieve our risk management objectives we will:
•

Ensure the Risk Management Framework is updated and in line with the changing
environment

•

Make risk management tools and training available to all staff to increase
understanding and expertise in risk management
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•

Ensure all risks, strategic and operational are being identified through a
comprehensive and informed risk assessment process and placed on the risk
register

•

Monitor the effectiveness of risk management through the monitoring of key
performance indicators

•

Undertake continued development of the Assurance Framework

•

Ensure all staff are aware of their roles, responsibilities and accountabilities in
respect of managing risks

•

Communicate risk information effectively through a clear reporting framework

4.

THE OUTCOME

4.1

The Risk Management Framework will create a systematic approach and greater
awareness for managing risks in order that the Authority is supported in meeting its
strategic priorities. The Risk Management Strategy will be embedded into the existing
business and service planning processes to result in the key risks to the business being
identified so that mitigating plans can be put in place to eliminate or reduce risks to
an acceptable level.

5.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1.

Commitment and involvement from staff at all levels is vital to carry out good risk
management. There roles and responsibilities have been defined below:

Roles
Managing Director

Heads of Service

Responsibilities
•

Sets strategic outcomes and provides leadership regarding risk
management

•

Monitors and acts on escalated risks

•

Reviews the Risk Management Strategy

•

Writes, owns and assures adherence to the Risk Management
Policy

•

Makes recommendations for approving funding for risk
management

•

Establishes appropriate governance

•

Own risks, ensure participation in the delivery of risk
management

•

Participate in the identification, assessment and planning for
threats and opportunities

•

Monitor the risk profile

•

Encourage the embedding of risk management within their service
areas and ensuring adequate resources are available to
implement risk management
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Responsibilities
•

Validate risk assessments

•

Identify the need for investment to fund risks

•

Escalate or delegate risks to higher or lower levels in the
organisation

•

Are responsible for effective leadership and management of risk
within their area

•

Establishe how risk management will be integrated with change
control and performance management

•

Write, update and assure adherence of the Risk Management
Policy

•

Ensure the Risk Management Policy is implemented and develop
and review plans to improve risk management

•

Ensure staff and Members are appropriately trained in risk
management

•

Monitor the corporate risk profile

•

Prepare risk management reports

•

Are control owners – who will take action against the risk and
identify lessons learned

•

Ongoing review of risk management strategies and policies

•

Ensure high level risks are escalated

•

Assist in embedding risk management throughout their service
area

•

Monitor and escalate risks to senior management

•

Monitor the risk register, ensuring risk reviews and escalation of
risks are in place

•

Ensure risk registers within their service areas are updated and
actions reviewed regularly on risks

•

Provide independent assurance to ELWA on the overall adequacy
of the controls and procedures in the management of risk

•

Audit Risk Management

•

Have a responsibility for identifying risks and opportunities, and
ensuring risks are escalated up

•

Adhere to the Risk Management Strategy

•

Participate fully in risk training sessions
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6.

DEFINITIONS

6.1.

Risk - is an uncertain event or set of events that, should it occur, will have an effect
on the achievement of ELWA’s objectives.

6.2.

Risk Management - is an approach of identifying and assessing risks then planning and
implementing action plans to mitigate them.

6.3.

Risk Capacity - is the maximum amount of risk an organisation can accept, taking into
consideration factors such as reputation, capital, assets and ability to raise additional
funds. Risk capacity needs to be considered throughout the organisation and at senior
management level.

6.4.

Risk Appetite - is the amount of risk an organisation is prepared to accept, tolerate or
be exposed to at any point in time. Risk Appetite needs to be considered at all levels
of the organisation from strategic decision makers to operational deliverers. Each
Project, Programme, Contract and Partnership will have a risk appetite; this cannot
ever exceed ELWA’s capacity. In the event it does, or approaches the capacity, urgent
intervention from senior levels is required.

6.5.

Tolerance - the levels of risk exposure that can be exceeded but will trigger some form
of response.

6.6.

Inherent Risk - the exposure arising from a specific risk before any action has been
taken to manage it.

6.7.

Residual Risk - the risk remaining after the risk controls and actions have been put in
place.

6.8.

Risk Register - a record of all risks identified, including their status, history and action
plan. This will detail who owns the risk and who will carry out any action for it.

6.9.

Risk/Control Owner - the person who has ultimate responsibility for the risk and
controls the action plan for the mitigation of the risk.

6.10. Service Manager - acts as a main contact for their department and its management on
risk matters ensuring that information and requirements are communicated to their
department. The Service Manager ensures adherence to the risk management policy
and corporate guidelines across their department, ensuring that all reporting
requirements are met. The Service Manager will provide support to the Head of Service
and identify and assist with any training needs and the maintainenance of the risk
register for their service area.
6.11. The Heads of Service and Service Managers will meet on a quarterly basis, coordinate
and embed risk management across their service areas and is the route by which
communication on risk issues is achieved to support the risk management processes
within the Authority.
6.12. The Head of Service will also monitor developments nationally in risk management,
consider their potential effect on ELWA and provide a learning environment where open
discussions, experiences and lessons learned are shared.
6.13. Corporate / Strategic Risks - are reviewed by Management Board and submitted to the
Authority on an annual basis.
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6.14. Operational Risks - are reviewed by the Heads of Service and also reviewed by
Management Board and submitted to the Authority on an annual basis. Risks that
require more immediate attention will be escalated to the Managing Director to agree
the action required.
6.15. Service / Project Risks - will be reviewed quarterly by Heads of Service and Service
Managers. All risks need to be incorporated into the Corporate Risk Register and
reviewed annually by the Heads of Service.

7.

STEPS OF A RISK ASSESSMENT

STEP 1

STEP 2

IDENTIFY
RISK

ASSESS RISK

EMBED AND REVIEW

COMMUNICATE & MITIGATE

STEP 3

STEP 4

PLAN CONTROLS

IMPLEMENT CONTROLS

8.

STEP 1 - IDENTIFY

‘What will stop you achieving your objectives/aims?’
8.1.

Before we can identify relevant risks we need to establish at what level of the business
the assessment is to be made, for example Corporate / Strategic and Operational.

8.2.

We then need to establish the business objective for this area, and how this is linked
to the corporate objectives/priorities.

8.3.

These objectives are the parameters for the risk assessment; they set a backdrop to
the assessment allowing you to focus on the relevant and important issues.
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STEP 2 - ASSESS

‘Assuming that no controls exist, how likely is it that the risk will occur? And if it
does occur what could be the impact’?
9.1.

Therefore we need to assess:•

The impact of each threat and opportunity

•

The likelihood of each threat and opportunity

9.2.

Every risk should be assessed to help determine how much attention is given to the
particular activity. This is done by ranking the risks with a set of scores determined
by their individual likelihood and impact rating. See Appendix A.

9.3.

The risk management process requires each risk to be assessed twice. The first
assessment should be prior to any controls and showing the worst case scenario. The
second assessment will take into consideration the controls that are or need to be put
in place which are documented in an action plan.

10.

STEP 3 PLAN

‘What can we do about it, who will be involved?’
10.1. This step in risk management is to assign an action plan for each risk and to assign a
risk owner who is taking responsibility for that risk.
10.2. The following responses are used to mitigate or take advantage of a risk:

11.

•

Tolerate/accept - Continue to monitor risks with existing management routines

•

Treat - Implement controls to reduce the likelihood and impact

•

Transfer - By insuring or passing the risk to a third party

•

Terminate - Discontinue the activity associated with the risk

•

Ignore - More related to an opportunity

•

Exploit - An opportunity that arose which will be enhanced

•

Share - Pain/gain formula where parties share the benefits/negative output

STEP 4 - IMPLEMENT

‘To ensure the action plan is implemented and monitored’
11.1. Once risks have been identified, assessed and controls are in place to address the risk,
it is essential to routinely monitor their status. Risk management should be thought
of as an ongoing process and not a one off action.
11.2. This stage is to ensure the action plan is executed, monitored and controlled and to
understand if the action plans being implemented are effective in achieving the
objective of the activity.
11.3. ELWA maintains its risk registers, which allows for regular reviews, identifies risks
owners, details inherent and residual risks and has details of all action plans in place.
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THE RISK MATRIX

12.1. The likelihood and impact assessment can be shown graphically on a risk matrix such
as below.
4

IMPACT

3
2
1
1

2

3

4

LIKELIHOOD
12.2. Once a Risk Action Plan has been decided, the risk should then be re-assessed and a
new score given bearing in mind the controls in place; this is called the Residual Risk.
4

A

3
2

B

1

C
1

2

3

4

12.3. The above matrix represents ‘A’ as the inherent risk and ‘B’ as the residual risk once
controls are in place. As ‘B’ is still in amber it may need further assessment and
additional controls in order to reduce it to a green risk (‘C’).
13.

ESCALATION PROCEDURE FOR RISKS

13.1. For each activity/project an escalation procedure should be developed whereby senior
management are advised when a single risk or collectively a group of risks exceed the
project’s/activity tolerance level.
13.2. Senior management will then be responsible for either deciding on a course of action
or escalating the information further in the corporate hierarchy.
14.

EMBED AND REVIEW

14.1. ELWA will continue to embed risk management into the day to day running of the
organisation and drive individuals to consider the risks associated with their actions.
14.2. Training on risk management is provided at all levels within the Authority and an open,
no blame culture is encouraged which will result in a risk aware culture which enables
preventive and proactive views and better informed decisions to be made.
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COMMUNICATE & MITIGATE

15.1. Communication is a key activity throughout the whole risk management process. It is
vital for management to engage with all ELWA staff to ensure that everyone
understands the risk appetite and the risk management policy, strategy and process.
15.2. At all stages of the risk cycle, mitigation is key for ensuring success and enabling the
organisation to meet its objectives.
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APPENDIX A - LIKELIHOOD AND IMPACT MEASURES
(ELWA RISK REGISTER, 8 FEBRUARY 2021)

Likelihood of
Risk
Materialising

Unlikely

Possible

(0% - 5%)

Likely

(6% - 35%)

Probable
(36% - 75%)

(76% - 100%)

1

2

3

4

Minimal

Moderate

Severe

Critical

<£50k

£50k - £2m

£2m - £5m

>£5m

Service

Minor
disruption

Service
disruption

Significant
disruption

Total
service loss

Reputation

Isolated
complaints

Adverse local
media coverage

Adverse
national media
coverage

Ministerial
intervention

1

2

3

4

Likelihood
Assessment

Impact of
Risk
Materialising
Cost

Impact
Assessment
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DEFRA RESOURCES AND WASTE STRATEGY
CONSULTATIONS

1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to note the report.

3.

Purpose:

3.1

This report provides a summary of:
a) the key issues contained within three consultations released by DEFRA in March
2021, two of which closed in early June 2021;
b) the main points made in the responses submitted to these consultations by ELWA;
and
c) the key issues identified at the time of writing on a fourth consultation released
by DEFRA in May 2021, which closes on 4 July 2021.

4.

Background:

4.1

The Resources and Waste Strategy (RWS) was published by the Government in
December 2018, setting out how the country will preserve material resources by
minimising waste, promoting resource efficiency and moving towards a circular
economy.

4.2

A first round of consultations on the RWS was launched in February 2019, focusing
on four key proposals:
a) Extended Producer Responsibility for Packaging (EPR)
b) Introducing a Deposit Return Scheme (DRS)
c) Consistency in Household and Business Recycling Collections (Consistency)
d) Plastic Packaging Tax

4.3

ELWA responded to all four consultations, and has also since responded to a second
consultation on the Plastic Packaging Tax which was released in 2020.

5.

2021 Consultations

5.1

A second round of consultations on the EPR, DRS and Consistency proposals was
anticipated in 2020, but was delayed by a combination of the Covid-19 pandemic and
delays to the passage of the Environment Bill through Parliament.

5.2

The Environment Bill contains the enabling powers for the RWS proposals. The Bill
was re-introduced to Parliament in the Queen’s Speech of May 2021.

5.3

As the consultations were anticipated in February or March 2021 with a closing date
before the ELWA AGM on 25 June, delegated authority was agreed by Members at
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the February 2021 Authority Meeting for the Managing Director to prepare and submit
responses in consultation with the Chair and Vice-Chair.
5.4

The second consultations on EPR and DRS were released by the Government on 24
March 2021, with a closing date of 4 June (a ten week period).

5.5

The second consultation on Consistency was further delayed, and released on 7 May
2021 with a closing date of 4 July (an eight week period).

5.6

The Government has also released a consultation on its delayed Waste Prevention
Programme for England, which is a 2021 update of a document last published in
2013.

6.

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) for Packaging:

6.1

EPR is central to the proposals the Government is consulting on, and represents one
of the most significant developments in resources and waste management in the UK
in a generation.

6.2

The purpose of EPR is to shift the costs of managing packaging waste on to the
producers of that packaging, under the ‘polluter pays’ principle. EPR is intended to
deliver reductions in waste, increases in reuse and improvements to recycling rates
through changes to how products are packaged, driven by the producers needing to
make different choices in design and materials in order to reduce the fees they have
to pay under EPR.

6.3

The EPR regime should fund local authorities for their full net costs for managing
household packaging waste. A similar principle is in place within the proposals to
shift onto producers the costs that business customers (whether they have a local
authority or private waste/recycling collection service) currently pay for managing
packaging waste they generate on their premises.

6.4

The second EPR consultation is extensive, covering a number of issues including:
a) Packaging recycling targets
b) Producer obligations
c) Modulated fees
d) Local authority payments, including for litter management
e) Scheme administration and governance
f) Compliance and enforcement
g) Timeline

6.5

A significant number of the principles, approaches and proposals are not fully
developed, and as such it is unclear if there will be a third consultation on EPR before
it comes into force.

6.6

The producers who will be obligated to pay fees include brands, retailers (for ownbrand products), importers and online marketplaces. The fees are proposed to be
‘modulated’, so that lower fees will be charged for more recyclable types of
packaging, and the fees will be charged by the weight of the packaging as a means
of encouraging a reduction in the amount of material used.
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6.7

A body called the Scheme Administrator will be set up to implement and manage the
EPR regime. The proposal within the consultation is for this body to be a not-forprofit company owned by producers which will be appointed through a competitive
tender process for a defined contract period, but the role that local authorities can or
will have in its appointment and governance is unclear.

6.8

Perhaps most notably, the consultation does not include the detail that local
authorities were expecting on the funding formula for local authorities. The principles
that were introduced in the 2019 consultation are developed further into some
possible approaches, but the actual determination of the approaches to be taken is
proposed to be left to the Scheme Administrator to resolve once it has begun
operations. Some of the key principles/approaches outlined are:
a) Payments made will be ‘net costs’, after the value of the material on the recycling
markets has been taken into account. For collection systems that include sorting
of mixed recyclables, it is assumed that the material values are factored into the
gate fees the sorting facilities charge.
b) Funding may be linked to some form of benchmarked service designs, which have
been termed ‘efficient and effective systems’. There is no further detail on what
this actually means, but the context in which it is used suggests that it could
include a defined set of collection service designs, possibly varying by different
types of home.
c) Local authorities may be placed into ‘family groups’ based on indices of rurality
and deprivation. There are currently six of these groups defined by WRAP, with
the consultation indicating this may be expanded to nine to add further
granularity. Within the family groups, benchmarks of recycling performance and
service delivery cost may be established as the basis for per-tonne funding,
meaning that local authorities whose performance is lower and/or costs are higher
than others it has been grouped with could be paid less than their full net costs.
d) Funding will be provided for the disposal of packaging waste that remains in the
residual stream, but this may be based on average waste compositions which
would mean areas with lower recycling performance would not receive their full
net costs.
e) The costs for managing the packaging content of litter, including the provision
and servicing of litter bins as well as sweeping activities, will be covered under
EPR. (This extends to some other bodies who have litter-clearance duties).

6.9

The timeline for the implementation of EPR is very ambitious. The competitive tender
process for the appointment of the Scheme Administrator will be lengthy, meaning
the company will not be operating until early 2023. The first local authority payments
are expected in October of that year, with other aspects of the proposals being
phased in from 2024.

6.10

ELWA has worked with peer networks, including London Councils and the National
Association of Waste Disposal Officers, to prepare a response to the EPR consultation.
The full response is provided in Appendix A, and the key points to note are:
a) Concern has been raised about the continuing uncertainty over how local
authorities will be funded through EPR, given the formula will not be determined
until some point in 2023 and the lack of a definition for what an ‘efficient and
effective system’ means.
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b) The use of various groupings and benchmarks has been highlighted as potentially
unfair, owing to the justifiable differences in costs that will remain between local
authorities that may appear similar in terms of rurality and deprivation. This is
particularly important in East London, given the IWMS Contract will continue to
operate for the first few years of the EPR regime, and some areas are expected
to see continuing shifts towards flatted properties which is likely to inhibit
recycling performance.
c) A strong push has been given for local authorities to have a clear and influential
role in the appointment and governance of the Scheme Administrator, so as to
ensure that the critical functions local government has responsibility for within the
supply chair are appropriately recognised and represented in decision-making.
d) The Government has been urged to embed reuse and refill into its proposals,
which otherwise have an overriding focus on recycling.
7.

Deposit Return Scheme

7.1

The introduction of a DRS for drinks containers in England was announced by the
Government in 2018 as one of its primary policies within the Resources and Waste
Strategy. The scheme would involve a deposit (approximately 20p) being added to
the price consumers pay for drinks bought in bottles and cans, with this being
reclaimable through return points. The primary aim of the DRS is to significantly
increase the recycling rate for the drinks containers within the scope of the scheme.

7.2

In the first DRS consultation in 2019, the Government was seeking views on whether
the scheme should focus on sizes of bottles and cans typically consumed ‘on the go’
(meaning up to 750ml in size), or be expanded to be ‘all-in’ so that all sizes of
containers would be in scope. A clear position has still not been established on this,
and the consultation is therefore seeking further views from stakeholders. It should
be noted that a DRS is due to be introduced in Scotland in 2022 which will be ‘all-in’,
whilst the Welsh Government has also indicated its preference for this approach.

7.3

The start date for the DRS has been pushed by a year to 2024, but the Government
is seeking views on whether the Covid-19 pandemic has created circumstances that
would justify a further delay.

7.4

Return points are proposed to include ‘reverse vending machines’ (RVMs) established
at supermarkets and other premises, as well as more basic collection points in smaller
shops. RVMs may be significant in size, and will be within the scope of ‘permitted
development’ rights which could have implications for local authority planning
departments.

7.5

The DRS will be implemented and managed by a body called the Deposit Management
Organisation (or DMO). This will be a private company appointed through a
competitive tender process.

7.6

The DRS will need to integrate with the EPR regime, as household and commercial
collection services will continue to be used by some consumers to dispose of their
drinks containers if they are unable (or do not wish) to return them to claim the
deposit. It is proposed that drinks containers within the scope of DRS will be exempt
from modulated fees under EPR, so local authorities will need to be able access
alternative funding in the form of unclaimed deposits so as to cover their costs for
managing these items. The consultation is proposing some options for how the DMO
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could interface with local authorities directly or through the EPR Scheme
Administrator.
7.7

ELWA has worked with peer networks, including London Councils and the National
Association of Waste Disposal Officers, to prepare a response to the DRS consultation.
The full response is provided in Appendix B, and the key points to note are:
a) ELWA has opposed the launching of the DRS in 2024, insofar as it appears that
the Government will need more time in practice to consider and respond to the
consultation responses, undertake a full procurement for the DMO, and integrate
the DRS with the EPR regime (which also faces some considerable challenges in
being implemented on schedule).
b) ELWA has maintained its 2019 position by supporting an ‘all-in’ rather than ‘onthe-go’ model for the DRS, and furthermore has disagreed with limiting the scope
to only drinks containers made out of certain materials, in order to simplify
understanding for consumers and avoid producers switching container types/sizes
to pay lower fees.
c) The Government should task the DMO with achieving 90% recycling (not just
collection) of all types of drinks containers; some overseas DRS schemes achieve
this.
d) The DRS must facilitate and encourage higher levels of reuse, and not simply
crush/squash all containers such that only recycling is possible.
e) The cost of compliance to producers must always be lowest for reuse and
recycling, and most expensive for containers in residual waste and litter.
f) ELWA is very wary of digital systems that would allow people to redeem deposits
on their mobile phones without the DRS being able to show such containers were
bought by that person and have been physically brought/placed somewhere
legitimate for reuse or recycling.
g) Concerns have been raised over potential side-effects of the siting of RVMs, such
as litter and fly-tipping, and ELWA has pushed for this to be considered in the
granting of permitted development rights for these installations.
h) Local authorities should be free to host return points in public places, and to offer
return point servicing contracts to the DMO.
i) Trading standards would be an appropriate enforcement resource for the return
points, but their services would have to be fully paid for by the DMO.

8.

Consistency in Household and Business Recycling Collections:

8.1

The second Consistency consultation was expected to be released at the same time
as the EPR and DRS documents, but was delayed at short notice until after the May
2021 local elections.

8.2

At the time of writing, officers are working through the proposals in order to prepare
an ELWA response, and will consult with the Chair and Vice-Chair on the final
submission in line with the delegated authority agreed by Members in February 2021.
A copy of the final response will be circulated to all Members.

8.3

The key proposals from the consultation are:
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a) Local authorities will be required to collect a core set of dry recycling materials by
2023, including glass, plastic pots/tubs/trays, aerosols, foil, and flexible plastic
packaging.
b) Plastic film may be added to the core set of materials by 2026/27, and the
Government may consult on additional materials in the future.
c) Separate weekly food waste collections are to be introduced for all households
(including flats) by 2023/24, with exemptions possible until 2030/31 for local
authorities with long-term disposal contracts that would be impacted by this
requirement.
d) Households with gardens must receive a free garden waste collection from 2023,
with a capacity of up to 240 litres per fortnight. Charges will only be allowed for
additional capacities or frequencies above these levels.
e) Statutory guidance is proposed to be introduced, which will set out how local
authorities must assess their collection service designs to maximise material
quality while considering technical and economic practicability as well as overall
environmental benefit.
f) The statutory guidance will also cover the collection frequencies for recycling and
residual waste, which is likely to be linked to the ‘efficient and effective systems’
concept referred to in the EPR consultation.
g) Businesses will be required to segregate recyclable waste for separate collections.
8.4

ELWA officers are giving a particular focus to where there are specific issues created
by the IWMS Contract, which runs until late 2027. This includes:
a) The requirement for separate food waste collections, given this material is central
to the bio-drying process in the mechanical-biological treatment process used for
residual waste.
b) The implications for the Constituent Councils being required to collect a wider
range of dry recycling materials, with some of those materials potentially needing
to be segregated from others at the point of collection.

8.5

The short period given by the Government for the Consistency consultation will mean
that the response will highlight the potential local implications. However, discussions
and scoping work with the Operator will need to continue beyond the closing date on
4 July 2021 to enable the Constituent Councils to understand how they may need to
develop their services, depending on the scope of what the Government sets out in
the regulations and guidance that are planned to be produced to implement the
Consistency regime.

9.

Waste Prevention Programme for England 2021:

9.1

The Government also released a consultation on a revised Waste Prevention
Programme for England (WPPE), which closed on 10 June 2021. This builds on the
previous programme (released in 2013), but is now strongly linked to relevant policy
set out in the Resources and Waste Strategy.

9.2

The WPPE sets out steps towards:
a) Transforming product design and supporting factors such as spare part provision
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b) Making it easier for consumers to make sustainable purchasing decisions
c) Embedding the ‘polluter pays’ principle
d) Aligning the regulatory framework with a circular economy approach
e) Integrating waste prevention with industrial policy
9.3

The programme is focused on seven sectors/waste streams:
a) Construction
b) Textiles
c) Furniture
d) Electrical and electronic products
e) Road vehicles
f) Packaging, plastics and single-use items
g) Food

9.4

The WPPE is high-level, and sets out high-level priorities/actions that the Government
will develop further into policy, aside from a small number of firmer proposals (such
as increasing the single-use carrier bag charge from 5p to 10p).

9.5

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is identified as a possible route to reduce
waste and drive an increase in reuse for several materials, on top of the current
proposals for packaging waste. The enabling powers on EPR within the Environment
Bill have been left sufficiently broad for schemes focusing on other materials to be
introduced.

9.6

Industry voluntary schemes and exploration into the setting of standards for design,
durability, repairability etc. have been suggested for a number of the waste streams,
which is more in line with the direction taken in the 2013 programme. There are few
other new initiatives proposed within the WPPE compared to the 2013 programme.

9.7

ELWA officers have submitted a response to this short consultation, and have
highlighted a need for a much greater focus on waste prevention and reuse outcomes
in the development of Government policy. The full response is provided as Appendix
C, and the key points to note are:
a) ELWA has highlighted that the fees producers pay through Extended Producer
Responsibility schemes will need to be sufficiently high to act as financial drivers
for reducing waste and increasing reuse as part of business models.
b) The response has also noted that there needs to be clarity on funding for waste
prevention and reuse to ensure that there are sufficient resources in place for
organisations other than producers to help deliver against the aims of the WPPE.
c) There is a need for a greater focus on reduction of greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the core policies on resources and waste management.
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10.

Next Steps:

10.1

Officers will continue to work with the Constituent Councils and peer networks to
develop a final response to the Consistency consultation.

10.2

The Managing Director will consult with the Chair and Vice-Chair on the ELWA
response before submitting it to Government.

11.

Relevant officers:
Andrew Lappage, Managing Director / e-mail:
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk; and
Jon Hastings, Head of Strategy & Development / email:
jon.hastings@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk.

12.

Appendices attached:

12.1

Appendix A

ELWA Response to the
Responsibility for Packaging

12.2

Appendix B

ELWA Response to the Consultation on Introducing a Deposit Return
Scheme in England, Wales and Northern Ireland

12.3

Appendix C

ELWA Response to the Consultation on the Waste Prevention
Programme for England

13.

Background papers:

13.1

04 Feb 2019 DEFRA Resources and Waste Strategy

13.2

28 Jun 2019 DEFRA Resources and Waste Strategy – Summary of Consultation
Responses

13.3

08 Feb 2021 Strategy – Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements
in East London - Update

14.

Legal considerations:

14.1

The Government consultations propose to require producers to take greater
responsibility for their products throughout their life cycle. The Authority has
supported, but suggested the deferral of, the proposal of a deposit return system
where viable to encourage the producers to maintain an economic interest in the
management of their products in their journey, ensuring as little as possible ends up
as waste.

14.2

As stated, with ELWA committed to the IWMS PFI Contract until 2027, we will be
constrained by the options and obligations within the contract which limit flexibility
due to the long term investment and will thus favour initiatives of extended producer
responsibility and that producers pay the full recovery cost.

15.

Financial considerations:

15.1

Whilst more advanced than the 2019 consultation, the second round of the EPR
consultation does not include the detail expected on the funding formula for local
authorities. ELWA’s response to the consultation raises concerns about the continuing

Consultation

on

Extended

Producer
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uncertainty over how local authorities will be funded through EPR and the potential
unfairness arising from the use of various groupings and benchmarks, particularly
important in East London.
15.2

In term of the DRS, local authorities will need to be able access alternative funding
in the form of unclaimed deposits, in order to cover their costs for managing drinks
containers within the scope of DRS. The start date for the DRS has been pushed by
a year to 2024, and could potentially be delayed further.

15.3

The proposals for Consistency in Household and Business Recycling Collections will
have financial implications for the Authority and Constituent Councils that are not yet
able to be determined.

15.4

Aligned to the Government’s revised Waste Prevention Programme for England,
ELWA has its own Waste Prevention Programme in Place, the estimated future costs
of which total £0.272m over the period 2021/22 and 2022/23, which have been
included in the revenue budgets.

16.

Performance management considerations:

16.1

Implementation of some of the proposals within these consultations is likely to result
in updated or additional performance reporting requirements for ELWA and the
Constituent Councils. The full details of these will not be known for some time, but
officers will work with the Operator and other relevant bodies to develop any
necessary changes to performance management systems that may be required.

17.

Risk management considerations:

17.1

The consultations set out areas where Government is proposing to legislate for
changes to how resources and waste management services are provided, which may
result in either service changes that have to be implemented by the Authority and/or
the Constituent Councils, or changes that may impact on the quantity and types of
materials presented for collection and treatment. Officers will minimise the risks and
impacts by keeping abreast of proposed and confirmed changes, and updating the
Corporate Risk Register as appropriate.

18.

Equalities considerations:

18.1

The Government’s published impact assessments for these consultations do not
include consideration of any particular issues affecting different groups within society.
There may be more detailed impact assessments produced when final proposals are
decided upon and the necessary legislation and/or guidance is being drafted.

18.2

Officers have previously identified the potential for some of the Government’s
proposals to manifest as a regressive tax, if the fees producers pay through EPR and
DRS are directly passed on to consumers through increased product prices.
Consumers who are unable to use return points provided through the DRS may also
see their household spend increase as they cannot reclaim the deposits on drink
containers.

18.3

There may be equalities considerations arising from any service changes that ELWA
and the Constituent Councils need to implement as a result of new regulations that
the Government introduces to enact the proposals set out in these consultations.
These will not be known for some time, but equalities impact assessments will be
undertaken as required.
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19.

Follow-up reports:

19.1

As required.

20.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

20.1

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/

21.

Glossary:
Constituent Councils / the Councils = London Borough Councils of Barking &
Dagenham, Havering, Newham & Redbridge
DEFRA = Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
DRS = Deposit Return Scheme
ELWA / the Authority = East London Waste Authority
EPR = Extended Producer Responsibility
WPPE = Waste Prevention Programme for England

22.

Reviewed by Management Board:

22.1

14 June 2021

23.

Confidentiality:

23.1

Not applicable.
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Extended Producer Responsibility for Packaging
Consultation Document dated 24 March 2021
Response from East London Waste Authority - Subject to Member Approval
Online Cons
Survey Doc Qu Question
Qu No
No
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (p.4)
2. INTRODUCTION (p.14)
Q1
Q1
What is your name?
Q2
Q2
What is your email address?
Which best describes you? Please provide the name of the organisation/business you
Q3
Q3
represent and an approximate size/number of staff (where applicable).
Q4
Q4
Would you like your response to be confidential?
Government will need to understand the needs of users to build digital services for Extended
Producer Responsibility. Would you like your contact details to be added to a user panel for
Q5
Q5
Extended Producer Responsibility so that we can invite you to participate in user research
(e.g. surveys, workshops, interviews) or to test
3. BACKGROUND (p.21)
4. WHAT WE WANT TO ACHIEVE - PRINCIPLES, OUTCOMES AND TARGETS (p.26)

04 June 2021
ELWA Box
Answer

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

Andrew Lappage
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
Local authority

Organisation Name: East London Waste Authority (ELWA); Organisation Size: 10

No
Yes

May nominate a different staff member to participate.

Subject to the following considerations.
• It is acknowledged in the document and more widely that the underpinning data is currently poor, especially relating to business waste.
Therefore, consideration should be given to revisiting later targets in light of better data to ensure they are challenging but realistic.
• The timetable for the application of material specific targets should not drive premature mandatory collection of those materials where the
necessary collection and treatment infrastructure is not yet in place to ensure the materials will be recycled as intended.
• Proposals for setting targets to incentivise refillable and reusable packaging are welcome, but we are concerned that processes and
behaviours that embed recycling in the interim could undermine a subsequent shift to container refill and reuse.
• We support the concept of closed loop recycling targets. However, the costs of collecting material of a sufficient quality for closed loop
recycling can outweigh any additional recyclate income. The practical ability of delivering sufficiently high quality recyclates in some settings
and any additional costs should be a key consideration, not least in terms of full net cost recovery.
• Consideration should be given to not just considering weight-based targets but also wider environmental outcomes
• Overall we would seek the most ambitious, granular targets attainable including for closed loop recycling and reuse where this is supported
by robust evidence.

Q6

Q6

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed framework for setting packaging targets? ☐
Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason
for your response.

Agree

Q7

Q7

Do you agree or disagree that the business packaging waste recycling targets set for 2022
should be rolled over to the calendar year 2023? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor
disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response.

Agree

Q8

Q8

Do you agree or disagree that the recycling target to be met by 2030 for aluminium could be
higher than the rate in Table 3? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you
Agree
disagree, please provide the reason for your response.

Q9

Q9

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed minimum target to be met by 2030 for glass set
out in table 3? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
provide the reason for your response.

Q10

Q10

What should the glass re-melt target for 2030 for non-bottle packaging be set at? Please
provide the reason for your response.

The evidence base and assumptions need to be better explained and it is important local authorities should be part of the discussions that
determine any remelt specific target given the proportion of glass that will be collected through kerbside services.

Q11

Q11

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed minimum target to be met by 2030 for plastic set
Neither agree
out in table 3? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
nor disagree
provide the reason for your response.

ELWA has concerns about the sorting and end market capacity for films and flexibles in the short and medium term in the UK.

Q12

Q12

Do you think a higher recycling target should be set for wood in 2030 than the minimum rate
No
shown in Table 3? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure Please provide the reason for your response.

ELWA does not hold sufficient industry information to provide a response.

Q13

Q13

Q14

Q14

Q15

Q15

If higher recycling targets are to be set for 2030, should a sub-target be set that encourages
long term end markets for recycled wood? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure Please provide the reason
for your response.
Do you agree or disagree with the proposed minimum target to be met by 2030 for steel set
out in table 3? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
provide the reason for your response.
Do you agree or disagree with the proposed minimum target to be met by 2030 for
paper/card set out in table 3? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you
disagree, please provide the reason for your response.

Neither agree
nor disagree

Assuming the proposals within the Consistency and DRS consultations are put into effect, a 30% recycling target would appear to be very low.
In addition, the Government needs to confirm that IBA metals and those recovered from MBT facilities will be included within the targets so that
there is certainty for local authorities in planning future waste management solutions.
Agree in principle subject to the subsequent provision of more detailed data on the expectations around the recycling of glass packaging in
scope of EPR collected through local authority systems.

Unsure

ELWA does not hold sufficient industry information to provide a response.

Neither agree
nor disagree

The Government needs to confirm that IBA metals and those recovered from MBT facilities will be included within the targets so that there is
certainty for local authorities in planning future waste management solutions.

Unsure

ELWA does not hold sufficient industry information to provide a response.
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ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

Agree

This should be based on a clear evidence base, and would depend on the sorting and reprocessing infrastructure available (which may vary
regionally). The material should not be added to the list for mandatory local authority collections until the prerequisite treatment and
reprocessing infrastructure is in place.

Agree

On the basis that it supports the circular economy, is the best environmental outcome and increases the confidence of waste producers in the
wider system

Do you agree or disagree with the proposal to set recycling targets for fibre-based
Q16
Q16
composites? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
provide the reason for your response.
Do you agree or disagree that there may be a need for 'closed loop' recycling targets for
Q17
Q17
plastics, in addition to the Plastics Packaging Tax? ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor
disagree Please provide the reason for your response.
Please indicate other packaging materials that may benefit from 'closed loop' targets? Please
Q18
Q18
answer here
5. PRODUCER OBLIGATIONS FOR FULL NET COST PAYMENTS AND REPORTING (p.45)
+ ANNEX 1: REFILLABLE/REUSABLE PACKAGING (p.185) (Q19-22/101-104)
Which of the definitions listed below most accurately defines reusable packaging that could
be applied to possible future reuse/refill targets or obligations in regulations? Q101 from the
annex in the consultation document Further information to help answer this question (and the
4 that follow) can be found in Annex 1 of the consultation document. ☐ Definition in The
Q19
Q101
Packaging (Essential Requirements) 2015 ☐ Definition in The Packaging and Packaging
Waste Directive (PPWD) ☐ Definition adopted by The UK Plastic Pact/The Ellen MacArthur
Foundation ☐ None of the above If you selected 'none of the above', please provide the
reason for your response, including any suggestions of alternative definitions for us to
consider.

ELWA does not hold sufficient industry information to provide a response.

None of the
above

None of the definitions fully encompass re-usable packaging, but the UK Plastic Pact is the most comprehensive one and ELWA
acknowledges that it is sensible to use to an existing legislative definition. However, this should be extended to incorporate a requirement for
the packaging to be recyclable at its end of life.

The approaches should align with the priorities set out in the Waste Prevention Programme for England 2021 consultation that is also current
out.
ELWA would encourage the Government to consider visible mandated measures to ensure that reuse and refill is not just incentivised, but
necessary. Examples include requiring proportions of shop space to be allocated to refill systems (perhaps with size thresholds to allow for the
greater challenges smaller premises will face with this) or requiring certain products that lend themselves to refill options to be marketed in
refillable packaging.

Q20

Q102

Any use of one-way single-use plastic to support refill must not result in an increase of difficult-to-recycle single-use packaging, even if the
amount of material used overall reduces. For instance, pouches may use less material than plastic bottles, but are inherently harder to recycle
which risks defeating the purpose - large-size plastic bottles for handwash or cleaning products, for example, that are sold without the
additional plastic and metal in a pump-spray lid (instead just featuring a simple cap) may provide the best overall environmental outcome,
although in-store refill would be preferable.

Do you have any views on any of the listed approaches, or any alternative approaches, for
setting reuse and refill targets and obligations? Please provide evidence where possible to
support your views. Q102 from the annex in the consultation document Please answer here.

Any proposals must not only enable reuse, but ensure reuse actually happens. Targets should be measurable and based on actual reuse
practice, rather than estimates or allocations.

Q21

Q103

Do you agree or disagree that the Scheme Administrator should proactively fund the
development and commercialisation of reuse systems? Q103 from the annex in the
consultation document ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree Please provide
the reason for your response.

Agree

Q22

Q104

Do you agree or disagree that the Scheme Administrator should look to use modulated fees
to incentivise the adoption of reuse and refill packaging systems? Q104 from the annex in
the consultation document ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree Please
provide the reason for your response.

Agree

Q23

Q19

Do you agree or disagree that Brand Owners are best placed to respond effectively and
quickly to incentives that are provided through the scheme? Q19 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐
Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

ELWA notes the reference in the accompanying DRS consultation to RVMs that are able to crush containers, including glass. This seems to
be directly contrary to any proposals for reuse schemes that rely on consumers returning reusable bottles (for example) that come with a
returnable deposit. The focus should be on enabling such reuse schemes on a large scale rather than designing them out in favour of
recycling
Reuse and refillable packaging is in many instances an environmentally preferable packaging option but may require a shift in technologies
and logistics to enable a significant shift. This will require direct financing, in part through the scheme operator. The prompt introduction of
reuse targets would further support this shift.
There must be associated communications included in the requirement, to ensure that consumers understand the shift that is taking place
within the supply chains so as to reduce the amount of premature disposal of reusable packaging.
Reuse and refillable packaging is in many instances an environmentally preferable option but may require developments/innovations in
technologies and logistics to enable a significant shift in both packaging design and consumer behaviour. Modulated fees at appropriate rates
may support this shift. This does require the modulated fees system to have sufficient levels to create sufficient drivers towards reuse for the
right products.
Modulated fees must also take into account the recyclability of the reusable packaging when it reaches its end of life.
This is in line with international best practice. There needs to be a single point of responsibility and it is clear that the current diluted
responsibilities cannot drive the systemic change sought.
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Q24

Q20

Q25

Q21

Q26

Q22

Q27

Q23

Q28

Q24

Q29

Q25

Response from East London Waste Authority - Subject to Member Approval
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Question

ELWA Box
Answer

Are there any situations where the proposed approach to imports would result in packaging
being imported into the UK which does not pick up an obligation (except if the importer or
first-owner is below the de-minimis, or if the packaging is subsequently exported)? Q20
Where available, please share evidence to support your view.
Of Options 2 and 3, which do you think would be most effective at both capturing more
packaging in the system and ensuring the smallest businesses are protected from excessive
burden? Q21 ☐ Option 2 ☐ Option 3 ☐ Neither ☐ Don’t know If you answered ‘neither’,
Don't know
please provide the reason for your response and describe any suggestions for alternative
approaches to small businesses.
If either Option 2 or 3 is implemented, do you consider there to be a strong case to also
reduce the de-minimis threshold as set out in Option 1? Q22 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure Please
provide the reason for your response.

Do you think that Online Marketplaces should be obligated for unfilled packaging in addition
Yes
to filled packaging? Q23 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'yes', please provide the
reason for your response.
Do you foresee any issues with Online Marketplaces not being obligated for packaging sold
through their platforms by UK-based businesses? Q24 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you
Unsure
answered 'yes', please provide the reason for your response.
This proposal will require Online Marketplaces to assess what packaging data they can
collate and then, where there are gaps to work together to create a methodology for how they
will fill those gaps. Do you think there are any barriers to Online Marketplaces developing a Yes
methodology in time for the start of the 2022 reporting year (January 2022)? Q25 ☐ Yes ☐
No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'yes', please provide the reason for your response.

Is there any packaging that would not be reported by the obligation as proposed below
(except for packaging that is manufactured and sold by businesses who sit below the deminimis)? Q26 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'yes', please detail what packaging
would not be reported by this approach.
Do you agree or disagree that the Allocation Method should be removed? Q27 ☐ Agree ☐
Q31
Q27
Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree
6. PRODUCER DISPOSABLE CUPS TAKEBACK OBLIGATION (p.64)

Q30

Q32

Q26

Q28

Unsure

Agree

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed phased approach to introducing the takeback
obligation, with larger businesses/sellers of filled disposable paper cups obligated by the end
of 2023, and the obligation extended to all sellers of filled disposable paper cups by the end
Q33
Q29
Agree
of 2025? Q29 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
provide the reason for your response and/or how you think the mandatory takeback
obligation should be introduced for sellers of filled disposable cups.
7. MODULATED FEES & LABELLING (p.70)
Do you think that the proposed strategic frameworks will result in a fair and effective system
to modulate producer fees being established? Q30 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered
Q34
Q30
Yes
'no' please provide the reason for your response, being specific with your answer where
possible.

Q35

Q31

ELWA does not have a position on this, but notes that the regulators should be sufficiently adaptable to address any significant gaps in the
system should they emerge.

Presumably there are some packaging manufacturers in the scope of both options that may also sell to companies of a sufficient size that they
would would be the normal obligated producer. It will need to be clear where the 'primary' obligation lands, and there would need to be a
robust system in place to ensure that the obligation is picked up and not double-exempted by a loophole or ineffective regulation.
This will depend on the effectiveness of obligating the packaging manufacturers in driving the changes in design and material choice that are
desired from the EPR regime. Obligating more small businesses may result in greater awareness of the issues around packaging, but if the
addition of modulated fees to the prices of packaging being sold to smaller businesses is sufficient to drive change then a reduction in the deminimis may not be necessary.
If unfilled packaging was not obligated then there may be a shift to this material rather than the obligated unfilled packaging being sold by UK
suppliers.

The timeline is challenging, but potentially achievable with enough resource. The Government will need to ensure it quickly comes to a
position and lets this sector know what the requirements will be, possibly with some guidance produced to minimise the number of
methodologies that get proposed.

Unsure

Do you agree or disagree that a mandatory, producer-led takeback obligation should be
placed on sellers of filled disposable paper cups? Q28 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree
Agree
nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response and/or suggest
any alternative proposals for increasing the collection and recycling of disposable cups.

Do you agree or disagree that the Scheme Administrator should decide what measures
should be taken to adjust fees if a producer has been unable to self-assess, or provides
inaccurate information? This is in addition to any enforcement that might be undertaken by
the regulators. Q31 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree,
please provide the reason for your response.

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

Neither agree
nor disagree

Removal of the Allocation Method would be in line with the polluter pays principle

Government needs to ensure that takeback schemes are seen as the 'second choice' option, with promotion of reusable cups both prioritised
and actively supported by all outlets that would otherwise sell drinks in disposal cups.
Government should consider how it can encourage all sellers of drinks in disposable cups, regardless of their size, to actively encourage the
use of reusable cups by customers.
ELWA would encourage the introduction of mandatory takeback as soon as possible (at least for above de minimis enterprises), as there are
concerns about consumer confusion which would need to be addressed by clear communications, as well as the availability of takeback points
encouraging some customers to only visit larger stores.

The answer given here is under the assumption that local government/MRF/waste industry reporting will align with obligated producer
reporting so that materials can be tracked through the system. The practicalities of this should also be taken into account from the outset.
It would make sense the Scheme Administrator is the body that implements the measures that should be taken to adjust the fees. However,
there should be a clear understanding that all unassessed packaging and /or packaging that has inaccurate information provided is classed as
unrecyclable. The timelines for implementation appear more than adequate (especially if using a common labelling scheme that many
packaging producers already use), and by classing unassessed packaging as unrecyclable, it would incentivise producers to ensure that they
complete the self assessment in good time. It is felt that the use of allowing ‘broadly equivalent’ may delay early adoption of applying the self
assessment tool.
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ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval
Preference should be on ease for the consumer rather than ease for the producer, given the role of the labelling is to clearly and
unambiguously communicate what should be done with the product at the point of disposal.
Having a variety of labels is potentially going to lead to more, not less, confusion amongst consumers. There should be one mandated
packaging label to enable clear information to be passed on to the consumer as part of all communications about recycling. Using different
approaches to the the labelling would require local authorities to potentially have to use all variations in communications to households and
businesses, making those communications more complicated and less easy for consumers to follow.

Q36

Q32

Do you agree or disagree with our preferred approach (Option 1) to implementing mandatory
labelling? Q32 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
Disagree
provide the reason for your response.

OPRL should be taken forward as the mandatory label for recycling in the UK. It is already well recognised by consumers, it matches Recycle
Now branding and icons already applied to recycling containers across the country, it is widely backed and used by the retail and packaging
industry already, and the organisations behind the OPRL branding have built up a wealth of consumer insight and knowledge.
In addition, mandatory labelling should also apply to materials in scope of DRS, to ensure that those residents who do not wish (or are unable)
to use a DRS return point are still provided with clear and consistent information on what they should do with those items via household or
business collection services.
Other types of recycling or waste management labelling should be required to be removed from packaging, where it is known that this can
cause confusion for consumers. This includes the Green Dot, which is regularly interpreted to mean "recyclable" when in fact it simply means
that the product has been subject to producer responsibility in Europe.

Do you agree or disagree with the proposal that all producers could be required to use the
same 'do not recycle' label? Q33 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you
disagree, please provide the reason for your response.
Do you think that the timescales proposed provide sufficient time to implement the new
labelling requirements? Q34 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no' please provide the
reason for your response.

The use of terms like "degradable", "biodegradable" and "compostable" should also be regulated to ensure that they are only used where
appropriate

Q37

Q33

Q38

Q34

Q39

Q35

Do you agree or disagree that the labelling requirement should be placed on businesses who
sell unfilled packaging directly to small businesses? Q35 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither
Agree
agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response.

Q40

Q36

Do you think it would be useful to have enhancements on labels, such as including 'in the
UK' and making them digitally enabled? Q36 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'yes',
please state what enhancements would be useful.

Q41

Q37

Agree

Yes

Unsure

Do you agree or disagree that local authorities across the UK who do not currently collect
plastic films in their collection services should adopt the collection of this material no later
than end of financial year 2026/27? Q37 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response and/or what date you consider
local authorities could collect films and flexibles from. Please share any evidence to support
your views.

A labelling requirement should be placed on businesses who sell unfilled packaging directly to small businesses. Not requiring them to adopt
labelling will undermine the effectiveness of the scheme and not present consumers with clear information as to what to do with the packaging.
Furthermore, this labelling should be required to be placed in a location on unfilled packaging where it is least likely to be covered over by a
printed-out label produced by the business that is ultimately using it to sell consumers products.
Digitally enhanced labelling should only be used as a source of additional information – the label alone should provide a consumer with a
sufficient level of information to know how to dispose of an item. Most consumers are unwilling to seek out further information about recycling
of their own accord. Digital enhancements can add utility when it's acknowledged that they hold only niche appeal. If "check locally" is still a
necessary inclusion on recycling labels, digitally enhanced labels which link directly to postcode-specific recycling information for that product
could be helpful, but the majority of consumers are unlikely to refer to digitally enhanced labelling, and the ability to tailor labelling to localities
should not be viewed as an alternative to standardising the range of material collected.
"In the UK" labelling may be helpful, as long as there are consistent approaches taken across the four nations around the timing of changes to
EPR and DRS regimes. Consideration should also be given to other territories that may be within the UK's supply chain, and how such
labelling may be helpful or detrimental in those locations.
Some Local Authority contracts don’t currently include the processing of plastic films. Costs and timescale to renegotiate and change contracts
to handle this material will be significant and would need to be covered, as will potential upgrading of MRF technology and purchase of any
required vehicles.
If the collection of plastic films was introduced from April 2027 and the material was labelled as recyclable, it is conceivable that significant
costs will be incurred to deal with contamination created from residues on films, or the contamination levels will become unsustainable and
other recyclable items may be compromised both in terms of quality and sales value, having a detrimental effect on achieving targets.
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Q38

Do you agree or disagree that collections of plastic films and flexibles from business
premises across the UK could be achieved by end of financial year 2024/5? Q38 ☐ Agree ☐
Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your
Disagree
response and/or what date you consider this could be achieved by. Please share any
evidence to support your views.

Q43

Q39

Do you agree or disagree that there should be an exemption from the ‘do not recycle’ label
for biodegradable/compostable packaging that is filled and consumed (and collected and
taken to composting/anaerobic digestion facilities that accept it), in closed loop situations
where reuse or recycling options are unavailable? Q39 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither
agree nor disagree Please provide the reason for your response.

Disagree

Q44

Q40

Do you consider that any unintended consequences may arise as a result of the proposed
approach to modulated fees for compostable and biodegradable plastic packaging? Q40 ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'yes', please detail what you think these unintended
consequences could be and provide any suggestions for how they may be avoided.

Yes

Online
Survey
Qu No

Q42

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval
Collections of plastic films and flexibles from domestic properties and businesses should be introduced at the same time. Local Authority
business waste and recycling collections are not necessarily undertaken by a dedicated vehicle and vehicles may collect from a mix of
domestic and business premises within a given collection round area. If plastic film collections from businesses were required before domestic
collections this would require local authorities to separate business collections from domestic collections and mobilise for this change in
requirement twice.
Whilst the collection of plastic films and flexibles from businesses may be feasible, subject to full net costs being met, the recycling of the
waste will be difficult and costly due to the reasons set out in the response to Q41 (Q37) above i.e. treatment arrangements, outlets etc.
If an item of household packaging cannot be collected for recycling through the household waste collection services, then it should have a ‘do
not recycle’ label so as to reduce the risk of it becoming a contaminant should it enter the household stream. A separate form of labelling could
be developed to go alongside that gives a clear alternative instruction (such as “place in VegWare bin”), but these messages would need
researching and testing before being approved, and would likely require a consistent approach between the labelling on the packaging, the
labelling on the bins within the 'closed situation', and accompanying communications.
This approach may inhibit ongoing development in the field of biodegradable and compostable packaging. While ELWA fully supports the
approach as a means of reducing contamination in other streams and over-selling of the current benefits of these packaging types by their
producers, there should also be recognition that there is potential for their use if better researched and regulated. ELWA recommends that the
Government directs some of the modulated fees arising from these materials towards research into whether they could and should form a more
integral part of the packaging sector in the UK.

8. PAYMENTS FOR MANAGING PACKAGING WASTE (p.88)

Q45

Q41

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed definition and scope of necessary costs? Q41 ☐
Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please detail why and
Disagree
provide any costs you think should be included under the definition of necessary costs.

Table 7 does not take into account the following:
- Contract change or "change in law" costs or penalties, which may be unavoidably incurred on top of additional capital and revenue costs
depending on the structure of individual contracts (particularly PFI treatment and disposal contracts).
- Additional disposal contract costs owing to calorific value changes or failures to meet guaranteed minimum tonnages
- Additional administration burdens (which may not be considered 'corporate overheads') associated with compiling and reporting data, and
subsequently processing funding claims etc., associated with the EPR regime.
- Enforcement or compliance costs, which may exceed what would be considered appropriate for communications but would still be necessary
to tackle contamination and (if the Government considers re-introduction EPA 1990 s.46 powers) participation in recycling services.
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04 June 2021

Question

ELWA Box
Answer

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval
This should be an eventual goal of the EPR system, but it is difficult to agree to such binary principles at this stage when the Government has
not defined 'efficient and effective systems' and has not produced any regulations or guidance that would ensure local authorities are
sufficiently prepared for transitioning to such systems, and has also indicated that the defining of this concept will be undertaken by the
Scheme Administrator in the same year as payments to local authorities are due to begin. Local authority services have been designed in line
with the legal, financial and policy drivers that have dominated thus far, and significant improvements in efficiency have already been achieved
where possible because of the financial pressures local authorities have been under for the last decade. In providing a framework for full net
cost recovery payments and associated calculation of 'net' New Burdens funding associated with the Consistency proposals, Government
needs to recognise the rapid pace at which it is proposing to completely change the funding of local authority waste management services
alongside the time it takes to plan, scrutinise and deliver new services.

Do you agree or disagree that payments should be based on good practice, efficient and
effective system costs and relevant peer benchmarks? Q42 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither
agree nor disagree If you disagree, please detail any issues you think there are with this
approach and how you think payments should instead be calculated.

Disagree

In addition, there must be local authority involvement in defining 'relevant peer benchmarks', and a process for challenging any family
groupings that the Scheme Administrator may propose without that company fully understanding why costs might justifiably be significantly
different between local authorities that might be considered to be 'peers'. If there is insufficient granularity in the setting of these family
groupings then an urban borough with a large number of high-density flatted developments could easily be grouped with one that has similar
demographics but is predominantly made up of dense street-level properties, meaning their costs and performance are going to be quite
different. Similarly, the benchmarking may not pick up other physical differences between local areas, such as the absence of space for bin
storage even for street level properties (e.g. no front gardens) that might require more frequent collections to minimise streetscene impacts.
Long-term contracts will also mean costs are different between supposedly similar local authorities, which needs to be properly accounted for
especially when those contracts were let in line with a differing set of principal policy drivers (such as ELWA's own PFI contract for waste
treatment disposal, which was let at a time when the Landfill Allowance Trading Scheme - a now-abandoned Government policy - was at the
forefront of the financial drivers).
The peer benchmarks also need to take into account that there may be variations in treatment costs between different areas depending on the
availability of local infrastructure. Transport and treatment costs are likely to be higher where there are fewer sorting facilities, re-processors
and access to ports etc.
It would be preferable to have actual costs paid where evidence can be produced of contract terms that justifiably elevate costs for some local
authorities over any peer benchmarks established, with the end date of these contracts confirmed as the point that benchmarks will be adopted
at that point. This will ensure that local authorities are not penalised for existing contracts that represented best value against the financial and
policy drivers at the time they were let, but will also provide a strong driver for them to conform to 'efficient and effective systems' at the point of
contract change
Materials
of consistent quality can vary in price according to demand, which is an issue local authorities have no control over. Material value
should therefore be retained by producers, whose own design and production choices will primarily drive fluctuations in demand, with local
authorities receiving payments to cover their operating costs.

Q47

Q48

Q43

Q44

Do you agree or disagree that the per tonne payment to local authorities for packaging
materials collected and sorted for recycling should be net off an average price per tonne for
each material collected? Q43 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you
disagree, please detail how material value should be netted-off a local authority's payment.

Do you agree or disagree that the Scheme Administrator should have the ability to apply
incentive adjustments to local authority payments to drive performance and quality in the
system? Q44 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
detail why you think the ability to apply an incentive adjustment should not apply.
WLWA - disagree
concerns who the SA represents?

Disagree

If material values are to be netted off EPR payments then they should not be an average but rather reflect local circumstances. The availability
of local infrastructure will cause variations in material prices between different areas as bulking and transportation to re-processors has to be
taken into account.
There will also need to be a significant level of transparency at sorting facilities, to ensure appropriate material values are being tracked back
through the accounting system for those local authorities that deliver mixed recycling into those facilities.
The principle of incentive adjustments is sound, but needs to be applied logically and with due regard to the practical realities of how waste
management performance is improved. The range of discretion that is apparent within the proposals within the consultation document leaves a
great deal of uncertainty about how the Scheme Administrator may apply the principle of incentivising performance.

Agree

Incentives should focus on assisting local authorities that face greater challenges in achieving high performance to improve, rather than to
financially reward those with local circumstances that make it simpler and cheaper to attain high recycling performance.
Incentives should not be an alternative to proper recognition of justifiable and ongoing reasons for differences in costs between local
authorities.
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Answer

Do you agree or disagree that local authorities should be given reasonable time and support
to move to efficient and effective systems and improve their performance before incentive
Agree
adjustments to payments are applied? Q45 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor
disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response.

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

The system should seek to bring forward any necessary capital investment to the earliest possible point, along with other projects that may
have a long lead time, such as contract variations, so that delays to introducing necessary changes in service delivery terms are minimised.
There will also need to be a recognition within the system that an efficient and effective system will vary in different operating contexts (e.g.
high rise and high density urban environments will have entirely different cost and performance profiles when compared to lower density street
level services.). The cost and complexities of changing contracting arrangements will also be very different, and will have different timescales
over which changes can be agreed at reasonable cost.
There must be recognition that pre-existing long-term contracts, such as PFI contracts for treatment and disposal, may prevent local authorities
adopting 'efficient and effective systems', whether in practice or purely in terms of their overall costs. The Government is well aware of all of
these contracts, and should ensure that the terms and end dates of these are properly recognised by the Scheme Administrator.

Q50

Q51

Q46

Q47

Should individual local authorities be guaranteed a minimum proportion of their waste
management cost regardless of performance? Q46 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure Please provide
the reason for your response.

This would ensure that all local authorities benefit from the "producer pays" principle that underpins the EPR regime. Local authorities have a
duty to manage household waste presented to them, and do not appear to be re-gaining any enforcement powers that were previously
available under s.46 of the Environment Protection Act to allow them to better control how well this is segregated by householders, so it is
essential that they receive a significant minimum payment if the 'producer pays' principle is truly to be applied.
Yes

Do you agree or disagree that there should be incentive adjustments or rewards to
encourage local authorities to exceed their modelled recycling benchmarks? Q47 ☐ Agree ☐
Neither agree
Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please detail why you think incentive
nor disagree
adjustments should not be applied to encourage local authorities to exceed their recycling
performance benchmarks.

The EPR regime must not result in insufficient payments being made to local authorities who face more challenges in achieving high
performance and as a result have higher costs. The use of incentivisation through higher payments above an adequate minimum is likely to
help some local authorities to justify invesments in recycling services that may not have been financially sound previously, but this may not
always be the case.
The principle of incentivising higher performance is generally sound as it encourages local authorities to keep pushing to improve, but risks
becoming both unfair and counter-productive if there is not sufficient recognition within local authority family groups as to why performance
may vary. Wtih only 6 or even 9 local authority groups being proposed, there will be significant variations in the physical make-up of the local
areas and the demographics of the population, meaning it will inevitably be easier in some areas to exceed the benchmarked performance for
that family group. For instance, for a group of urban local authorities providing essentially identical collection services, differences in housing
stock, population transience and other factors will mean that there will be several that will have to spend more on communications just to
achieve the benchmarked performance. Unless there is sufficient recognition of this, the incentivisation approach will mean it is the higher
performers who receive more money from the EPR regime, widening the gap with those who have a harder job in improving their recycling
rates.
The core funding model should prioritise supporting lower performing local authorities, with incentivisation of higher performers to continue
improving a secondary or later consideration.
It is not clear why there would be unallocated (withheld) costs, and there needs to be further detailed discussion and understanding on this.

Q52

Q53

Q54

Q48

Q49

Q50

Do you agree or disagree that unallocated payments should be used to help local authorities
meet their recycling performance benchmarks, and contribute to Extended Producer
Responsibility outcomes through wider investment and innovation, where it provides value
Agree
for money? Q48 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
detail how you think any unallocated payments to local authorities should be used.

Do you agree or disagree that residual payments should be calculated using modelled costs
of efficient and effective systems based on the average composition of packaging waste
Disagree
within the residual stream? Q49 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you
disagree, please detail how you think residual waste payments should instead be calculated.

Do you agree or disagree that a disposal authority within a two-tier authority area (England
only) should receive the disposal element of the residual waste payment directly? Q50 ☐
Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree

However, where there are unallocated payments held by the Scheme Administrator, there should be a strong emphasis in the distribution of
this on improving performance in the lowest performing areas and providing resources for doing so. Unallocated payments could be provided
through a project fund to which councils could bid for funds.
Supporting innovation through this route may also be necessary, as the standardisation being promoted through EPR and Consistency runs
the risk of stifling the trialling of new methods of collection and treatment owing to the uncertainties over whether costs will be covered.
This approach will potentially expand the funding gap for lower performing local authorities, particularly those with justifiable reasons for belowbenchmark performance. The suggestion that the Scheme Administrator should 'factor in' the performance of waste collection authorities in
processing payments for residual waste to waste disposal authorities does not provide any commitment that this will be sufficient to cover any
costs that the WDA cannot control.
The concept of over-paying local authorities for packaging in residual waste that is not actually present, while under-paying others, goes
against the very principle of full net cost recovery.
Funding for regular composition analysis for each waste disposal and unitary authority (bearing in mind there are considerably fewer of these
than waste collection authorities) would provide the data on which to base a fairer payment system.

Agree
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Q55

Q51

Q56

Q52

Q57

Q53

Q58

Q54

Q59

Q55

Q60

Q56

Response from East London Waste Authority - Subject to Member Approval

04 June 2021

Question

ELWA Box
Answer

Do you agree or disagree that there remains a strong rationale for making producers
responsible for the costs of managing packaging waste produced by businesses? Q51 ☐
Agree
Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason
for your response.
Do you agree or disagree that all commercial and industrial packaging should be in scope of
the producer payment requirements except where a producer has the necessary evidence
Agree
that they have paid for its management directly? Q52 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree
nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response.
e. Do not know
Which approach do you believe is most suited to deliver the outcomes being sought below?
enough to
Q53 ☐ Option 1 ☐ Option 2 ☐ Option 3 ☐ All could work ☐ Do not know enough to provide a
provide a
view
response
Do you disagree strongly with any of the options listed in the previous question? Q54 ☐ Yes
Unsure
☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'yes', please explain which and provide your reason.
Do you think there will be any issues with not having either Packaging Recovery
Notes/Packaging Export Recovery Notes or the business payment mechanism (and as a
Unsure
result recycling targets) in place for a short period of time? Q55 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you
answered 'yes', please detail what issues you think there will be.
Do you agree or disagree with the proposal to introduce a sampling regime for packaging as
an amendment to the MF Regulations in England, Wales and Scotland and incorporation into
new or existing regulations in Northern Ireland? Q56 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree
nor disagree If you disagree, please detail why you think the proposed sampling regime for Agree
packaging waste should not be incorporated as an amendment to MF Regulations in
England, Wales and Scotland and incorporated into new or existing regulations in Northern
Ireland.

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

Significant additional information is required to be clear on which options would actually work, and Local Authority input will be necessary to
maintain appropriate controls and eg impacts on street scene. This could be achieved through zoning.
There is a significant risk of fraud, duplication, inefficiency, unnecessary complexity and lack of performance with all three models, particularly
when less scrupulous private waste collectors continue to collect HH-like/ C&I EPR material.
There are no questions on topics under para 8.100-8.112 on zoning, which is disappointing as proper implementation of this would greatly help
in allowing a transition to EPR-based services.

There should be a sampling regime in place, as long as this is included in the cost recovery outlined in 8.5. Also consider whether it is fair to
bring facilities like basic waste transfer stations / bulking facilities in scope, as these may not have the space to implement sampling regimes
and could be sending most/all of the material on to other facilities that will already be obligated to sample.

ELWA agrees that sampling should take place as early as possible in the process so that contamination issues can be linked to the source
and thereby addressed more easily. The cost of any additional sampling must be wholly borne by the producers.

Q61

Q57

Do you agree or disagree with the proposal to require all First Points of Consolidation to be
responsible for sampling and reporting in accordance with a new packaging waste sampling
and reporting regime? Q57 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you
disagree, please detail who you think should be required to meet the packaging sampling
and reporting regime for Extended Producer Responsibility purposes.

Neither agree
nor disagree

However, there will be a number of basic waste transfer stations where this may be a physical impossibility owing to a lack of space for new
sampling regimes, potentially meaning producers and/or local authorities/waste companies could be exposed to significantly higher capital
costs for new facilities. There needs to be thorough consideration of how and when exemptions to this requirement could apply, particularly if
materials being bulked there could be more easily intercepted and sampled separately at the sorting or re-processing facilities that are next in
the chain.
The necessary costs must include the capital costs for setting up sampling stations at facilities where these do not already exist, in addition to
revenue costs (which may include an additional staff member) for undertaking the ongoing sampling.

Q62

Q58

Q63

Q59

Do you agree or disagree that the existing MF Regulations’ de-minimis threshold of facilities
that receive 1000 tonnes or more per annum of mixed waste material would need to be
removed or changed to capture all First Points of Consolidation? Q58 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree Agree
☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please detail why you think a de-minimis
threshold is required.
Do you think the above list of materials and packaging formats should form the basis for a
manual sampling protocol? Q59 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no', what other
Unsure
materials, format categories or level of separation should be included as part of the manual
sampling protocol?

As per answer to previous question, the practicalities of this need to be properly thought through, as smaller facilities may be the most likely to
have insufficient space to incorporate new sampling regimes.

Assuming the materials quoted reflect both in-scope packaging, as well as any materials included in Consistency rules, but it may be better
specified by the Scheme Administrator in line with the modulated fees structure.
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ELWA Box
Answer

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

Unsure

The additional burden this may place on some MRFs and WTFs may be too great in terms of the practicalities of setting up sampling
operations. For example, additional space required to increase the frequency of samples from every 125 tonnes to every 25 tonnes will be
significant.

Yes

This technology is rapidly improving, and the more demand there is for it, the more commercially available and affordable it will become.
Using it as an enhanced method of sampling, rather than mandating, will help to drive this. In future it is likely to become an industry standard.

Unsure

We are unclear if these are robust enough to provide accurate data

Disagree

The market should determine if material from a MRF is of sufficient quality. This will be reflected in cost/income for the material, which should
work its way through the system.

Neither agree
nor disagree

This will depend if the material is due to be transported to another facility for further sorting / refinement, reprocessed or exported. Therefore,
perhaps a definition is required regarding the stage in the sorting process where this needs to be measured, and a robust auditing process put
in place to avoid partially sorted materials not being refined further prior to entering reprocessing / export.

Do you think it is feasible to implement more rigorous sampling arrangements within 6-12
months of the regulations being in place? Q60 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no',
Q64
Q60
please provide the reason for your response and detail what should be considered in
determining an appropriate implementation period.
Do you think visual detection technology should be introduced from 2025 to further enhance
Q65
Q61
the sampling regime? Q61 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no', please detail why
you think it should not be considered as a medium to long-term method of sampling.
Do you think existing packaging proportion protocols used by reprocessors would provide a
robust and proportionate system to estimate the packaging content of source segregated
Q66
Q62
materials? Q62 ☐ Yes ☐ Yes, with refinement ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no', please
detail why you think these would not be suitable to use to determine the packaging content in
source segregated material.
Do you agree or disagree that minimum output material quality standards should be set for
Q67
Q63
sorted packaging materials at a material facility? Q63 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree
nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response.
Do you agree or disagree that material facilities that undertake sorting prior to sending the
material to a reprocessor or exporter should have to meet those minimum standards in
Q68
Q64
addition to just assessing and reporting against them? Q64 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither
agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response.
Do you think any existing industry grades and standards could be used as minimal output
material quality standards? Q65 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'yes' please provide
Q69
Q65
evidence of standards you think would be suitable for use as minimal output material
standards.
Do you agree or disagree that local authority payments should be made quarterly, on a
financial year basis? Q66 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you
Q70
Q66
disagree, please provide the reason for your response and/or suggest any alternative
proposals.
Do you agree or disagree that household and business packaging waste management
payments should be based on previous year’s data? Q67 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither
Q71
Q67
agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide any concerns you have with the proposed
approach and/or any alternative proposals.
9. LITTER PAYMENTS (p.134)

Unsure

Agree

Disagree

Q68

Do you agree or disagree that the costs of litter management should be borne by the
producers of commonly littered items based on their prevalence in the litter waste stream as
determined by a composition analysis which is described in option 2? Q68 ☐ Agree ☐
Agree
Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your
response and/or provide an alternative approach to litter management costs being based on
a commonly littered basis.

Q73

Q69

In addition to local authorities, which of the following duty bodies do you agree should also
receive full net cost payments for managing littered packaging? Please select all that apply.
Q69 ☐ Other duty bodies ☐ Litter authorities ☐ Statutory undertakers ☐ None of the above
☐ Any other(s) - please specify If you selected 'Any other(s)' - please specify here.

Q74

Q70

Q75

Q71

Q72

Do you agree or disagree that producers should contribute to the costs of litter prevention
and management activities on other land? Q70 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor
disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response.
Do you agree or disagree that local authority litter payments should be linked to improved
data reporting? Q71 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree,
please detail why you think litter payments should not be linked to improved data reporting.

Other duty
bodies
Litter authorities
Statutory
undertakers
Any others

The system should be able to respond to more recent data, perhaps quarterly or six-monthly in arrears, to enable local authorities to more
quickly realise the financial benefits of any investments they have made to improve performance, and to recognise that consumption patterns
can change more quickly as the designs of products on the market are updated.
Please note the following points:
• It is not clear if fly tipped packaging (i.e. that which is contained in bags of waste) is in scope - this material should be, with the costs perhaps
associated with the binned litter provisions on the basis that these bags will often be picked up by the same vehicles collecting the filled bags
from on-street bins.
• The enforcement of ground litter appears to be excluded (although may be considered to be within the 'litter prevention' provisions).
Enforcement should be in scope as one of many activities that can contribute to reduction in litter, noting that the costs for this enforcement
activity are unlikely to be covered by FPN income alone.
• Compositional analysis will need to take account of seasonal variations, as well as differences in daytime/nighttime economies in certain
areas. Local authorities/neighbourhoods that are impacted by events (such as concerts, football matches or demonstrations) may also need
special consideration.
• Any formulae applied for apportioning litter management costs should take into account the different types and uses of land rather than just
All non-commercial bodies with a statutory or similar obligation to clear litter from publicly accessible non-commercial land should receive
payments. However, this should be with the same cost contribution for equivalent local authority land and with the same standards for data
reporting/litter strategy adoption when or if equivalent full net cost recovery systems are implemented. However, voluntary litter picks relating
to local authority land should be funded via local authorities to enable the best consideration in the round as to how best to manage litter in a
given area.

Agree

Subject to further future considerations around scope and definitions in particular. Funding should be in addition to that which local authorities
receive for the management of litter on public land, rather than deducted from that amount.

Agree

The costs of reporting through any future enhanced systems should be borne by producers.
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Q76

Q72

Do you agree or disagree that payments should be linked to standards of local cleanliness
over time? Q72 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please
provide the reason for your response.

Neither agree
nor disagree

There may be a role for a performance-related element in the payments, but there will also need to be recognition of how much is being
invested to keep areas clean. Local authorities face fundamentally different challenges in keeping land clear of litter because of varying
intensity of use as well as demographic factors that can result in more littering. Local authorities that are investing heavily in street cleansing
but are still unable to attain the highest cleanliness scores should not be penalised.

10. SCHEME ADMINISTRATION AND GOVERNANCE (p.144)

Q77

Q78

Q73

Q74

Q79

Q75

Q80

Q76

Q81

Q77

Q82

Q78

Do you agree or disagree that the functions relating to the management of producer
obligations in respect of household packaging waste and litter including the distribution of
payments to local authorities are managed by a single organisation? Q73 ☐ Agree ☐
Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree

Overall which governance and administrative option do you prefer? Q74 ☐ Option 1 ☐
Option 2 ☐ Neither Option 1 nor Option 2 Please provide the reason for your response.

How do you think in-year cost uncertainty to producers could be managed? Q75 ☐ A reserve
fund ☐ In-year adjustment to fees ☐ Giving individual producers flexibility to choose between
options 1) and 2) ☐ No preference ☐ Need more information to decide
Under Option 1, does the proposed initial contract period of 8-10 years (2023 to 2030/32)
provide the necessary certainty for the Scheme Administrator to adopt a strategic approach
to the management and delivery of its functions and make the investments necessary to
deliver targets and outcomes? Q76 Option 1 - Scheme Administrator delivers all functions. ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no', please detail what you think would be an
appropriate contract length.
Under Option 2, does the proposed initial contract period of 8-10 years (2023 to 2030/32)
provide the necessary certainty for the Scheme Administrator to adopt a strategic approach
to the management and delivery of its functions and make the investments necessary to
deliver targets and outcomes? Q77 Option 2 - Scheme Administrator delivers functions
related to household packaging waste and litter. ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no',
please detail what you think would be an appropriate contract length.
Do you agree or disagree with the timeline proposed for the appointment of the Scheme
Administrator? Q78 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree,
please provide the reason for your response.

The appointment and governance of the Scheme Administrator is critical to making the EPR scheme work, such that producers meet the full
net costs of managing the packaging that they produce, and waste management systems that are put in place are efficient and effective.
ELWA agrees that it should be a not for profit organisation, although it is difficult to see who might be interested in operating it as such unless
they had a vested interest – in which case it would not be an independent body.

Agree

The governance structure of the Scheme Administrator needs to reflect the stakeholders involved in the system, and hence it is essential that
local government has a role to play given it is such a key player in the success of this scheme. Little detail has been provided around
governance arrangements, but there should be a seat for local government representatives on any governing board.
It is not clear how managing the Scheme Administrator through a contractual arrangement with Government allows for stakeholder
engagement and feedback to both producers and local authorities. The process for award is to be competitive but it is not clear how bids will
be assessed and what criteria will be used for awarding the contract. Also there is no detail given around performance management of the
Scheme Administrator, and what its KPIs will be. Organisations tendering for the role of Scheme Administrator are expected to outline how
stakeholders will be represented as part of the scheme management, but it is unclear how much of a role local authorities will have on the
overall scheme administration, or indeed in the process to develop the tender documentation and evaluate bids.
Option 1 provides clarity of purpose for the Scheme Administrator with its role and responsibilities being able to be clearly defined. Introducing
compliance schemes as an interface with producers to meet their obligations introduces another layer of complexity, and it is not clear what
value it would add to the arrangements that will need to be put in place to deliver the objectives of the scheme. The Impact Assessment
supporting the consultation suggests that introducing compliance schemes will lead to increased costs and additional interfaces.

Option 1
Regardless of which option is pursued by the Government, it is essential that the appointment and governance of the Scheme Administrator
involves local government in a substantial way that recognises the critical role local authorities play in the packaging supply chain.
Representation appointed to the relevant procurement panels and governing boards by the Local Government Association, which adequately
covers the waste collection, waste disposal and litter management duties of local authorities, is recommended by ELWA as an approach.
d. No
preference

Unsure

Unsure

Neither agree
nor disagree

The timeline for launching the procurement process to appointment of the SA seems ambitious given the complexity of all that is involved from
preparation of the ITT, evaluation of bids and mobilisation of the awarded SA. It is not clear how much float has been built into the programme
to allow for unforeseen hiccups or even a potential challenge to the bidding process.
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ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval
It is a substantial challenge for such a highly complex system to be launched and delivered, even on a phased basis, in such a short space of
time. Prospective bidders should be asked to submit their own programmes to demonstrate how this timeline could realistically be met
recognising the number of Local Authorities and producers involved and the systems that would need to be established in realistic timescales.

Q83

Q79

If the Scheme Administrator is appointed in January 2023 as proposed, would it have
sufficient time to mobilise in order to make payments to local authorities from October 2023?
Unsure
Q79 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered 'no' please provide the reason for your
response.

The consultation makes clear that the Scheme Administrator will make the decisions as to whether to use modelled or actual costs, and
whether to use the modified WRAP model or develop another if the decision is taken to use modelled costs. The pace at which this new body
is going to have to properly consider the options and then implement all these changes, while also working to raise payments from the
packaging producer sector, risks mistakes being made or decisions being taken that unjustifiably penalise some local authorities.
It would make considerably more sense for the key decisions on the initial funding allocation process to be made by the Government in
advance of the Scheme Administrator's appointment, to then be implemented and administered by that body for the early years of the new
regime. This would not prevent the Scheme Administrator from consulting on changes from the initial system for later years.

Do you agree or disagree with the approval criteria proposed for compliance schemes? Q80
☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the
Agree
reason for your response.
Should Government consider introducing a Compliance Scheme Code of Practice and/or a
‘fit and proper person’ test? Q81 ☐ A Compliance Scheme Code of Practice ☐ A 'fit and
Both
proper person' test for operators of compliance schemes ☐ Both ☐ Neither ☐ Unsure Please
provide the reason for your response.

However, if there are compliance schemes competing against each other there would need to be a careful process of cross-referencing
proposals to ensure that they are not chasing the same evidence/opportunities and that development work does not cut across each
other/create inefficiencies in the system.

Q82

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed reporting requirements for Option 1? Q82 ☐
Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Q83

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed reporting requirements for Option 2? Q83 ☐
Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

However, there should be a further level of detail below that set out to specify precisely the detail of the reports. In terms of development
activity through modulated fees to enable materials such as cartons and plastic film to be added to compulsory collections there should be
detailed reporting requirements to ensure that progress is 'on track' such that there will not be unplanned transitional periods.
However, there should be a further level of detail below that set out to specify precisely the detail of the reports. In terms of development
activity through modulated fees to enable materials such as cartons and plastic film to be added to compulsory collections there should be
detailed reporting requirements to ensure that progress is 'on track' such that there will not be unplanned transitional periods.

Q84

Q80

Q85

Q81

Q86

Q87

The code of practice and tests should be as rigorous as possible and properly enforced.

11. REPROCESSORS AND EXPORTERS (p.158)

Q88

Q84

Q89

Q85

Q90

Q86

Q91

Q87

Do you agree or disagree with the proposal that all reprocessors and exporters handling
packaging waste will be required to register with a regulator? Q84 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please provide the reason for your response and
detail any exemptions to the registration requirement that should apply.
Do you agree or disagree that all reprocessors and exporters should report on the quality
and quantity, of packaging waste received? Q85 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor
disagree
What challenges would there be in reporting on the quality and quantity of packaging waste
received at the point of reprocessing and/or export? Q86 Please also provide specific detail
on any processes, measures and/or costs that would be necessary to address these
challenges.

However, the EA has been under-resourced for many years which has allowed significant gaps to arise in the enforcement of waste
regulations. Fees may need to be higher in the earlier years to ensure the system is suitably robust as early as possible, with a focus on
properly resourcing it to ensure credible enforcement.
The penalties around breaches of due diligence and duty of care should be increased significantly to both serve as a deterrent and support the
resourcing of the system. Civil remedies should be introduced for those further down the chain of transfer, and the requirement for registration
with a regulator should be extended more widely.

Agree

Do you think contractual arrangements between reprocessors and material facilities or with
waste collectors and carriers are a suitable means for facilitating the apportionment and flow
of recycling data back through the system to support Extended Producer Responsibility
Unsure
payment mechanisms, incentives and targets? Q87 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you answered
'no', please provide the reason for your response and suggest any alternative proposals for
using the quantity and quality data reported to support payments, incentives and targets.

Potential under-resourcing of enforcement combined with incentives to over-report quality and quantity. Requirements should be very
prescriptive and properly enforced. It is likely to incur additional costs if extra measures need to be implemented to ensure accurate reporting.
Also volatility of markets at times needs to be considered, where material could end up being diverted elsewhere in the case of export of
materials.
This may be sufficient if contractual arrangements are backed by clear and unambiguous guidance.
Supply of accurate and timely data is key to having confidence in the EPR system and trying to eliminate fraud. Contractual arrangements set
out the obligations of the parties involved, but there may be differing requirements, and different contracts may have differing data
requirements set into them.
It should be a legal requirement on all data holders to provide the required information to the SA in a timely manner. This will avoid
misinterpretation of the requirement and ensure all parties are clear on their data obligations.
Given the volatility of international markets, there may be variable arrangements, spot purchasing of materials or the involvement of brokers
(and brokers have not been referenced at all in the consultation).
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Do you agree or disagree that exporters should be required to provide evidence that
exported waste has been received and processed by an overseas reprocessor? Q88 ☐
Q92
Q88
Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please detail why you think
exporters should not have to provide this evidence.
Do you agree or disagree that only packaging waste that has achieved end of waste status
should be able to be exported and count towards the achievement of recycling targets? Q89
Q93
Q89
☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please detail why you
think it would not be necessary for waste to meet end of waste status prior to export.
Do you agree or disagree that there should be a mandatory requirement for exporters to
submit fully completed Annex VII forms, contracts and other audit documentation as part of
Q94
Q90
the supporting information when reporting on the export of packaging waste? Q90 ☐ Agree
☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree, please detail why you think these
additional registration requirements on exporters are not required.
Do you agree or disagree that regulators seek to undertake additional inspections of
receiving sites, via 3rd party operators? Q91 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor
Q95
Q91
disagree If you disagree, please detail why you think it would not be necessary to undertake
additional inspections and provide any alternative arrangements which could be
implemented.
12. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT (p.166)

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

It is not clear how this would work in practice. End of waste classification is usually obtained by the material going through a treatment
process, so it is unclear how waste that has yet to actually be recycled could be classified as ‘end of waste’ prior to export. It could also
potentially be open to abuse.

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Inspections undertaken by any third party, whether they be the Competent Authority or another organisation/company appointed for this role
abroad, will always run the risk of being open to fraud, particularly in countries where corruption is perhaps more widespread. The UK
regulator will need to have suitable regimes in place to ensure that inspections being carried out on its behalf are transparent.

Q96

Q92

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed approach to regulating the packaging Extended
Producer Responsibility system? Q92 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If
Agree
you disagree, please detail any perceived problem or issues with the proposed regulation of
the system and provide comments on how the system could be regulated more effectively.

Q97

Q93

Do you have further suggestions on what environmental regulators should include in their
monitoring and inspection plans that they do not at present? Q93 Please answer here

Q98

Q94

In principle, what are your views if the regulator fees and charges were used for
enforcement? Q94 Please answer here

ELWA agrees with this approach.

Would you prefer to see an instant monetary penalty for a non-compliance, or another
sanction as listed below, such as prosecution? Q95 Please answer here

ELWA agrees with using instant monetary penalties, where this is appropriate for the scale of the non-compliance. Clearly there will be minor
or unintentional breaches and there should always be significant scope for discretion by the regulator. However, prosecution should always be
available as an option in significant cases, or where an obligated body repeatedly breaches requirements. The options and triggers should be
kept under continual review to ensure that the necessary deterrents are in place.

Q99

Q95

We have concerns however that there will be more of a focus on local government collectors over the private sector. The local government
sector is fundamentally easier to regulate as the private sector is far more fragmented. There should be a level playing field, and not a de-facto
two tier system. The plans the regulator prepares should demonstrate that the monitoring and inspection regime will target compliance equally
across all part of the chain, rather than just the 'low-hanging fruit'.

13. DIGITAL DESIGN (p.172)
14. IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE (p.174)

Q100

Q101

Q96

Q97

Do you agree or disagree with the activities that the Scheme Administrator would need to
undertake in order to make initial payments to local authorities in 2023 (as described above
under Phase 1)? Q96 ☐ Agree ☐ Disagree ☐ Neither agree nor disagree If you disagree,
please provide the reason for your response.

Do you think a phased approach to the implementation of packaging Extended Producer
Responsibility, starting in 2023 is feasible and practical? Q97 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unsure If you
answered 'no', please provide the reason for your response and detail any practical issues
with the proposed approach.

Neither agree
nor disagree

Given that the payments are not performance based, there is insufficient detail of how the funding is intended to be distributed between local
authorities to respond to this meaningfully. If this is distributed by some transparent process, such as by household numbers or through a
claim/distribution process based on objective criteria laid down for the Scheme Administrator to follow, then these may be the activities
required. However if arrangements for setting payments to different authorities had not already been determined and agreed, with all data
gathering requirements previously undertaken prior to the appointment of the Scheme Administrator, there would need to be additional
activities to complete the elements to achieve the proposed timetable.
As part of the tendering process, bidders should be asked to set out all of the activities that are required along with a realistic timeline, in order
for this to be assessed further.
Phased implementation would be necessary, not least because a range of other important changes beyond this consultation that relate to
waste management matters will also be occurring over a similar timeframe (e.g. Consistency).

Yes

Making payments to authorities to collect additional packaging materials for recycling beyond the core materials needs to be tempered with
markets being available for those materials. Packaging film is a good example, as there are currently very limited markets and little evidence to
suggest that this will have changed by 2023.
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Do you prefer a phased approach to implementing Extended Producer Responsibility starting
in 2023 with partial recovery of the costs of managing packaging waste from households or
Q102
Q98
later implementation, which could enable full cost recovery for household packaging waste
from the start? Q98 ☐ Phased approach starting in 2023 ☐ Later implementation ☐ Unsure
Please provide the reason for your response.
Of the options presented for reporting of packaging data for 2022 which do you prefer? Q99
Q103
Q99
☐ Option 1 ☐ Option 2 ☐ Neither If you answered 'neither' please suggest an alternative
approach.
Are there other datasets required to be reported by producers in order for the Scheme
Q104
Q100
Administrator to determine the costs to be paid by them in 2023? Q100 ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐
Unsure If you answered 'yes', please detail which datasets will be needed.
15. COSTS AND BENEFITS OF PROPOSALS (p.180)

ELWA Comments - Subject to Member Approval

Phased implementation starting in 2023 would be better. This is a large and complex set of changes, and it is better to mobilise some aspects
Phased
of the new regime earlier to give them chance to become operational and effective, before then moving to later phases. It is also likely that the
approach
early experience of the first stages will inform the development of later stages and lead to overall improvements in the effectiveness of the new
starting in 2023
system
Option 2

ELWA would urge the full reporting of packaging flows as early as possible given the complexities of the system that needs to be developed
from that data.

Unsure

ELWA does not have detailed insight into all information that may be required by the Scheme Administrator to determine the full costs.
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Comment / Rationale

ELWA Response
04/06/21
Y/N - Option

Q1

What is your name?

Andrew Lappage

Q2

What is your email address?

andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

Q3

Which best describes you?

Local government

Q4

If you are responding on behalf of an organisation, what is its name?

East London Waste Authority

Q5

Would you like your response to be confidential?

No

Q6

6. Given the context of the Covid-19 pandemic we are currently experiencing, do you
c) Oppose for
support or oppose our proposals to implement a deposit return scheme for drinks
2024, but support
containers in 2024? a) Support b) Neither support nor oppose c) Oppose d) Not
for later
sure. Please elaborate on your answer if you wish.

Whilst we support the principle of introducing a DRS as soon as possible, we think that 2024 is unrealistically too soon such that there will not be enough time to
absorb the learnings from the consultation, define the DMO and its relationship to the EPR Scheme Administrator, finalise the Environment Bill and subsequent
regulations, specify the procurement of the DMO, procure the DMO, award the contract, allow mobilisation (incl. ordering and installation of RVMs or other return
points nationally and defining and putting in place all the commercial and logistics arrangements) and the consumer-facing communications necessary for a fair and
effective DRS.

Q7

a) Yes
7. Do you believe the introduction of a deposit return scheme will have an impact on
your everyday life? a) Yes, a detrimental impact b) No, there will be no impact.
Second part of
If you answered yes the scheme would have a detrimental impact, how significant
question:
would this impact be? a) No significant impact b) Some impact but manageable c)
b) Some impact
Large impact but still manageable d) Large impact and impossible to comply with.
but manageable

Materials will be diverted from both recycling and residual waste streams of local authorities; but much will clearly continue to be swept, collected and treated by
local authorities. It is essential that the DRS and EPR regimes dovetail and that LA net costs of drinks containers (and other packaging) are fully covered by
producers. Government must ensure that labelling requirements of DRS dovetail with EPR and Consistency to avoid adverse impacts.

Q8

8. Have your views towards implementation of a deposit return scheme been
affected following the economic and social impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic? a)
Yes - because of economic impacts b) Yes - because of social impacts c) Yes because of both economic and social impacts d) No e) Not sure. Please elaborate
on your answer if you wish.

a) Yes
b) Yes
c) Yes

Clearly the mandemic has afffected most of society. The ongoing risks of the current pandemic and the risk of potential future pandemics must be borne in mind
when designing the DRS. Household waste arisings have grown during the pandemic, presumably because of more people working from home. A well-designed
DRS should reduce litter so long as there is no 'bin-diving' . The design of any digital DRS could be critical here (see Q.49-53).

Q9

9. Do you agree that the cap should be included as part of the deposit item in a
deposit return scheme for: a) Plastic bottle caps on plastic bottles b) Aluminium
bottle caps on glass bottles c) Corks in glass bottles d) Foil on the top of a can/
bottle or used to preserve some drinks.

a) Yes
b) Yes
c) Yes
d) Yes

All should be accepted to minimise litter and maximise materials capture, but it should not be essential they are still present. However, EPR payments to local
authorities must recognise the costs of caps that do not go to the DMO; some form of modulated EPR fee for caps that remain secured to the bottle may help.
Different provisions may apply in the hospitality sector where servers remove caps.

Q10

10. Do you believe we have identified the correct pros and cons for the all-in and Onthe-Go schemes described above? a) Yes b) No. Please elaborate on your answer if a) Yes
you wish.

The net financial costs to local authorities will vary with All-In or On-The-Go schemes, but it is essential either way that the DRS and EPR regimes dovetail and that
LA net costs of drinks containers (and other packaging) are fully covered by producers.

Q11

11. Do you foresee any issues if the final scope of a deposit return scheme in
England and Northern Ireland does not match the all-in decision taken in Wales?
a) Yes
E.g. an On-the-Go scheme in England and an all-in scheme in Wales. a) Yes b) No.
Please elaborate on your answer if you wish.

Clearly if there are differences, people may exploit these around the border areas. But this does not mean the devloved administrations should not be able to act
differently. We observe that relatively small countries such as the Benelux area are free to diverge and that producers manage the differences.

Q12

12. Having read the rationale for either an all-in or On-the-Go scheme, which do you
consider to be the best option for our deposit return scheme? a) All-in b) On-the-go. a) All-in
Please elaborate on your answer if you wish.

It is essential that the detailed design of the All-In DRS anticipates the combined capacity of EPR and Consistency to capture drinks containers (along with other
materials) cost effectively for consumers, local authorities and producers, such that the DRS and EPR-funded loal authority schemes are not competing for the
same materials. We believe that once EPR and Consistency facilitate the financial incentives and communications powers of the big brands being brought to bear
on packaging recycling rates across the country, much more will be achieved than local authorities have hiterto been able to do. Clearly All-In will make it harder for
producers to change container sizes or materials to avoid their drinks being in-scope.
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The purpose of a DRS is to disrupt current behaviours in order to improve recycling rates (and reduce litter). With the current increased levels of working from
home, there are fewer people commuting and visiting attractions, so in the short term the introduction of an OTG DRS would be less disruptive; levels of commuting
may not return to previously normal levels.

Q13

13. Given the impact Covid-19 has had on the economy, on businesses and
consumers, and on everyday life, do you believe an On-the-Go scheme would be
less disruptive to consumers? a) Yes b) No

Q14

14. Do you agree with our proposed definition of an On-the-Go scheme (restricting
the drinks containers in-scope to less than 750ml in size and excluding multipack
b) No
containers)? a) Yes b) No. If no, how would you change the definition of an On-theGo scheme?

The DRS should preferably be All-in. But if Government decides to implement OTG, it shoud note that mineral water and some soft drinks are already widely sold in
750ml plastic bottles. ELWA believed these bottles should be in-scope, which may mean the DRS would need to target plastic bottles up to 750ml, but glass
bottles below 750ml if Government wishes to avoid including standard wine bottles.
Drinks bought in multi-packs are consumed and discarded as single containers. They should therefore attract the same deposit level unless there is clear evidence
that they are very rarely consumed OTG and are invariably put into local authority recycling collection services.

Q15

15. Do you agree that the size of containers suggested to be included under an Onthe-Go scheme are more commonly consumed out of the home than in it? a) Yes b) c) Difficult to say
No c) Difficult to say.

Mineral water and some other soft drinks are widely consumed in 750ml bottles. It may be that an OTG scheme should have different size thresholds for soft and
alcoholic drinks, or for plastic and glass bottles.

Q16

16. Please provide any information on the capability of Reverse Vending Machines
to compact glass?

We understand that some RVMs can crush glass but urge Government to (1) facilitate re-use of glass bottles via RVMs and (2) ensure that any crushing leaves
glass pieces large enough for effective colour separation for remelt rather than aggregate uses.

Q17

17. Do you agree that the scope of a deposit return scheme should be based on
container material rather than product? a) Yes b) No

b) No

Producers will be incentivised to switch materials (e.g. https://waterinabox.co.uk/); all drinks containers should be in-scope (pure milk and non-dairy substitutes
excepted). If Government decides to define scope by materials, it must ensure that EPR modulated fees effectively deter material substitution to less
reusable/recyclable alternatives.

Q18

18. Do you agree with the proposed list of materials to be included in scope? a) Yes
b) No
b) No

Producers will be incentivised to switch materials (e.g. https://waterinabox.co.uk/); all drinks containers should be in-scope (pure milk and non-dairy substitutes
excepted). If Government decides to limit the scope of materials, it must ensure that EPR modulated fees effectively deter material substitution to less
reusable/recyclable alternatives.

Q19

19. Do you consider there will be any material switching as a result of the proposed
a) Yes
scope? a) Yes b) No. Please provide evidence to support your response.

We do not have evidence of material switching as a direct result of a DRS scheme's scope, but evidently producers have started using hard-to-recycle cartons
rather than plastic or glass bottles (e.g. https://waterinabox.co.uk/). We believe it is accepted that businesses will seek the lowest cost of compliance with new
legal requirements; so if Government decides to limit the scope of materials, it must ensure that EPR modulated fees effectively deter material substitution to less
reusable/recyclable alternatives. Having a reduced range of materials would help Materials Recycling Facilities separate more effectively and help reprocessors to
invest.

Q20

20. Which of the following approaches do you consider should be taken to phase in
a 90% collection target over 3 years? a) 70% in year 1, 80% in year 2, 90% in year 3
and thereafter b) 75% in year 1, 80% in year 2, 90% in year 3 and thereafter c) 75%
in year 1, 85% in year 2, 90% in year 3 and thereafter d) 80% in year 1, 85% in year
2, 90% in year 3 and thereafter

We believe that the DRS should be implemented as part of the wider EPR scheme, and that giving proper time to set it up (specify and procure Scheme
Administrator with appropriate governance, then mobilise; specify and procure DMO with appropriate governance, then mobilise; specify, procure and install RVMs;
specify and set up manual return points; secure reprocessing capacity; establish logistics and commercial arrangements for these) will mean that maximum
recycling targets can be acheived in its early years. We believe that maximum recycling targets are essential for consumer confidence in DRS.

Q21

c) 90% collection
21. What collection rate do you consider should be achieved as a minimum for all
rate should be
materials after 3 years? a) 80%b) 85% c) 90% collection rate should be achieved for
achieved for all
all materials
materials

We believe that the best performing systems across Europe achieve in excess of 90%. Whilst Governement is emphasising collection targets, we believe that
maximum recycling targets are essential for consumer confidence in DRS.

Q22

22. Is it reasonable to assume that the same collection targets could be met with an
on-the-go (OTG) scheme as those proposed for an all-in scheme for in-scope
b) No
materials? a) Yes b) No. Please provide evidence to support your response.

Capturing materials from OTG consumption has been demonstrably harder than from home-based consumption. We would expect this to be the same for a DRS. If
reliable and secure digital solutions can be found for DRS redemption in the home and use of local authority collection services, this wold imporve collection and
recycling rates.

Q23

23. Who should report on the volumes of deposit return scheme material placed on
the market in each part of the United Kingdom (England, Wales and Northern
Ireland) for the proposed deposit return scheme? a) The producer/ importer b) The a) The producer/
retailer c) Both the producer/ importer and retailer. What would be the implications of importer
obligations to report on volumes of deposit return scheme material for producers/
importers and retailers? Please provide evidence to support your answer.

We would expect producer/importer data to be the easiest way to collect and collate data (fewer sources), but recognise there will be a delay between
production/import and purchase for consumption. If this delay is a significant adverse factor for the management of a DRS, it may be appropriate to switch to data
from large retailers and wholesalers. Such decisions are best taken by Government as part of the wider process of specifying, procuring and commissioning the
DMO.

Q24

24. What evidence will be required to ensure that all material collected is passed to a
Learn from
reprocessor for the purpose of calculating the rate of recycling of deposit return
packaging waste
scheme material?

Similar to the current system with packaging waste, accredited reprocessors or exporters can provide consignment/evidence note for delivery with type and
tonnage details.

This is the wrong
question.

d) 80% in year 1,
85% in year 2,
90% in year 3 and
thereafter
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Q25

25. What length of contract do you think would be most appropriate for the
successful bidder to operate as the Deposit Management Organisation? a) 3 - 5
years b) 5 - 7 years c) 7 - 10 years d) 10 years +

Q26

26. Do you agree that the above issues should be covered by the tender process?
a) Yes b) No. Please list any further issues you believe should be covered as part of a) Yes
the tender process?

We believe it is unlikely that any one tender will have the best solutions for RVMs, return points, logistics, commercial arrangements, producer funding, local
authority cost reimbursement, etc). Consequently we suggest that Government should devise a tender / procurement process within which it can 'mix-and-match'
solutions rather than have to accept the package with the fewest shortcomings.

Q27

27. Do you agree that the issues identified should be monitored as Key Performance
Indicators? a) Yes b) No. Please list any further issues you believe should be
a) Yes
covered by Key Performance Indicators?

Additional KPIs could include: consumer satisfaction, producer/brand satisfaction, small retailer satisfaction, local government satisfaction.

Q28

28. Do you agree that the Government should design, develop and own the digital
infrastructure required to register, and receive evidence on containers placed on the
a) Yes
market on behalf of the Deposit Management Organisation and regulators? a) Yes
b) No. Please elaborate on your answer if you wish.

It may not be necessary for Government (rather than the DMO) to own this infrastructure initially, but it is essential that in the event of DMO failure (or the failure of
a significant part of the DRS) that the infrastructure becomes Government property so that the assets can be made avaialble to alternative suppliers; the alternative
might be a suspension of the DRS and a significant loss of consumer confidence.

Q29

29. Government will need to understand the needs of users to build digital services
for deposit return scheme. Would you like your contact details to be added to a user
a) Yes
panel for deposit return scheme so that we can invite you to participate in user
research (e.g. surveys, workshops interviews) or to test digital services as they are
designed and built? a) Yes b) No

We would be plesased to assist wherever possible; we are keen that the DRS should not be competing with local authority services for the same materials. Our
main concern would be that digital redemption does indeed lead to used drinks containers being put into local authority recycling streams and not our residual
streams (collected or litter). We imagine that producers will be concerned about double/multiple redemptions of the same container.

Q30

30. What is an appropriate measure of small producers for the purposes of
determining the payment of registration fees? a) Taxable Turnover b) Drinks
containers placed on the market c) Other. If other, please specify.

Q31

31. Is a high level of unredeemed deposits funding the scheme problematic? a) Yes
a) Yes
b) No. Please explain your answer.

High levels of unredeemed deposits and the associated total funding formulation/structure for the DMO should not end up perversely acting as a disincentive to
improve performance.

Q32

32. Which option to treatment of unredeemed deposits do you support? a) Option 1
b) Option 2
b) Option 2

We see Option 2 as offering more potential for innovation through competition, and at a point when the scope of the DRS is established and its timing in relation to
EPR and the approach to EPR is clearer.

Q33

33. With option 2, do you foresee any unintended consequences of setting a
minimum percentage of the net costs of the deposit return scheme that must be met
through the producer fee? Are there any unintended consequences of option 2?

We suggest that having producer fees set at a certain minimum percentage of net costs could lead to stakeholders trying to drive down the cost of a system to
reduce their exposure, but if appropriate performance measures are a feature for a DMO, then that commercial tension may be effective in driving efficient
processes and elevating accountability for the DMO.
Also, a mechanism should be found that prioritises the use of material revenues over the use of unredeemed deposits (e.g. unredeemed deposits should be seen
as a form of annual reserve to meet cash low shortfalls.

34. If a floor is set do you consider that this should be set at: a) 25% of net costs b)
Q34 33% of net costs c) 50% of net costs d) Other. Please provide evidence to support
your response.

b) 5 - 7 years

We believe that the contract would need to be long enough to provide sensible loan terms and arrangements and subsequent cash flows; our current
understanding is that 5-7 years would be long enough for this. Ensuring successful integration with EPR may be an important factor.

b) Drinks container
placed on the
This appears less vulnerable to manipulation, but there may be other options we are unaware of.
market

c) 50%

We find it hard to form a view on the limited information provided, but if a percentage approach is to be used than consideration should be given to some sort of
variable figure based on the operational aspects of the DRS over time. 50% appears a reasonable point at which to start.

Q35

35. Do you agree that any excess funds should be reinvested in the scheme or
spent on other environmental causes? a) Reinvested in the scheme b)
Environmental causes

a) Yes
b) Yes

We believe unredeemed deposits should reinvested and also included as subset of EPR, to the extent there is any shortfall in EPR monies for LA cost with
unredeemed containers.
The use of excess funds for any environmental causes should be linked to Government'sstated purposed of DRS, namely ‘to reduce the amount of littering, boost
recycling levels for relevant material, ……………to collect high quality materials in greater quantities……promote recycling through clear labelling and consumer
messaging…………… incentivise moves to push more material up the waste hierarchy and move towards a more circular economy.’

Q36

36. What should be the minimum deposit level set in legislation? a) 10p b) 15p c)
20p d) Other. If other, please specify.

a) 10p for
recycling, but 5p
for reuse

From the figures provided we are inclined to support 10p, although any figure should be variable over time and the ability to modulate fees by material should not be
overlooked.
However, we suggests that a distinction should be made between rates applied to materials for reuse (lower rate) and those for recycling (higher rate).

Q37

37. Do you agree that there should be a maximum deposit level set in legislation? a)
a) Yes
Yes b) No

A maximum deposit level is required to ensure the impact of DRS is not allowed to create packaging poverty.
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Q38

38. Recognising the potentially significant deposit costs consumers could pay on a
multipack purchase, how best can we minimise the impact of the scheme on
consumers buying multipacks?

There should be no differentiation made between the rate for a single or multipack purchase, as these containers are consumed and discarded individually. This
would also prevent inequitable pricing effects, which would allow some parts of society to benefit more greatly from bulk purchases when their financial capacity
allows it, whilst others unable to purchase in bulk or without the same need to would be disadvantaged.

Q39

39. Do you agree with our approach to letting the Deposit Management Organisation
decide on whether to adopt a fixed or variable deposit level, particularly with regards b) No
to multipacks? a) Yes b) No. Please provide evidence to support your response.

There should be no differentiation made between the rate for a single or multipack purchase. The end point of the material is a key consideration in a DRS and it is
unrealistic to expect that all items in a multipack would be returned together, and even if they were, they would be presented as individual units of the same size
with the equivalent considerations that would generate.

Q40

40. Do you agree that all retailers selling in-scope drinks containers should be
obligated to host a return point, whether it is an all-in or on-the-go (OTG) deposit
return scheme? a) Yes b) No. Please provide evidence to support your response.

We suggest that for the first generation of DRS there should not be an absolute requirement for the ideal of a return point at every point of sale, but instead a de
minimis trigger based on such matters as a combination of turnover of materials in scope of the DRS and the physical size of premises; this consideration is
especially important for and All-In DRS as larger containers will be returned. It may be that retailers below thede minimis trigger should pay the DMO to discharge
their obligation, for example by paying for improved coverage of public RVMs.

Q41

b) No, provided
41. Given the proposed extensive distribution and availability of return points for
that the DMO
consumers to return bottles to, do you think customers would be likely to experience
plans effectively for
delays / inconveniences in returning drinks containers? a) Yes b) No. If so, how long
all forseeable
or how frequently would such delays be likely to arise for?
eventualities.

The DMO should have and use Key Performance Indicators that capture any such inconvenience on a geographical scale that is small enough that localised
problems are noticed and resolved promptly. We believe it is probable inconvenience may be more pronounced in some parts of the community than others, for
example: those with home delivery services, mobility issues, lack of access to easy transport, lack of storage space etc., or areas where large events can
temporarily disrupt logitics. Additionally, adverse weather events could also be a factor.

Q42

42. Do you have a preference, based on the 3 options described, on what the
schemes approach to online takeback obligations should be? We welcome views
from stakeholders on who this obligation should apply to, including if there should be b) Option 2
an exception for smaller retailers or low volume sales. a) Option 1 b) Option 2 c)
Option 3. Please explain your answer.

Option 2 provides a fall back option and service for those that wish to get deposit items returned without making journeys and allows it to fit into the online shopping
service they receive. However, at the same time, it recognises that for many smaller on line providers (e.g. takeaways) this would be prohibitively expensive and
journey intensive. Take back for larger online retailers one assumes could simply fold into their existing delivery logistics (e.g. reverse logistics). If it is a regular
shopping slot then take back should be relatively simple. De minimis thresholds could also still be combined with the DMO working with smaller retailers and online
providers to provide a centralised service as an addition.

Q43

43. Do you agree with the proposed criteria for the calculation of the handling fee? a)
Yes b) No. Would you propose any additional criteria are included for the calculation b) No
of the handling fee?

Our concern is that the explanation of the handling fee is that a retailer will receive a handling fee ‘to compensate them for any costs incurred in hosting a return
point’ and a list of criteria is given and a statement that the ‘calculation and modelling’ of the fee will be left to the DMO; this approach creates a risk that some
retailers may lose out where costs are not paid on actuals, and as such some sort of appeals procedure should be allowed for.

Q44

44. Please tick which exemptions you agree should be included under the scheme:
a) Close proximity b) Breach of safety. Any further comments you wish to make.

Q45

45. Please can you provide any evidence on how many small and micro sized retail
businesses we might likely expect to apply for an exemption to hosting a return point,
on the grounds of either close proximity to another return point or on the compromise
of safety considerations?

The number of exempt businesses is likely to be higher in East London than the national average. This information is not currently available without knowing the
exemption criteria, and even then it might be hard to reliably quantify.

Q46

46. Do you think obligations should be placed on retailers exempted from hosting a
return point to display specific information informing consumers of their exemption? a) Yes
b) Yes
a) Signage to demonstrate they don't host a return point b) Signage to signpost
consumers to the nearest return point c) Anything else?

To avoid some exempt retailers essentially circumventing any requirements there should be very specific requirements on legibility, branding, size, etc and it might
be useful if standard signs/templates could be produced and distributed by the DMO. Businesses selling in-scope containers should be obliged to support the
objectives of the DRS scheme. The DMO should consider producing an app to provide information generally, location of RVMs, return points, opening times, etc.
and to actively maintain the data on this continuously.

Q47

47. Do you agree with our rationale for not requiring retailers exempted on the basis
of a breach of safety not to be required to signpost to another retailer? a) Yes b) No. b) No
Please explain your answer.

It is not an onerous requirement and an exemption creates a gap in the system, so there should be a requirement to signpost.

Q48

48. How long do you think exemptions should be granted for until a review date is
required to ensure the exemption is still required? a) 1 year b) 3 years c) 5 years or
longer

Three years seems reasonable, but with a statutory obligation on the exempt party to report sooner if there is a significant change in relevant circumstances.

a) Yes, subject to
de minimis

We do not support the exemption on close proximity. The return points need to be in the shops where people most conveniently want to do their shopping.
However, it is accepted that a DRS places a disproportionate burden on small retailers and this should be minimised where reasonable. We support the exemption
b) exemption for
on grounds of health and safety. Street scene should also be a consideration, but the DMO should collect materials sufficiently frequently to avoid build-up of on
breach of safety
should be included deposit containers. Wherever time-banded waste collections exist or are put into place, this could further enhance the potential that infrequent collections by a DMO
could lead a small retailer to commit an offence.

b) 3 years
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Q49

49. Do you think the scheme could benefit from technological solutions being
incorporated as a method of return, alongside reverse vending machines and
manual return points? a) Yes b) No

a) Yes

It is feasible that a DRS scheme could benefit from technological solutions in the returns process alongside reverse vending and manual returns. In fact, this
aspect may be desirable for those households without outside space to store items for longer periods or who don’t want to, as it would open up the option of
consumers using local authority kerbside collections and recycling centres as a part of a wider suite of complementary options. However, it is essential that any
steps in this direction need to be considered alongside the EPR process, including how the two schemes would interact and how it would be ensured that no
unrealistic burden was placed on local authorities without appropriate funding. There are also equality issues around some of the public not having smartphones,
scope for potential fraud (i.e. items being scanned twice or more) and disposal of items in the residual waste (collected or litter).

50. How could a digital deposit return scheme solution be integrated into existing
waste collection infrastructure? Please explain your answer.

The ease of integration with local authority collections depends considerably upon the characteristics of the system. If the system meets the following criteria then
any system would integrate better than if any of the criteria were not met.
• Is effectively fraud-proof such that there would be no means by which consumers could claim for a deposit on an item that it not placed in in appropriate container
for recycling;
• Does not allow any mechanism by which deposits can be redeemed twice (such that 'bin-diving' will not be incentivised);
• Is reflective of the quality/segregation requirements on the material that can realistically be achieved in particularly rural/urban areas;
• Contains a downstream sampling system that is efficient/responsive/granular;
• Allows those without smartphones to access the system;
• Does not require significant variations to existing LA contracts/vehicle purchasing cycles;
• Is well communicated (including significant resource for local communications to reflect service-specific elements);
• Does not require significant variation to the role of crews at the point of collection (particularly relating to administrational and data activities);
• Is subject to Full Net Cost Recovery from an LA preventive that is sufficiently broad in scope/granular to reasonably cover all costs; and
• Is otherwise well designed such that it incentivises the correct behaviour.
Issues around cost, sampling, contracts and the role of crews could probably be addressed if the system was well resourced/implemented - and bearing in mind it
will still likely be much cheaper than a RVM/retailer driven scheme. It is assumed that unique bar codes or a similar system would address any issues around
‘double claiming’ and ‘bin-diving’. Issues around access to smartphones could be addressed by having a partially mixed system that still relies to an extent on
RVMs and takeback upon delivery. Any need however to set out and collect in scope containers – potentially separately by material type, would experience practica
barriers in urban environments where there would not be the space to store, set out, collect and transfer streams separately. Any system based on commingled
systems would inevitably lead to contamination and this would be the case in any event with regards bring or on the go systems.

Q51

51. What are the potential fraud control measures a digital deposit return scheme
could bring? Please explain your answer.

The barcode (or similar) would need to
i) recognise when the item has been purchased - to prevent items being scanned in the shop, but not purchased and then the deposit requested via the kerbside
system;
ii) recognise when the deposit has been redeemed to prevent multiple deposit requests being made; and
iii) confirm that the product once scanned ends up in the correct recycling collection box/bin and not placed in the residual waste or left as litter.
Regarding the scanning, we need clarification as to whether material will be reused or it has to be recycled. We need to have a standard deposit price so there is
no cross boundary trading between home nations.
There is a risk of IT glitches and systems being hacked. A sophisticated sampling system would be needed to differentiate the proportion of containers in the local
authority system on which the deposits have been claimed or not claimed.
Any enforcement over these elements should not be for local authorities to resolve and should fall to the DMO to manage.
We would also raise the fact that potential fraud on a digital DRS needs to be set against the context of fraud in a RVM DRS.

Q52

52. Do you think a digital deposit return scheme could ensure the same level of
material quality in the returns compared to a tradition return to retail model, given
containers may not be returned via a reverse vending machine or manual return
point where there is likely to be a greater scrutiny on quality of the container before
being accepted? a) Yes b) No. Please explain your answer.

It may encourage greater capture rates, however material quality is highly dependent upon contamination, which this scheme would not prevent at a kerbside (and
particularly flats) collection level. However, it should still be noted that these materials will not suffer from contamination issues as much as fibre-based materials as
they are washable. There will still be better quality via retail return, however kerbside return will still provide an acceptable quality for these containers.
The system may also not guarantee the containers are recycled, as once scanned it is difficult to see how there is any guarantee they would end up in the recycling
stream, unless there is adequate technology to scan that container at the MRF. This could not be guaranteed depending on the collection infrastructure used.
There could be a slight improvement to contamination rates as this provides more opportunity for comms, but it is unlikely to have significant impact.
There is no emphasis on reuse, which could be an option either through individual retailers or reverse vending machines (see European models). This would
certainly encourage material quality, but only for reuse and not for recyclate.

Q53

53. If the digital deposit return scheme system can be integrated into the existing
waste collection infrastructure would its implementation and running costs be lower?
Please provide evidence to support your response.

Local authorities have mature collecting systems in place which are very efficient due to several years of austerity, providing an acceptable quality recyclate to
reprocessors. Including a digital solution to the DRS system to incorporate kerbside collections would significantly reduce the running costs of the scheme as most
of the infrastructure is already in place to collect this material (along with other non-DRS packaging). This is likely to result in fewer return points being required,
reducing the potential burden especially smaller retailers which may have limited capacity to host a return point and online retailers which will require new
processors to allow for returns. But it is essential to note and resolve in advance the complexities identified above.

Q54

54. Do you support the proposal to introduce a new permitted development right for
reverse vending machines, to support the ease of implementation for the scheme?
a) Yes
a) Yes b) No. Do you have any amendments or additional parameters you would
propose are reflected in the permitted development right?

However, there is a risk of antisocial behaviour and fly-tipping. There should be triggers for remedial action and/or removal if improperly sited. We are aslo
concerned that, the upper limit proposed of 80 square metres appears too high and the exclusion of location types needs to be expanded from the short list of
SSSIs and the curtilage of listed buildings and scheduled monuments.

Q50

b) No
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a) Yes
b) Yes
c) Yes

The labelling serves two purposes, consumer information and then audit trail/repayment. We believe that OPRL can fulfil the consumer information aspect which
provides essential public information that the product is in scope of the DRS and the price. Scanning capability on the labelling is also essential to minimise the
potential for fraud and for audit trails. We reiterate our suggestion that the scheme promotes reuse over recycling, and that different deposit levels appear a good
way to achieve this.

No

We have already set out our concerns above about fraud risks and mitigations. It appears to us that a fully digital DRS may need unique identifiers on every single
container that can be activated at the point of sale and redeemed only once. Whilst we are keen that DRS is integrated with EPR, we do not yet see how a digital
DRS can ensure consumers do not electronically redeem their deposit but then put it in the wrong collection bin or, worse still, leave it as litter somewhere.
We also think that it will be essential to have reciprocal arrangements of some kind between separate DMOs within the home nations of the UK, particularly if their
schemes differ.

Q55

55. Do you agree that the following should be part of a mandatory label for deposit
return scheme products? a) An identification marker that can be read by reverse
vending machines and manual handling scanners. b) A mark to identify the product
as part of a deposit return scheme. c) The deposit price

Q56

56. Are you aware of further measures that can be taken to reduce the incidence
and likelihood of fraud in the system?

Q57

57. Do you agree with our proposals to introduce mandatory labelling, considering
the above risk with regards to containers placed on the market in Scotland? a) Yes a) Yes
b) No

Q58

58. Do you consider the risk of incorrectly labelled products entering the markets of
England, Wales or Northern Ireland via Scotland to be a significant risk? a) Yes b)
No. Please provide evidence to support your response.

b) No (hopefully)

We do not have access to data to validate that view and the consultation document does not provide enough information either. However, it appears that the DMO
wil have an economic interest (it won't want to pay for the reuse/recycling of more drinks containers that are legitimately placed on the market) to allocate some
resource to clamping down in this, possibly by increasing capacity within local authority Trading Standards teams.

Q59

59. Do you consider leaving any labelling requirements to industry to be a better
option than legislating for mandatory labelling requirements? a) Yes b) No. Please
explain your answer.

b) No

Consistency of branding and simplicity of messages are key, and similar to the inclusion of bar codes on products, standard presentation and formatting should be
a mandatory requirement.

Q60

60. Are you aware of any other solutions for smaller producers who may not currently
label their products? Please explain your answer.

Q61

61. We believe 18 months is a sufficient period of time for necessary labelling
changes to be made. Do you agree? a) Yes b) No. Please provide evidence to
support your response.

a) Yes

Please note this is an impression and not an evidenced view.

Q62

62. Will your processes change as a result of mandatory labelling? a) Yes b) No c)
Don't know. Please explain your answer.

d) N/A

N/A

Q63

63. Do you agree that our proposed approach to labelling will be able to
accommodate any future changes and innovation? a) Yes b) No c) Don't know. Are c) Don't know
you aware of any upcoming technology in the field of labelling?

There is not enough information about the proposed approach and the terms of engagement of a DMO and its remit to justify a definitive view.

Q64

64. Do you agree that local authorities will be able to separate deposit return scheme
containers either themselves or via agreements with material recovery facilities to
b) No
regain the deposit value? a) Yes b) No. Please explain your answer.

We could not rule it out as long as more detail is provided and a number of issues, such as the below, are addressed.
Consideration should be given to LA-owned RVMs and how that material would be handled separately. Sampling will also be key. Lower performing authorities
could be penalised through no fault of their own, for example if they continue to experience lower recycling rates. Instead, perhaps look at funding of collections
and behavioural change campaigns. The authorities will still be paying to collect the items, whichever stream they end up in, and this needs to be recognised,
either through this scheme or EPR, but without being seen to reward failure.
It would also depend on Borough arrangements and, where relevant, their MRF contracts. For example, whether MRF operators have ownership of the material or
Boroughs, whether Boroughs be entitled to claim back some of the deposit or just get the usual income. Steel cans from MRFs are likely to be mixed with tins,
which are outside scope, aluminium cans will contain foil, and glass jars will be mixed with glass bottles.
The view of MRF contractors is important and it is key to know how possible it is to identify containers and keep them separate from other materials. In this scenario
where is incentive to recycle litter as can't claim deposits on containers from litter or residual.

Q65

65. Do you agree that local authorities will be able to negotiate agreements with
material recovery facilities to ensure gate fees reflect the increased deposit values in
b) No
waste streams or a profit sharing agreement on returned deposit return scheme
containers was put in place? a) Yes b) No. Please explain your answer.

We have a PFI contract until the end of 2027 under which material price risk sits with the contractor; changing one element of the risk transfer arrangments in
isolation from others is unlikey to be possible. From our knowledge of other areas, it also appears potentially unlikely during other forms of long term contracts that
might be in place where gate fees are set and profit sharing has been agreed. This is more likely to happen from the start of a new contract.

Q66

66. In order to minimise the risk of double payments from the Deposit Management
Organisation to local authorities, where should data be collected regarding the
compositional analysis to prevent the containers then being allowed to be redeemed
via return points?

A digital return scheme would prevent this from happening. If a container can only be redeemed once then the data could be collected at any point in the process,
as long as there is an appropriate way of apportioning the waste.
Composition analysis on entry to the MRF (amendment to MRF Code of Practice requirements) and composition analysis of residual waste entering disposal sites
(by collection stream). For residual tonnage this would have to be done before the waste enters the processing facility. With regards to data collected on a borough
by borough basis, MRF regulations currently do not take this into account.
Another area to take into account is funding for sampling, and how to ensure that funding would be apportioned in the same way as EPR. It should be sufficiently
granular to take into account different LA circumstances, and cover residual waste as well as recycling, and should be carried out by the DMO.

Providing smaller producer with stickers is a reasonable approach and would allow for any digital solutions to be easily adopted.
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Q67

67. How difficult do you think option 3 would be to administer, given the need to have
Not too difficult
robust compositional analysis in place? Please explain your answer.

Q68

68. What option do you think best deals with the issue of deposit return scheme
containers that continue to end up in local authority waste streams? a) Option 1 b)
Option 2 c) Option 3. Please briefly state the reasons for your response. Where
available, please share evidence to support your view.

b) Option 2
or
c) Option 3

Not too difficult given existing MRF regulations cover sampling. If the regulations say MRFs must pass on deposit in full, this may get around any weaknesses in
existing contracts. Where collection authorities within SJWDAs have very different performance a concern would be how often would waste composition analyses
need to be carried out, and against what level of sampling criteria. For option 3 there is a concern about how the sampling will be done and our view is that contract
terms are to be negotiated between the local authority and their MRF regardless of how the scheme is designed, so the first negative point isn’t really an issue.
There is already composition data from MRFs to this level of detail, so it depends on the requirements for residual streams; however regular residual analysis could
give other benefits (e.g. showing which materials we are failing to capture for recycling). That being said, there is a potential for distortion in the system due to
things like putrescible waste being weighed along with films.
Option 2 or 3: This may partially depend upon how a digital return scheme might operate. However, either way, materials will still be present in some LA waste
streams. Given those waste streams may include street litter, the "efficient and effective systems" approach will need to take street cleansing practices into
account. For example, on-the-go recycling has traditionally been subject to heavy contamination, rendering the materials lower value. Likewise, customers
redeeming deposits elsewhere may mean that the remainder of recyclate is of lower value, affecting those LAs that have traditionally received income from that
stream. Option 3 makes sense as it avoids double payments and the Option 1 sorting requirements are unrealistic.
However, there are concerns as to how any of these three options work with technology apps discussed at Q49 where resident scan bottles and then put them in
the kerbside recycling container and how the technology proposal affects the financing of any of the three presented options.

Q69

69. Are there any other producer obligations you believe the Environmental
Regulators should be responsible for monitoring and enforcing? Please explain your No
answer.

No

Q70

70. Are local authorities (through the role Trading Standards and the Primary
Authority Scheme) best placed to enforce certain retailer obligations? a) Yes b) No.
a) Yes
To what extent will local authorities be able to add on monitoring and enforcement
work for the deposit return scheme to existing duties they carry out with retailers?

The Primary Authority Scheme is voluntary and does not guarantee that a business will not breach the requirements. This is a new burden and the full costs of
Trading Standards management and enforcement should be borne by producers.

Q71

71. In addition to those in the table, are there any other types of breaches not on this
list that you think should be? If so, what are they? These may include offences for
Yes
participants not listed e.g. reprocessors or exporters.

Additional offences for retailers, falsely claiming an exemption and lack fulfilling signage and other requirements on exempt retailers. The interaction of the offence
of leaving containers unsecured with s47 and s33 offences needs to be carefully considered. The offences of not providing accurate data and inappropriately
handling materials. The potential for breaches by consumers MRF operators also needs to be considered.

Q72

72. Are there any other vulnerable points in the system? If so, what? Please explain
Yes
your answer

We are concerned about the potential for fly tipping and litter around RVMs and return points including antisocial behaviour if improperly sited. Whilst we support
the principle of permitted development of RVMs, careful consideration and consultation with local authorities should be a requirement. There should be triggers for
remedial action, including relocation of RVMs if settings become problematic; LAs should not have to pay for any removal or relocation.

Q73

73. Do you see a role for the Deposit Management Organisation to seek compliance
a) Yes
before escalating to the Regulator? a) Yes b) No. Please explain your answer

Yes, as long as there is a clear route of escalation.

Q74

74. Do you agree with the position set out regarding enforcement response options?
a) Yes
a) Yes b) No. If no, please explain your answer.

Yes, as long as there is a clear route of escalation.

Q75

75. Do you have any comments on the delivery timeline for deposit return scheme?
Yes
Please pose any views on implementation steps missing from the above?

We are concerned that there may not be sufficent time for the activities identified in Q.6, namely to to absorb the learnings from the consultation, define the DMO
and its relationship to the EPR Scheme Administrator, finalise the Environment Bill and subsequent regulations, specify the procurement of the DMO, procure the
DMO, award the contract, allow mobilisation (incl. ordering and installation of RVMs or other return points nationally and defining and putting in place all the
commercial and logistics arrangements) and the consumer-facing communications necessary for a fair and effective DRS.

Q76

76. How long does the Deposit Management Organisation need from appointment to
the scheme going live, taking into account the time required to set up the necessary
c) 18-24 months
infrastructure? a) 12 months b) 14 months c) 18 months. Any other (please specify)
If other, please specify. Please provide evidence to support your response.

We see this as the absolute minimum time to cover the points raised at Q.6, namely to absorb the learnings from the consultation, define the DMO and its
relationship to the EPR Scheme Administrator, finalise the Environment Bill and subsequent regulations, specify the procurement of the DMO, procure the DMO,
award the contract, allow mobilisation (incl. ordering and installation of RVMs or other return points nationally and defining and putting in place all the commercial
and logistics arrangements) and the consumer-facing communications necessary for a fair and effective DRS.

Q77

77. Depending on the final decision taken on the scope of the scheme in England
and Northern Ireland – all-in or on-the-go – what, if any, impact does this have on the
proposed implementation period?

Provided the new burdens payments fully address the impacts on local authorities (including full renumeration for any contract variations) there should be no reason
to delay from the local government sector. As above, if there is delay the DRS materials should be brought in scope of EPR for the transitional period.
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Q78

78. Do you agree with the analysis presented in our Impact Assessment? a) Yes b)
No. Please briefly state the reasons for your response. Where available, please
b) No
share evidence to support your view.

The impact assessment is presented in isolation and without the context of the effects of the Consistency and EPR agendas which are yet to be determined, in
terms of both timing and nature, and should ideally be subject to a fully integrated impact assessment to help establish the optimal nature and sequencing of
change.
The Impact Assessment is also UK wide whereas part of the UK is to implement a DRS which may or may not be the same as any introduced in any other part of
the UK. It is also expected to be delivered earlier, and it is noted that this distinction will not be undertaken until the final impact assessment which will render the
process less meaningful.
Furthermore, much of the Impact Assessment is a presentation of the current policy landscape, an explanation of the DRS options and the views received to date
and does not feature any possible effects of changes to community and consumer behaviours linked to the recovery from Covid-19. Whereas key points such as
the fact that ‘some of the material collected and sold by the DMO would not be additional recycling’ are significant points that are not explored fully and experiences
where a DRS has been introduced after comprehensive kerbside collection services exist are not clearly explored.
In addition, the Impact Assessment itself notes that it is now on one year out of date as it assumes 2023, whereas the document expects the earliest any DRS
could be implements is late 2024 and there is a concern that by discounting multipack beverage containers from the impact assessment of the benefits of an on-the
go DRS have been understated, even if this is only limited to 750ml size containers.
However, and overriding concern is the scale of the financial numbers used in the impact assessment and the importance of assumptions such as capture rates on
those numbers. They are derived from limited sources with minimal corroboration and without directly comparable precedent, therefore despite the emphatic way
they are presented, they should be viewed with caution, and the conclusions they drive should be prudent, with the recognition that it will be easier to roll out from a
smaller success than roll back from a larger failure where costs have been committed and existing local authority collection systems funded by the tax payer have
been replicated and undermined.
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from

East London Waste Authority

Consultation Question
No.
Question
Q1
Would you like your response to be confidential?
Q2
What is your name?
Q3
What is your email address?
Q4
Are you responding:
What type of organisation are you responding on behalf
Q5
of?
Q6
What sector is your organisation primarily active in?
Q7
Please provide your organisation’s name
Chapter 1 ‐ Introduction

Q8

Do you agree or disagree with our choice of impacts and
outcomes as the right goals for us to be aiming to
achieve?

This response is subject to Member approval
ELWA Response Subject to Member approval
Tick Box
ELWA Comments
No
Andrew Lappage
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
On behalf of an organisation
Local authority
38210
East London Waste Authority

ELWA agrees with the choice of impacts and outcomes, but believes that there needs to be a
greater focus on greenhouse gas emissions which is otherwise only covered in the aims of the
policy framework. Lowering emissions and tackling climate change should be central to all policy
related to consumption and material use, and development of carbon accounting policies and
methodologies that elevate the need for industry to lower GHG emissions should be a priority.
Neither agree nor
disagree
In addition, the Government will need to:
1. Define the financial framework that will boost the direct delivery of waste prevention
initiatives at a local, regional and national level
2. Specify other material streams that could be linked further with the Sustainable Development
Goals
3. Provide mandatory reuse targets to be reported as part of the Resources and Waste Strategy
As noted above, ELWA believes that the policy approach should elevate the importance of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions through reduced material use and waste.

Q9

Do you agree or disagree that our policy approach covers Neither agree nor
all the areas for action that are needed?
disagree
ELWA also believes that there should be a greater focus on the social and local economic benefits
of reducing waste and increasing reuse, particularly in light of the potential that increased reuse
and repair could have in the recovery and repurposing of high streets and town centres.
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East London Waste Authority

This response is subject to Member approval

Consultation Question
ELWA Response Subject to Member approval
No.
Question
Tick Box
ELWA Comments
Chapter 2 ‐ Designing Out Waste: Ecodesign, Extended Producer Responsibility and Consumer Information

Q10

Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of Agree
this chapter?

ELWA agrees that the measures described are likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the
beginning of this chapter, if applied with sufficient robustness around compliance and financial
drivers. The fees set through Extended Producer Responsibility schemes must be sufficiently high
to actively promote waste reduction and encourage producers to transition to business models
that support refill, reuse, repair and leasing/sharing approaches rather than just increasing the
costs to consumers for the continuation of the take‐make‐dispose model.

Chapter 3 ‐ Reuse, Repair, Refill, Remanufacture: Local Services and Facilities

Q11

Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of Disagree
this chapter?

Chapter 4 ‐ Data and Information: From Industrial Symbiosis to Research and Innovation
Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
Neither agree nor
Q12
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of
disagree
this chapter?
Chapter 5 ‐ Construction
Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
Neither agree nor
Q13
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of
disagree
this chapter?

ELWA believes that the measures outlined are important steps towards increasing reuse, repair,
refill and remanufacture, but unless there is a significant shift in the financial balance between
these options and the manufacture/sale of new products, the desired outcomes are unlikely to
be achieved. As per the answer to the previous question, there must be sufficiently high
producer and compliance fees set as part of new policy in order to drive the necessary change.

ELWA would like to highlight that the measures outlined in this chapter appear to relate more to
forms of recycling, rather than waste prevention or preparation for reuse.

ELWA does not have sufficient knowledge of the construction industry to provide an informed
response to this question.
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from

East London Waste Authority

Consultation Question
No.
Question
Chapter 6 ‐ Textiles

Q14

This response is subject to Member approval
ELWA Response Subject to Member approval
Tick Box
ELWA Comments

Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of Agree
this chapter?

ELWA agrees that these measures will likely achieve the overall aim. In addition, there are some
issues that may need to be addressed as part of the potential solutions outlined by the
Government:
‐ Addressing sustainable product labelling for textiles – using simple language that can be easily
understood by individuals not working within the environmental sector
‐ Ensuring that any EPR regime introduced for textiles is ambitious and truly seeks to drive a shift
away from throwaway culture. This could include lower fees for items made from
recovered/recycled fibres, and incentives for the sale of reused/upcycled products.
‐ Brands should be actively encouraged to facilitate reuse, upcycling and recycling through their
own websites and stores, as a means of overcoming some of the stigma about second‐hand
clothing. A widely cited example is: https://eu.patagonia.com/gb/en/wornwear/
‐ Securing and allocating regional / community‐based funding opportunities to enhance the
development of innovative scalable infrastructure that could promote a culture shift to
normalising informal and formal sharing economy initiatives for textiles

Chapter 7 ‐ Furniture

Q15

Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of Agree
this chapter?

ELWA agrees that these measures will help to achieve the aim of this Chapter, as long as they are
implemented robustly. The Government needs to work closely with the furniture reuse sector to
identify the key barriers to further growth, and ensure it uses legislative and financial drivers to
address these. Examples could include mandating a requirement for 'fire labels' to be fully sown
into unobtrusive locations on furniture rather than attached in a way that consumers may
remove them, and requiring producers of soft furnishings to produce replacement covers that
can be more affordably applied by repairers.
In designing an EPR scheme for bulky waste, and perhaps prior to developing that fully, the
Government should consider using a levy or hypothecated tax on new furniture to incentivise
consumers towards reused items, but also to provide funding support for reuse organisations
and services which otherwise can struggle to operate in a financially sustainable way.
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East London Waste Authority

Consultation Question
No.
Question
Chapter 8 ‐ Electrical and Electronic Products

This response is subject to Member approval
ELWA Response Subject to Member approval
Tick Box
ELWA Comments

ELWA believes that a more fundamental review of producer responsibility for EEE is needed in
order to drive further change within this sector. The pace at which technological advancements
are made in EEE (and thus the consumer demand for new products) is difficult to challenge, but
there need to be significantly greater requirements on producers to take responsibility for the
waste generation that results. This is particularly important for addressing the growing
incorporation of electrical and electronic components into other products, such as textiles, which
create new challenges for the reuse and recycling of these items.

Q16

In addition, the Government needs to ensure the "right to repair" legislation that has already
Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
been announced is implemented robustly (i.e. no exemptions or loopholes), and should be
Neither agree nor
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of
reflected in the policies set out in the Waste Prevention Progamme.
disagree
this chapter?
Planned/premature obsolescence has been mentioned earlier in the Waste Prevention
Progamme document but is not specifically targeted within the policy/actions under Electrical
and Electronic Products, despite this being where the problem is most pertinent.
The Government's review of WEEE policy should include specific targets ‐ and associated
compliance fees ‐ for reuse and repair so as to encourage recirculation of functional appliances,
separate to targets/fees associated with recycling. This would be most effective if manufacturers
were required to evidence the reuse of their own products such that they could gain competitive
advantage from more environmentally beneficial product design, manufacture and marketing.

Chapter 9 ‐ Road Vehicles
Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
Neither agree nor ELWA does not have sufficient knowledge of the vehicle industry to provide an informed
Q17
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of
response to this question.
disagree
this chapter?
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East London Waste Authority

Consultation Question
No.
Question
Chapter 10 ‐ Packaging, Plastics and Single‐Use Items

This response is subject to Member approval
ELWA Response Subject to Member approval
Tick Box
ELWA Comments

The introduction of an EPR regime for packaging will only help to reduce the generation of waste
if it is designed to incorporate sufficiently high fees that actively encourage producers to redesign
their own products and start a shift to reuse/refill. It is not clear from the second Packaging EPR
consultation whether this will be the case.

Q18

The role that producer fees will play in supporting other organisations to work on waste
prevention and reuse also needs to be clarified, if it is indeed the Government's intention to use
the EPR regime in this way. Unallocated payments may be appropriate for this, but equally they
have been potentially earmarked in the EPR consultation for supporting lower‐performing local
authorities and/or incentivising higher performers to continue improving on recycling, and given
the numerous challenges there will be in driving up performance in some areas, it needs to be
made clear how much funding is needed and will actually there be for waste prevention/reuse
Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
Neither agree nor through EPR.
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of
disagree
this chapter?
It may be appropriate to drive reuse through the application of levies/compliance fees (perhaps a
ring‐fenced portion of the EPR fees) for different types of packaging where reusable alternatives
are viable (a range which could increase over time), with targets set which the producers need to
help achieve.
Furthermore, the Government needs to focus on product standards for items that are neither
packaging nor 'single use items', such as children's toys. There are significant amounts of poor
quality plastic products placed on the market that have little reuse potential.
The Government also needs to address the use of plastic in products such as disposable nappies,
wipes, teabags etc., with a particular focus on the potential for microplastic pollution in
waterways and contamination of compost/digestate.
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East London Waste Authority

Consultation Question
No.
Question
Chapter 11 ‐ Food

This response is subject to Member approval
ELWA Response Subject to Member approval
Tick Box
ELWA Comments
ELWA agrees that the measures outlined will go some way to helping to achieve the stated aim,
but there needs to be more urgent action taken to reducing food waste and implementing other
policies that lower the GHG emissions associated with food production, transport, consumption
and disposal.

Q19

The Government should also incorporate thinking around the links to food poverty and
health/nutrition, and develop more comprehensive strategies to change public attitudes and
Do you agree or disagree that the measures described are
Neither agree nor behaviours when it comes to food.
likely to achieve the overall aim set out at the beginning of
disagree
this chapter?
There should also be more coordinated work across the supply chain to ensure that food
produced for human consumption actually reaches consumers. This could be by linking the
supply to the hospitality sector with that to supermarkets, so that 'ugly' products which may only
have a niche role on supermarket shelves can instead be used in professional kitchens where
there is no need for a visual appeal to consumers. In addition, supply chains within the retail
sector may need development, so that 'ugly' or unsold produce can be redirected into the
manufacture of processed/pre‐prepared foods.
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East London Waste Authority

Consultation Question
No.
Question
Chapter 12 ‐ Monitoring and Evaluation

This response is subject to Member approval
ELWA Response Subject to Member approval
Tick Box
ELWA Comments
ELWA neither agree nor disagree with the described approach to monitoring and evaluation of
the waste prevention programme because experience has shown that there is a general lack of
consistency in monitoring and evaluating waste prevention schemes. It is important to ensure
that a balance is struck between relevant data collation and reporting requirements, especially
for local community initiatives that are mainly staffed by volunteers. The development of simple,
standard tools that could also provide assistance with stock and financial management, may help
to address this.

Q20

Do you agree or disagree with the described approach to
Neither agree nor
monitoring and evaluation of this Waste Prevention
The principles of sustainability and circularity should be embedded within the supply chain, such
disagree
Programme?
that material use and GHG emissions are treated on a par with financial costs/revenues.
Businesses should be required to adopt material and emissions accounting as standard, and
report on this as they do their financial accounts. This will help to drive greater observance of
circular economy principles and provide more robust data on which to monitor the UK's
performance against materials‐ and emissions‐based indicators. The Government should look to
the work that local authorities are doing (an example being the monitoring and reporting of
Scope 4 emissions in London by the London Environment Directors Network) in order to develop
models that can be rolled out nationally.
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JOINT STRATEGY – PREPARATIONS FOR FUTURE
WASTES MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS IN EAST
LONDON - UPDATE

1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

It is recommended that Members:
a)

approve the Preliminary Draft of the East London Joint Resources and Waste
Strategy for consultation;

b)

delegate authority to the Managing Director, in consultation with the Chair and
Vice-chair, to make minor changes to the Preliminary Draft that arise as part of
its consideration and approval by the other Partner Authorities before it is
formally published for consultation; and

c)

agree the consultation approach for the Joint Strategy, to be commenced once
approval has also been received from the four Constituent Council Cabinets.

3.

Purpose:

3.1

This report recommends commencement of formal consultation with the public and
statutory bodies on the Joint Strategy for East London’s Resources and Waste.

4.

Background:

4.1

The Authority was provided with a report on 8 February 2021 to update Members on
progress with developing a new joint strategy for resources and waste management
in East London for the period after the end of the existing IWMS Contract (the ‘Joint
Strategy’). It noted that a revised timetable was being worked on for production,
consultation and adoption of the Joint Strategy.

5.

Joint Strategy Development:

5.1

Following discussions with Members and officers from ELWA and the Constituent
Councils (collectively referred to as the Partner Authorities), a revised timetable for
the production, consultation and submission of the Joint Strategy was agreed in early
2021. This required a Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy, its supporting
documents and a public consultation approach to be formally approved by Members
and the Constituent Council Cabinets in advance of a consultation period in the
summer of 2021, with formal adoption planned for February 2022.

5.2

Following this agreement on a revised timetable, ELWA officers and the team at
Ricardo Energy and Environment drafted the Joint Strategy in February 2021, under
the title of ‘A Joint Strategy for East London’s Resources and Waste’. This document
then underwent a period of review with Members and officers of all Partner
Authorities, as well as early review by the Greater London Authority (GLA).

5.3

A final Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy was then finalised, along with a set of
supporting documents that include technical reports, an equalities impact
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assessment, and a Strategic Environment Assessment screening report. These are
detailed further in section 7 of this report.
5.4

A consultation approach was also agreed, which is detailed in section 8 of this report.

5.5

Reports are going to the four Constituent Council Cabinets during the June and July
meeting cycles seeking formal approval to begin the consultation processes.
Delegated authority is being sought from Members for the Managing Director to make
any minor changes that may be requested to the Joint Strategy or consultation
approach that arise from these decision-making processes.

6.

Aims and Objectives of the Joint Strategy:

6.1

A set of Aims and Objectives for the Joint Strategy was agreed at the 28 June 2019
Authority Meeting, with a minor amendment agreed at the 2 December 2019
Authority Meeting.

6.2

Following engagement with the GLA, some further minor amendments to the
Objectives have been incorporated into the Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy:
a) Objective 5 has been expanded to incorporate a more specific reference to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the context of “environmentally benign”
solutions for managing resources and waste.
b) Objective 7, which focused on opportunities for local regeneration, has been
expanded to incorporate social value.

6.3

The full set of proposed Aims and Objectives is on pages 11 and 12 of Appendix A.

7.

Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy:

7.1

The Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy is attached as Appendix A.

7.2

The Joint Strategy period is 2027-57, to reflect a combination of the end date of the
existing IWMS Contract and the typical lifespan of new large-scale waste
management infrastructure. The Joint Strategy is focused on this period, but does
highlight relevant issues that relate to the intervening period during the remainder
of the IWMS Contract.

7.3

The document is structured with six main chapters:
1. Introduction
2. What is our current situation?
3. What might the future look like?
4. Where do we want to be?
5. How do we get there?
6. Measuring success

Introduction and Context
7.4

Chapter 1 outlines the need for a Joint Strategy, both to meet the requirements on
the Partner Authorities to prepare and update such a document (as set out in the
Waste and Emissions Trading Act 2003), as well as to provide the strategic framework
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from which more detailed plans and strategies for service development and future
waste treatment solutions can be developed.
Current Situation
7.5

Chapter 2 provides details about the characteristics of the four-borough area, how
much resources and waste are generated and what specifically these are composed
of, and how the Partner Authorities perform against a number of key waste
prevention, reuse, recycling and residual waste indicators. For the purposes of this
work, which underpins the forecasting and modelling that was undertaken as part of
the development of the Joint Strategy, a baseline year of 2018/19 was used. This
was the most recent full year for which data was available at the point the
development of the Joint Strategy got underway.

Projections and Forecasts
7.6

Chapter 3 outlines how the four-borough area is expected to change in the future,
primarily driven by increases in housing as projected by the four Constituent
Councils.

7.7

This chapter also looks at how the policy landscape and associated drivers for waste
management service delivery and performance are anticipated to evolve. This
references the main proposals set out in the national Resources and Waste Strategy
as well as more regional policy directions arising from the London Environment
Strategy.

7.8

The chapter details a forecasting exercise that has been undertaken to predict how
the quantity and composition of resources and waste will change in the future. This
has looked at two ‘extreme’ scenarios that will result in the high and low levels of
resources and waste generation, while establishing a more realistic scenario as the
basis for the Joint Strategy. This forecasting has incorporated predictions on the
impacts of evolving Government policy, using benchmarked data from other
European countries where, for instance, deposit return schemes already operate. It
provides the strategic themes and parameters within which we expect to be operating
during the Joint Strategy period.

Priorities and Actions
7.9

Chapter 4 sets out the Partner Authorities’ priorities and actions on waste prevention,
reuse, recycling and future infrastructure. This is in some respects the key chapter
in the Joint Strategy, and includes the following particularly notable priorities/actions:
a) Supporting London-wide aspirations on minimising waste, including reducing
avoidable food waste by 50% by 2030.
b) Significantly enhancing the role of reuse in managing resources and waste.
c) A joint minimum performance on ‘local authority collected waste’ recycling of 35%
for 2030, with aspirations to reach the London Environment Strategy goal of 50%.
d) Expanding and improving recycling collection services in line with Government
policy, including the launch of separate food waste collections.
e) Developing an ELWA procurement plan for the delivery of future waste and
recycling treatment solutions.
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7.10

An extensive programme of modelling was undertaken to identify what realistic levels
of waste prevention, reuse and recycling could look like, using benchmarked data
from many other local authority areas. The modelling projected performance to
2028/29 as the first full year after the end of the IWMS Contract, which will help to
identify the potential requirements for treatment infrastructure or services at this
point. The longer-term forecasts undertaken (outlined in the previous chapter of the
Joint Strategy) will then give insight on how these requirements might change over
likely treatment contract durations.

7.11

For recycling performance from 2028/29, the collection options set out by the
Government under the Consistency agenda were compared.
The modelling
incorporated a particular focus on the performance in flatted developments (which
are anticipated to make up 90% of new housing coming forward in East London up
to 2028), given these produce no household garden waste and also tend to present
more challenges to high performance on other recycling streams compared to street
level properties.

7.12

The joint minimum recycling performance of 35% of local authority collected waste
(which includes commercial waste) was determined from this modelling, but there
are a number of factors which could contribute to improved levels of recycling to help
the Partner Authorities to deliver against local and London-wide aspirations for 50%
recycling. These include:
a) Greater levels of resident participation in recycling services, achieved through
national, regional and local communications and campaigns, delivered by the
public sector and hopefully through extended producer responsibility regimes.
b) Changes in product design that result in reductions in the amount of nonrecyclable waste residents have to dispose of, delivered through extended
producer responsibility regimes.
c) Recovery of some recyclable materials from the residual waste, which could be
delivered through ELWA’s future waste treatment solutions if this proves to be
cost-effective.

7.13

The high-level principles for how future recycling and waste treatment solutions will
be delivered through an ELWA procurement plan are set out in this chapter. These
principles include avoiding residual waste contractual arrangements that inhibit the
improvement of recycling performance, and providing flexible and responsive
arrangements that enable the Partner Authorities to respond to changing policy or
other circumstances.

Governance and Partnership Working
7.14

Chapter 5 outlines how the Partner Authorities will work together to achieve the
priorities and deliver the actions set out in the previous chapter.

7.15

It is noted that appropriate governance arrangements will need to be established for
maintaining effective partnership working and monitoring progress against the aims,
objectives and priorities of the Joint Strategy through the procurement and
management of new collection and treatment/disposal services.

7.16

In addition, the need for the Joint Strategy to be reviewed periodically is set out in
this section, and in line with feedback from the GLA the first review will be carried
out by 2028 and thereafter at intervals of not more than ten years. This first review
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point has been established to enable the Partner Authorities to review the document
against a combination of currently-developing national policy and the new
arrangements that will have been established for the reduction, reuse, collection and
treatment of waste and resources in East London.
Measuring Success
7.17

Chapter 6 details the performance indicators that will be used to measure success
against the Objectives of the Joint Strategy.

7.18

In addition to established indicators for waste and recycling performance that are
proposed to be used, this chapter includes details of how measures for greenhouse
gas emissions, air quality and social value will be developed.

7.19

These various indicators can be applied by ELWA and the Constituent Councils in
assessing different options for developing future services and projects that deliver
against the priorities set out in Chapter 4, as well as measuring overall performance
of the Partner Authorities.

8.

Supporting Documents:

8.1

Four technical reports have been produced for the Partner Authorities by Ricardo
Energy and Environment to provide further detail on the work to establish a
performance baseline, forecast future waste arisings, and model what levels of
performance against waste prevention, reuse and recycling are realistic in the future.
A summary report of this work has also been produced.

8.2

An equalities impact assessment has been produced, which identifies no impacts on
groups with protected characteristics at this stage.

8.3

As a new strategy, a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is in principle
needed. However, the high-level nature of the Joint Strategy means that it is not
possible to determine specific environmental impacts, which would mean that
producing a full SEA at this stage would not be worthwhile. An SEA Screening Report
has instead been produced, which will be used to engage with the statutory
consultees for SEAs.

8.4

These supporting documents are available to download from:
www.eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/jointstrategy

9.

Consultation Approach:

9.1

A consultation approach has been developed, which is attached as Appendix B.

9.2

Members are asked to approve the consultation approach, enabling consultation to
begin once the same approval has been received from the four Constituent Council
Cabinets.

Consultation Timetable
9.3

A consultation period has been planned from mid-July until mid-September, for a
period of eight weeks. This will commence shortly after the final Constituent Council
Cabinet meetings, subject to approval being received from all five Partner Authorities
for the consultation to commence.

9.4

In the event that a decision is delayed, for instance because of a Cabinet meeting
postponement or a call-in by one of the Overview and Scrutiny Committees, the
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consultation period will begin at the earliest opportunity once that issue has been
resolved. This may require the consultation period to be reduced to six weeks, and
could also result in the formal adoption of the Joint Strategy moving to the March
2022 cycle of Constituent Council Cabinet meetings.
Statutory Consultees
9.5

Partner Authority officers have engaged with the GLA throughout the development of
the Joint Strategy, but a formal consultation with that organisation is required.

9.6

In addition, three statutory consultees need to be engaged with on the SEA screening
process:
a) Environment Agency
b) Historic England
c) Natural England

9.7

These formal consultations will take place in the public domain, and will be
commenced once the Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy has been formally
approved by all five Partner Authorities.

Public Consultation
9.8

The public consultation will take place at the same time as the engagement with the
statutory consultees.

9.9

An online survey will be the primary tool for gathering feedback from the public on
the Joint Strategy. This survey will have a particular focus on the priorities and
actions set out in Chapter 4 of the Joint Strategy, but will be set up to enable feedback
to be submitted on all chapters as well as the supporting documents. The proposed
survey questions are included in Appendix B.

9.10

The online survey will use the SurveyMonkey platform, with the link hosted at
www.eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/jointstrategy. In addition, paper copies will be made
available in Constituent Council libraries, and a dedicated email address and the
general ELWA office number will be made available for other queries or requests for
support in responding to the consultation.

9.11

A focus group will be run by Ricardo Energy and Environment early in the consultation
period, with participants being recruited from across the four-borough area by a
specialist sub-contractor (MEL Research) so as to be as demographically
representative as possible. This will be a 2-hour online meeting.

9.12

A drop-in session will also be run during the second half of the consultation period,
to enable those who wish to respond to the consultation to find out more information
to help with their response, as well as to provide in-person feedback on the Joint
Strategy that will be captured and added to that which is received via the focus group
and survey. This session will be made available for any member of the public to book
on to, but officers from ELWA and the Constituent Councils will also be promoting it
more directly to groups to whom it may be of particular interest.

9.13

It is hoped that the drop-in session will be able to take place in-person at a suitable
venue, but officers from ELWA and the Constituent Councils will continue to monitor
Government guidance relating to the Covid-19 pandemic to determine whether or
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not this is possible. The event will be held on a suitable online platform if it is not
possible to run it in-person.
Consultation Feedback and Report
9.14

The feedback received on the Joint Strategy from the statutory consultations, focus
group, drop-in session and survey will be collated by Ricardo Energy and Environment
and analysed in order to produce a report for Members and officers.

9.15

The findings of this report will be used to determine any amendments to the Joint
Strategy that may need to be made prior to its formal adoption in 2022.

10.

Next Steps:

10.1

Subject to Members agreeing the Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy and the
consultation approach set out in this report, and the same approval being given by
the four Constituent Council Cabinets, officers will launch the consultation from midJuly for eight weeks.

10.2

In the event that minor changes are requested by one or more of the Constituent
Councils as part of their decision-making processes, and subject to Members granting
delegated authority for the Managing Director to approve such changes, officers from
the Partner Authorities will work together to agree any amendments that are to be
made prior to the launch of the consultation.

10.3

Officers will engage with Members on the feedback received during the consultation,
and prepare a final version of the Joint Strategy for formal adoption at the February
2022 Authority Meeting.

11.

Relevant officers:
Andrew Lappage, Managing Director / e-mail:
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / and
Jon Hastings, Head of Strategy & Development / email:
jon.hastings@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk.

12.

Appendices attached:

12.1

Appendix A:

Joint Strategy for East London’s Resources and Waste (Preliminary
Draft)

12.2

Appendix B:

Consultation Plan

13.

Background papers:

13.1

29 Jun 2018

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements Report
and Minute 13

13.2

17 Sep 2018

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report and Minute 7

13.3

28 Jun 2019

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report and Minute 13
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13.4

07 Oct 2019

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report and draft Minute 10

13.5

02 Dec 2019

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report

13.6

10 Feb 2020

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report

13.7

29 Jun 2020

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report

13.8

29 Jun 2020

East London Waste Prevention Programme – Update

13.9

28 Sep 2020

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report

13.10 30 Nov 2020

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report

13.11 8 Feb 2021

Preparations for Future Wastes Management Arrangements – Update
Report

14.

Legal considerations:

14.1

The development of a strategy for future waste management is an essential
component to the proper administration of the Authority. As a waste disposal
authority, it is required by section 51 the Environmental Protection Act 1990 to make
arrangements for the disposal of waste collected by the Constituent Councils.
Furthermore, as ELWA is a best value authority, there is a duty on the Authority
under the Local Government Act 1999 in that it works to secure continuous
improvement and achieve the best combination of quality and value for money in
waste disposal for the Constituent Councils. Developing a coherent future waste joint
strategy which serves both the interests of the Authority and the Constituent Councils
will require proper consultation which ensures that the emerging joint strategy is fair
and reasonable in how it impacts the residents of the four Constituent Councils.
Furthermore section 32 of the Waste and Emissions Trading Act 2003 places a duty
on both waste collection and disposal authorities to have a joint strategy for the
management of municipal waste and carry out such consultation as the consider
appropriate. This strategy must be kept under review and authorities must have
regard to any guidance given by the Secretary of State and in Greater London the
authorities are further required to have regard to the Mayor of London’s London
Environment Strategy.

14.2

The best value duty also includes an obligation to carry out consultation. Guidance
has been issued by the Cabinet Office and coupled with observations from the courts
have established the principle that the exercise of consultation involves the consultee
having a meaningful role in the decision-making process. This means before a body
(e.g. the Waste Authority) makes a final decision, a stakeholders’ view has been
sought. In seeking their view this would be at a point where the body is considering
some realistic options on which to decide and it would be on those options the
consultation and observations are sought. These views are taken account of in the
decision to make the final choice, though the body is not bound to follow the
stakeholders’ views.
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14.3

The Constitution at Part A paragraph 4 states that the Authority Members are
collectively the ultimate policymakers and those responsible for strategic and
corporate management functions of the Authority as a Waste Disposal Authority. In
the development of the Joint Strategy, when sitting as Members of the Authority,
Members are obliged to act to approve such measures and proposals in what they
consider is in the best interests of the Authority and its residents and not their
respective councils or political affiliations.

15.

Financial considerations:

15.1

Budgetary provision of £1.000m per annum (total £5.000m) for the costs associated
with developing the post 2027 waste strategy was made in the budget and levy
setting for 2021/22 to 2025/26 approved in February 2021. Total costs incurred to
31 March 2021 of £0.180m were funded from the Strategy Reserve.

16.

Performance management considerations:

16.1

The Preliminary Draft of the Joint Strategy sets out a number of indicators that will
be used to measure performance against the document’s Objectives, as well as noting
where further work is needed to determine other indicators, such as for greenhouse
gas emissions, air quality and social value. This work will be aligned with developing
national policy which is looking to move beyond purely tonnage-based indicators for
measuring waste management performance.

17.

Risk management considerations:

17.1

Risk management will form a fundamental part of the development and delivery of
new waste management arrangements, in terms of project management, technical
and planning deliverability assessments, wider stakeholder management, and
especially in relation to any potential impacts of the above on current services and
the local environment.

17.2

The government’s Infrastructure and Projects Authority (see separate report
elsewhere on this agenda) identified the Joint Strategy and the provision of future
services as currently an amber risk on its five-point RAG system. A preliminary action
plan has been put in place, and this will be further developed this year and thereafter.

18.

Equalities considerations:

18.1

An equalities impact assessment has been produced for the Joint Strategy (it is one
of the supporting documents noted above), which identifies no impacts on groups
with protected characteristics at this stage. As further plans, strategies, projects and
services are developed to deliver against the priorities set out in the Joint Strategy,
it will be important to undertake further assessment of any impacts on specific groups
within the local community.

19.

Follow-up reports:

19.1

As required.

20.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

20.1

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/
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Glossary:
Constituent Councils / the Councils = London Borough Councils of Barking &
Dagenham (LBBD), Havering, Newham & Redbridge
DRS = Deposit Return Scheme, which is proposed by the Government as a means of
encouraging residents to return drinks containers to shops and other sites for
recycling
ELJRWS = East London Joint Resources and Wastes Strategy (to guide the
development of waste facilities and services)
ELWA / the Authority = East London Waste Authority
EPR = Extended Producer Responsibility, which is proposed by the Government as
part of the ‘polluter pays’ principle to require producers to pay for the costs of
managing packaging waste
GLA = Greater London Authority
Partner Authorities = ELWA and the four Constituent Councils

22.

Reviewed by Management Board:

22.1

14 June 2021.

23.

Confidentiality:

23.1

Not applicable.
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Executive Summary
It is important that the environment is left in a better condition for the next generation.
This Joint Strategy sets out how the five Partner Authorities, namely the East London Waste
Authority (ELWA) and the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering, Newham
and Redbridge, will preserve resources by minimising waste, promoting resource efficiency
and moving towards a circular economy, all of which will help to protect the natural
environment and reduce carbon emissions.
There is a great deal of change coming in the next few years that will affect the management
of resources and waste in the Partner Authorities’ area. This includes the end of ELWA’s longterm 25-year contract for waste treatment services in 2027, potential changes to existing
Partner Authority vehicle and service contracts, as well as important national and regional
initiatives and targets that will result in new legislation and requirements for local authorities.
This Joint Strategy sets out the strategic aims and aspirations for resources and waste
management of the five Partner Authorities, and outlines how the Partner Authorities will work
together to manage resources and waste within their boundaries between 2027 and 2057,
after the end of the long-term contract for waste treatment services.
Working with residents and businesses, the Partner Authorities want to make it as easy as
possible to produce less waste, and to reuse, repair, and recycle more items and materials.
Within the Joint Strategy a series of priorities are outlined that will help facilitate this, including
how the Partner Authorities will support future improvements with infrastructure. These
priorities will form the basis of how the Partner Authorities will manage waste in the future,
contribute to London-wide and national targets, and meet the aspirations for future
performance. The Partner Authorities will need to work together to achieve these goals.
The Joint Strategy also outlines the journey required to deliver improvement and respond to
future changes. The Joint Strategy starts in 2027 once the current long-term contract for waste
and recycling treatment comes to an end, but it is recognised that action to deliver
improvements needs to start as soon as possible to achieve future performance aspirations.
Steps that the Partner Authorities are taking to improve performance in the intervening years,
including development of an East London Waste Prevention Programme and Borough
Reduction and Recycling Plans (submitted to the Mayor of London), are detailed.
The Joint Strategy itself will need to be reviewed periodically to confirm it remains relevant in
light of the rapidly changing policy environment and provides the right framework to drive
performance improvements. The first overall review will take place by 2028.
The Partner Authorities also will need to regularly monitor progress against current and
proposed performance indicators, which focus on reducing waste, maximising reuse, repair
and recycling and limiting any waste sent to landfill.
This Joint Strategy sets the framework to drive environmental improvements that will support
the Partner Authorities to help protect the environment for future residents and businesses of
East London.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Joint Resources and Waste Strategy
This Joint Strategy sets out the strategic aims and aspirations for resources and waste
management of the five Partner Authorities, namely the East London Waste Authority (ELWA)
and the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering, Newham and Redbridge (the
‘Constituent Councils’). The Partner Authorities work together to manage resources and waste
within their boundaries. It is a long-term strategy.
It is important that the environment is left in a better condition for the next generation. This
Joint Strategy sets out how the Partner Authorities will preserve resources by minimising
waste, promoting resource efficiency and moving towards a circular economy, all of which will
help to protect the natural environment and reduce carbon emissions.
There is a great deal of change coming in the next few years that will affect the management
of resources and waste in the Partner Authorities’ area. This includes the end of ELWA’s longterm 25-year contract for waste treatment services in 2027, potential changes to existing
Partner Authority vehicle and service contracts, as well as important national and regional
initiatives and targets that will result in new legislation and requirements for local authorities.
The Joint Strategy period is from 2027 to 2057. It is therefore primarily focused on how
resources (the materials we use in our everyday lives) and waste will be managed in the future.
The Partner Authorities will commit to undertake a high-level review of this Joint Strategy by
2028 (see Chapter 5), to ensure the targets, priorities and aspirations are appropriate once
future waste and recycling collection and treatment arrangements are better understood.
Reviews thereafter will be conducted at intervals of not more than 10 years, to ensure the Joint
Strategy continues to drive improvement and enable the Partner Authorities to respond to
evolving innovations and policies on resources and waste management.
The previous strategy was originally drafted in 1996 and reviewed in 2006 and set the
framework for performance for the 25-year contract period to 2027. The contract operator
(Renewi) has developed a number of five-year and annual budget and service delivery plans,
which review progress and outline future performance standards 1 and the Partner Authorities
have prepared Reduction and Recycling Plans (RRPs) that set out how they will develop their
services and local performance to work towards the targets and service standards within the
London Environment Strategy 2.. The Partner Authorities Plans will also be updated as
proposals for future service and performance improvement on waste reduction, reuse and
recycling evolve.
The Joint Strategy does not cover local issues such as the collection of litter, street cleansing
and fly-tipping, and also does not set out specific details on how each Borough will develop its
household waste and recycling collection services in the future. The Joint Strategy focuses on
the longer-term targets and aspirations of the Partner Authorities, and the general principles
1
2

Renewi-FYSDP-Report-web-res.pdf (eastlondonwaste.gov.uk)
London Environment Strategy
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by which the Partner Authorities will work together to achieve them. Further details on the
responsibilities of the Partner Authorities can be found in section 1.2.

1.1.1 Structure of the Joint Strategy
•

Chapter One – sets the context for the Joint Strategy;

•

Chapter Two - describes how resources (the valuable materials that we dispose of
every day) and waste are currently managed in the Partner Authorities’ area, and
provides detail on some of the opportunities, challenges and existing performance
levels;

•

Chapter Three - describes what changes the Partner Authorities expect to see in the
future, both in terms of how the area will change, what impacts national and regional
policy may have on the types and quantities of waste being generated, and some of
the other factors which may also play a role in how consumers buy, use and dispose
of products that will have an effect on resources and waste management;

•

Chapter Four – sets out the vision for how the Partner Authorities will work together
and with the community to help reduce waste and divert more items for repair and
reuse. It sets out what level of recycling performance is expected to be achieved across
the area, the aspirations the Partner Authorities have for diverting even more waste
from disposal, and how future waste treatment capacity will be sourced;

•

Chapter Five – outlines how the Partner Authorities will work together to achieve the
aims and aspirations set out in the Joint Strategy; and

•

Chapter Six – describes what performance measures will be used to measure
success.

1.2 Responsibilities of the Partner Authorities
The four Constituent Councils (as ‘waste collection authorities’) are responsible for arranging
the collection of household waste and recycling, as well as undertaking waste and recycling
collections from local businesses that choose to use their commercial waste services.
The Constituent Councils also manage street cleansing, fly-tipping removal, and management
of litter from local parks and open spaces, which all generate waste.
ELWA is the ‘joint waste disposal authority’ for the region, and is responsible for providing
treatment and disposal services for the waste and recycling collected by the Constituent
Councils. ELWA also operates four Reuse and Recycling Centres (RRCs) where residents
can deposit a wide range of materials for reuse, recycling and disposal.

1.3 Why Do We Need a Strategy?
This Joint Strategy is needed to help the Partner Authorities start to plan for the end of the
long-term 25-year contract (2002-2027) for waste treatment, while meeting the new
requirements that will be arising from national and regional policy changes, and economic,
environmental and societal drivers. The Partner Authorities also recognise the imperative to
manage resources better in the future, to enhance resource efficiency and minimise
greenhouse gas emissions. The main drivers are described in the following sections.
Page 5 of 55
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Development of a Joint Strategy is a statutory requirement for waste authorities in two-tier
areas 3. Furthermore, development of this document provides an opportunity to ensure that
future strategy, procurement proposals and targets align as closely as possible with London’s
overall strategic ambitions, as set out in the London Environment Strategy.

1.3.1 Summary of the Key Drivers
Figure 1: Summary of the Key Drivers

Social

Environmental

•Strong imperative to act on climate change and plastic pollution
•Increased adoption of circular economy thinking
•Transition to sustainable consumption and away from a throw
away society
•Local Environmental Priorities

National Policy

•Statutory requirement to produce a resources and waste strategy
•National Resources and Waste Strategy
•Carbon Net Zero targets and future circular economy package
targets

Regional Policy

•London Environment Strategy
•Local Environmental Policies
•Local Regeneration Plans
•London Plan

Economic

Contractual

3

•Changes in the way we live, work and consume
•Social value requirements, investment in green jobs and skills

•Government focus on a Green Recovery and economic
regeneration
•Need to deliver services that are value for money

•End date for long-term contract in 2027
•Opportunities for increasing environmental performance
•Opportunities for improving services and making them more
effecient
•Opportunities for enhancing value for money

Waste and Emissions Trading Act 2003 (legislation.gov.uk)
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1.3.2 Society and the Environment
In recent years there has been growing concern throughout society about our impact on the
environment, particularly around climate change, the ‘throw-away’ society and plastic
pollution. An increasing number of people are now aware that producing and consuming
goods and services results in greenhouse gas emissions and waste. Members of the public
are looking to brands, retailers, governments, and other organisations to help them adopt more
sustainable lifestyles.
This growing public interest in how products are made and what happens to the waste people
generate has led to a number of policy initiatives at an international, national and regional
level. Many of these policies include adherence to the waste hierarchy (Figure 2), which
presents the management options for waste and resources in order of preference based on
environmental impacts. Policies and programmes are also increasingly focused on delivering
what is known as the Circular Economy (Figure 3), which involves designing out waste and
pollution, keeping products and materials in use, and regenerating natural systems.
Embracing the principles of both the waste hierarchy and the Circular Economy supports
society in moving away from unsustainable levels of consumption of natural resources and
helps to protect the environment in a number of ways. New policies that focus on these
principles, along with pressure from consumers, are driving innovation and change in
manufacturing and retailing, leading to new technologies for managing waste products.
At an international level the Sustainable Development Goals 4 (SDGs), also known as the
Global Goals, were adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015 as a universal call
to action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and
prosperity by 2030. The goals collectively represent a sort of ‘social value charter’ for the
planet.
The 17 SDGs are integrated, recognising that action in one area will affect outcomes in others,
highlighting that development must balance social, economic and environmental
sustainability. From the 17 goals and 169 targets there are at least eight indicators which focus
on solid waste management, the majority of which sit in Goal 12 – Responsible Consumption
and Production. These indicators cover everything from domestic material consumption
through to global food loss, but importantly link back to the issue of sustainable management
of the resources we have and use.
Developing a Joint Strategy for resources and waste management provides an opportunity for
the Partner Authorities to explore the ways they can work together and with the local
community (residents, businesses and other organisations) to deliver more sustainable
systems for managing resources and waste in accordance with the Circular Economy
principles within the national Resources and Waste Strategy and the London Environment
Strategy. This includes identifying ways to reduce waste, divert more materials for reuse and
recycling, and reduce the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the generation and
management of waste and resources. The Partner Authorities will look at how to do this within

4

THE 17 GOALS | Sustainable Development (un.org)
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their own services and how to influence wider work by a range of organisations involved in the
supply of goods and services locally.
Figure 2: The waste hierarchy

Figure 3: Vision of a circular economy (RWS)

1.3.3 Policy Landscape
National and regional policy on resources and waste is rapidly evolving in order to meet
ambitions on preserving materials, reduce environmental impacts, and establish a Circular
Economy.
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The national Resources and Waste Strategy 5 (RWS) was published in 2018, and includes
many new proposals that will change how local authorities deliver recycling and waste
services, and how communities interact with them. These include the setting up of a Deposit
Return Scheme (DRS) for drinks containers, extended producer responsibility (EPR) for the
costs of managing packaging waste, and establishing more consistent household and
business recycling services across the country (Consistency). Further discussion of these
issues can be found in Section 3.2.1.
The Government launched a second round of consultations on the DRS, EPR and
Consistency proposals in the spring of 2021. This Joint Strategy has included consideration
of, and assumptions on, the direction of travel for the development of these proposals, and
the actions and priorities set out within the document include further review of the final
course of action that the Government decides upon for implementing the RWS.
The Mayor of London also published the London Environment Strategy 6 (LES) in 2018, which
covers a broad range of environmental issues including waste management. The LES includes
an aspiration for London to be a ‘zero waste city’ by 2050. The regional waste policies
contained within the LES are similar to the national Consistency proposals, and waste
authorities in London must demonstrate ‘general conformity’ with them.
The national and regional strategies both set ambitious targets for reuse and recycling, which
East London will contribute towards. These are explained in Chapter 4 of this Joint Strategy,
which also covers local priorities and aspirations, whilst the range of national and regional
policies and proposals that have come forward are covered in more detail in Chapter 3.
Local policy issues including commitments to reduce carbon emissions and improve air quality
will also need to be taken into consideration and will help to inform the way that we manage
waste materials in the future.

1.3.4 Economic
Local authorities have faced a challenging financial situation in recent years, and the Covid19 pandemic has put extra pressure on budgets locally as demand for some services has
increased while income from other activities has dropped. The long-term effects of the
pandemic are not yet known, but the disruption to the national economy, along with
accelerated changes to how many people live and work, are likely to mean that some adverse
effects on local authority finances will continue. The Partner Authorities need to deliver waste
collection and treatment services in the most cost-effective way, in order to protect other
frontline services that residents value.
The existing long-term waste treatment contract (see below) has prevented the Partner
Authorities from gaining the financial savings that other local authorities have been able to
through increasing recycling, and the overall costs for treatment of the waste and recycling
collected have generally been higher for the Partner Authorities than in many parts of London.

5
6

Resources and waste strategy for England - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
London Environment Strategy - GLA
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When this contract ends in late 2027, the Partner Authorities will have the opportunity to start
making savings on waste treatment by diverting more material for recycling, and may also be
able to access cheaper solutions for managing the residual waste. To make the best of these
opportunities, it is important for the Partner Authorities to work together to consider what mix
of collection and treatment services will provide the most cost-effective solutions overall, taking
into account local priorities and needs. The development of this Joint Strategy is the first stage
in that process.

1.3.5 Contract Situation
The current long-term waste treatment contract started in 2002, and was designed to achieve
high levels of diversion of waste from landfill. This was consistent with national policy at the
time, and the contract was supported by the Government through the implementation of a
Private Finance Initiative model. The operator of the contract, Renewi (formerly Shanks Waste
Management), has achieved and indeed significantly exceeded the targets set on landfill
diversion, and at the time of writing this Joint Strategy less than 1% of the Partner Authorities’
waste goes to landfill (a reduction from 3% in 2018/19).
Unfortunately, the structure of the contract has made it more difficult to increase recycling in
the Partner Authorities’ area, and local recycling performance has fallen behind the rest of the
country. The financial savings that other local authorities can achieve by increasing recycling
are not available under the structure of the contract, and the range of materials that can be
collected for recycling has also been limited by the infrastructure that was built in the mid2000s to support local waste treatment.
Renewi is working with the Partner Authorities to try to improve local recycling, including
supporting initiatives to introduce a wider range of materials into household recycling collection
services. The company’s annual budget and service delivery plans 7 include a number of
projects designed to help the Partner Authorities meet and exceed a local 33% recycling
target, with partnership working across the region intended to improve household collections,
increase the quality of the recycling collected through reduced contamination, recover even
more materials from the residual waste, and increase reuse and recycling at the four Reuse
and Recycling Centres. The local recycling target was expected to be achieved by 2021, but
the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic unfortunately meant that this was just missed. At the
time of writing this draft Joint Strategy, it is anticipated that this target will be met or exceeded
in 2022. [Paragraph to be updated for final Joint Strategy]
The Partner Authorities will be working with Renewi to continue to improve local recycling
services and performance to the end of the contract in 2027, including identifying opportunities
to take full advantage of the changing policy landscape. There will also be work done to
mitigate national changes that are expected on how local recycling rates are calculated, which
may see a significant portion of the material recovered by Renewi from residual waste no
longer being counted towards this performance and reducing local recycling rates by up to
5%.

7

ELWA’s Strategy « East London Waste Authority
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1.4 Producing a Joint Strategy – Aims and Objectives
With the end of the long-term waste treatment contract approaching, and the significant
changes coming forward on resources and waste policy, the Partner Authorities agreed that
the development of a new Joint Strategy for East London would be an important first stage in
planning for the future.
To develop the Joint Strategy, a series of basic questions were posed that would need to be
answered for the Partner Authorities:
•

What is our current situation?

•

How much waste will there be to manage in the future, and what will its composition
be?

•

How much can we reduce the amount of waste that is generated?

•

How much waste can we divert for reuse or repair?

•

How much of the waste can we recycle or compost?

•

How will we manage the treatment of the waste collected for recycling or composting,
as well as the waste that cannot be recycled?

The following aims and objectives (displayed overleaf) were developed by the Partner
Authorities for the Joint Strategy to provide a clear outline of what needs to be achieved in the
future. The priorities for the future which are detailed in Chapter 4 are based on the aims and
objectives.

Joint Strategy Aims
The aims of the Joint Strategy are:
A1.

to promote and implement sustainable municipal resources and wastes
management policies in East London as part of our contribution to
transitioning to a more Circular Economy;

A2.

to minimise the overall environmental impacts of resources and wastes
management;

A3.

to engage residents, community groups, local business and any other
interested parties in the development and implementation of the above
resources and wastes management policies; and

A4.

to provide customer-focused, cost-effective, best value services.
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Joint Strategy Objectives
The objectives of the Joint Strategy are:
O1.

to minimise the amount of municipal wastes arising;

O2.

to maximise reuse, recycling and composting rates;

O3.

to maximise the diversion of resources and wastes from landfill,
particularly organic materials that would produce greenhouse gases;

O4.

to co-ordinate and continuously improve municipal wastes minimisation
and management policies in East London;

O5.

to manage municipal wastes in the most environmentally benign and
economically efficient ways possible, including reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, through the provision and co-ordination of appropriate
resources and wastes management facilities and services;

O6.

to ensure that services and information are fully accessible to all members
of the community;

O7.

to maximise all opportunities for local regeneration and increased social
value benefits from waste and resource management, including
employment, skills and wellbeing; and

O8.

to ensure an equitable distribution of costs, so that those who produce or
manage the waste pay for it.
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2 What is our Current Situation?
This chapter provides a snapshot of services delivered and performance at the time of writing
the Joint Strategy (spring 2021).
Data and information to support the development of the Joint Strategy was taken from the last
full year of service that was available when the development of the document started (namely
2018/2019) and has been used to understand current performance but also provide a baseline
for future projections. Any updates to this have been highlighted within this chapter.
Development of the Joint Strategy began in late 2019, and continued during the Covid-19
pandemic. The pandemic has had an effect on the amount (quantities) and type (composition)
of waste produced, and the Partner Authorities continue to monitor these changes. However,
the Partner Authorities believe it is too soon to forecast with confidence what the longer-term
impacts on local waste quantities and composition will be.

2.1 Our Area
The London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering, Newham and Redbridge cover
an area of 93 square miles, bordering the historic East End, the edges of Epping Forest, rural
Essex and the River Thames. The 1.1 million residents live in 425,000 households, spread
over a diverse mix of districts that include large housing estates, dense terraces, detached
suburban streets, and small villages. There are also significant pockets of commercial land,
active farms, and large industrial zones. The area is seeing a great deal of regeneration,
spurred on by the 2012 Olympics, the imminent arrival of Crossrail services, and the
repurposing of land next to the Thames. Further details on what East London could look like
in the future can be found in Chapter 3.
The local community is vibrant, diverse, and ever changing. Residents come from a wide
range of cultures and backgrounds, and the development of new housing is attracting many
more people to the area. As is commonplace in London, an increasing number of people are
renting rather than buying their homes, which contributes to relatively high levels of population
transience (meaning people move more regularly). The population density varies significantly
from neighbourhood to neighbourhood, but is generally increasing across the area as more
new homes are provided in blocks of flats than houses.

2.2 How We Currently Manage Resources and Waste
2.2.1 Collections
2.2.1.1 Regular Household Collections
The four Constituent Councils all provide a weekly residual waste collection for residents, with
more frequent services for some blocks of flats where space for bins is limited, and also on
high streets where residents need to put their waste out on the street in bags. Commercial
waste collections for businesses are currently offered by three of the four Constituent Councils.
Collections of ‘dry’ recycling, which mainly includes paper, card, plastic bottles, tins and cans,
are provided on a weekly or fortnightly basis. Opportunities to improve local recycling services
and collect a wider range of materials are being explored, and at the time of writing this Joint
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Strategy work is underway to begin allowing a wider range of materials to be accepted in
recycling collection services.
Garden waste collections are provided by all four Constituent Councils to meet local needs.
Some of the Partner Authorities also collect additional materials for recycling from households,
such as Havering’s service for small electronic appliances and batteries. Commercial recycling
services are currently offered in two of the four boroughs (as well as by private waste
contractors), and there is a network of public recycling banks around the area that residents
can use to recycle more materials, including glass.
Residents can book bulky waste collections for larger items like furniture and white goods,
with some items being separated so they can be recycled. Some of the Partner Authorities
also have additional arrangements in place to allow bulky items to be diverted from disposal,
such as Barking & Dagenham’ partnership with an online electrical retailer to provide a free
collection scheme for specific bulky items that can be reused and repaired.
There are also special collections available for household collections of clinical waste and
hazardous waste.
Unlike many other parts of London, the Partner Authorities benefit from some materials being
recovered for recycling from the residual waste, such as glass, metals, and the dried residue
of food and garden waste. The recovery of these materials currently counts towards local
recycling performance, but the Government has indicated that there may be changes to how
local recycling rates are calculated in the future that could see the contributions from some of
these recovered materials no longer counting. Further information is awaited from the
Government on this issue.
2.2.1.2 Street Cleansing and Parks Waste
The four Constituent Councils collect waste from street cleansing operations, including the
contents of litter bins, material swept off the street, and larger items that have been cleared
from fly-tips.
Similar waste is also collected from the parks managed by the four Constituent Councils, along
with material similar to household garden waste (where it is not composted at the parks
themselves).
2.2.1.3 Reuse and Recycling Centres
ELWA provides four Reuse and Recycling Centres (RRCs), with one in each Borough. These
are available for residents to use free of charge to deposit a wide range of materials for reuse,
recycling or disposal. Three of the RRCs are also available for businesses to pay to use,
through a direct arrangement with the operator of the sites.

2.2.2 Waste Treatment
ELWA is responsible for providing treatment services for the waste the four Constituent
Councils have collected from households, businesses, and through street cleansing. These
treatment services are provided through a long-term integrated waste services contract with
Renewi, which ends in late 2027.
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Much of the dry recycling (paper, card, tins, cans, plastic bottles, etc.) is collected in one bin
or bag, so has to be sorted before each type of item can be sent off for recycling into new
products. This sorting is done at a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF). Separated materials
are then sent to reprocessing facilities that can recycle them into new products, and materials
that can’t be recycled (contamination) are sent for treatment (predominantly to be used as a
fuel for electricity generation and district heating elsewhere).

Figure 4: How Waste and Resource Management works within the Partner Authorities’ area

Recycling from bring banks and some household collections do not require sorting and are
able to be sent directly to reprocessors for recycling.
Garden waste is sent to industrial composting facilities, which produce a high-quality product
that can be used to improve soil on agricultural land. This reduces the demand for fertiliser
made using fossil fuels, helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other pollution.
Some recyclable materials, such as electrical items, metal and wood, are extracted from the
bulky waste that is collected from residents, so that these can be sent away for reprocessing
into new products. The remaining bulky waste is shredded to make a fuel to be used for
electricity generation and district heating elsewhere.
The residual waste is processed through two Mechanical-Biological Treatment (MBT)
facilities, located at Frog Island (Havering) and Jenkins Lane (Newham), which opened in the
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mid-2000s and are paid for through the current 25-year contract. The MBT system works by
drying out the waste through natural processes similar to composting, where the organic
content of the waste (mostly food) decomposes and produces heat. This drives off a lot of the
moisture in the waste over the 10 to 14 days it spends in the drying halls at the MBT facilities,
reducing the overall weight by about 30% (21% of total waste arisings including recycling).
The dried waste is then put through a series of devices to recover some recyclable materials,
such as glass, metals, and the solid residue of the food waste. These are sent off for reprocessing, whilst the remaining waste is used as a fuel for electricity generation and district
heating elsewhere. A short video of the process was produced by Newham Council, and is
available on YouTube 8.

2.3 How Much Waste Do We Manage?
The Partner Authorities currently manage approximately 450,000 tonnes of waste per year,
which comes from a number of sources including households, businesses, Reuse and
Recycling Centres (RRCs), on-street bring banks and street cleansing.
Figure 4 displays the percentage proportion of each waste type presented to ELWA for
treatment in the 2018/19 financial year.
Figure 5: Waste presented to ELWA for treatment 2018/2019 (%)

WASTE PRESENTED TO ELWA FOR TREATMENT
2018/2019 (%)
Bulky Waste
3%

Garden Waste
6% Recycling from

RRCs and Bring
Banks
7%
Collected Dry
Recycling
10%
Residual Waste
from RRCs, Street
Cleansing and other
sources
8%

Collected Residual
Waste
66%

Once the collected materials are bulked together at a local transfer station or undergo initial
treatment, they leave the ELWA facilities for onward treatment and reprocessing.

8

What happens to your rubbish in Newham - YouTube
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Around 300,000 tonnes of residual waste is processed through the two MBT plants each year,
whilst around 43,000 tonnes of mixed dry recycling is sorted at a number of different MRFs.
The garden waste is sent to composting facilities, and the materials residents have put into
bring banks or taken to the RRCs are sent to other re-processors to be turned into new
products.
Figure 5 displays the amount (percentage) of waste and recycling from all ELWA facilities sent
onwards from ELWA for reprocessing, treatment and disposal. It includes the moisture loss
from the MBT process which results in an overall weight (tonnage) reduction of waste being
sent on for further treatment compared to what was collected.
Figure 6: Waste and Recycling sent onward from ELWA for reprocessing, treatment and
disposal (%)

WASTE SENT ONWARDS FOR REPROCESSING,
TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 2018/2019 (%)
Reuse
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17%

Landfill 7%

Recovered
Food Residue
3%
Other Recovered
Materials
2%

Fuel
46%

Contamination
1%

2.4 What’s In Our Waste
To be able to understand how best to plan future waste collection and treatment services,
including how recycling performance could be improved, it is important to understand in more
detail what amounts and types of waste residents are currently producing.
The last time a detailed analysis of the composition of waste managed by the Partner
Authorities took place was in 2016, and the charts below show the results from that study.
Figure 6 provides the composition of the household waste that was sampled (recycling and
residual waste), whilst Figure 7 provides the composition of the residual waste only. This is
particularly important as it helps the Partner Authorities to understand how much waste that
could have been recycled is still being disposed of in residual waste.
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The analysis carried out in 2016 revealed that there is a large amount of food waste being
produced and disposed of as residual waste within the Partner Authorities’ area. This is
common to many parts of the country, but it shows that a significant difference to the amount
of residual waste being produced could be made by helping local residents to reduce food
waste. According to the environmental charity WRAP, the average family of four can save just
over £60 per month 9 by reducing their food waste, whilst preventing food waste would have
significant environmental and cost benefits.
Data from the residual waste composition analysis also shows that large amounts of paper
and card, plastics and metals are being thrown away which could have been recycled.
A further composition analysis will be conducted in 2021.
Figure 7: Waste Composition Analysis Results 2016 – All household waste
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9

Why Save Food | Love Food Hate Waste
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Figure 8: Waste Composition Analysis Results 2016 - Residual Waste
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2.5 Our Current Performance
The Partner Authorities’ area faces some considerable challenges relative to other parts of
England and London in achieving the high recycling rates and reductions in residual waste
more widely achieved elsewhere.
One of the main challenges is ELWA’s current long-term waste treatment contract. This was
innovative when it first began in 2002 and means that very little residual waste is landfilled
(which is environmentally beneficial). However, over time it has become restrictive for the
Partner Authorities and has meant that it has not been economically viable to achieve the
same high levels of performance on recycling as other parts of the country.

2.5.1 Barriers to Recycling
A number of studies have identified common barriers to recycling, many of which are
applicable to the Partner Authorities’ area. Within the WRAP Barriers to Recycling at Home 10
study the following universal barriers were identified:

10

WRAP Barriers to Recycling at Home
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Situational barriers – including not having adequate containers, a lack of space for storage,
unreliable collections, unable to get to bring sites;
•

Lack of space for storage within a property is a common challenge for those residents
living in flats or in Houses of Multiple Occupancy (HMOs)

Behaviour – for example household disorganisation, being too busy with other
preoccupations, difficulties in establishing routines for sorting waste and remembering to put
it out on collection day;
•

Examples of behavioural barriers include putting things in the recycling even if the
unsure if it can be recycled, which can cause contamination of the recycling

Lack of knowledge – such as knowing what materials to put in which container, and
understanding the basics of how the scheme works; and
•

High levels of transience (residents moving often), combined with a lack of information
provided to tenants about services, can limit recycling

Attitudes and perceptions – such as not accepting there is an environmental or other benefit,
resistant to householder sorting, and not getting a personal motivational reward from recycling.
•

Ease of throwing everything into one bin combined with not having anywhere to store
recycling can limit recycling

WRAP’s Recycling Tracker 11 identifies that age profiles and home ownership affects recycling
rates. Residents between 18-35 record lower rates of recycling, and home owners tend to
recycle more than people who rent their homes.
ReLondon has produced a report about recycling in flats 12, which noted that people who live
in these types of property recycle much less than those who live in houses.
Across the area, the levels of garden waste collected are relatively low because many
properties in the region have very small or no gardens, with the lack of a garden becoming
even more common due to the increasing number of blocks of flats. Garden waste often makes
a large contribution to the recycling rates in higher performing parts of the country.
However, despite the barriers identified, the Partner Authorities aspire to improve recycling
rates in the future with the support of the community and businesses. Some of the current
initiatives that the Partner Authorities are working on are covered below in section 2.6. The
Joint Strategy is looking at how significant improvements in performance can be achieved
beyond this once the current waste treatment contract comes to an end in 2027.

2.5.2 Reuse, Recycling and Composting
As a consequence of the factors detailed above, East London has some of the lowest recycling
rates in the country.
A particular concern for the Partner Authorities is the amount of contamination in the recycling.

11
12

WRAP Recycling Tracker 2020
Report - Making recycling work for people in flats | ReLondon
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Contamination is the name given to non-recyclable material that residents incorrectly put out
for recycling, or recyclable materials which are placed in the wrong bin (e.g. textiles need to
be placed into a recycling bank or donated locally, rather than into household recycling bins
and bags). Contamination has to be sorted out from other recyclable items before being sent
away for disposal. Some types of contamination are particularly problematic, as they can also
damage other materials that would otherwise be able to be recycled. Tissues, nappies and
food waste are examples of this type of contamination, and they are especially damaging to
paper and card when put into the same recycling bin or bag.
Figure 9: Percentage of household waste sent for reuse, recycling 2018/2019 – NI192
Partner Authorities
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Figure 10: Percentage of household waste sent for reuse, recycling 2018/2019 – NI192 for
all London Boroughs and the City of London
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2.5.3 Waste Generation
The Partner Authorities’ area has some of the highest levels of waste generation in London.
The relatively low recycling rates also contribute to the larger amounts of residual waste
collected in the area. Figure 3 displays the total weight of all household waste per head of
population, and Figure 4 displays the total weight of residual household waste per household,
compared to the other London Boroughs and the City of London.
Figure 11: Total household waste per head (kilograms/head/year) 2018/2019 – for all
London Boroughs and the City of London
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Figure 12: Residual waste per household (kilograms/household/year) 2018/2019 – NI191 for
all London Boroughs and the City of London
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2.5.4 Landfill Diversion
The Partner Authorities’ area achieves a high rate of diversion of waste from landfill due, in
large part, to the treatment of residual waste by the MBT facilities described above in section
2.2.2. Other items that may once have been more commonly sent to landfill, such as discarded
furniture, are also now treated in a similar way to recover recyclable items and create a fuel
from the remaining material. The performance in the baseline year for this Joint Strategy,
landfill diversion was 92.4% compared to a London-wide average of 90.5%. However, this
has since been increased to more than 99%. In recent years ELWA has been working closely
with its contractor Renewi to improve the recovery of recyclable materials from the residual
waste at the MBTs. Renewi has also worked hard to establish long-term arrangements for
using the fuel it creates from the residual waste, which has resulted in great improvements in
landfill diversion. Renewi is continuing to invest in its facilities to improve performance.

2.6 How We Are Improving
Although there are some considerable challenges to overcome, the Partner Authorities have
been working for some time to improve performance on waste reduction, reuse and recycling.
The four Constituent Councils have each produced Reduction and Recycling Plans 13 (RRPs),
which have been submitted to the Mayor of London. These explain how they will reduce
waste, increase reuse and improve recycling, working with ELWA and other stakeholders, as
part of contributing to the goals and targets in the London Environment Strategy.
In line with their RRPs, Constituent Councils are exploring how to improve local recycling
services before the end of the current waste treatment contract, including options for starting
to collect a wider range of materials. in order to align more closely with the Mayor of London’s
minimum service standards 1415. There are also projects planned or underway to try to get
more residents to start recycling properly, separating more of their recyclable waste and
reducing contamination.

2.6.1 Reduction and Reuse
There have been a number of projects and initiatives in East London to reduce waste and
increase reuse. These include offers of discounted home composting bins for residents,
discounts or promotions on reusable nappies, campaigns and workshops focused on reducing
food waste, and ‘give and take’ days that enable residents to donate items they no longer
need while also having the opportunity to find products that they would otherwise have to buy.
The work on waste reduction and reuse has now been developed into the Waste Prevention
Programme, which is being delivered collectively by the Partner Authorities. This is focusing
on some core materials, such as food waste, furniture, clothing, nappies and electronics, with
a number of projects and new services being introduced to help residents reduce waste and
save money.

Waste Reduction and Recycling Plans – London Datastore
25 Year Environment Plan - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
16
25 Year Environment Plan - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
13
16
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2.6.2 Community Engagement
The Partner Authorities understand the importance of working with communities to reduce
waste, increase reuse and improve recycling. There are teams dedicated to community
engagement on waste and recycling, visiting residents at their homes, attending community
meetings, and running events and roadshows. During the Covid-19 pandemic these teams
have made use of online platforms (such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams) to continue this work,
providing opportunities for residents to learn how to waste less and recycle more even during
the most challenging times.
ELWA and the Constituent Councils also work closely with Renewi and Renewi’s
communications partner Keep Britain Tidy to deliver a programme of education in schools and
community engagement on waste reduction, reuse and recycling.
The Partner Authorities have supported national and regional campaigns on waste reduction,
reuse and recycling, including Recycle Week, Compost Awareness Week, Real Nappy Week,
Recycle for London/London Recycles, and Love Food Hate Waste.
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3 What Might the Future Look Like?
3.1 The Partner Authorities’ Area in the Future
The Partner Authorities’ area has been a focus for regeneration for several decades, and
major new developments are planned or in progress across the region. The opening of new
transport links in the late 1990s and the staging of the London Olympics in 2012 resulted in a
rapid pace of new development in the west of the area particularly, whilst the imminent arrival
of Crossrail is helping to drive similar changes elsewhere in the region.
The demand for new housing in London has put extra pressure on the land available, so most
new housing being developed is in higher-density developments. New areas are being opened
up for housing development for the first time, particularly along the River Thames and the
region’s major transport corridors, whilst new commercial zones are also coming forward. The
area is a particular focus for new ‘green industries’ moving into the capital, spurred on by the
excellent air, road, rail and water transport options.

3.2 Resources and Waste Management in the Future
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are a number of policy drivers that will influence how the
Partner Authorities manage resources and waste in the future. These are covered in more
detail within this chapter.

3.2.1 Policy Landscape
3.2.1.1 Overview
In its 25 Year Environment Plan 16 (Jan 2018), the Government set out its ambition to improve
the environment within a generation. This included adopting policies within Government
Strategies to use resources from nature more sustainably and efficiently, and managing
pressures on the environment by minimising waste. Specifically, with relevance to this
Strategy, it sets out the following policies:
•

Maximising resource efficiency and minimising environmental impacts at end of life

•

Achieving zero avoidable plastic waste by the end of 2042

•

Reducing food supply chain emissions and waste

•

Reducing litter and littering

•

Improving management of residual waste

•

Cracking down on fly-tippers and waste criminals

The Plan highlights the importance of taking a natural capital approach when developing and
implementing policy.

16

25 Year Environment Plan - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
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The 25 Year Environment Plan is supported by a number of strategies including:
•

Clean Growth Strategy 17 – which commits to exploring new and innovative ways to
manage emissions from landfill

•

Industrial Strategy 18 – which looks at major projects and encouraging consumers to
look at the whole life value of a product

•

Litter Strategy 19 – which outlines how the Government will work with groups and
businesses to reduce litter

•

Resources and Waste Strategy 20 – which demonstrates the Government’s ambitions
to move to a more circular economy

•

Waste Prevention Plan – being consulted on in 2021 21

The Resources and Waste Strategy (RWS, 2018) combines the Government’s pledges with
the commitments it has made through the adoption of the EU Circular Economy Package 22.
The RWS is guided by two overarching objectives:
•

To maximise the value of resource use; and

•

To minimise waste and its impact on the environment.

The RWS will contribute to the delivery of five strategic ambitions:
•

To work towards all plastic packaging placed on the market being recyclable, reusable
or compostable by 2025;

•

To work towards eliminating food waste to landfill by 2030;

•

To eliminate avoidable plastic waste over the lifetime of the 25 Year Environment Plan;

•

To double resource productivity by 2050; and

•

To eliminate avoidable waste of all kinds by 2050.

3.2.1.2 What Does This Mean for the Partner Authorities’ Area?
The Environment Bill will bring into law a number of key policies set out in the RWS. At the
time of writing this Joint Strategy the Environment Bill is still passing through parliament, and
new consultations on three key policies from the RWS were launched in the spring of 2021.
Although they are not fully defined, several have already been identified as being important
for the Partner Authorities to consider:

Clean Growth Strategy - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
The UK's Industrial Strategy - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
19
Litter Strategy for England - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
20
Our waste, our resources: a strategy for England (publishing.service.gov.uk)
21
Note that the London Environment Strategy also contains Waste Prevention objectives (7.1) and a
plan for London is expected to follow the national plan.
23
UK sets ambitious new climate target ahead of UN Summit - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
17
18
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•

The introduction of a Deposit Return Scheme (DRS) for drinks containers, to
incentivise recycling. Under the proposals consumers would pay a deposit for items
like bottles and cans, which they could reclaim by returning these containers to shops
or new ‘Reverse Vending Machines’ (RVMs) which would be located in supermarkets
and other relevant locations.

•

DRS systems increase recycling rates and can also reduce litter, but how the proposed
system will interact with local authority collections, and whether the additional recycling
can be counted towards performance locally, is unclear. There also remains a question
about potential future revenue loss from the sale of these materials, if drinks containers
are diverted from local authority collection systems.

•

Standardising recycling collections from businesses and households. This will
set requirements for local authorities to provide separate collections of food waste for
composting and specify the range of materials to be included in recycling collections.
These mirror the minimum standard requirements for household waste collection
services set out in the London Mayor’s Environment Strategy. Requirements on
businesses to separate waste for recycling and composting are also proposed.

•

Under the Consistency proposals all of the Constituent Councils will need to conduct
assessments on the delivery of the required services and, notably, the degree to which
materials should be collected separately from each other for recycling to satisfy tests
set by Government.

•

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) for packaging. This will require
businesses in the packaging production and retail chain to pay for the costs of
managing their waste packaging and includes a number of initiatives to make
packaging more recyclable. EPR may provide an opportunity for additional funds for
local authorities to support collection and recovery of packaging. This is to be consulted
on by Government.

The Environment Bill as drafted enables DRS schemes and producer responsibility regimes
for other materials to be brought forward by the Government in the future.
Other key provisions of the RWS relevant to this strategy include:
•

A tax on plastic packaging containing less than 30% recycled content – In
addition to the EPR and DRS proposals, which both include some focus on improving
the management of plastic waste, the Government has introduced from April 2022, a
tax on plastic packaging that contains less than 30% recycled plastic, and will use
regulations to phase out single use unrecyclable packaging and place bans on the sale
of other items such as drinking straws.

•

Ways of measuring performance beyond recycling rates – The Government is
exploring new ways to monitor the performance of resources and waste management
systems, to try to better capture wider environmental impacts. This could include
moving away from weight-based targets such as recycling rates, which can incentivise
the recycling of heavier materials instead of those that offer greater environmental
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benefits through recycling.
•

The Partner Authorities will continue to measure performance using a range of metrics
and will lobby Government to consult on the use of a carbon metric (and other
proposed metrics). Further details on performance measurement can be found in
Chapter 6.

3.2.2 Resource Efficiency and Scarcity
The natural resources we use are valuable, and as the population of the world increases, the
demand for these resources will rise. This will put more pressure on the environment as new
sources of these resources are explored, and will also increase the costs for using them.
With the harm we are doing to our environment becoming more severe, and increasing
competition around the world for the natural resources we have already extracted, finding
ways to use those resources more efficiently will continue to be an urgent priority. Reducing
our overall consumption of resources is of the utmost importance, whilst ensuring that
materials that are in circulation keep their value and continue to be used again and again will
minimise the demand for extracting more from nature. Reducing our waste and reusing or
recycling as much as possible are both vital to improving the efficiency of our use of natural
resources.
Over time some of the resources we value will start to become scarce, as natural sources get
depleted and the costs of finding more become prohibitive. Retaining resources we already
have access to by reusing and recycling our waste will help to minimise the pressures that
resource scarcity could create.

3.2.3 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Climate change has become one of the most important concerns for governments and
communities around the world, and the role that humans have played in causing it is now well
understood. Taking action on climate change is an international priority, and is likely to
continue to increase in importance as the effects of the global warming we are already seeing
become more apparent. This strategy is being developed in the year that the 26th UN Climate
Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) is being hosted in the UK (Glasgow).
The principal focus is on reducing the emissions of a range of ‘greenhouse gases’, such as
carbon dioxide and methane, that are responsible for the rising global temperatures and
subsequent disruptive effects on the climate and weather systems. The UK Government has
set ambitious targets 23 to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 68% by 2030 (based on 1990
levels). This target is amongst the highest in the world, and commits the UK to cut emissions
at the fastest rate of any major economy so far. Everyone has a role to play in achieving this
target, and there are implications for all industry sectors. The national resources and waste
policy aims to reduce carbon emissions and protect the wider environment by encouraging
citizens to reduce consumption and subsequent waste, reuse what we can and recycle
materials to retain the value.

23

UK sets ambitious new climate target ahead of UN Summit - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
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Reducing emissions is also a regional and local priority. The London Environment Strategy
sets out a number of actions for reducing emissions through changes to our buildings, how
we travel, the provision of parks and green spaces that can absorb some greenhouse gases,
and how we consume and dispose of products. The Emissions Performance Standard (EPS)
measures greenhouse gases released from London’s local authority waste management
activities and forms a core part of the Mayor’s London Environment Strategy. The EPS aims
to achieve significant carbon dioxide (CO2) emission savings from the management of
London’s local authority waste. The EPS focuses on treatment of waste with an emphasis on
recovering materials which deliver greater CO2 reductions. The EPS sets targets that London
Boroughs are expected to contribute to through their RRPs, and defines a Carbon Intensity
Floor 24 (CIF) that residual waste solutions must meet. The Partner Authorities are all
developing plans for cutting emissions arising from their own operations, as well as identifying
ways that they can work with local communities to help residents play their part such as
encouraging sustainable consumption.
In urban areas in particular, including East London, air quality is another important issue that
is being tackled as the effects on human health of certain pollutants become clearer. Many of
the activities that emit greenhouse gases are also the cause of local air pollution, so actions
to adopt more sustainable lifestyles will help in tackling both problems. Some of the Partner
Authorities have implemented air quality management areas, and all Partner Authorities are
observing the London Environment Strategy requirements on emissions when planning for
future vehicle fleets.

3.3 Preparing for the Future
The Partner Authorities have an aspiration to manage resources and waste more sustainably
in the future, through a focus on reducing waste, increasing reuse and repair, and improving
recycling.
Huge changes have happened to the types of waste that we have produced over previous
decades, and this type of change is expected to continue. The Partner Authorities need to
understand what the waste they collect and manage might look like in the future, covering a
period that would match the lifespan of most kinds of large-scale waste treatment
infrastructure. A period of 30 years from the end of the current long-term contract in 2027 has
therefore been looked at, meaning predictions have been made to 2057. However, the Partner
Authorities recognise that the accuracy of forecasts will reduce the further into the future they
look, and as such will review the predictions every few years to determine whether anticipated
growth, material changes and other factors have developed as expected.
Land use in the Partner Authorities’ area will also change in the future, as new housing is built,
transport links are improved, industries move in and out of the area, and major regeneration
plans are developed and delivered. A changing local area will inevitably mean the amount
and type of waste being generated also changes, and the Partner Authorities will need to be
able to respond to this.

24

Policy 5.17 Waste capacity | London City Hall
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3.3.1 How Did We Forecast?
A range of forecasting or ‘horizon scanning’ techniques were used to look at the factors which
could influence the amount and type of waste that will be generated in the future. 25
The first stage was to identify how much the amount and type of housing in the Partner
Authorities’ area might change, as this is likely to be the single biggest influence on the future
generation of waste, and the interface between residents and their local waste and recycling
collection services. The second stage was to predict how some of the proposals in the
Resources and Waste Strategy might impact on future waste. Finally, an analysis was done
of other political, economic, social, technological, legal and environmental (PESTLE) factors
that might lead to changes to the types and quantities of products that are consumed and
disposed of in the future (Figure 12). All of this analysis was based on research from around
the world, as well as forecasting that other organisations or industries have done.
Examples of the types of forces considered include:
•

Climate change making the UK warmer and wetter - increasing garden growth rates;

•

Growth of online shopping and deliveries – cardboard;

•

Smart Technology including smart home items (lights, speakers etc.) and wearable
devices (glasses, wristbands, shoes etc.).

Figure 13: Overview of PESTLE Forces
Political

•Political forces shaping our world, the future of work and the adoption of
policies that will drive changes to consumption, behaviour change and the
way that waste is collected

Economic

•Economic forces that will drive the global and UK economy including future
funding for climate change mitigation and adaptation and funding for local
government

Social

Technological

Legal

Environmental

25

•Social forces that influence the behaviour of residents and businesess
including consumption and ethical drivers
•Technological forces that will influence the use of technology in our
everyday lives including how we use it to manufacture goods and reprocess
materials
•Legal forces including future policy and targets

•Environmental forces including climate change and pro-environmental
behaviours

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/jointstrategy
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Three examples of future ‘worlds’ were created by grouping together different impacts:
Green World – this is a ‘best case’ scenario, where governments, communities and
businesses all embrace the most environmentally conscious behaviours and lifestyles, leading
to reductions in waste and the adoption of truly sustainable lifestyles.
Current Trends – in this scenario there continues to be improvements in legislation, product
design and the adoption of sustainable lifestyles, but not to the extent as in the Green World
scenario.
Degraded World – this is a very unlikely scenario, where even current environmental
protections come to an end, and waste generation significantly increases.
In addition, to help provide some comparison with the current situation, current levels of waste
generation per household were projected into the future using the forecasts for the amount of
new housing that is expected to be built in the Partner Authorities’ area to understand how
much waste there would be to manage with no other changes considered. This created a
fourth ‘world’ known as Household Growth Only.
Figure 14: Example forces mapped against the three ‘worlds’
Forces

Potential outcomes 1

Potential outcomes 2

Potential outcomes 3

Green World

Current Trends

Degraded World

Climate
change
making the
UK warmer
and wetter increasing
garden
growth rates

Increased rates of garden
vegetation growth and
further land dedicated to
allotments. Increased
levels of growing food at
home. Increased
consumption of salad and
vegetables. Increased
garden waste arisings
and higher levels of
participation in food waste
collections.

Increased rates of garden
vegetation growth. No
new allotments. Slow take
up of growing food at
home. Some increase in
consumption of salad and
vegetables. No change in
garden waste arisings.
Food waste recycling
collections are
introduced.

Increased rates of garden
vegetation growth.
Reduced number of
allotments due to housing
developments. Slow take
up of growing food at
home. Some increase in
consumption of salad and
vegetables. No change in
garden waste arisings.
Food waste recycling
collections are rejected by
government.

Growth of
online
shopping
and
deliveries cardboard

Increased switch to online
shopping and deliveries
(currently 15 - 20% of all
consumer goods are sold
online). Proenvironmental behaviours
encourage reduced levels
of consumption and high
levels of recycling. Take
back schemes embraced.
Use of crates increases.
New schemes enter the
market in the medium
term and refills increase.

Online consumption
increases. Increased
arisings of cardboard in
the short term which is
recycled (change in
composition). Take back
schemes in the longer
term - embraced where
compulsory (reduction in
cardboard produced and
recycled).

Online consumption
increases. Increased
arisings of cardboard in
the short term which are
not recycled. Take back
schemes in the longer
term - only used where
compulsory.
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shower,
speakers
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wearable
devices
(glasses,
wristbands,
shoes etc.)
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Potential outcomes 1

Potential outcomes 2

Potential outcomes 3

Green World

Current Trends

Degraded World

Increased levels of Waste
Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE) due
to an increase of Internet
of Things (IoT) and
required sensors. Items
that aren't considered
WEEE currently will need
to be re-categorised in
the future. E.g. textiles.
Comprehensive take back
for WEEE items Extended
Producer Responsibility
(EPR) and widespread
recycling options that are
used.

Increased WEEE arisings
due to an increase of IoT
and required sensors.
Items that aren't
considered WEEE
currently will need to be
re-categorised in the
future. E.g. textiles.
Comprehensive take back
for WEEE items (EPR)
recycling increases in line
with increased arisings.

Increased WEEE arisings
due to an increase of IoT
and required sensors.
Items that aren't
considered WEEE
currently will need to be
re-categorised in the
future. E.g. textiles.
Comprehensive take back
for WEEE items (EPR)
used when financially
viable.

It was decided to base this Joint Strategy on the Current Trends world, which anticipates
reductions in waste per household compared to the current situation but recognises that the
transition to a comprehensively more sustainable economic model will take a considerable
amount of time to achieve. However, if everyone makes a strong commitment to living more
sustainably, the outcomes projected in the Green World scenario could be achieved. The
Partner Authorities will ensure that future services are able to respond to the world changing
in a different way than has been projected, and will support efforts across society to move
towards a future that is as close as possible to the Green World.

3.3.2 Our Predictions for the Future
The Current Trends world considered a wide range of possibilities, and anticipated gradual
increases in policy, legislation and social trends that will help to protect the environment. Many
of the current barriers to more sustainable ways of life are expected to continue, but growing
concern about the environment will lead to greater awareness and consideration of waste
generation by individuals, organisations and governments.
The impacts of these predictions on materials vary, but notably the following types of waste
are anticipated to increase:
•

Waste electrical and electronic equipment

•

Nappies and other absorbent hygiene products

•

Plastic film

Recycling opportunities for plastic film and electronic equipment are expected to increase, as
is the use of food waste for generating energy and making soil improvers. The use of paper is
expected to continue to decrease, but this will be offset to some degree by the increasing use
of cardboard for packaging and home deliveries.
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3.3.3 Preparing for the Unforeseen
The process to forecast what the world may look like in the future was completed before the
emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020. Although local authorities plan for a
number of events as part of managing risks, the size, severity and length of the Covid-19
outbreak was not foreseen.
At the time of writing this Joint Strategy, the pandemic is still ongoing and organisations across
the resources and waste industry are continuing to manage its impacts. These have included
more household waste being generated as many people started working from home,
fluctuations in global material markets as international trade was disrupted, and large amounts
of healthcare waste starting to be generated as testing and vaccination regimes got underway.
There are also a number of possible long-term impacts from the pandemic that are starting to
be discussed at a local, regional, national and even international level. These range from
relatively short-term economic downturns to fundamental shifts in how and where people live
and work.
The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for greater resilience in how services are
planned and delivered, but has also demonstrated how sudden events could set the world on
a different path than had been predicted. The Partner Authorities will take the learning from
this pandemic on board in the planning of future services, and will monitor the long-term
changes that could come about to ensure that the forecasts of future waste types and
quantities explained in this chapter remain relevant.
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4 Where Do We Want To Be?
The Partner Authorities have high aspirations for increasing the sustainability of local
resources and waste management in the future, as outlined in the aims and objectives for the
Joint Strategy (see boxes below). This chapter sets out the Partner Authorities’ priorities and
aspirations for resources and waste management for the Joint Strategy period.
Joint Strategy Aims
The aims of the Joint Strategy are:
A1.

to promote and implement sustainable municipal resources and wastes
management policies in East London as part of transitioning to a Circular
Economy;

A2.

to minimise the overall environmental impacts of resources and wastes
management;

A3.

to engage residents, community groups, local business and any other
interested parties in the development and implementation of the above
resources and wastes management policies; and

A4.

to provide customer-focused, cost-effective, best value services.

Joint Strategy Objectives
The objectives of the Joint Strategy are:
O1. to minimise the amount of municipal wastes arising;
O2. to maximise reuse, recycling and composting rates;
O3. to maximise the diversion of resources and wastes from landfill, particularly
organic materials that would produce greenhouse gases;
O4. to co-ordinate and continuously improve municipal wastes minimisation and
management policies in East London;
O5. to manage municipal wastes in the most environmentally benign and
economically efficient ways possible, including reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, through the provision and co-ordination of appropriate resources
and wastes management facilities and services;
O6. to ensure that services and information are fully accessible to all members of
the community;
O7. to maximise all opportunities for local regeneration and increased social value
benefits from waste and resource management, including employment, skills
and wellbeing; and
O8. to ensure an equitable distribution of costs, so that those who produce or
manage the waste pay for it.
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Priorities outlined in this chapter are based on extensive modelling, and provide realistic and
appropriate steps that align to, and will contribute towards, London-wide and national
policies and targets. Further details on the modelling work can be found in the Technical
Reports 26 for this Joint Strategy.
As discussed in chapter 2, as the Partner Authorities move beyond the existing integrated
waste management contract in 2027, there is scope to implement more flexible and
ambitious waste management policies and an eagerness to do so. As set out in Chapter 3 it
is difficult to predict the future and the Partner Authorities commit to review their aspirations
as circumstances change in line with the aims and objectives of the Joint Strategy.

4.1 Waste Prevention
In line with the Waste Hierarchy, waste prevention provides the greatest environmental and
cost benefits for the communities of East London, so is a top priority for the Partner Authorities.
An East London Waste Prevention Programme was approved in February 2021 so that the
Partner Authorities can increase their role in preventing waste as soon as possible. The plan
includes activities which specifically target key materials, and will facilitate simple ways that
residents, businesses and other stakeholders can work together to reduce waste.
Priority materials
Waste prevention activities will focus on a number of priority waste streams that reflect the:

26

•

amount of material within the residual waste either at the kerbside or RRC;

•

opportunities to reduce carbon emissions;

•

opportunities to protect material scarcity; and

•

imperative to minimise the use of plastic.

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/jointstrategy
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The following table sets out the Partner Authorities’ priorities and actions on waste prevention:
The Partner Authorities’ waste prevention priorities:

• Continue to work with residents and businesses to reduce waste growth and contribute to the
London wide aspiration of becoming a ‘zero waste city’

• Support the London wide target of reducing food waste by 50% by 2030 and will work with the
Greater London Authority, ReLondon 27 and other authorities to do this

• Work to raise awareness of the individual, community and environmental benefits of reducing
waste
More specifically we will:

• Develop waste prevention plans, Reduction and Recycling Plans, or other appropriate tools that
outline the actions that will be taken to provide communications, engagement and access to
services that help residents reduce waste and save money

• Support national and regional campaigns on waste prevention, and develop local campaigns to
support projects and services

• Develop partnership arrangements with community organisations, housing associations local
authorities, and other key stakeholders to enhance work on waste prevention

• Work with the Government, other local authorities and key stakeholders to promote higher
standards of product design and manufacture, to prolong product lifecycles and reduce avoidable
waste
Objectives: These priorities meet the following objectives of this Joint Strategy: O1, O2, O3, O4, O6,
O7

4.2 Reuse and Repair
Increasing the amount of unwanted or broken items that are diverted for reuse or sent for
repair will not only reduce the environmental impacts of waste management, but will also
provide community benefits through support of local businesses and community
organisations, enhancing job opportunities and training. Establishing a local circular economy
will also improve access to reduced price goods for lower income families – a social value
benefit.
The Partner Authorities will work to significantly increase reuse and repair activities within East
London, and work with communities to encourage reuse and repair for both disposing of
unwanted items and the purchase of new. Reuse and repair will form a significant part of the
Waste Prevention Plan which will start in 2021.

27

Formally known as LWARB – the London Waste and Recycling Board
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The following table sets out the Partner Authorities’ priorities and actions on reuse and repair:
The Partner Authorities’ reuse and repair priorities:

• Work to increase the amount of products that are kept in local circulation through reuse and repair
services

• Seek to normalise reuse within our communities as a means of disposing of unwanted items
• Seek to promote the purchase of reused, refurbished and repaired products as a beneficial
alternative to buying new

• Seek to advance local green economy job and training opportunities through supporting the
development of reuse and repair services
More specifically we will:

• Explore options for providing or supporting existing and new reuse collection services from homes
and businesses

• Investigate opportunities for increasing reuse provision at the Reuse and Recycling Centres,
including on-site retail outlets where viable

• Work with reuse organisations to develop / expand existing valued partnerships, strengthen local
offerings, and support increases in scope and capacity to enhance the services available to
residents

• Raise awareness of repair options available within the Partner Authorities’ area
• Participate in national, regional and sub-regional campaigns promoting reuse and repair, and
undertake local promotion of the benefits and range of available services

• Work with the Government, other local authorities and key stakeholders to promote higher
standards of product design and manufacture, to enhance opportunities for cost-effective reuse
Objectives: These priorities meet the following objectives of this Joint Strategy: O1, O2, O3, O4, O5,
O6, O7

4.3 Recycling
The structure of the current long-term contract for waste treatment and the wider context in
the Partner Authorities’ area has made it more difficult for the Partner Authorities to keep up
with other parts of the country in increasing recycling. However, when this contract ends in
late 2027 and the policy landscape changes, there will be new opportunities to improve
performance. The Constituent Councils have already identified ways that they will be working
to increase recycling before the end of the contract through their RRPs. As has been explained
in previous chapters, the Partner Authorities’ area also faces increasing challenges in
achieving high recycling, notably because a larger proportion of high-density flats is being built
across the area than in most other parts of the capital.
Another challenge relates to the current MBT processes which recover some materials for
recycling, including glass, metals and dried food waste. The recycling of these recovered
materials counts toward local recycling rates at present. However, at the time of writing this
Joint Strategy, there are indications that the dried food waste may no longer be able to be
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counted towards local recycling performance in the future because of some proposed changes
to Government policy. This could mean up to a 5% reduction in current local recycling rates.
The Partner Authorities will work with the Government, other local authorities and waste
industry bodies to try to reduce the impact of this proposed change, as the recovery of the
dried food waste presents clear environmental benefits that should continue to be encouraged.
However, if the proposed change does happen, targets set for the future will need to take the
loss of the current (up to) 5% contribution into account.

4.3.1 Modelling Future Performance
To understand what future recycling performance could look like, extensive modelling has
been undertaken 28. This has used the forecasts of future waste levels that were explained in
the previous chapter, and has looked at how improvements to recycling services and
investment in communications that the Partner Authorities could make would increase local
recycling rates. The modelling has taken into account the large and increasing number of flats
within the region and the challenges these properties face with recycling.
The modelling focused on the likely required household waste and recycling services that the
Government has proposed through the “Consistent Recycling Collections” chapter of the
national Resources and Waste Strategy. All collection options include a separate food waste
collection service, along with the addition of glass and a wider range of plastics to recycling
collections. The modelling of future performance includes assumptions on the likely impact of
the proposed introductions of a Deposit Return Scheme (DRS) for drinks containers and an
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) regime for packaging waste. The future types of
waste treatment technology that will be used are currently unknown (see Section 4.4), so to
help the Partner Authorities understand what levels of recycling they might be able to achieve
if current industry-standard approaches to waste treatment were used after 2027, the
modelling has assumed that there will be no contribution to local recycling rates from recovery
of materials from the residual waste. The continuation of current arrangements for garden
waste and provision of weekly rubbish collections for all residents are included in the
modelling.
At the time of writing this Joint Strategy, the Government is still working on implementing the
proposals within the Resources and Waste Strategy. The Partner Authorities support these
proposals as they should result in many environmental benefits, a general increase in
recycling across the country and a move towards the ‘polluter pays’ principle. The proposed
DRS in particular could result in recyclable waste being collected by organisations other than
local authorities. The Partner Authorities have assumed in the modelling that cans and bottles
recycled through the DRS will still count towards local recycling rates. The Partner Authorities
will monitor and engage with the forthcoming Government consultations to fully understand
potential implications and will place the targets in the context of the new policy environment
when it becomes clearer.

4.3.2 Aspirations for Future Performance

https://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/jointstrategy

28
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The modelling has revealed that a minimum joint recycling performance of 35% of Local
Authority Collected Waste (LACW) by 2030 is realistic, given the above challenges. This
assumes that current performance levels will reduce by as much as 5% in the intervening
years because of the proposed change to how local recycling rates are calculated (as
explained in 4.3).
The Partner Authorities aspire to jointly achieve considerably more than 35% recycling and
composting of Local Authority Collected Waste, in order to help London meet the strategic
ambition of 50% set in the London Environment Strategy.
Achieving higher levels of recycling will require everyone to play their part, reducing and
reusing their waste as much as possible, separating items for recycling whenever and
wherever they can while also being careful to correctly dispose of non-recyclable items. The
Partner Authorities will work with local residents, businesses and other stakeholders to
continuously educate on and promote recycling, and will focus particular efforts on reducing
contamination and improving recycling performance in blocks of flats. The opportunities to
increase local recycling rates through cost-effective recovery of more material from the
residual waste will also be explored as part of a procurement plan, which is covered in the
next section.
The Partner Authorities will work together as emerging national policy on resources and waste
continues to evolve, in order to understand how best to provide services and maximise
opportunities to further improve local recycling performance.
The individual borough contributions that make up the joint performance aspirations are set
out in the table below.
Table 1: Borough Contributions to the Joint LACW Minimum Recycling Performance and
Borough /LES Aspirations for 2030 2930
Borough

2030 LACW Minimum
Performance

Borough / LES
Aspiration

Barking & Dagenham

35%

50%

Havering

45%

50%

Newham

28%

50%

Redbridge

35%

50%

Joint Performance

35%

50%

Note: Recycling contributions from RRCs and residual treatment processes managed by ELWA are
apportioned to individual Boroughs and form part of these performance figures
30
The differences in performance contribution between the Partner Authorities relates to the
factors that can challenge recycling performance, outlined in Chapter 2, such as proportion of flats
and gardens.
29
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4.3.3 Contribution to National and Regional Targets
The joint minimum performance and local aspirations proposed would allow the Partner
Authorities to contribute to the targets set out in the Resources and Waste Strategy:
•

50% of household waste recycled or composted by 2025

•

65% of municipal waste (which includes waste from businesses that is similar to
household waste, comprising materials like food, paper, plastic etc.) recycled or
composted by 2035

A contribution would also be made to the targets the Mayor of London has set in the London
Environment Strategy (which was completed shortly before the RWS was published):
•

50% of local authority waste recycled or composted by 2025

•

65% of municipal waste recycled or composted by 2030

The targets outlined within the RWS and LES are high, and it is acknowledged that nationally
and across London there are many authorities with lower numbers of flats and greater levels
of garden waste that will achieve and exceed the targets. The Partner Authorities have set a
realistic joint minimum performance based on the local circumstances and future challenges
that were explained earlier in this Joint Strategy, but will continue to work together and with
the wider community to identify ways to increase recycling further and meet local aspirations
for higher performance.
The following table sets out the Partner Authorities’ priorities and actions on recycling:
The Partner Authorities’ recycling priorities:

• We aspire to reach 50% recycling, and will work with local communities in this regard
• We aim to achieve a minimum joint reuse, recycling and composting performance of 35% of
LACW by 2030

• We will work together to offer the Mayor’s minimum level of household recycling service provision,
providing residents with straightforward and easy-to-use recycling collection services

• We will improve the quality of recycling collected and reduce contamination
• We will improve recycling performance in houses and blocks of flats
• We will work alongside new policy commitments including DRS and the EPR regime for
household packaging to maximise opportunities for increasing recycling
More specifically we will:

• Introduce separate food waste collections for street level properties and blocks of flats, in line
with anticipated regulations and Government guidance

• Expand household collection services to allow residents to recycle a wider range of packaging
and containers where relevant markets exist

• Continue to investigate opportunities to recycle even more materials, through collection services,
public recycling facilities and the Reuse and Recycling Centres
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• Work with In-house commercial waste services and private waste companies to ensure that
businesses in East London are able to access cost-effective recycling services

• Work with our residents and businesses to increase awareness of recycling
• Provide feedback to residents and businesses on contamination, and highlight the need for
material quality

• Identify opportunities to use the ReLondon ‘Making Recycling Work for People in Flats toolkit 31
or other suitable approaches to improve recycling performance in blocks of flats

• Work with the Government, other local authorities, producers and key stakeholders to develop
better approaches to the planning and design of new developments to ensure residents are able
to recycle easily

• Work together to identify opportunities to extract more recyclable material from bulky waste, street
cleansing waste and fly tipped materials

• Explore opportunities to increase recycling through recovery of materials from other waste
streams

• Support London Recycles messaging and campaigning to ensure that a consistent reduce, reuse,
recycle message is delivered across London

• Work with the Government, other local authorities, producers and key stakeholders to promote
standards of product design that enhance opportunities for cost-effective recycling
Objectives: These priorities meet the following objectives of this Joint Strategy: O2, O3, O4, O5, O6

31

Report - Making recycling work for people in flats | ReLondon
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4.4 Supporting Improvements with Infrastructure
4.4.1 Why Do We Need New Infrastructure?
The end of the long-term integrated waste contract in 2027 will mean that ELWA needs to
make new arrangements to manage the waste and recycling collected by the Partner
Authorities. This is a process that can take several years to plan because of the large
investments that may be needed in new infrastructure.
The end of this contract also provides an opportunity for improvements to be made to reuse
and recycling services for households and businesses. It can take time to plan these types of
improvements, particularly where investment in new contracts or vehicles are required, and
there will be differing infrastructure needs to support these arrangements.
It is important for ELWA and the Constituent Councils to work together on planning future
arrangements for managing resources and waste, so that the right types and sizes of waste
and recycling treatment are available, and the best whole system solution is obtained.

4.4.2 What Are the Priorities for the Partner Authorities?
Due to the uncertainties around the detail of future policy and the capacity available for
different types of infrastructure in 2027, it is not appropriate or possible to set out a prescribed
solution for the reuse, recycling and waste treatment/disposal of waste handled by ELWA
beyond 2027 at this stage.
ELWA will develop a procurement plan to support the delivery of future waste treatment
capacity from 2027 onwards, and will work with the Constituent Councils to understand their
infrastructure needs as they make plans for any future changes to waste and recycling
collection services.
The following table sets out the Partner Authorities’ priorities and actions for supporting local
performance improvements with infrastructure:
The Partner Authorities’ infrastructure priorities:
• We will contribute to national and regional targets on reducing waste sent to landfill
• We will secure access to waste treatment capacity in ways that support the Partner Authorities’
priorities around reuse, repair and recycling

• We will establish resilient, responsive and flexible arrangements for future waste treatment, so
that the Partner Authorities can continue to improve local services while remaining responsive to
changes in global material markets and international policy

• We will seek to procure waste treatment services that provide local economic, environmental and
social benefits

• We aim to support the Mayor’s target of managing the equivalent of 100% of London’s waste
within the capital
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More specifically we will:

• Maximise the use of, and value from, ELWA’s existing waste treatment contract
• Develop a procurement plan for future waste treatment capacity, to support the aims and
objectives of this Joint Strategy. A Strategic Environmental Assessment screening will form part
of the procurement plan process

• Ensure effective and responsible future commissioning, considering issues such as flexibility,
resilience, value for money, service quality, social value, and environmental impacts including
greenhouse gas emissions

• Ensure that any future contracts commissioned will not impede the Partner Authorities’ ability to
improve recycling in line with aspirations to reach 50%

• Investigate options for supporting the development of appropriate new local infrastructure for
reuse, repair and remanufacture, which provide opportunities for local regeneration

• Work with the Greater London Authority to deliver future infrastructure and waste treatment
capacity solutions that align with the policies set out in the London Environment Strategy, and
ensure compliance with the Mayor of London’s Carbon Intensity Floor requirements 32 for any
technology solutions considered that may include energy recovery (note: technologies will be
considered as part of a procurement plan)

• Work with the Government, other local authorities and key stakeholders to encourage the
development of local materials reprocessing capacity
Objectives: These priorities meet the following objectives of this Joint Strategy: O1, O3, O4, O5, O7

32

London Environment Strategy - Policy 7.3.2.b
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5 How Do We Get There?
The Joint Strategy has so far set out a number of priorities and actions for improving
performance on waste reduction, reuse and recycling, as well as delivering future waste
treatment capacity. This chapter will focus on how the Partner Authorities will work together
to achieve, and improve on, the targets and aspirations set out in the previous chapter.

5.1 Partnership Working and Progress Reporting
This Joint Strategy has been developed by the Partner Authorities. The continuation of joint
working will be important in successfully delivering the aims and objectives the Partner
Authorities have set out (Section 1.3.6), and the Partner Authorities will need to work
collectively to monitor progress against these goals. Appropriate governance arrangements
will be developed to do this, which could include a Joint Strategy board or formal committee,
which is likely to undertake activities including:
•

allowing the Partner Authorities to share information on local proposals for improving
services;

•

identifying opportunities for residents and other stakeholders to provide feedback on
progress;

•

tracking the development of the ELWA procurement plan;

•

continuing to engage with the GLA and other key stakeholders on future procurement
and other key plans; and

•

discussing further changes to national or regional policy that may influence the
management of resources and waste in the Partner Authorities’ area including those
linked to carbon emissions.

New partnerships will also be important to helping to improve performance on waste reduction,
reuse and recycling. Where appropriate, formal arrangements will be set up with other key
organisations, such as local charities providing reuse services. More informal partnership
working will be developed with national, regional and local organisations that have common
goals to reduce waste, increase reuse and repair, and improve recycling. These organisations
could include other local authorities or organisations representing local government.

5.2 Delivering Improvement
The Partner Authorities have committed to improving performance on waste reduction, reuse
and recycling, and have set a joint minimum performance of 35% reuse, recycling and
composting of their collected wastes by 2030 with aspirations to contribute as much as
possible towards the London-wide ambition of 50%.
The modelling that has been carried out to support the development of this Joint Strategy has
provided the basis for setting performance aspirations through consideration of standard
service models, and some anticipated service improvements have been highlighted. As
discussed in section 4.1.3 the aspirations also take into consideration predicted changes to
the way that recycling rates will be reported in the future which would mean a reduction in the
current recycling rate.
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Under the Government’s Consistency proposals, all of the Partner Authorities will need to
conduct assessments on the delivery of the required services and, and the degree to which
materials should be collected separately from each other for recycling. This will require close
coordination between the Constituent Councils and ELWA to ensure that the waste handling
and treatment solutions driven by the collection services are deliverable in the context of the
Partner Authorities’ area. These review points will also provide an opportunity to ensure
services are cost-effective, meet local needs, and are able to take full advantage of the
opportunities that new national policies may bring.
The nature of the current long term waste treatment contract means that it may not be costeffective for the Partner Authorities to make significant improvements to services before 2027.
However, the Partner Authorities also recognise the importance of increasing local recycling
rates as soon as possible and complying with emerging policy from the Resources and Waste
Strategy, so will undertake analysis to determine the best times to make any changes that are
planned during the transition process to new waste treatment arrangements. Service
improvements will be set out in the Constituent Councils’ Reduction and Recycling Plans.
Work will also be undertaken to determine the most effective methods for equitably distributing
the costs of future waste and recycling treatment services, in order to reduce barriers to
improved performance and align with new policy and funding regimes such as those being
developed by Government under the national Resources and Wastes Strategy.

5.3 Responding to Change
The Partner Authorities have identified a number of national and regional policies and
initiatives that could affect how resources and waste are managed in the future, and have
included estimated impacts within the forecasting and modelling work that underpins this Joint
Strategy. This includes some of the proposals within the national Resources and Waste
Strategy, for which experience and benchmarking from other European countries has been
used to estimate what impact there could be in East London.
At the time of writing this Joint Strategy, the Covid-19 pandemic is causing significant change
and disruption across the world. The immediate impacts of this pandemic on resources and
waste management in the Partner Authorities’ area are well understood, but there could be
longer-term effects that cannot yet be predicted.
Over the period of the Joint Strategy there are also likely to be other issues that arise which
may mean that there are changes to how resources and waste are managed. The extensive
forecasting work that has been undertaken to support the development of this document has
attempted to identify a large number of these, including housing growth, climate change and
innovations in product design, with research being used to develop predictions about what
effect they may have. However, there may be other issues that arise which have not been
foreseen, particularly in the longer term. As mentioned previously, effective future
commissioning will consider issues such as flexibility and resilience as well as value for
money, service quality, social value, and environmental impacts including carbon emissions
The Partner Authorities will work together to review evolving national policy, so that the
implications for local services and performance can be fully understood at the earliest
opportunity. The Partner Authorities will also continue to work closely with one another to
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understand how other issues are developing that may mean there needs to be fresh
consideration of how resources and waste management could change in the future and the
role that the Partner Authorities could play in mobilising a green economic recovery.

5.4 Reviewing the Joint Strategy
This Joint Strategy covers a 30-year period from the end of ELWA’s current waste treatment
contract in 2027.
Such a long-term strategy will require reviewing and updating to reflect how East London is
changing, waste and recycling services are developing, performance is improving, and
national and regional policy is evolving (including the London Environment Strategy, which
has its own review periods 33).
The Partner Authorities will commit to undertake a high-level review of this Joint Strategy to
ensure the targets, priorities and aspirations are appropriate once new national policy has
been implemented, and once future waste and recycling collection and treatment
arrangements are better understood. The Partner Authorities will launch this review at the
appropriate time, and will commit to this taking place by 2028. Reviews thereafter will be
conducted at intervals of not more than 10 years, to ensure the Joint Strategy continues to
drive improvement and enable the Partner Authorities to respond to evolving innovations and
policies on resources and waste management.

33

LES Implementation Plan
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6 Measuring Success
This Joint Strategy sets out the principles for a long-term approach to managing waste and
resources. The Partner Authorities will carry out regular reviews and updates to make sure
the approach continues to be relevant, appropriate and effective. This will include monitoring
the contribution to all of the Mayor of London’s targets in any future update of the London
Environment Strategy.
In order to know whether the aims and objectives of the Joint Strategy are being met, it is
important to establish, monitor and report on appropriate measures.

6.1 Current Performance Indicators
The key measures which are currently reported by the Partner Authorities to the GLA and the
UK Government currently include:
•

Total tonnage of residual (non-recycled) waste per household (NI 191)

•

Percentage of household waste sent for reuse, recycling or composting (NI 192)

•

Percentage of waste sent to landfill (NI 193)

6.2 Proposed Performance Indicators
This section identifies the performance indicators that the Partner Authorities will use to
monitor progress against the aims and objectives of the Joint Strategy.

6.2.1 Weight-Based Targets
Residual waste per household (kilograms/household/year) (NI 191) and per head
(kilogram/head/year)
These will be core performance indicators for the Partner Authorities. They measure the
amount of residual household waste that residents dispose of, either through their regular
collection from home, at the Reuse and Recycling Centres, or through street litter bins.
Positive performance is indicated by the figures reducing against the indicators, and this can
be achieved not only by recycling, but also through reducing overall waste generation and
diverting more unwanted or broken items for reuse or repair.
Evolving national policies may result in less recyclable waste being presented to local
authorities to manage, with it instead being returned to producers through take-back schemes
or a national Deposit Return Scheme. This would be a positive development, but it could be
detrimental to the recycling performance that local authorities are able to report. However,
the positive impacts of these types of scheme would still be captured through monitoring of
these indicators, as the amount of residual waste that residents produce would be likely to
reduce.
These measures will allow monitoring against the following objectives of this Joint Strategy:
O1, O2, O4, O5, O6
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LACW reused, recycled or composted (%)
This is an expansion of the existing NI 192 measure of reuse, recycling and composting
performance, which takes into account all Local Authority Collected Waste (LACW). This
includes household waste, as well as the commercial waste that local authorities collect from
local businesses that choose to use the council’s service. Use of this measure is in line with
the London Environment Strategy, which has set reuse, recycling and composting targets for
LACW, and this Joint Strategy has set a joint minimum performance against the LACW
measure of 35% by 2030 with aspirations to reach 50%.
This measure will allow monitoring against the following objectives of this Joint Strategy:
O1, O2, O4, O5, O6
Percentage of waste sent to landfill (NI 193)
This indicator will monitor how well the Joint Strategy is delivering against national and
regional targets on reducing the use of landfill. Disposing of waste in landfill does not allow
either the material or energy content to be recovered, so is considered to be the least desirable
method of disposal.
This measure will allow monitoring against the following objectives of this Joint Strategy:
O3, O4, O5
In addition, the Partner Authorities will continue to report against the existing household wastebased reuse, recycling and composting indicator (NI 192), until such a time as it is reviewed
by the Government. This indicator is no longer statutory, but continues to be used by local
authorities for consistency and performance monitoring and so is useful for benchmarking.

6.2.2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The consumption of goods and services, and the management of the resources and waste
that arise from these activities, results in greenhouse gas emissions. These emissions can
vary significantly according to how the waste materials are being managed, and it is important
to consider the “whole system” of collections and treatment when comparing different
approaches to resources and waste management.
It is common for the measurement of different greenhouse gas emissions to be standardised
into ‘carbon equivalent’ emissions. This reflects that the various greenhouse gases (such as
carbon dioxide and methane) have different impacts when released into the atmosphere, and
allows for easier comparisons of the many types of activity that produce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Carbon emissions will need to be monitored to help the Partner Authorities understand how
the Joint Strategy is delivering against local, regional and national ambitions on reducing
environmental impact and achieving ‘net zero’ carbon emissions.
At the time of writing this Joint Strategy, the Constituent Councils are developing local
approaches for measuring, monitoring and reducing carbon emissions. The Partner
Authorities will work together to develop suitable measuring and monitoring frameworks for
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the Joint Strategy, so that the impacts of resources and waste management can be
appropriately reported at a local level.
At a regional level, the GLA’s Emissions Performance Standard will be used to monitor
performance and model the impacts of proposed new services, and new waste treatment
solutions will be assessed against the Carbon Intensity Floor 34 where applicable. The Partner
Authorities will also feed into national reporting regimes as they are developed.
These approaches to monitoring greenhouse gas emissions associated with the management
of East London’s resources and waste will allow monitoring against the following objectives of
this Joint Strategy:
O4, O5

6.2.3 Air Quality
Air quality is a top priority in many urban areas, including East London, and developing
approaches to reducing pollution and improving the quality of the air we breathe requires a
good understanding of the sources of pollution.
The collection and treatment of resources and waste needs to be considered as part of
improving air quality. The Partner Authorities will work together to develop effective reduction,
abatement, measuring and monitoring approaches for pollution emissions associated with
local resources and waste management, feeding into regional work being taken forward to
deliver on the air quality policies within the London Environment Strategy.
These approaches to monitoring air quality impacts associated with the management of East
London’s resources and waste will allow monitoring against the following objectives of this
Joint Strategy:
O4, O5

6.2.4 Social Value
Increasingly, organisations are considering their activities holistically, taking account of the
wider economic, social and environmental effects of their actions. Social Value serves as an
umbrella term for these broader effects, and organisations which make a conscious effort to
ensure that these effects are positive can be seen as adding social value by contributing to
the long-term wellbeing and resilience of individuals, communities and society in general 35.
Local Authorities can take social value into account through their policy and spending
decisions to maximise the benefit for the communities they serve.
There are established tools for understanding the social value that different services or
contracts can bring, which can then be used to monitor the delivery of the anticipated social
benefits. One example is the Social Value Portal, which a number of local authorities are now
using as part of their procurement and contract management processes. The Partner
Authorities will explore the options available for monitoring and reporting on social value, so

34
35

London Environment Strategy - Policy 7.3.2.b
What is Social Value? - Social Value Portal
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that opportunities to enhance local communities through this Joint Strategy and the
development of future services are fully realised.
Monitoring the social value of local resources and waste management services will allow
monitoring against the following objectives of this Joint Strategy:
O4, O5, O6, O7

6.3 New Performance Measures
In 2019 the Government consulted on proposals contained within the Resources and Waste
Strategy to reduce waste, increase recycling and improve the quality of the recycling collected.
As part of further consultations due to be released in 2021, the government is seeking views
on introducing new national Key Performance Indicators and developing alternative methods
for measuring performance on resources and waste management. Waste-related
performance has traditionally been measured by weight, but the limitations of this approach
are becoming clearer as it can result in a focus on collecting heavier recyclable materials (such
as garden waste) rather than those which may offer the best overall environmental benefits
through being recycled.
The Government has recognised that other methods of measuring waste and recycling
performance are needed, such as looking at the impact on climate change.
As mentioned in Chapter 3.2.1, the Government is increasingly using a natural capital
approach when developing and implementing policy. The importance of nature has also been
emphasised in the recent publication, The Economics of Biodiversity: The Dasgupta Review 36,
which highlights the need to change how we think, act and measure success. It states that
‘introducing natural capital into national accounting systems would be a critical step towards
making inclusive wealth our measure of progress’. It is likely that over the life of the Joint
Strategy new metrics will be introduced that place an emphasis on the value of nature
including valuing our natural resources.
The Partner Authorities will continue to monitor the evolution of these proposals in addition to
wider environmental proposals, and will adapt their monitoring and reporting approaches
accordingly.
Developing new environmental performance measures in line with evolving national and
regional policy will allow monitoring against the following objectives of this Joint Strategy:
O4, O5

6.4 New Funding Regimes
The Partner Authorities will review the way in which ELWA’s costs are apportioned between
the Constituent Councils so that, the Constituent Councils’ pay equitably for the services they
use. The most appropriate time to implement any changes is expected to be when successor
services to ELWA’s current long-term contract are put in place.
Such new financial arrangements will have to take account of new national regimes to be
36

Final Report - The Economics of Biodiversity: The Dasgupta Review - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
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introduced under the Resources and Waste Strategy, once these have become clear.
Similarly, any further new national regimes introduced during the term of this Joint Strategy
may require a further review to ensure there continues to be an equitable distribution of costs.
The Partner Authorities should then all have both an environmental and a financial business
case to improve services and reduce environmental impacts as much as possible.
Developing new financial arrangements locally will allow monitoring against the following
objectives of this Joint Strategy
O8
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Biodegradable
Waste

Biodegradable waste is any product that can be easily broken down
naturally by water, oxygen, the sun's rays, radiation, or microorganisms.
It includes most food and green garden waste, and can include some
paper and card.

Carbon
Dioxide (CO2)

Principal greenhouse gas related to climate change.

Carbon
DioxideEquivalent
(CO2e)

The universal unit of measurement used to indicate the global warming
potential (GWP) of greenhouse gases. It is used to evaluate the impacts
of releasing (or avoiding the release of) different greenhouse gases. For
example, the GWP of methane is 21 times that of CO2, which has a
GWP of 1. Sulphur hexafluoride has a GWP of 23,900. A CO2-equivalent
figure is used to represent the warming impact of greenhouse gases.

Carbon
Footprint

Total greenhouse gas emissions resulting from an activity or group of
activities, including embodied carbon.

Carbon
Intensity Floor

The CO2e emissions performance level set for electricity generated from
London’s municipal waste to achieve. The carbon intensity floor has
been set at the level whereby any electricity generated from London’s
municipal waste is to be no more polluting in carbon terms than the
electricity source it replaces. The carbon intensity floor sits within the
Emissions Performance Standard that has been set for London’s
activities associated with the collection, treatment and final disposal of
London’s municipal waste to achieve.

Circular
Economy

An economic model in which resources are kept in use at the highest
level possible for as long as possible in order to maximise value and
reduce waste, moving away from the traditional linear economic model
of ‘make, use, dispose’.

Climate
Change

A large scale, long-term shift in the planet’s weather patterns or average
temperatures. Characterised by higher temperatures, sea level rise,
changing rainfall, and more frequent and severe extreme weather.

Commercially
Collected
Waste

Waste from businesses in the possession or control of a body or
organisation that is not a waste authority

Composition
Analysis

An analysis of the different items present within waste. This can include
the types and weight of items and materials.
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Term

Definition

GLA

The Greater London Authority is the administrative body for Greater
London. It comprises a directly elected Mayor and directly elected
London Assembly.

Greenhouse
Gas (GHG)

Any gas that induces the greenhouse effect, trapping heat within the
atmosphere that would normally be lost to space, resulting in an increase
in average atmospheric temperatures, contributing to climate change.
Examples include carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxides.

Household
Waste

All waste collected by Waste Collection Authorities under section 45(1)
of the Environmental Protection Act 1990, plus all waste arisings from
Civic Amenity sites and waste collected by third parties for which
collection or disposal credits are paid under Section 52 of the
Environmental Protection Act 1990. Household waste includes waste
from collection rounds of domestic properties (including separate rounds
for the collection of recyclables), schools, public buildings, street
cleansing and litter collection, beach cleansing, bulky household waste
collections, hazardous household waste collections, household clinical
waste collections, garden waste collections, Civic Amenity/Reuse and
Recycling Centre wastes, drop-off/’bring’ systems, clearance of flytipped wastes, weekend skip services and any other household waste
collected by the waste authorities. Household waste accounts for
approximately four fifths of London’s municipal waste.

Local Authority
Collected
Waste (LACW)

All waste in the possession or control of waste authorities. This includes
waste collected from households and businesses.

Municipal
Waste

Household waste or business waste that is similar in composition
irrespective of who collects or disposes of it.

Natural Capital

London’s natural capital is the set of environmental resources (open
land, air, water, wildlife) that provides services - such as flood protection
or cleaner air. Natural capital benefits the wellbeing of Londoners and
the city’s economy. Alongside other forms of capital - such as human
knowledge and skills, manufactured goods, buildings and products natural capital is a valuable asset that must be managed sustainably to
secure and improve these benefits.

Net Zero

‘Net zero’ refers to achieving an overall balance between emissions
produced and emissions taken out of the atmosphere.

Polluter Pays
Principle

The ‘polluter pays’ principle is the commonly accepted practice that
those who produce pollution should bear the costs of managing it to
prevent damage to human health or the environment.
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Term

Definition

Recycling

Waste Framework Directive: ‘any recovery operation by which waste
materials are reprocessed into products, materials or substances
whether for the original or other purposes. It includes the reprocessing
of organic material but does not include energy recovery and the
reprocessing into materials that are to be used as fuels or for backfilling
operations’

Responsible
Procurement

Socially, environmentally and economically sustainable procurement to
deliver an improved quality of life and better value for money. It involves
working across London to provide sustained employment opportunities
and improve working conditions. It means opening up access to contract
opportunities for London’s diverse businesses, and voluntary and
community sector organisations, encouraging improved practices with
suppliers and promoting greater environmental sustainability to make
London a better place to live and work.

Residual
Waste

Waste that is left once recyclable waste or reusable items have been
separated.

Reuse

Waste Framework Directive: ‘any operation by which products or
components that are not waste are used again for the same purpose for
which they were conceived’ The processes contribute to sustainable
development and can save raw materials, energy and transport costs.

Social Value

Increasingly, organisations are considering their activities holistically,
taking account of the wider economic, social and environmental effects
of their actions.
Social Value serves as an umbrella term for these broader effects, and
organisations which make a conscious effort to ensure that these effects
are positive can be seen as adding social value by contributing to the
long-term wellbeing and resilience of individuals, communities and
society in general.
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals are, in effect, a
social value charter for the planet.
Public sector bodies can take social value into account through their
policy and spending decisions to maximise the benefit for the
communities they serve. Businesses can make decisions both about
what they do and how they do it in ways that add social value.

Waste
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Term

Definition

Waste
Authority

A Waste Collection Authority and a Waste Disposal Authority. It includes
London’s 33 waste collection authorities (all 32 boroughs and the City of
London), those 12 authorities that are “unitary” waste authorities
(combined collection and disposal) and the 4 statutory waste disposal
authorities.

Waste
Collection
Authority

The authority responsible for arranging the collection of household waste
in their area (in London this is on a borough-wide basis) and commercial
or industrial waste on request.

Waste
Disposal
Authority

The authority responsible for arranging for the disposal of waste
collected in their area by the Waste Collection Authority. They also
provide sites where householders can deposit waste free of charge
(Reuse and Recycling Centres).

Waste
Prevention

Waste Framework Directive: ‘measures taken before a substance,
material or product has become waste, that reduce:
(a) the quantity of waste, including through the re-use of products or the
extension of the life span of products;
(b) the adverse impacts of the generated waste on the environment and
human health;
(c) the content of harmful substances in materials and products.
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A Joint Strategy for East London’s Resources and Waste
Consultation Plan
This document sets out the consultation plan for the East London Joint Resources and Waste
Strategy (the ‘Joint Strategy’).
There will be a process of consulting with statutory organisations, which will take place at the same
time as a public consultation. All consultation activities will be managed by the East London Waste
Authority (ELWA), with the public consultation being delivered through the existing contract for
consultancy support with Ricardo Energy & Environment (Ricardo).
The aim of the public consultation will be to provide all users of the waste/recycling collection,
treatment and disposal services provided by the Partner Authorities (all residents and any business
users), any other interested parties, and any statutory consultees, the opportunity to comment on
the draft proposals within the Joint Strategy. To facilitate this, a blended approach of online survey
(with paper copies available), focus group and question and answer session will be undertaken. This
paper provides detail on the methods proposed, how they will be delivered and who will be
involved.

When will the consultation take place?
The consultation period is planned to run for six to eight weeks in total during summer 2021 . This
time-period may cross a traditional holiday time (August), but the proposed focus group will take
place early in the consultation period, will be timetabled early evening or weekends to encourage
ease of attendance.
Appendix B (Spreadsheet) provides an overview of the consultation timetable, which includes
preparation time, delivery of activities, and analysis, review and reporting of results and feedback
once the consultation has concluded. A report detailing the outputs of the consultation will be
delivered in autumn and the Joint Strategy will be updated during November 2021.

How will the consultation be delivered?
Statutory consultees
As part of the development of the Joint Strategy, a screening process will be undertaken to
determine whether a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is required. The screening report
(with the Joint Strategy), will be sent to statutory consultees (Environment Agency, Historic England
and Natural England) at the start of the consultation period, providing them with a planned period of
around six to eight weeks in which to respond.
The Joint Strategy will also be sent to the Greater London Authority for formal consultation as part
of testing general conformity with the London Environment Strategy on municipal waste.

Public consultation – online survey
An online survey will be developed that will be available to anyone with access to the internet
(configured for mobile or computer). A paper copy survey will be available in libraries (where
possible) across the Partner Authorities’ area and upon request for those that cannot complete the
survey online. Guidance will be provided to library staff on completing the survey so that they can
signpost it to library users. Advice will be taken from Borough Officers / Consultation leads regarding
potential numbers of paper copies required and any additional accessibility requirements. The
proposed survey questions are included at Appendix A.
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The online survey will be hosted using a specialist online tool (Survey Monkey), with the link being
placed on a dedicated consultation page on the ELWA website. That webpage will host all supporting
documents, including the draft Joint Strategy, technical appendices, screening report and Equalities
Impact Assessment. A dedicated consultation@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk email will be set up for any
enquiries.
Ricardo will develop the questions and introduction to the online survey (a draft structure is
suggested at Appendix A) and will load them into the Survey Monkey tool. ELWA will develop the
webpage and set up and monitor the email address.
Ricardo will develop suggested accompanying text for social media feeds and emails to be used as a
template for Borough Officers. This text could be tailored by Officers to suit individual requirements
and Borough communication protocols.
Sampling – online survey
The target population for the consultation will be residents and businesses (preferably users of
Borough waste services) in the Partner Authorities’ area. Other parties with an interest may also
respond to the survey.
For a web-based survey, ‘stratified random sampling’ is the recommended approach to monitor
whether a representative sample of the population has responded. This means that the population is
divided into groups (strata) based on specific characteristics of the population.
Should a specific stratum be lacking in the responses received then a number of different methods
could be used to encourage more people to respond including:
•
•

An email from Borough officers to specific local groups highlighting the survey and
encouraging responses (where permitted by GDPR)
Promotion of the survey on Borough social media feeds including targeted advertising via
sites such as NextDoor that have a hyperlocal focus on different neighbourhoods.

Response rates – online survey
A good response rate will be encouraged, but it is recognised that actual response rates may vary.
An online survey that is aligned to a strong area of interest may attract response rates of 10-15% of
the population it is targeted towards. A survey on waste and resources that is not connected with
services that residents are immediately familiar with e.g. collections, litter, fly-tipping, and which
requires a long term view may not attract as large a response rate. Target numbers acceptable
would be around 200 per Borough, with 400 per Borough suggested as an upper limit. A total
response of around 800 results would have a +/- 5% precision rate (see figures below).
•
•
•

1,100 responses will provide a +/- 3% precision rate, so we could say that for a result of 50%
of residents responding that they are in favour of a proposal the figure would be 47% - 53%
400 responses will provide a +/- 5% precision rate, so we could say that for a result of 50% of
residents responding that they are in favour of a proposal the figure would be 45% - 55%
100 responses will provide a +/-10% precision rate, so we could say that for a result of 50%
of residents responding that they are in favour of a proposal the figure would be 40% - 60%

The survey questions developed are a mix of open and closed questions.
Reporting – online survey
The Survey Monkey tool provides detailed analytics that will allow the Ricardo team to monitor
progress including response rates, rate of completion and defined population characterises (socio-
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demographic information, Borough etc) throughout the time that the survey is open. Standard
reports can be extracted from the tool and will be used to provide data to inform a consultation
response report which will detail the results from each question asked. The number of responses for
each question will also be provided so that a completion rate can be noted.
Commentary will be provided on the results gained, and free-text responses (open questions) will be
detailed. Any responses provided in paper format will also be included within a survey report. Any
paper response forms provided will include a stamped addressed (ELWA office) envelope to facilitate
a free postal response, and a process will be investigated to see if they could also be returned to a
local library.

Public consultation – focus group
A focus group is a research method that involves several participants (usually between six and ten)
and a facilitator/moderator. It is a way of getting much deeper insight into issues compared with a
survey. It is a form of group interview where a specific topic is discussed in detail, and it is the group
interaction that distinguishes it from other research methods. Focus groups are particularly useful
for ‘hard-to-reach’ areas where people tend not to respond to surveys. Views expressed in focus
groups cannot be generalised to a wider population but are useful for in-depth insight.
A focus group will be run as part of the consultation process, to gain in-depth insight into thoughts
and views on the Joint Strategy.
Sampling – focus group
The focus group will be delivered by Ricardo. A specialist market research organisation, MEL Insights,
will be used for recruitment of the participants, who will be a group representative of local residents
and businesses within the Partner Authorities’ area.
Ricardo will engage with Borough consultation leads on appropriate methods to incentivise
participation in the focus group.
Delivery – focus group
The session will be delivered by a specialist facilitator from Ricardo who has not been involved in the
development of the Joint Strategy and can thus remain independent.
Notes will be taken, and with permission a recording made of the session solely for the purpose of
enabling the Ricardo team to fully capture all comments made (the recording would not be made
public, or retained for any other uses once a full set of notes has been made). Comments will not be
attributable to individuals.
The focus group is planned to take place early in the consultation period. There remains uncertainty
regarding Covid-19 safety requirements for this period so it will be planned as a virtual event.
The session will be 1.5 hours maximum, which tends to be the maximum that is feasible before
participants’ interest starts to decrease. This will allow the session to be broken into approximately
15min sections which relate to the themes of the consultation survey.
A facilitator will run the session, supported by a note taker. Observers from the project team may be
permitted to attend, but will be expected to refrain from taking part in the discussions during the
main session.
For issues raised outside of the Joint Strategy discussion a ‘parking lot’ approach will be used where
questions/comments can be addressed either at the end of the session (after the allotted time) or
separately via email/call.
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Topic guide – focus group
A topic guide will be developed prior to the event, and will use the themes from the online survey as
its basis. Time will be spent reviewing the priorities set out in the Joint Strategy, identifying any gaps
that participants feel there may be, and gathering thoughts on the overall Joint Strategy. Different
practical or online exercises will be used to maintain interest and provide everyone with an equal
opportunity to contribute. A copy of the Joint Strategy will be provided to participants as part of the
invitation, but it cannot be assumed that participants will have read the Joint Strategy prior to the
session so there will be a short overview of each section prior to the corresponding facilitated
discussion.

Public consultation – Question and Answer Session
An online Question and Answer (Q&A) session will take place around the middle of the consultation
period. The format of the session will be a short presentation which covers the structure of the Joint
Strategy, key themes and priorities, followed by Q&A. It will provide participants the opportunity to
speak to one of the project team and ask questions on the Joint Strategy or any of the supporting
reports. Feedback on the Joint Strategy will also be taken from those participating, and included in
the analysis and reporting on the response to the public consultation.
The session will be 1.5 hours long and will be facilitated by a member of the Ricardo team with
appropriate support from the project team. The session will be open to anyone and the date and
time of the session (likely to be early evening) will be advertised on the ELWA website and in any
publicity connected with the consultation. Ricardo staff will liaise with borough officers to identify
potential groups and individuals that may be interested in the’ session. Participants may include
individuals with a keen interest in the Joint Strategy such as members of environmental groups.
People wishing to attend will be able to sign up via a webform on the ELWA website. Should the
session be oversubscribed then either additional sessions may be run or a breakout room format
used during the virtual session that will allow smaller groups to discuss issues.
Notes will be taken during the Q&A session, and with permission a recording made of the session
solely for the purpose of enabling the Ricardo team to fully capture all comments made (the
recording would not be made public, or retained for any other uses once a full set of notes has been
made). Comments will not be attributable to individuals.

Consultation results reporting
A report combining all the findings of the public consultation (including the online survey and the
focus group and Q&A session) will be developed. It will include any recommendations for changes to
be considered and incorporated within the final Joint Strategy. The consultation report will be
available as an appendix to the final Joint Strategy document.
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APPENDIX A
This is the proposed online survey for the public consultation.
Please note that information on data capture and use as per GDPR, as well as any other required
information e.g. equalities monitoring, or disclaimers, will be included at the start of the survey. This
text will be agreed with consultation leads from each of the boroughs.
Once the questions are uploaded to Survey Monkey, additional functionality will be provided to
enhance the user experience e.g. use of drop down boxes, and a mobile-friendly user interface.

Joint Resources and Waste Strategy Consultation
We’d like to gain your feedback on our draft Joint Strategy.
The draft Joint Strategy sets out the strategic aims and ambitions for resources and waste
management of the five Partner Authorities, namely the East London Waste Authority (ELWA) and
the London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering, Newham and Redbridge. The Partner
Authorities work together to manage resources (the materials we recycle and donate for reuse) and
waste within their boundaries.
It is important that the environment is left in a better condition for the next generation. The draft
Joint Strategy sets out how the Partner Authorities will preserve resources by minimising waste,
promoting resource efficiency and moving towards a circular economy, all of which will help to
protect the natural environment and reduce carbon emissions.
The draft Joint Strategy starts in 2027, which is when the existing long-term contract for treating the
waste and recycling from the local area comes to an end. The Joint Strategy has forecast future
waste generation to 2057, so that the Partner Authorities can understand how best to source future
waste treatment infrastructure (which is often built for 25-30 year lifespans). However, the
document will be reviewed regularly, and the priorities and actions set out within it are for mainly
the early part of the 30 year period of the Joint Strategy.
We’re keen to hear from you if you live or work in the Partner Authority areas, or you have an
interest in resources and waste management or wider environmental issues.
This consultation is structured in 6 parts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste Prevention
Reuse and Repair
Recycling
Supporting Improvements with Infrastructure
The role of the public and businesses
A little bit about you

The consultation will take approximately X minutes to complete and has 29 questions in total.
Please note, this consultation is focussed on the draft Joint Strategy. If you have any issues or
suggestions you’d like to raise about the current waste and recycling services in your local area,
please contact your local Council. Details have been provided at the end of the survey.
1. Do you
o Live in the area
o Work in the area
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o Live and work in the area
o Other (please state)
2. Are you responding to the survey on behalf of a business?
o Yes
o No
3. What’s your home postcode? Please provide your work postcode if responding on behalf
of a business
o Please state

Chapters One and Two
Chapters One and Two of the draft Joint Strategy provide the purpose of the document, detail the
key drivers for producing a Joint Strategy, and outline the current situation within the Partner
Authorities’ area including performance and barriers to recycling.
4. Do you have any comments on Chapters One and Two?
o Comments – Please state
o No Comment

Chapter Three
Chapter Three provides a summary of the forecasting work that has been conducted, including
future policy, potential changes we may see to how people consume goods and services, and
advances in technology. Details of the work conducted to model future recycling performance
including the quantity and composition of future waste streams is also included.
5. Do you have any comments on Chapter Three?
o Comments – Please state
o No Comment

Chapter Four
Chapter Four of the draft Joint Strategy sets out the Partner Authorities’ priorities and ambitions for
resources and waste management for the Joint Strategy period of 2027 to 2057. These focus on the
themes of Waste Prevention, Reuse and Repair, Recycling, and Supporting Improvements with
Infrastructure.
We’d like to gather your thoughts on the priorities we have identified.
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Waste Prevention
The Partner Authorities’ waste prevention priorities:
1. Continue to work with residents and businesses to reduce waste growth and contribute to
the London wide aspiration of becoming a ‘zero waste city’
2. Support the London wide target of reducing food waste by 50% by 2030 and will work with
the Greater London Authority, ReLondon1 and other authorities to do this
3. Work to raise awareness of the individual, community and environmental benefits of
reducing waste
More specifically we will:
a) Develop waste prevention plans, Reduction and Recycling Plans, or other appropriate tools
that outline the actions that will be taken to provide communications, engagement and
access to services that help residents reduce waste and save money
b) Support national and regional campaigns on waste prevention, and develop local campaigns
to support projects and services
c) Develop partnership arrangements with community organisations, housing associations local
authorities, and other key stakeholders to enhance work on waste prevention
d) Work with the Government, other local authorities and key stakeholders to promote higher
standards of product design and manufacture, to prolong product lifecycles and reduce
avoidable waste

6. Do you support the waste prevention priorities outlined
o Yes – I support all of the priorities
o Yes – I generally support the priorities but would like to propose a change
o No – I don’t support the priorities listed
7. Are there any additions that you would make to the priorities identified?
o Yes – I’d like to suggest the following additions (please state)
o No changes
8. Is there one priority that is more important than the others?
o Yes - Please state
o No
o Other (please state)
9. Do you have any other comments on the Waste Prevention priorities?
o Yes – Please state
o No

1

Formally known as LWARB – the London Waste and Recycling Board
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Reuse and Repair
The Partner Authorities’ reuse and repair priorities:
1. Work to increase the amount of products that are kept in local circulation through reuse and
repair services
2. Seek to normalise reuse within our communities as a means of disposing of unwanted items
3. Seek to promote the purchase of reused, refurbished and repaired products as a beneficial
alternative to buying new
4. Seek to advance local green economy job and training opportunities through supporting the
development of reuse and repair services
More specifically we will:
a) Explore options for providing or supporting existing and new reuse collection services from
homes and businesses
b) Investigate opportunities for increasing reuse provision at the Reuse and Recycling Centres,
including on-site retail outlets where viable
c) Work with reuse organisations to develop / expand existing valued partnerships, strengthen
local offerings, and support increases in scope and capacity to enhance the services
available to residents
d) Raise awareness of repair options available within the Partner Authorities’ area
e) Participate in national, regional and sub-regional campaigns promoting reuse and repair,
and undertake local promotion of the benefits and range of available services
f)

Work with the Government, other local authorities and key stakeholders to promote higher
standards of product design and manufacture, to enhance opportunities for cost-effective
reuse

10. Do you support the reuse and repair priorities outlined?
o Yes – I support all of the priorities
o Yes – I generally support the priorities but would like to propose a change
o No – I don’t support the priorities listed
11. Are there any additions that you would make to the priorities identified?
o Yes – I’d like to suggest the following additions (please state)
o No changes
12. Is there one priority that is more important than the others?
o Yes - Please state
o No
o Other (please state)
13. Do you have any other comments on the reuse and repair priorities?
o Yes – please state
o No
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Recycling
The Partner Authorities’ recycling priorities:
1. We aspire to reach 50% recycling, and will work with local communities in this regard
2. We aim to achieve a minimum joint reuse, recycling and composting performance of 35% of
LACW by 2030
3. We will work together to offer the Mayor’s minimum level of household recycling service
provision, providing residents with straightforward and easy-to-use recycling collection
services
4. We will improve the quality of recycling collected and reduce contamination
5. We will improve recycling performance in houses and blocks of flats
6. We will work alongside new policy commitments including DRS and the EPR regime for
household packaging to maximise opportunities for increasing recycling
More specifically we will:
a) Introduce separate food waste collections for street level properties and blocks of flats, in line
with anticipated regulations and Government guidance
b) Expand household collection services to allow residents to recycle a wider range of packaging
and containers where relevant markets exist
c) Continue to investigate opportunities to recycle even more materials, through collection
services, public recycling facilities and the Reuse and Recycling Centres
d) Work with In-house commercial waste services and private waste companies to ensure that
businesses in East London are able to access cost-effective recycling services
e) Work with our residents and businesses to increase awareness of recycling
f)

Provide feedback to residents and businesses on contamination, and highlight the need for
material quality

g) Identify opportunities to use the ReLondon ‘Making Recycling Work for People in Flats toolkit2
or other suitable approaches to improve recycling performance in blocks of flats
h) Work with the Government, other local authorities, producers and key stakeholders to
develop better approaches to the planning and design of new developments to ensure
residents are able to recycle easily
i)

Work together to identify opportunities to extract more recyclable material from bulky waste,
street cleansing waste and fly tipped materials

j)

2

Explore opportunities to increase recycling through recovery of materials from other waste

Report - Making recycling work for people in flats | ReLondon
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streams
k) Support London Recycles messaging and campaigning to ensure that a consistent reduce,
reuse, recycle message is delivered across London
l)

Work with the Government, other local authorities, producers and key stakeholders to
promote standards of product design that enhance opportunities for cost-effective recycling

14. Do you support the recycling priorities outlined?
o Yes – I support all of the priorities
o Yes – I generally support the priorities but would like to propose a change
o No – I don’t support the priorities listed
15. Are there any additions that you would make to the priorities identified?
o Yes – I’d like to suggest the following additions (please state)
o No changes
16. Is there one priority that is more important than the others?
o Yes - Please state
o No
o Other (please state)
17. Do you have any other comments on the recycling priorities?
o Yes – please state
o No
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Supporting Improvements with Infrastructure
The Partner Authorities’ infrastructure priorities:
1. We will contribute to national and regional targets on reducing waste sent to landfill
2. We will secure access to waste treatment capacity in ways that support the Partner
Authorities’ priorities around reuse, repair and recycling
3. We will establish resilient, responsive and flexible arrangements for future waste treatment,
so that the Partner Authorities can continue to improve local services while remaining
responsive to changes in global material markets and international policy
4. We will seek to procure waste treatment services that provide local economic,
environmental and social benefits
5. We aim to support the Mayor’s target of managing the equivalent of 100% of London’s
waste within the capital
More specifically we will:
a) Maximise the use of, and value from, ELWA’s existing waste treatment contract
b) Develop a procurement plan for future waste treatment capacity, to support the aims and
objectives of this Joint Strategy. A Strategic Environmental Assessment screening will form
part of the procurement plan process
c) Ensure effective and responsible future commissioning, considering issues such as flexibility,
resilience, value for money, service quality, social value, and environmental impacts
including greenhouse gas emissions
d) Ensure that any future contracts commissioned will not impede the Partner Authorities’
ability to improve recycling in line with aspirations to reach 50%
e) Investigate options for supporting the development of appropriate new local infrastructure
for reuse, repair and remanufacture, which provide opportunities for local regeneration
f)

Work with the Greater London Authority to deliver future infrastructure and waste
treatment capacity solutions that align with the policies set out in the London Environment
Strategy, and ensure compliance with the Mayor of London’s Carbon Intensity Floor
requirements3 for any technology solutions considered that may include energy recovery
(note: technologies will be considered as part of a procurement plan)

g) Work with the Government, other local authorities and key stakeholders to encourage the
development of local materials reprocessing capacity

3

London Environment Strategy - Policy 7.3.2.b
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18. Do you support the recycling priorities outlined?
o Yes – I support all of the priorities
o Yes – I generally support the priorities but would like to propose a change
o No – I don’t support the priorities listed
19. Are there any additions that would you make to the priorities identified?
o Yes – I’d like to suggest the following additions (please state)
o No changes
20. Is there one priority that is more important than the others?
o Yes - Please state
o No
o Other (please state)
21. Do you have any other comments on the recycling priorities?
o Yes – please state
o No

Chapters Five and Six
Chapters Five and Six outline the journey of implementing the draft Joint Strategy, setting up
mechanisms to monitor progress, respond to change, and the metrics against which success will be
measured.
22. Do you have any comments on Chapters Five and Six?
o Comments – Please state
o No Comment
23. Do you have any other feedback on the Joint Strategy? Please note, if you have any local
issues to report you should contact your Council directly using the details provided at the
end of this consultation survey
o Yes - Please state
o No
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A little bit about you
[NOTE: Content and structure of the equalities monitoring questions would be confirmed with
consultation leads from the Constituent Councils.
Documents available for review on the website would include the full draft joint strategy, technical
reports, Strategic Environmental Assessment screening report and the Equalities Impact
Assessment.]
We’d like to find out a little bit more about you to support our equalities monitoring.
24. What is your gender?
o Male
o Female
o Other
25. What is your age?
o Under 18
o 18-24
o 25-34
o 35-44
o 45-54
o 55-64
o 65 or above
26. What is your ethnicity?
o White British
o White Irish
o Other White background
o Indian or Indian British
o Pakistani or Pakistani British
o Bangladeshi or Bangladeshi British
o Chinese or Chinese British
o Other Asian background
o Black Caribbean
o Black African
o Other Black background
o White and Black Caribbean
o White and Black African
o White and Asian
o Other mixed background
o Arab
o Gypsy or Irish Traveller
o Other
27. What is your religion or belief?
o Buddhist
o Christian
o Hindu
o Jewish
o Muslim
o Sikh
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o No religious belief
o Other
28. What is your sexual orientation?
o Heterosexual/straight
o Homosexual/gay/lesbian
o Bisexual
o Other
29. Do you have a long term physical or mental impairment, which greatly impacts your ability
to carry out normal day-to-day activities and you are likely to be considered disabled under
the Equality Act 2010?
o Yes
o No
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EAST LONDON WASTE PREVENTION PROGRAMME

1.

Confidential Report:

1.1

No.

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to note the report.

3.

Purpose:

3.1

This report provides an update on progress with delivering the East London Waste
Prevention Programme (ELWPP), which was approved by Members for a two-year
trial at the February 2021 Authority Meeting.

4.

Background:

4.1

Preventing waste from arising is preferable to recycling it or using it for energy
recovery in environmental terms, and can also save money for both local authorities
and residents.

4.2

The launch of an ELWPP was approved at the December 2019 Authority meeting, to
start on 1st April 2020 for a two-year trial period with a budget drawn from the
Strategy Reserve of £268,000 per annum. However, the launch of this programme
was delayed by the Covid-19 pandemic.

4.3

A revised two-year ELWPP was brought to the Authority Meeting on 8 February 2021
for approval by Members, with a start date of 1 April 2021 and a reduced budget for
the first year of £175,000.

5.

Progress to Date:

5.1

The Waste Prevention Plan that was approved in February 2021 is attached as
Appendix A. This plan is structured across six material streams, with work over the
first two months of the programme focusing primarily on projects relating to bulky
waste and textiles/nappies.

Material Stream 1: Bulky Waste
5.2

The Waste Prevention Manager has been working with Constituent Council officers
and local organisations to develop reuse-only kerbside collections for bulky waste.
These will complement the collection services delivered directly by the Councils or
their contractors, the material from which is currently primarily turned into refusederived fuel. Project briefs have started to be worked up, with analysis undertaken
of recent bulky waste collection bookings to help identify the potential impacts of the
introduction of reuse-only services.

5.3

Work is also underway with the local organisations and Renewi to significantly
enhance arrangements at the Reuse and Recycling Centres (RRCs) to divert reusable
furniture items, with a view to establishing more regular collections from these
facilities, new training for on-site staff, improved signage and promotion for users of
the RRCs, and eventually some layout changes to encourage use of the dedicated
drop-off points for reusable items.

Page 1 of 4
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Material Stream 2: Textiles and Nappies
5.4

The Waste Prevention Manager has been working with Renewi’s communications
partner, Keep Britain Tidy, to develop a guide and resources to enable schools to
provide on-site reuse shops for school uniforms. These will provide families at
participating schools with a route to donate uniforms their children have grown out
of, as well as source second-hand uniform items at a lower cost than buying new.

5.5

A regional reusable nappy project is due to be launched shortly, which will provide
parents across the four boroughs with access to trial packs to enable them to gain
practical experience of using these products as opposed to disposable nappies. Real
Nappies for London has been engaged as a communications partner to help promote
this scheme. The project has been developed using the experience and existing
offers from the two boroughs already running these types of scheme, so that these
are maintained while integrating them into the regional programme.

Other Material Streams
5.6

Work is underway to develop a campaigning schedule for the year ahead, in order to
align resources and plans within ELWA, the Constituent Councils and Keep Britain
Tidy to maximise the impact. This will include activity within national and regional
‘theme weeks’, as well as local initiatives.

5.7

The Covid-19 road map and emerging Government guidance is being reviewed to
identify when (or if) it may be possible to resume in-person events, so that repair
workshops for electronics and repair/swapping events for textiles can be scheduled
and promoted.

5.8

Engagement is underway with libraries in the Constituent Councils to identify
opportunities to roll out tool/appliance rental stations over the two years of the trial
ELWPP.

5.9

Training is being organised for officers from ELWA and the Constituent Councils to be
able to better support residents looking to start effective composting at home, to add
value to existing offers of discounted home composting bins.

5.10

Local housing associations are being mapped out and contacted in order to establish
a stakeholder group that can be engaged for introducing community composting and
other initiatives.

6.

Next Steps:

6.1

The Waste Prevention Manager will continue to work with the Constituent Councils
and other stakeholders to develop and implement the projects set out in the 202122 Waste Prevention Plan.
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Relevant officers:
Andrew Lappage, Managing Director / e-mail:
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk; and
Jon Hastings, Head of Strategy & Development / email:
jon.hastings@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk.

8.

Appendices attached:

8.1

Appendix A

9.

Background papers:

9.1

02 Dec 2019

East London Joint Waste Prevention Programme

9.2

29 Jun 2020

East London Joint Waste Prevention Programme – Update

9.3

30 Nov 2020

East London Waste Prevention Programme

9.4

8 Feb 2021

East London Waste Prevention Programme

10.

Legal considerations:

10.1

The Waste Minimisation Act 1998 amended the Environmental Protection Act 1990
by inserting section 63A which gives both waste collection authorities i.e. the four
Constituent Councils and the Waste Disposal Authority (ELWA) the power to take
steps to minimise generation of controlled waste. Before doing so the Waste Disposal
Authority must consult the Waste Collection Authorities (the Constituent Councils) in
its area and vice versa.

11.

Financial considerations:

11.1

The 2020/21 approved budget for the Waste Prevention Programme is £0.268m. Due
to the delay in the establishment of the team as a result of Covid-19, the actual
expenditure on the programme was £0.019m which was funded from the Strategy
Reserve, as shown in the Final Outturn and Contract Monitoring Report elsewhere on
the agenda.

11.2

The estimated future costs of the Waste Prevention Programme totalling £0.272m
over the period 2021/22 and 2022/23 have been included in the revenue budgets.

11.3

The Waste Prevention Programme budget has been set at £0.175m for the 2021/22
financial year, with a plan produced giving outline budgets for a range of planned
projects. The projects will be designed to test the efficiency of different approaches
to waste prevention, in order to determine the value for money delivered in terms of
expenditure against estimated waste disposal savings and other benefits. This will
link to the development of performance metrics to help estimate diverted tonnages,
as well as any benefits that can be monetised against factors like reduced carbon
emissions and social value.

12.

Performance management considerations:

12.1

There are a limited range of accurate metrics in place for determining the
performance/impact of waste prevention activities, so a new suite of indicators is
being developed for the WPP, drawing on experience from elsewhere as well as

Waste Prevention Plan 2021-22
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emerging national policy linked to the updated Waste Prevention Programme for
England.
13.

Risk management considerations:

13.1

Risk assessments are being undertaken for the Waste Prevention Programme
activities as they are developed, with mitigations being put into place as required.

14.

Equalities considerations:

14.1

Equalities impact assessments are being carried out on individual activities within the
WPP as they are developed, to ensure that the projects and schemes adequately
serve the diverse communities in East London. The projects are being developed as
pilots to test their effectiveness, and assessment of equalities impacts will form part
of the monitoring and evaluation of the schemes.

14.2

The WPP has been compiled to ensure a reasonably equitable balance of service
delivery and public engagement in all four of the Constituent Councils.

15.

Follow-up reports:

15.1

As required.

16.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

16.1

http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/

17.

Glossary:
Constituent Councils / the Councils = London Borough Councils of Barking &
Dagenham, Havering, Newham & Redbridge
ELWPP = East London Waste Prevention Programme
ELWA / the Authority = East London Waste Authority
WPP = Waste Prevention Programme

18.

Reviewed by Management Board:

18.1

14 June 2021

19.

Confidentiality:

19.1

Not applicable.
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Objective 1: Increase the amount of items diverted for re‐use from residents' homes
Objective 2: Increase the amount of items diverted for re‐use at the Reuse & Recycling Centres
Objective 3: Reduce the amount of disposable nappies used in East London, and promote correct disposal where they are used

Material Stream 2: Textiles and Nappies

Objective 4: Reduce the purchase and wastage of school uniforms
Objective 5: Increase local re‐use of textiles

Material Stream 3: Food Waste

Objective 6: Reduce the amount of avoidable food waste generated in East London
Objective 7: Increase the availability of repair opportunities to reduce the need for disposal of non‐working items

Material Stream 4: Electronics

Material Stream 5: Mixed Organic Waste

Objective 8: Promote safe recycling and disposal routes for batteries and other potentially hazardous small appliances to reduce fire risk in residual waste and dry recycling collection
vehicles and treatment facilities
Objective 9: Increase home composting of garden waste
Objective 10: Establish opportunities for community composting on housing estates and other locations

Material Stream 6: Miscellaneous Products and Waste
Streams
Project

Objective 11: Reduce the need for purchase and wastage of kitchen appliances, tools and other equipment that householders only need to use occasionally
Objective 12: Promote the sharing and re‐selling of durable household items
Partners

Metrics

Outputs

Outcomes

Communications

Type

Outline Budget

Material Stream 1: Bulky Waste
Objective 1: Increase the amount of items diverted for re‐use from residents' homes
Number of collections
undertaken by re‐use
Constituent Councils,
Work with the Constituent Councils and local re‐use organisations including Customer
organisations
Bookable re‐use collection
1.1 to set up re‐use collection systems that complement existing
Services
service (eventually one per
bulky waste services
Number and type of items
Re‐use organisations
borough)
collected for re‐use (tonnage will
Renewi
be derived from this)
Objective 2: Increase the amount of items diverted for re‐use at the Reuse & Recycling Centres
Clearly‐signposted bays or
containers for reusable
items at each RRC
Renewi
Improve the performance of re‐use arrangements at RRCs
Keep Britain Tidy Tonnage of items collected for re‐
2.1 through changes to site layouts, enhanced signage and improved
Service level agreements in
use from RRCs
Local re‐use
collection arrangements with local re‐use organisations
place with reuse
organisations
organisations to make
regular collections from
each RRC

2.2

Investigate options to introduce re‐sale opportunities for
reusable items at the RRCs.

Renewi
Keep Britain Tidy
Local re‐use
organisations

Tonnage of items re‐sold at the
RRCs

Additional project ready to
be developed

Reduced tonnages of bulky
waste by 100‐200 tonnes per
annum
Increased throughput of items
at local re‐use organisations

Reduced tonnages of residual
waste by 100‐200 tonnes per
annum
Increased throughput of items
at local re‐use organisations
Reduced tonnages of residual
waste (contributes to
performance of 2.1 by
promoting donations for re‐
use)
Increased opportunities to
purchase re‐used items
Improved service offer at the
RRCs
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Social media bursts
Website content and links
Waste collection vehicle side
advertising
Leaflets and/or other printed
media, where available

Medium term

£20,000

Signage at RRCs
Website content and links
On‐site promotion by staff
Social media bursts

Quick win

£10,000

Signage at RRCs
Website content and links
On‐site promotion by staff
Social media bursts

Medium term

£0

Project

Partners

Metrics

Outputs

Outcomes

Communications

Type

Outline Budget

Material Stream 2: Textiles and Nappies
Objective 3: Reduce the amount of disposable nappies used in East London, and promote correct disposal where they are used
Appropriate reusable nappy
schemes launched in
Newham and LBBD

Number of families using the
schemes
3.1

3.2

3.3

Research and establish reusable nappy schemes that incentivise
and enable householders to switch from using disposables

Educate residents on the correct disposal routes for disposable
nappies, as part of communications on reusable options

Undertake a feasibility study on the establishment of local
reusable nappy laundry services.

Real Nappies for
London
Nappy Alliance
Constituent Councils

Number of vouchers / Nappy
Loan Kits requested and
redeemed
(and/or)
Number of trial packs sent out

Equivalent support
provided to running existing
schemes in Havering and
Redbridge

Inclusion of information on
correct disposal routes for
disposables in other
Nappy contamination levels in dry reusables‐related materials
Constituent Councils
recycling, as reported by MRFs
Regular drip‐feed
communications at other
times

Real Nappies for
London
Nappy Alliance
Constituent Councils
Local laundry service
providers
Community groups

TBD

Options identified for an
accessible and affordable
service that reduces
perceived barriers to use of
reusable nappies

Reduced tonnage of
disposable nappies by 100
tonnes per annum
Increased use of reusable
nappies

Website content and links
Social media bursts

Quick win

£15,000

Website content and links
Social media bursts

Quick win

£0

N/A

Medium term

£0

Reduced contamination of
disposable nappies in
recycling streams

Reduced contamination of
disposable nappies in
recycling streams

Reduced tonnage of
disposable nappies
(contributes to performance
of 3.1 by facilitating switch to
reusables)
Increased use of reusable
nappies
Reduced contamination of
disposable nappies in
recycling streams

Objective 4: Reduce the purchase and wastage of school uniforms

4.1

Establish re‐use schemes within schools for parents to donate
and purchase uniforms (non reusable materials will be recycled)

Schools
Keep Britain Tidy

Number and type of items
donated and sold

Storage containers, signage
and promotional material
(as required) provided to
participating schools
Re‐use schemes set up with
suitably robust reporting
mechanisms to enable
tonnage to be monitored

Reduced purchase and
wastage of school uniforms

Signage and leaflets at
participating schools

Quick win

£2,000

Clothing repair and
swapping events held
within the community at
suitable venues

Reduced purchase and
wastage of clothing

Promotion through community
group channels
Social media bursts

Medium term

£10,000

Objective 5: Increase local re‐use of textiles
Set up repair and swapping events within the community, once in‐ Keep Britain Tidy
person events can resume. If this is not possible, allocated
Community groups
5.1
resources will be redirected to delivering outcomes through
Housing associations
alternative approaches, and to support other projects
Specialist partners

Number of event attendees
Number and type of items
repaired
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Project

Partners

Metrics

Outputs

Outcomes

Communications

Type

Outline Budget

Material Stream 3: Food Waste
Objective 6: Reduce the amount of avoidable food waste generated in East London
Reach of social media posts,
including likes, retweets

Undertake Love Food Hate Waste campaigning on digital
6.1 channels, including advertising, social media bursts and virtual
workshops/events

Project

Use of digital advertising for
key messages and prompts
Reduced tonnages of
Constituent Councils
Online resources identified
avoidable food waste
ReLondon
and promoted
collected for disposal by 800
Keep Britain Tidy
Distribution numbers for printed Virtual workshops run for
tonnes per annum
Community groups
residents to learn skills,
materials
techniques etc.
Number of attendees on virtual
workshops/ engagement sessions
Opportunities To See or other
suitable metric for advertising

Partners

Metrics

Outputs

Outcomes

Social media bursts
Website content and links
Targeted digital advertising
Advertising in printed media,
where available
Online workshops and talks

Communications

Quick Win

Type

£6,000

Outline Budget

Material Stream 4: Electronics
Objective 7: Increase the availability of repair opportunities to reduce the need for disposal of non‐working items
Electronic repair events
Promotion through community
held within the community
Reduced purchase and
group channels
Medium Term
at suitable venues to
wastage of electronic items
Number and type of items
Social media bursts
promote sustainable
repaired
consumption
Objective 8: Promote safe recycling and disposal routes for batteries and other potentially hazardous small appliances to reduce fire risk in residual waste and dry recycling collection vehicles and treatment facilities
Use of digital advertising to
promote local or London‐
Reach of social media posts,
wide messaging on safe Reduced tonnage of batteries
including likes, retweets
Keep Britain Tidy
Social media bursts
collected for disposal and
recycling and disposal of
Undertake campaigning on how and where to dispose of
ReLondon
Website content and links
small appliances
batteries
batteries and small appliances safely, including promotion of any
Opportunities To See or other
Waste industry
8.1
Quick Win
RRC signage
Signposting to resources,
producer/retailer take‐back schemes, highlighting the risk of fires
suitable metric for advertising
partners
Posters for libraries and other
Increased use of recycling
such as maps of recycling
as well as the environmental benefits of recycling
Housing associations
community spaces
facilities for batteries and
locations
Community groups Distribution numbers for printed
small appliances
Signposting to any takeback
materials
schemes that may be
available to use
Project
Partners
Metrics
Outputs
Outcomes
Communications
Type
Set up repair events within the community, once in‐person
events can resume. If this is not possible, allocated resources will
7.1
be redirected to delivering outcomes through alternative
approaches, and to support other projects

Keep Britain Tidy
Community groups
Housing associations
Specialist partners

Number of attendees at events

£10,000

£2,000

Outline Budget

Material Stream 5: Mixed Organic Waste
Objective 9: Increase home composting of garden waste
Number of compost bins sold
Work with the Constituent Councils to increase availability and
9.1
promotion of home composting equipment for residents

Constituent Councils

Suitable metrics for engagement
and/or advertising approaches

Promotional campaign for
Reduced tonnages of garden
existing home composting
waste collected for treatment
bin promotions/schemes
or disposal by 200 tonnes per
Options identified for any
annum
additional schemes

Social media bursts
Website content and links

Quick Win

£5,000

Medium Term

£8,000

Objective 10: Establish opportunities for community composting on housing estates and other locations
Work with community groups and housing associations to
10.1
establish community composting schemes on housing estates

Reduced tonnages of organic Engage with community groups
Constituent Councils Unavoidable food waste tonnage One community composting
and housing associations to
waste collected for treatment
scheme per borough
diverted per each community
Community groups
or disposal by 100 tonnes per determine best communications
launched
composting scheme
Housing associations
approaches
annum
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Project

Partners

Metrics

Outputs

Outcomes

Communications

Type

Outline Budget

Material Stream 6: Miscellaneous Products and Waste Streams
Objective 11: Reduce the need for purchase and wastage of kitchen appliances, tools and other equipment that householders only need to use occasionally

Constituent Councils
Library of Things
Seek match funding to establish two Library of Things rental /
Community groups Tonnage will be provided through
11.1 leasing kiosks at libraries in the region, with a view to establishing
Library of Things reporting tool
and organisations
two more (giving one per borough) in the second year of the WPP
Suitable funding
bodies

Library of Things kiosks
launched in two borough
libraries in year one, with
match funding
Match funding
identified/secured to
enable two more to be
launched in year two

Objective 12: Promote the sharing and re‐selling of durable household items

Reduced purchase and
wastage of little‐used
appliances and equipment
Increased availability of
affordable access to
appliances and equipment
Increased income to host
premises

Social media bursts
Website content and links
Posters and promotion by staff
within libraries
Staff and volunteers recruited by
Library of Things to promote
service

Medium Term

£30,000

Social media bursts
Website content and links

Quick Win

£4,000

Reach of social media posts,
including likes, retweets
Promote the use of sharing, leasing and re‐selling services and
12.1
websites

Constituent Councils
Website owners

Opportunities To See or other
suitable metric for advertising

Promotional campaign to
raise awareness of online
platforms for sharing/re‐
selling

Increased awareness and use
of sharing and re‐selling
alternatives

Distribution numbers for printed
materials
Notes on metrics
Tonnage of waste diverted and carbon emissions avoided will be derived from other indicators where necessary
An approach to assessing social value will be developed to provide an additional metric for the WPP as a whole

Project Costs
Staff Costs
Total Budget

Note on timescales
Quick win = Project that can be fully mobilised in year one
Medium term = Project that can be mobilised in year one, but is intended to run into year two
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£122,000
£53,000
£175,000

25 June 2021

Authority Agenda Item 15

FORWARD PLAN
1.1

This Forward Plan identifies all key decisions expected to be considered by the Authority over the forthcoming twelve months.

1.2

Key decisions are defined as:
a)

those that form the Authority’s budgetary and policy framework;

b)

those that involve ‘significant’ spending or savings; and

c)

those that have a significant effect on the community.

1.3

In relation to (b) above, the Authority’s definition of ‘significant’ refers to spending or savings of £100,000 or more that is not
already provided for in the Authority’s budget (the setting of the budget is itself a Key Decision).

1.4

In relation to (c) above, the Authority’s definition of significant effect on the community is defined as any decision that is likely to
have a significant impact on one or more of the Constituent Councils.

Projected
Date
October 2021

Subject

Confidential
/Restricted

Lead Contact

Modern Slavery Statement
The Authority will be asked to approve the
Modern Slavery Statement

No

October 2021

Fire Improvement Works
The Authority may be asked to make decisions in
relation to fire improvement works at Key
Facilities

Yes

Neil Greenhalgh
Neil.greenhalgh@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

December
2021

Statement of Accounts and Audit Results Report
2020/21
The Authority will be asked to receive the Audit
Results Report, approve the Statement of
Accounts for the financial year 2020/21 and
approve the letter of representations

No

Maria Christofi

Andrew Lappage
Andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk
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Projected
Date

Authority Agenda Item 15

Subject

Confidential
/Restricted

Lead Contact

December
2021

Medium Term Financial Strategy
The Authority will be asked to agree the Medium
Term Financial Strategy update for the years
2022/23 to 2026/27

No

December
2021

Treasury Management Mid-Year Strategy Review
- 2021/22
The Authority will be asked to note the Treasury
Management Mid-Year Strategy Review and
compliance with the Prudential Indicators

No

December
2021

Contract Expiry Plan
The Authority will be asked to consider a report
on the key activities, decision points, governance
and resource requirements up to the end of the
IWMS Contract.

Yes

Neil Greenhalgh
Neil.greenhalgh@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

February
2022

East London Joint Resources & Waste Strategy
The Authority will be asked to formally adopt the
Joint Strategy

No

Jon Hastings

February
2022

East London Waste Prevention Programme
The Authority will be asked to approve a revised
programme for 2022/23

No

Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

Jon.hastings@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

Jon Hastings
Jon.hastings@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
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Projected
Date

Authority Agenda Item 15

Subject

Confidential
/Restricted

February
2022

Revenue and Capital Budgets and Levy 2022/23
The Authority will be asked:
a) To agree the revenue budget for 2022/23;
b) To agree the Capital Strategy and capital
programme for 2022/23;
c) To agree the charges for commercial waste for
2022/23;
d) To determine the overall levy and the levies
for each of the Constituent Councils;
e) To agree the risk analysis and policy on
reserves; and
f) To agree the continuation of existing
arrangements for the payment of the levy,
commercial and other waste charges.

No

February
2022

External Audit Plan 2021/22
The Authority will be asked to consider the
External Audit Plan for the period 1 April 2021 to
31 March 2022 including the audit of the
2021/22 final accounts

No

February
2022

Corporate Risk Register
The Authority will be asked to approve the
Corporate Risk Register

No

Lead Contact
Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

Neil Greenhalgh
Neil.greenhalgh@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
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Projected
Date

Authority Agenda Item 15

Subject

Confidential
/Restricted

February
2022

Treasury Management Strategy 2021/22 and
Prudential Code Indicators 2022/23 to 2024/25
The Authority will be asked to agree:
a) The Borrowing Strategy for 2022/23;
b) The Minimum Revenue Provision Policy
Statement for 2022/23;
The Annual Investment Strategy for
c)
2022/23; and
d) The Prudential Indicators for Capital and
Treasury Management for 2022/23 to
2024/25

No

February
2022

ABSDP & FYSDP. The Authority will be asked to
approve the Annual Budget and Service Delivery
Plan together with the Five Year Service Delivery
Plan as produced by the Operator, Renewi.

No

June 2022

Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and
Supporting Policies
The Authority will be asked to agree the AntiFraud and Corruption Strategy and the
Whistleblowing Policy.

No

Internal Audit Annual Report including 2021/22,
Audit Plan 2022/23 and Planned Audit Coverage
to March 2026.
The Authority will be asked to note and agree
the audit coverage for 2021/22, and agree the
Five-Year Strategic Plan.

No

Treasury Management Annual Report 2021/22

No

June 2022

June 2022

Lead Contact
Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

Neil Greenhalgh
Neil.greenhalgh@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk
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Projected
Date

June 2022

June 2022

Authority Agenda Item 15

Subject

Confidential
/Restricted

The Authority will be asked to approve Treasury
Management Annual Report
Annual Governance Statement 2021/22
The Authority will be asked to approve the
Annual Governance Statement (AGS) and note
that the AGS forms part of the approval of the
Statement of Accounts for 2021/22

No

Risk Management Policy and Strategy
The Authority will be asked to approve the Risk
Management Policy and Strategy

No

Lead Contact
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

Maria Christofi
Maria.christofi@redbridge.gov.uk

N Greenhalgh
Neil.greenhalgh@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
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